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Abstract
Gravitational wave astronomy promises to open an entirely new window to the universe.
The first direct observation of gravitational waves was made on September 14, 2015
09:50:45 UTC using the Advanced Laser Interferometer Gravitational wave Observatory
(Advanced LIGO). Emissions from an inspiral and merger of a pair of black holes were
detected peaking at a strain of 1 ⇥ 10 21. This is a momentous result, awarded the
Breakthrough Prize and the Gruber Prize, but is only the beginning of a new age of
detection. With further direct detections, a rich new vein of data will widen the span
of observational astronomy whilst complementing existing electromagnetic observations,
revealing a hitherto unexplored range of phenomena.
Upgrades to Advanced LIGO, and planned upgrades to a global network of detectors,
are expected to deliver instruments with peak strain sensitivities of 1 ⇥ 10 21/pHz. At
these sensitivities, the quantum nature of light within these detectors will be the limiting
noise source over most of their frequency range. This quantum noise limit is driven by
the vacuum quadrature fluctuations propagated through their open detection ports and
represents a fundamental floor to their ultimate strain sensitivity.
This thesis addresses two distinct approaches to quantum noise improvement for future
upgrades to advanced detectors. The first addresses the issue of quantum noise by
adopting a quantum non-demolition approach to detector readout variables, the so-called
‘speed-meter’ design. Such a modified instrument e↵ectively samples test mass momen-
tum, a quantity for which time separated measurements commute and are therefore
not bound by Heisenberg-like limits. A novel polarisation-folded sloshing cavity type
speed-meter is proposed where readout fields are stored and delayed in the orthogonal
polarisation of the interferometer’s arms cavities. Here frequency dependence is selected
to cancel position like measurements so that only test mass momentum information
remains. A quantum noise propagation model is developed and a sensitivity performance
is predicted that beats the standard quantum limit below 100 Hz over a broad range of
frequencies.
A second approach to achieve quantum noise enhancement in advanced detectors involves
injection of quadrature-squeezed states in the place of vacuum at the open detector
port. This dissertation details the development of a prototype squeezed vacuum source
suitable to the demanding enhancement requirements for an Advanced LIGO squeezing
installation. The construction of a doubly resonant, bow-tie cavity source is presented.
This employs a novel monolithic all-glass cavity construction and is vacuum compatible.
This design demonstrates the viability of building such a cavity using optical contacting
as a construction technique for attaching mounting prisms to highly polished fused-silica
breadboards. Such a design can be expected to have excellent length noise stability,
provide low intrinsic phase noise and would be suitable to mount on seismic isolation
stages within the LIGO vacuum envelope. Further, the travelling wave cavity design
vii
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should provide excellent 50 dB intrinsic backscatter isolation. We demonstrate the first
operation of such a complex non-linear device under vacuum, producing 8.6 dB of mea-
sured vacuum squeezing down to 10 Hz across the Advanced LIGO ‘audio-band’ detection
range. The knowledge and construction techniques acquired from the development of this
squeezed light source will help to inform the design and construction of future in-vacuum
squeeze light sources for gravitational-wave detectors.
Finally, a frequency shifting method to avoid backscattered light, that masks squeezing at
low frequencies, is presented.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
At about the time this dissertation goes to print great excitement is in the air. The first
confirmed direct detection of an astrophysical event emitting gravitational waves was
made on September 14, 2015 09:50:45 UTC at the LIGO collaboration’s pair of detectors
[1]. A measured coincident signal of frequency sweep from 35 to 250 Hz with a peak
gravitational wave strain of one part in 10 21 was made at each detector. This waveform
matched a characteristic chirp predicted by general relativity for the final stages of an
inspiral and merger of a 36+5 4M  and 29
+4
 4M  black hole pair. The event has been
designated the name GW150914. With a false alarm rate of 1 in 203 000 years, or 5.1 
statistical significance, this is a discovery with a high degree of certainty. It represents not
only one of the most precise measurements in history but also the first direct measurement
of black holes that were hitherto only theorised and indirectly observed. Thus begins the
age of gravitational wave astronomy.
The path to gravitational wave detection began with the work of of J. Weber in the
early 1960’s. He constructed resonant structure detectors colloquially known as acoustic
‘bars’ detectors [2, 3]. These detectors were solid metal bodies that, isolated from the
surrounding environment, were designed to be excited at their resonant frequencies by
strain due to gravitational waves. Although Weber’s claims of detection were never
confirmed by other parallel e↵orts [4], subsequent development of such and similar
detectors lead to ever more sensitive devices approaching their quantum limits with
peak strain sensitivities on the order of 3 to 7 ⇥ 10 19 [5]. Despite this significant
and ongoing progress, these bar detectors are challenged by their limited detection
bandwidth about their mechanical resonances, typically fGW  10 Hz. Similarly, the
length-scaling of these detectors to improve signal pickup relative to quantum and
thermal noise floors presents great di culties given the significant challenge of suspending
ever heavier1 solid bodies with high Q in a cryogenic environment. The excitement
generated by these endeavours, and the tantalising prospect of an entirely new band
of astronomical observation, provided the impetuous to explore other parallel technologies.
With the advent of the laser and the subsequent development in interferometric tech-
niques, that made use of its high temporal and spacial coherence, another route opened
to detection. Pirani [6] and later Gertsenshte˘ın and Pustovo˘ıt [7] were some of the first to
propose a interferometric measurement of gravitational strain with an initial sensitivity
estimate of  l/l ⇡ 8 ⇥ 10 14. The first in-depth analysis of realistic noise sources for
an interferometric detector and design requirements was carried out in 1972 by Weiss
1with proposed masses of on the order of 105 kg [5].
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[8]. Conceived with a Michelson based design, these interferometric detectors provided
a broadband operation with a significant advantage in their length scalability. This
enabled a longer distance over which to accrue strain dependant phase delays. Weiss
estimated initial shot noise alone to be on the order of  l/l ⇡ 10 16. Although expected
gravitational wave strain was estimated at the time to be  l/l ⇡ 10 24, development of
interferometric detectors began in earnest with a staged development of the necessary
technologies that progressed through various iterations to reach the present Advanced
LIGO, GEO600, Virgo and KAGRA generation of detectors [9–12]. This was a long but
planned road to detection.
From their inception detectors were understood to be limited by the quantum nature
of their interrogating fields interacting with test-mass mirrors. Early work of Caves
showed this quantum noise to be entirely attributable to the zero-point fluctuations
present at the open detection ports that lead to both detection shot-noise and radiation
pressure measurement back-action noise [13, 14]. The Advanced LIGO detectors will
be ultimately limited by this quantum noise over most of their detection band [9].
This poses a fundamental limit to their ultimate sensitivity and therefore their astro-
physical reach. By careful manipulation of light states both within and outside of the
interferometer, these quantum limits may be circumvented ultimately up the energetic
quantum limit of the detectors [15, 16]. Methods for addressing the sensitivity lim-
its of the instruments with careful quantum engineering are a rich and active field of study.
This dissertation focuses principally on the quantum noise aspects of advanced and future
gravitational wave interferometric detectors. The work outlined here has two central
themes for quantum noise reduction: the generation of squeezed states of light applicable
to the interferometric gravitational wave detector’s detection band; and, future generation
detection techniques that modify the instrument itself to be a quantum non-demolition
‘speed-meter’ device.
1.1 Thesis overview
This dissertation covers a number of topics related to gravitational wave detection,
particularly emphasising the quantum noise limits of laser interferometric detectors
imposed by the quantum nature of light.
As is customary in Australian dissertations, a degree of background material is included
for completeness and to assist the non-expert reader. This background material also
serves the dual purpose of literature review, placing the contemporary literature in
the context of the relevant theory and methods. Background theory for the research
presented may be found in Chapters 2 to 4. These detail the field of gravitational wave
detection, the quantum nature of light and the impact of quantum light in interfero-
metric detectors. For the reader familiar with these subjects those chapters may be
skipped. The second half of this thesis, beginning with Chapter 5 consists of original work.
The dissertation is structured as follows:
• Chapter 2 provides a background of the sources of gravitational waves and an
overview of current and future interferometric gravitational wave detectors and the
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noise sources limiting their sensitivity.
• Chapter 3 reviews quantum states of light and non-linear interactions, including:
their generation, detection and interaction with resonant systems. This chapter is
intended for completeness and to provide the reader with the necessary tools to
understand the operation of the optical parametric amplifies presented later.
• Chapter 4 outlines the propagation of quantum noise through interferometric grav-
itational wave detectors. Although this material can be found distributed across a
variety of sources [17–21], the nomenclature, mathematical formalisms and methods
vary slightly in the literature. A consistent cannon of terms is needed. A little more
depth is provided here to brief the reader on the methods used in both the following
speed-meter chapter and in providing motivation for the audio band squeezing that
is the subject of the remainder of the thesis. The intent is to provide context to the
broader thrust of quantum noise reductions for gravitational wave detection.
• Chapter 5 gives a short literature review on the subject of speed-meter concepts
and introduces a proposal for a polarisation folded speed meter as an alternative to
external sloshing cavity type speed meters. Such a design builds on the topology of
existing advanced detectors and the work of Purdue and Chen [22]. This work was
also published in [23].
• Chapter 6 details the design and construction of a high stability semi-monolithic
glass optical parametric oscillator operated as a squeezed light source under vac-
uum conditions. Advanced LIGO and other detectors would require a squeezed
vacuum source with high quantum e ciency, excellent backscatter isolation and a
high degree of phase stability. This chapter outlines the rationale for placing such
a squeezed source in vacuum and the design decisions and build techniques for this
next generation source.
• Chapter 7 outlines the operation and initial testing of this prototype glass OPO
source under vacuum. It outlines the experimental setup with preparation optics
and balanced homodyne detection. A number of parameters of the OPO were also
tested prior to shipping elements to MIT. These results are published in [24]. A more
complete in vacuum test on an isolated stage, with in-vacuum homodyne detection,
was to be undertaken by G. Mansell. The full optimised phase noise performance of
the cavity, with an optimised coherent control scheme, is presented in a publication
by Oelker et al. [25].
• Chapter 8 outlines a scatter upshifting experiment to actively remove parasitic cou-
plings present in vacuum squeezed state measurements. Audio-band squeezing is
recovered from a vacuum squeezed state contaminated with spurious back reflec-
tions using a path length dithering technique.
1.2 Statement of contribution
The work undertaken for this thesis was completed at the Australian National University
under the supervision of Prof. D. McClelland and Prof. D. Shaddock.
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Speed meter work was led by me with early collaboration with K McKenzie, and later
collaboration with Y. Chen. This work is published in [23].
Scatter upshifting experiments were carried out with early assistance from M. Stefszky.
Development of the OPO squeezed light source for this experiment, the homodyne
detection setup and preparation optics was undertaken primarily by M. Stefszky and
S. Chua as part of their thesis work, see respectively [26] and [27]. Experimental
implementation of scatter upshifting in squeezing measurements was carried out by me
and is published in [28].
Development of a glass cavity OPO for operation in vacuum was a joint project with G.
Mansell. I led the development of the OPO vacuum compatible oven design and assembly
as well as co-contributing in the design and construction of the final OPO cavity and
collection of first in vacuum squeezing results. S. Chua assisted with aspects of the
experiment design and many aspects of the preparation optics optimisation. This work
was published in [28].
The Homodyne detector electronics were designed and provided by H. Vahlbruch and R.
Schnabel of the Albert Einstein Institute, Hannover Germany.
1.3 Publications
The following publications comprise original work conducted at the Australian National
University for the completion of this thesis:
• Wade, A. R., McKenzie, K., Chen, Y., Shaddock, D. A., Chow, J. H., & Mc-
Clelland, D. E. Polarization speed meter for gravitational-wave detection. Physics
Review D, 86 (6), 062001 (2012). http://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.86.062001
• Wade, A. R., Chua, S. S. Y., Stefszky, M. S., Shaddock, D. A & McClelland, D.
E. Path length modulation technique for scatter noise immunity in squeezing mea-
surements. Optics Letters 38 (13), 2265–7 (2013). http://doi.org/10.1364/OL.
38.002265
• Wade, A. R., Mansell, G. L., Chua, S. S. Y., Ward, R. L., Slagmolen, B. J. J., Shad-
dock, D. A., & McClelland, D. E. A squeezed light source operated under high vacuum.
Scientific Reports 5, 18052 (Dec 2015). http://doi.org/10.1038/srep18052
• Wade, A. R., Mansell, G. L., McRae, T. G., Chua, S. S. Y., Yap, M. J., Ward, R.
L., Slagmolen, B. J. J., Shaddock, D. A. & McClelland, D. E., Optomechanical design
and construction of a vacuum-compatible optical parametric oscillator for generation
of squeezed light. [In preparation] https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1600005
Further co-authored publications as part of the LIGO Scientific collaboration are many
and are omitted here. A full list of collaboration papers of which I am a co-author can be
found at: http://www.ligo.org/science/publications.php
Chapter 2
Background: Gravitational Waves
and Their Detection
This chapter provides an overview of gravitational waves, their sources and
the principles of laser interferometric detection. The intent is to provide some
background and motivation for the field of interferometric gravitational wave
astronomy but is by no means exhaustive. For further detail see reviews by
Adhikari [29], Pitkin et. al [30] and Saulson [31].
Section 2.1 introduces gravitational radiation and the production of quadrupole
gravitational waves. Sources are discussed in Section 2.2. The basic working
principles of ground based gravitational wave detectors are reviewed in Section
2.3 along with an introduction to current advanced generation interferomet-
ric detectors. Finally, principal noise sources limiting the sensitivity of these
detectors are discussed in Section 2.4.
2.1 Gravitational radiation
Over one hundred years ago, this year, Einstein published his theory of general relativity
in a final form we recognise today [32, 33]. In a generalisation of his earlier special theory
of relativity, this new formulation cast gravity as arising from curvature of space and time.
This radical theorem posited that distributions of matter and energy a↵ected the local
space-time about it, curving its geometry. In turn this acted back on matter and energy.
One of the profound predictions of this new physics was the existence of gravitational
radiation arising from fluctuating mass-energy distributions [34]. Far from the source,
this radiation manifests as a small perturbation in an otherwise flat space-time. This
perturbation may be characterised as a travelling wave moving at the speed of light
straining the space between inertial bodies. Such gravitational waves were expected to not
only carry a signature of distant astrophysical events, in a spectrum completely di↵erent
to electromagnetic waves, but also to be a mechanism by which energy is dissipated from
transient collapsing systems.
The first evidence for the existence of gravitational waves was found by Hulse and Taylor
in the binary system PSR B1913+16 [35]: the binary system contained a pulsar and was
found from timing measurements to be in a decaying orbit. This was in good agreement
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with a system emitting quadruple gravitational radiation [36, 37]. However was indirect
evidence of the existence of gravitational radiation. For this they were awarded a Nobel
Prize (1993).
The action of these gravitational waves on a region of space is to modulate the e↵ective
delay between free falling bodies as sampled by light undergoing a round trip along the
most direct route. Typically this is interpreted as an e↵ective straining of the intermediate
space, in length terms, expressed as change in length  l over length l,
h =
 l
l
. (2.1)
From an experimentalist’s perspective, this may be viewed as ‘tidal force’ acting to
modulate of the relative position between test particles.
Conservation of mass-energy and linear and angular momentum dictates that the lowest
order mode of oscillation of the mass-energy distribution from any source is quadrupole.
Figure 2.1 shows the e↵ect of of a quadrupole gravitational wave on a ring of freely falling
test particles in space over a full period. Here the wave is propagating into the page.
The ring is simultaneously stretched and compressed in orthogonal axes according to the
polarisation of the wave, either in a h+ or a h⇥ pattern.
Time
Figure 2.1: Action of a quadrupole gravitational waves in + and ⇥ polarisations acting on a
ring of free falling test particles in otherwise flat space. Propagation of the wave is into the page.
Here the e↵ect is greatly exaggerated for illustrative purposes. The first direct measurement of
gravitational waves, the GW150914 event, had a peak a strain on order of h = 10 21.
Although total energy dissipated and carried away by gravitational waves in extreme
astrophysical events can be great, the interaction of matter with gravitational fields is
weak on smaller scales and the strength scales inversely (1/r) with distance. This makes
direct detection of such waves challenging. Estimates of typical inspiral sources predict a
strain at Earth of on the order of h ⇠ 10 21 [31].
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2.2 Gravitational wave sources
The strongest expected sources of gravitational waves are large astrophysical events that
contain non-spherically symmetric dynamics. These include inspiraling two-body systems,
lopsided rotating bodies, transient collapsing or coalescing systems or even remnants from
the very earliest stages of the universe’s formation. Summarised here are just a few
postulated sources: a more extensive survey of possible sources can be found in [31, 38,
39]:
• Inspirals/coalescing binary mergers - The inwardly decaying orbit of pairs of
discrete compact high mass objects ending in an eventual merger. This includes
binary systems made up of combinations of neutron stars (sometimes pulsars) and
black holes. These progress in three stages. They begin with an initially gradual
emission of gravitational radiation that extracts orbital energy and angular momen-
tum. As the orbit decays to close range, the amplitude and frequency of gravitational
waves asymptote in a characteristic ‘chirp’ as the increased proximity leads to an in-
creasingly violent dissipation of energy. Following this, the objects physically merge.
The surfaces and/or event horizons meet, resulting of the formation of a single body.
In the final stage the residual axial-asymmetry continues to ring down as a spinning
massive object. The relative mass ratio and ellipticity of initial orbit define the early
characteristic waveform with asymmetries eventually smoothing with the dissipation
into the gravitational wave and electromagnetic fields. The PSR B1913+16 [36, 37]
and GW150914 [1] events are examples of confirmed gravitational wave emitting
inspirals.
• Spinning massive objects - These are spinning objects that contain some residual
axial-asymmetry often as the end result of a binary in-spiral, collapse or collision.
Often described as monochromatic or continuous wave sources (given their long
ringdown), strong candidates are non-symmetric pulsars and neutron stars. Figure
2.2 shows a number of predicted GW strain and frequency estimates for known
catalogued pulsar sources [40]. Coincident detection with both the EM and GW
radiation has the potential to give precise localisation as well as a richer insight
into the source’s temperature, redshift and proximity. Although most estimates fall
well below current detector sensitivity they o↵er the tantalising future prospect of
multi-messenger searches across both the gravitational and electro-magnetic bands
[41].
• Bursts - These are transient gravitational radiation emissions expected to result
from systems undergoing collapse or highly energetic mergers without periodicity.
A prime candidate is supernovae events where spherically asymmetric core collapses
are expected to be generated in a transient burst event. Other potential sources
include a range of asymmetric collapses in other extreme events such as coalescence
of intermediate sized mass black holes. The physics of such extreme events is poorly
understood and direct observation is expected to provide interesting insights.
• Stochastic Background - Similar to the cosmic microwave background, a remnant
cosmological gravitational stochastic background is postulated to originate from the
very earliest stages of the universe. A snapshot coming from earlier than the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum remnants, gravitational waves are expected to give insight
into the early formation of the universe between 10 36 and 10 32 seconds after the
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Big Bang. Their null measurement at given detection sensitivities places constraints
on the properties of compact objects, initial mass function and star formation his-
tory [42]. Coincident detector searches have placed upper bounds on the stochastic
background (see for instance [43]). Bounds on stochastic parameters are made by
integrating correlations between instruments, some ranges of equivalent strain equiv-
alent stochastic signals are included in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2 shows some sources and their predicted strains, adapted from Marx et al. [44]
(another good source is Cutler and Thorne [39]). Superposed on this is the strain refer-
enced noise floors for various large scale interferometric instruments in planning, commis-
sioning or current operation.
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Figure 2.2: Some predicted strains of of gravitational waves sources superposed with ground
based detectors of the LIGO collaboration past, present and future projected sensitivities. Also
included is the Einstein telescope projected sensitivity. Pulsar sources estimates were drawn from
[40], binary black hold (BBH) and binary neutron star (BNS) sources were adapted from [44],
stochastic background level estimate ranges were from [45], the upper bound on ⌦3 stochastic
background was based on [43], detector sensitivity curves were adapted from [46] and [47].
2.3 Ground based gravitational wave detection
Direct detection of gravitational radiation requires the sampling of local straining of
space. Gravitational wave detectors are essentially transducers for converting this
space-time strain into a usable current or voltage that may be recorded. A number of
technologies emerged including resonant mass detectors, laser interferometers and, more
recently, atom based interferometers detectors [48] and spaced based detector proposals
such as the Evolved Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (eLISA) [49]. Here we mainly
focus on ground based laser interferometric detectors and their noise sources. They
are the dominant broadband detector at present and the subject matter of this dissertation.
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2.3.1 Resonant mass detectors
Resonant mass detectors evolved from Joseph Weber’s ‘bar’ detectors developed in the
1960’s [2, 3]. Such devices are large solid metal bodies that are isolated from their
surrounding environment and have a high Q about their mechanical resonance. Gravita-
tional waves passing through the bar strain its length, exciting a mechanical resonance
that amplifies strain amplitudes to detectable levels. The signal is then readout using
electromechanical transducers. Today they are seismically isolated and cryogenically
cooled to reduce disturbance to the bar. Highly e cient SQUID transducers are used to
readout the antenna’s resonant motion [50].
Most resonant mass detectors have resonances around order 1 kHz with roughly 10 Hz
bandwidth. Some examples of modern cryogenic gravitational wave antenna in recent
operation include ALLEGRO [50], AURIGA [51], NAUTILUS [52], Explorer [53] and
NIOBE [54]. Other recent notable resonant mass detectors in development include the
spherical detectors the ‘Mario Schenberg’ [55] and miniGrail [56]. A useful review of the
subject is provided by Ju et al. [5].
2.3.2 Interferometric gravitational wave detectors
Interferometric detectors work on the principle of sensing the relative motion of freely
falling bodies. Laser light is used to probe the straining of space between ‘test-mass’
mirrors where phase accrued along along each path is converted into a measurable power
with interference.
Ground based interferometric gravitational wave detectors are built around the Michelson
interferometer topology. Figure 2.3(a) shows a simple Michelson interferometer. Coherent
light from a laser is split on a 50/50 beam splitter. The reflected and transmitted beams
travel along two perpendicular paths, reflect from end mirrors and return to recombine
back at the beam splitter. The field at the anti-symmetric port is
EAS = Ein(rETMxtbsrbse
i x   rETMytbsrbsei y) (2.2)
where rETMx and rETMy are the reflectivity of each of the arm end mirrors, tbs and rbs
are the amplitude transmissivity and reflectivity of the beam splitter and Ein is the field
amplitude at the input of the detector. Here the phase accumulated along each arm,  x
and  y, includes the inertial motion of the mirror as well as the integrated gravitational
waves straining the space along the arm length.
The frequency of electromagnetic waves in the optical band is of the order of 1014 Hz, too
high to sense the amplitude envelope of the field. Instead the power is sensed (counting
photons) and phase inferred from the interference condition. Assuming end mirrors are
matched in reflectivity (rETMx = rETMy = rETM ) then power at the output is PAS =
E⇤ASEAS = 4|Ein|2(rETM tbsrbs)2 sin2  , where    =  x  y. In the ideal case the beam
splitter is exactly balanced (tbsrbs = 1/2) and the end mirrors are perfectly reflective
(rETM = 1). In that case the sensitivity of the output power to the di↵erential phase is
dP
d  
= 2Pin cos(  ) sin(  ) (2.3)
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Figure 2.3: (a) A simple Michelson interferometer showing the splitting, propagation and re-
combination of coherent light incident from a laser; (b) An ‘advanced’ Michelson interferometer
configuration that has included resonant enhancement of fields with arm cavities. A Power Re-
cycling Mirror (PRM) enhances the circulating coherent power in the symmetric mode of the
interferometer and a Signal Recycling Mirror (SRM) aids with the resonant extraction of signals
from the di↵erential mode of the interferometer.
where Pin is the incident power (|Ein|2). The associated shot noise at a given interference
condition is
 Pshot =
r
Pin
2hc
 
sin2(  ) (2.4)
where   is the laser wavelength and h and c are Planck’s constant and the speed of light
respectively. The phase equivalent shot noise is therefore the ratio of equations 2.3 and
2.4,
  eq.shot =
s
2hc
 
1
cos2(  )
. (2.5)
Clearly, although the greatest phase sensitivity is at the half fringe (   = ⇡/4 +   ),
the greatest signal to noise is achieved when the interferometer is set to a ‘dark fringe’,
i.e.    = m⇡ +    where m is an integer. The dark-fringe operation also reduces the
requirements of power handling for the readout photosensor and relative contrast above
the steady state level. Interferometers are therefore operated in their ‘di↵erential’ (or
‘dark fringe’) mode where their end mirrors are controlled so that they form destructive
interference at the anti-symmetric port. Incident light is reflected back towards the laser
in the absence of a GW signal.
When a gravitational wave passes through the interferometer, its quadrupole waveform
stretches one arm whilst simultaneously compressing the other in a pattern illustrated in
Figure 2.1. When aligned to the correct polarisation, the Michelson detector is ideally
matched to sense this di↵erential straining of its two arms. A gravitational wave at
frequency f will change the interference condition, allowing photons through, and will
be detected as a Fourier frequency sideband pair (at !0 ± f , where !0 laser frequency)
component at the anti-symmetric port of the detector.
There are four principle advantages of the Michelson interferometer arrangement:
• it is a broadband detector: unlike resonant mass detectors that proceeded them, they
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do not rely upon a passive resonant build up of signals that is necessarily narrowband
(tens of Hz). Instead they convert coherent photons from a strong monochromatic
driving field into optical signal sidebands;
• an instrument readily scalable in length: this allows for a greater accrual of phase
due to gravitational strain, up to lengths of one quarter of a gravitational wave
wavelength before further propagation reverses the phase accrued. Greater length
allows for a greater gravitational wave signal relative to the displacement noise of
the mirror test masses, that is, noise coupled in from the surrounding environment
and probing fields disturbing the position of the mirrors themselves. Ground based
interferometric detectors range from 600 m to 4000 m in length;
• has an excellent common mode rejection of laser noise when operated on its dark
fringe. Fluctuations in phase and power are common to both arms. The Michelson
is only sensing di↵erential e↵ects, reducing coupling of laser phase and amplitude
noise to the detection channel to second order; and
• is maximally sensitive to the quadrupole gravitational waveform, so long as its po-
larisation aligns with the orientation of the detector.
2.3.3 Advanced interferometer configurations
Initial prototype detectors took the form of simple Michelson interferometers. However,
it was found that greater sensitivity could be achieved if additional mirrors were
introduced to optically resonantly enhance the interactions of fields with test-masses
and arm lengths. Figure 2.3(b) shows an ‘advanced’ Michelson configuration. Here
Fabry-Pe´rot cavities are introduced in each of the arms with the addition of Input Test
Mass (ITM) mirrors immediately after the Michelson beam splitter. With arm-cavity
lengths set to an integral number of wavelengths, the available circulating coherent power
is increased and the gravitational wave signal storage time is increased. With limited
available vacuum tube distance ⇠ 1 km (vacuum systems are expensive) sensitivity is en-
hanced by increasing the e↵ective number of round trip bounces along this baseline length.
To increase the e ciency of light coupling into arm-cavities from the laser and to reduce
the power passing through the beam splitter, a Power Recycling Mirror (PRM) may be
introduced at the laser port. When the Michelson is operating on a dark fringe, the PRM
recycles laser light back towards the arm cavities forming a compound cavity system.
When held to resonance, the power recycling cavity enhances the circulating power (Pcirc)
is given by [57]:
Pcirc =
8Pin
TPRMTITM
. (2.6)
where Pin is the laser input power, TPRM is the power transmittance of the power
recycling mirror and TITM is the input test mass mirror power transmittance. Thus,
larger circulating powers may be achieved, increasing the available field to be converted
into optical signal side bands.
Similarly a ‘Signal Recycling Mirror’ (SRM) may be introduced at the asymmetric
port of the interferometer1. When held to resonance with the ITM mirrors of the arm
1This name is a historical designation from earlier non-arm cavity prototype designs where the thinking
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cavities, the addition of this mirror performs the inverse function of the PRM mirror,
helping to resonantly couple gravitational wave sidebands out of the arm cavities. Thus
the power-recycled signal-recycled arm cavity Michelson provides an enhanced power
in-coupling from the symmetric port of the detector and an enhanced signal out-coupling
for di↵erentially generated signals at the asymmetric port of the interferometer.
Some interesting variations on this resonant sideband extraction involve slightly detuning
the SRM mirror from resonance with the arm cavities. This detuning allows for dynamic
correlations to build and peak sensitivities to be tuned for di↵erent Fourier frequencies in
the gravitational wave band.
2.3.4 Current interferometric gravitational wave detectors
A network of interferometric gravitational wave detectors is in operation around the world.
A number of ongoing collaborations operate observatories have undergone iterative up-
grades over the last two decades. Figure 2.4 illustrates the location of all long baseline
detectors presently in operation or being commissioned.
LIGO Livingston
LIGO Hanford
VIRGO
LIGO-India
KAGRA
Equator
GEO600 -HF
Figure 2.4: Location of long baseline detectors of the Advanced LIGO, Virgo, GEO-HF and
KAGRA collaborations. LIGO-India is in the planing stages with a location to be determined.
Note that no interferometric detectors are south of the equator. Image adapted from [58].
Future upgrades will include the so called second and third generation detectors, these
are summarised:
• Advanced LIGO [9, 59, 60] - the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Obser-
vatory (LIGO) is a US led scientific collaboration operating interferometers at two
separate sites 3002 km (10 ms) apart. Its two 4 km arm length detectors, pictured
in Figure 2.5, are located at the Hanford site, Washington State and in Livingston
Parish, Louisiana and began their first observational run in September of 2015.
was that resonant build up of signals would enhance their readout. In fact its function is to now resonantly
extract signals
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These detectors replaced the previous ‘Enhanced LIGO’ set of detectors that op-
erated within the same vacuum infrastructure. The Hanford site also previously
operating a 2 km baseline detector simultaneously within the same vacuum enve-
lope. A third Advanced LIGO detector is proposed for construction in India as part
of the IndIGO consortium [61].
With the Advanced LIGO upgrade the long baseline power recycled interferometers
have been replaced with a ‘dual recycling’ configuration, being both power recycled
and signal recycled. A number of other targeted upgrades included improved low
frequency performance from better seismic isolation; and, mid- to high- frequency
improvements from larger mirrors (40 kg), improved mirror coatings and suspension
methods and, importantly, an increased (highly stabilised) input power (125 W at
the input, or ⇠800 kW stored in the arms). Together these represent a factor of 10
improvement on Initial LIGO sensitivity, or an improved observational volume space
of 1000. These detectors were the first to report a verified first direct detection of
gravitational waves, GW150914 [1].
(a) (b)
Figure 2.5: The Laser Interferometric Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO) pair of detectors
located at (a) Livingstone Louisiana and (b) Hanford Washington State U.S.A. [62]. Each detector
has a 4 km baseline encased in tubes under high vacuum (10 9 torr). Mirrors are 40 kg, suspended
and seismically isolated and arranged into a power recycled signal recycled configuration. Power
at the test-masses is expected to reach 800 kW with a expected peak strain noise of order of
h ⇠ 10 24.
• GEO-HF [10, 63–65] - a single interferometric detector site, located near Hannover
in Germany , lead and operated by the German-British GEO collaboration. The
present detector consists of a 600 m baseline dual-recycled Michelson interferometer
but without Fabre-Pe´rot arm cavities. Here each of the arms is folded within the
beam tube to double the e↵ective propagating length. The detector is notable for
being the first to employ signal recycling on a long baseline along with being the first
to permanently install vacuum squeezed state injection for quantum noise reduction
[64, 66]. The GEO-HF detector is a successor to earlier GEO detector. Pursuit of
low frequency sensitivity is challenged by local geography precluding an extension of
arm lengths. A particular focus of development has been placed on addressing noise
sources in the kHz region. Science runs on the detector have be prioritised over major
upgrades during the recommissioning phases of the LIGO and Virgo collaboration
detectors.
• Advanced Virgo [11, 67–69] - a 3 km baseline interferometer operated by the
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European Gravitational Observatory (EGO), a mainly French-Italian e↵ort, with
a site located near Pisa, Italy . ‘Initial’ Virgo, completed in 2003, operated for a
number of science data runs up until 2011 and included a joint scientific measurement
run with the Enhanced LIGO detector [70]. On completion of re-commissioning the
Advanced Virgo detector will operate as an arm cavity dual-recycled configuration.
It is expected to operated with a factor of 10 improvement of peak sensitivity over
initial Virgo with significantly higher operating power and mirrors that have been
doubled in mass.
• KAGRA [12, 71, 72] - a 3 km baseline detector, to be operated as an arm-cavity
dual-recycled configuration, at a site located within the Kamioka-mine in Gifu
prefecture, Japan. Previously known as the Large-scale Cryogenic Gravitational-
wave Telescope (LCGT), it is operated as a Japanese collaborative e↵ort to
detect gravitational waves. The detector is unique for being constructed entirely
underground. With the detector lying more than 200 m beneath a large mountain,
it is expected to be seismically quiet and Newtonian noise may be reduced by as
much as an order of magnitude.
Another ambitious design feature is the use of cryogenic techniques and fabrication
of its mirror test-masses from mono-crystalline sapphire to reduced thermal noise.
Development is expected to begin with the initial KAGRA (iKAGRA) Fabry-Pe´rot
Michelson, eventually to be reconfigured as a full dual-recycled configuration (bKA-
GRA) with sensitivities comparable to Advanced Virgo and Advanced LIGO.
The design sensitivities for current and future interferometric detectors and potential
sources are shown in Figure 2.2. Although many sources such as pulsars and stochastic
background are still challenging to detect, the operation of a coordinated global network
of detectors o↵ers valuable insight to place upper bounds on their emissions. The key
parameters of each of the above detectors are summarised in Table 2.1.
2.4 Noise sources in ground based interferometric detectors
Interferometric gravitational wave detectors face a number of challenges to their detection
sensitivity with a range of noise sources placing a lower bound on resolvable signals.
As shown in Figure 2.2, the advanced generation of dual-recycled arm cavity Michelson
interferometers aim for a peak strain sensitivity of order h = 3 ⇥ 10 24 in their most
sensitive range around 100 Hz. With broadband detection sought across the audio band (10
Hz to 10 kHz), a number of di↵erent noise mechanisms dominate at di↵erent frequencies.
A noise budget of the expected contributions to the Advanced LIGO noise floor is plotted
in Figure 2.6 along with total summed noise. The nature of the most important of these
are described below. Further detail can be found in [29].
2.4.1 Quantum noise
Quantum noise in interferometric gravitational wave detectors occurs as a result of
quantum mechanical fluctuations in the electromagnetic fields used to probe test-mass
displacement. Uncertainty in the electromagnetic field originates in the quantum
zero-point fluctuations coupled in from the open detector ports. Quantum noise enters
measurements both directly as phase quadrature induced shot noise and through
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Table 2.1: Summary of key parameters of present generation ground based interferometric de-
tectors. Peak strain sensitivity is based on predicted noise curves for wide-band mode of resonant
signal extraction. Parameters and further details can be found in: Kagra [73], Virgo [67], GEO600-
HF [74], Advanced LIGO [9, 75].
Detector GEO600-HF KAGRA Ad. Virgo Ad. LIGO Units
(52.2469N 9.8083E) (36.409347N 137.3111E) (43.6313N 10.5045E) (46.455144N -119.407656E)
(30.562894N -90.774242E)
Arm Length 2⇥600 3000 3000 3994.5 (m)
Stored power 2.7 400 650 800 (kW)
Mirror Mass 5.6 23 (up to 30) 42 40 (kg)
Peak sensitiv-
ity
200 3 3.5 3 (10 24/
p
Hz)
Beam spot size 2.4 3.5 4.9-5.8 5.3-6.2 (cm)
Detection
band
0.05-6 0.01-5 0.01-10 0.01-7 (kHz)
Location Germany Japan Italy USA
(later also India)
momentum back-action on test-masses, known as radiation pressure noise, induced by
fluctuations in the amplitude quadrature of the light.
Shot noise: As gravitational strain readout in the Michelson instrument is due to
strain induced phase di↵erences in the arms, any phase quadrature fluctuations in the
readout field will be indistinguishable from a gravitational wave signal. Thus, quantum
fluctuations in the phase quadrature of the light represent a fundamental limit to mea-
surement manifesting as a white noise in the measurement upon photo-detection2. Shot
noise dominates the detector sensitivity above a few hundred Hertz and its signal-to-noise
scales as 1/
p
Power for power circulating within the arms. It may be addressed by
increasing circulating power within the arms and/or by manipulating the input quantum
fluctuations to lower the phase noise component.
Radiation pressure noise: amplitude quadrature noise couples indirectly to the
measurement by driving displacement noise of the test masses through a fluctuating
pressure force on the mirrors. The component of quantum amplitude fluctuations that
are anti-correlated between the arms drive the mirrors in the di↵erential mode inducing
a readout signal similar to the action of a quadrupole wave. As radiation pressure noise
involves a light pressure force acting upon a test-mass, the mechanical impedance of
inertial test-masses impose a characteristic 1/f2 roll-up in displacement noise response
to quantum fluctuations. Radiation pressure signal-to-noise scales as
p
Power. Thus,
radiation pressure noise e↵ects dominate at low frequency and are a trade-o↵ of operating
at a higher power to improve shot noise performance.
2The high frequency roll up apparent in the strain referenced noise in Figure 2.6 is due to the drop o↵
of signal above the cavity poll of the arm-cavities.
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Figure 2.6: Advanced LIGO noise budget showing key contributions of limiting noise sources
based on theoretical models. Contributions from various displacement noises are plotted in strain
referenced units and give an indicative lower bound on strains that may be resolved in the readout
channel. Plot was made using the GWINC (v3) calculational package [47].
.
Quantum noise in interferometric gravitational wave detectors and methods to manipulate
this fundamental noise floor of the instrument are explored in detail in Chapter 4. The
manipulation of quantum noise either through modification of the instrument (chapter 5)
or through modification of input quantum states (chapters 6 and 7) is a major theme of
this thesis.
2.4.2 Seismic noise
Motion of the ground couples to the test-mass displacement and is a low frequency limit
for all ground based laser interferometers. Surveys of LIGO interferometer detector sites
estimated ground motion of approximately 10 8 m/
p
Hz at 1 Hz [76]. The frequency
dependence above 1 Hz is modelled as [29]
x = 10 8
✓
1Hz
f
◆2 mp
Hz
(2.7)
where f is frequency. To reach strain sensitivities of 10 21 /
p
Hz over the 4 km baseline,
isolation from ground motion of factors of 108 or more at 10 Hz is needed. A combination
of active isolation and passive multi-stage pendulums are typically employed to minimise
environmental ground motion coupling into as measurement noise.
2.4.3 Newtonian gravity noise
Newtonian noise arises from the pull on test-masses due to local fluctuations in the the
gravitational field gradient. An uncorrelated displacement noise is imparted to test-masses
due to fluctuating densities of media and mass distributions about terrestrial detectors[77,
78]. These include seismically induced surfaces waves, atmospheric variations and anthro-
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pogenic sources inducing vibrations of buildings. A detailed study of sources and their
noise impact for the LIGO site was carried out by Driggers and Harms [79], Newtonian
noise is expected to be a dominant noise source around the 5-15 Hz band that may be fil-
tered or cancelled with feed forward schemes but not shielded out from test-mass readout.
Underground facilities or space based detectors may mitigate for this e↵ect.
2.4.4 Thermal noise
Thermal noise is a type of displacement noise induced by statistical thermodynamic fluc-
tuations within the test masses and their suspensions. It is commonly understood using
the fluctuation dissipation theorem [80], that characterises the spectral density of ther-
mally induced disturbance in terms of its the system’s mechanical admittance. Away from
mechanical resonances the thermal noise is characterised by the intrinsic mechanical loss
of material. Thermal noise is most dominant in mirror dielectric coating Brownian noise
[81], thermo-refractive noise in dielectric coatings [82], thermal noise from test-mass sus-
pension wires [83], and to a lesser degree loss within the test-mass mirror substrate [84].
High Q, loss loss materials and connecting interfaces are desirable. More di cult, but
also feasible, is the cooling of the whole thermal bath about test masses using cryogenic
techniques: this is the path planned for KAGRA [12, 71].
2.4.5 Backscatter and stray light
Backscatter and stray light fields originate from light scattered o↵ optics due to micro-
roughness. Paths formed between these scatter components, reflecting o↵ surrounding
surfaces to re-enter the interferometer beams, form families of parasitic interferometers.
Motion of surfaces couple seismic and other local environmental noise into detection
channels. As the phase of scattered light relative to the interferometer’s fields is random,
contributions of scatter are in both the phase and amplitude quadrature of the readout
fields.
Light ba✏es are used to mitigate scatter and care is taken to minimise specular reflections.
Great care must also be be taken to dump elements of stray light and scatter about sensitive
points of the instrument, including from modes re-entering the interferometer through its
open dark port. Concerns about scatter are a prime motivator for using travelling wave
output mode cleansers and for developing squeezed light sources using travelling wave
cavities, given their excellent backscatter isolation [85, 86].
2.4.6 Other noise sources
Other noise sources limiting the sensitivity of interferometric detectors include: control
system noise, electronic component noise, residual gas [87, 88], mirror surface charges
interacting with ambient electric fields [89, 90]. These are all considered small in noise
terms and do not presently limit detection. For further reference on these and other noise
sources see [29].
2.5 Chapter summary
This chapter has reviewed the origins of gravitational waves, how they are detected and
the limits to detection imposed by various noise sources. A number of current detectors
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in development and operation were covered. For much of this thesis, discussion focuses on
the example of Advanced LIGO as an application for quantum noise reduction strategies.
The following chapters 3 and 4 focus specifically in the quantum nature of light and its
impact on the sensitivity of interferometric detectors.
Chapter 3
Quantum Light And Non-Linear
Interactions
In the last century our understanding of the nature of the physical world
has been revolutionised by the advent of quantum mechanics. This follow
from early work of Planck and Einstein in reformulating our understanding of
light from continuous wave like fields to being formed from discreet quanta of
energy. What followed was the invention of new mathematical machinery for
understanding the evolution of physical systems, the outcomes of which are
often statistical from an experimental perspective. Repeated measurement of
an electromagnetic field will result in di↵erent outcomes that vary about some
average amplitude and phase. For measurements involving an interferometric
readout, this uncertainty introduces quantum noise to the readout that masks
signal.
This chapter is intended for the non-expert as a review of the quantum nature
of the electromagnetic fields and their measurement in the laboratory. It is
broadly based of the comprehensive texts of Walls and Milburn [91], Yariv
[92] and Boyd [93]. This background is intended to provide completeness in
describing the operation of the complex experimental devices studied in this
thesis work in a standard nomenclature and mathematical framework.
The chapter is structured as follows: §3.1 introduces the quantised electromag-
netic field, a number of important states and their uncertainty; §3.2 introduces
the interaction of these quantum fields with standard optical processes found
in a laboratory including beam splitting, the impact of loss, photodetection,
balanced homodyne detection methods and the readout of photocurrents as
spectra in the Fourier domain; §3.3 introduces resonant optical systems, such
as cavities, and their interaction with quantum and classical light; and finally
§3.4 introduces  (2) non-linear interactions in dielectric materials and their
uses for parametric up-conversion and down-conversion, this is extended to a
quantum model using a resonantly enhanced system to describe the classical
and quantum dynamics of optimal parametric oscillators using semi-classical
methods.
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3.1 Quantising the electromagnetic field
The electromagnetic (EM) field may be understood as a superposition of spatial, polari-
sation and frequency modes for which only discrete quanta of energy may be allowed. A
mode expansion of the classical EM field may be written in terms of positive and negative
frequency components,
E(r, t) = i
X
k
✓
~!k
2"0
◆1/2 ⇥
↵kuk(r)e
 i!kt   ↵⇤ku⇤k(r)ei!kt
⇤
. (3.1)
The amplitude of each mode ↵k is a dimensionless quantity weighting the strength of
fields contained in each mode, where: !k are the mode angular frequencies, uk(r) is an
orthonormal spatial mode function set1, ~ is the reduced Planck constant and "0 is the
permittivity of free space [91]. A similar expression may be formed for the magnetic
field H. Expanding the EM field in this way may conveniently take the spatial and
frequency mode basis for a cavity resonator, a natural choice for analysing laser fields
generated in and interacting with such periodic resonators. All modes are orthogonal and
non-interacting, allowing each component to be treated independently weighted only by
the dimensionless amplitudes ↵k and ↵⇤k.
It can be shown that the total energy, the Hamiltonian, of the combined electric and
magnetic fields takes the form
H =
1
2
Z
("0E
2 + µ0H
2)dr =
X
k
~!k
✓
↵⇤k↵k +
1
2
◆
, (3.2)
where each mode contains energy harmonic in ‘↵k’. Quantising the field follows a form
analogous to that of the harmonic oscillator where energy eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
are found by introducing the ‘ladder’ boson operators aˆk and aˆ
†
k in place of the classical
fields (see for examples [94–96]). These operators have the appropriate boson commutation
relations
[aˆk, aˆk0 ] = [aˆ
†
k, aˆ
†
k0 ] = 0, [aˆk, aˆ
†
k0 ] =  kk0 , (3.3)
which is to say that the EM field is composed of a collection of independent harmonic os-
cillator modes where ladder creation and annihilation operators aˆ† and aˆ do not commute.
These commutator relations are the point at which the classical field behaviour diverges
from that of the quantum. The eigenstates of the quantised Hamiltonian,
Hˆk = ~!k
✓
aˆ†kaˆk +
1
2
◆
, (3.4)
are stationary states with definite energy known as Fock states (or number states) that
form a complete orthonormal basis (hn|mi =  mn,
P1
n=0 |ni hn| = 1). These are a useful
basis for expressing a variety of other states.
As detailed in the following sections: the non-commutativity of these field amplitude
operators leads to quantisation of the allowable energy levels as well as ambiguity between
1Here the spacial mode vector function u(r)k, corresponding to frequency !k, makes an orthonormal
set such that
R
V
u⇤k(r)u
0
k(r)dr =  kk0 for a chosen set of periodic or standing wave boundary conditions.
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certain observables of the field. The state of the entire quantum electromagnetic field can
be formed from the tensor product of all the constituent k modes.
3.1.1 Quadrature operators
For a single mode of the quantised electromagnetic field of equation 3.1,
Eˆ(t) =
✓
~!
2✏0
◆1/2 ⇣
aˆe i!t + aˆ†ei!t
⌘
, (3.5)
it is common and frequently useful to express the electromagnetic field as the sum of two
quadrature parts, such that
Eˆ(t) =
✓
~!
2✏0
◆1/2 ⇣
Xˆ1 cos!t+ Xˆ2 sin!t
⌘
, (3.6)
where comparing equations 3.5 and 3.6 we may identify newly formed quadrature operators
as
Xˆ1 = aˆ+ aˆ
† and Xˆ2 = (aˆ  aˆ†)/i (3.7)
Importantly these new operators are Hermitian, that is Xˆi = (Xˆi)†, and therefore
represent observable quantities. Complex phase information is now factored into the
weighting of Xˆ1 and Xˆ2, but with operators that now by definition render real values
when applied to states.
If we conceive of a coherent non-zero field driven wholly in the cosine quadrature, the
corresponding Xˆ2 quadrature is to first order a good approximation of the phase of the
field (for small fluctuations). Thus by convention we commonly call these quadrature
operators amplitude and phase quadratures respectively. Together the quadrature
operators represent non-commuting observable parameters of the field for a single EM
mode containing all the available phase and amplitude information.
We may define any arbitrary quadrature as a linear combination of the basis formed by
Xˆ1 and Xˆ2,
Xˆ✓ = aˆe
 i✓ + aˆ†ei✓
= Xˆ1 cos ✓ + Xˆ2 sin ✓, (3.8)
where ✓ represents the rotation of frame defining a new quadrature with respect to the
standard basis.
3.1.2 The Heisenberg uncertainty principle
The Heisenberg uncertain principle is a fundamental limit placed on the precision of
observation of two complementary variables. It is a statement of the compatibility
of observables and the trade o↵ imposed for the maximum amount of knowledge of
two (Hermitian observable) quantities of a system at one time. Famously, and most
familiar, is the example of the trade o↵ in measurement of position and momentum of
a particle for which the product standard deviations must obey the inequality  x p   ~/2.
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Defining the variance of an operator as
V (Oˆ) = ( Oˆ)2 = hOˆ2i   hOˆi2, (3.9)
a more general uncertainty relation for any two non-commuting observables Aˆ and Bˆ can
be written
( A)2( B)2   1
4
   h[Aˆ, Bˆ]i   2 +     12h{Aˆ, Bˆ}i   hAˆihBˆi
    2 . (3.10)
Known as the Schro¨dinger inequality [97], the second term represents the contribution
of the covariance of the two observables. For particular choices of Hermitian observables
(including the EM quadrature operators Xˆ1 and Xˆ2 of the previous section) this second
covariance term is vanishing yielding the more commonly quoted Heisenberg–Robertson
uncertainty product
( A)2 ( B)2   1
4
h[Aˆ, Bˆ]i2, (3.11)
a relation that holds true for all of the states and observables of interest to this thesis, but
not for any arbitrary chosen Aˆ and Bˆ2. We refer to this second expression simply as the
Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle (HUP).
The HUP for the electromagnetic field
The commutator for the quadrature operators of the electromagnetic field may be found
from definition equations 3.7 and the creation and annihilation operators equations 3.3 to
obtain
[Xˆ1, Xˆ2] = 2i (3.12)
Which leads to the Heisenberg product
 Xˆ1 Xˆ2   1. (3.13)
Thus there is some lower bound to the combination of uncertainties in determining both
the phase and amplitude of the electromagnetic field. This is an important result. It
means that neither quadrature field may be determined to ultimate precision without
losing all information of the other. For repeated measurements of a light field the state
of the field takes on a statistical interpretation where for an ensemble of measurements
certainty is limited by the standard deviations dictated by equation 3.13. A similar more
general result follows for any arbitrary pair of orthogonal quadrature operators
( Xˆ✓)
2( Xˆ✓+⇡/2)
2   1. (3.14)
When the product of uncertainties is minimised such that  Xˆ1 Xˆ2 = 1, a state is known
as a minimum uncertainty state.
3.1.3 Minimum uncertainty states of light
Minimum uncertainty states are of particular interest in the quantum optics laboratory
and for high precision metrology, such as in interferometric gravitational wave detectors
2Of course from equation 3.10 it is true that ( A)2( B)2 > 14 |h[Aˆ, Bˆ]i|2, but equality is only reached
when covariance is vanishing such as for the quadrature operators.
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like Advanced LIGO [75]. They are idealised states of light for which classical noise is
entirely absent and quantum noise is the only limit to precision, leaving variance in the
fields at a minimum, i.e.,
( Xˆ1)
2( Xˆ2)
2 = 1. (3.15)
The uncertainty relation of equation 3.13 places a general lower bound applicable to any
state, but the strict equality is achieved only with a certain special subset of states.
Minimum uncertainty states represent the best possible precision a field of light may be
determined.
The vacuum state
The vacuum state |0i is the lowest energy ground state of the electromagnetic field. It
contains no coherent field, i.e. no photons h0| nˆ |0i = 0 but still has fluctuations in its
quadratures enforced by the HUP (equation 3.13). Uncertainty in both quadrature can
be found from the variance (equation 3.9) and the use of the commutator
V (Xˆ1 |0i) = h0| Xˆ21 |0i   h0| Xˆ1 |0i2
= h0| (aˆ†aˆ† + aˆaˆ+ aˆ†aˆ+ aˆaˆ†) |0i   h0| (aˆ+ aˆ†) |0i2
= h0| ([aˆ, aˆ†] + 2aˆ†aˆ+ aˆ†aˆ† + aˆaˆ |0i   h0| (aˆ+ aˆ†) |0i2
= 1 + 0 + 0 + 0  0
= 1 (3.16)
Likewise V (Xˆ2 |0i) = 1. The vacuum state is therefore a minimum uncertainty state with
variance distributed equally between the amplitude and phase quadratures
 2Xˆ1 =  
2Xˆ2 = 1. (3.17)
The presence of fluctuations in the absence of any coherent amplitude is a subtle but
important fact, leading to a non-zero variance in the field even at its zero point energy.
Direct detection of the vacuum field will yield no photons, however, the field may interfere
and mix with coherent ‘bright’ fields that do. Where vacuum fields enter in to experiments
of fragile prepared states, they partially replace noise statistics of that state with uncor-
related fluctuations of the vacuum, destroying or degrading the coherence of that state.
The mixing of these vacuum fields fluctuations with coherent fields introduces additional
uncorrelated quantum noise in interferometric experiments and is the source of quantum
noise in interferometric gravitational wave detectors such as Advanced LIGO and beyond.
The coherent state
In order form a realistic quantum model of a laser field it is necessary to form a state
of light that closely mimics the harmonic evolution of the electric field as a function of
time. Clearly the HUP places some fundamental limits on the statistical distribution
of measurement events of this field. However, the expectation value of the state should
resemble that of a classical equivalent field albeit the average outcome of many samples.
We define a ‘coherent’ state of the electric field to be an eigenstate of the boson annihilation
operator
aˆ |↵i = ↵ |↵i . (3.18)
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The expectation of the field operator (equation 3.5) yields a classically equivalent expres-
sion for the field
hE(t)i =
✓
~!
2✏0
◆1/2
h↵| (aˆe i!t + aˆ†ei!t) |↵i
=
✓
~!
2✏0
◆1/2
(↵e i!t + ↵⇤ei!t) (3.19)
where the eigenvalue ↵ represents the complex amplitude of the field.
If we expand the coherent state in the basis of number states |↵i =P1n=0 cn |ni and apply
the definition, equation 3.18, then
aˆ
1X
n=0
cn |ni = ↵
1X
n=1
cn 1
p
n |ni , (3.20)
where we may identify the recursive relation cn =
↵p
n
cn 1 with normalisation factor c0 =
e |↵|2/2 to obtain a general expression for the coherent state in the number state basis
|↵i = e |↵|2/2
1X
n=0
↵np
nk!
|ni . (3.21)
More generally we may think of the coherent states as being generated by a displacement
operation from the vacuum state. Using the expression |ni = (aˆ†)n/pn! |0i, we may recast
equation 3.21 in terms of the vacuum ground state |0i and a sum of creation operators,
|↵i = e |↵|2/2
1X
n=0
↵n(aˆ†)n
n!
|0i . (3.22)
We may identify this summation as an exponential form to arrive at
|↵i = e|↵|2/2e↵aˆ† |0i . (3.23)
Because e ↵⇤aˆ |0i = |0i, without loss of generality we may introduce an additional term
that gives the expression
|↵i = e|↵|2/2e ↵⇤aˆe+↵aˆ† |0i = e(↵aˆ† ↵⇤aˆ) |0i (3.24)
where we have used the identity eAˆ+Bˆ = eAˆeBˆe [Aˆ,Bˆ]/2 to arrive at the displacement
operator, such that
|↵i = Dˆ(↵) |0i , where Dˆ(↵) = e(↵aˆ† ↵⇤aˆ). (3.25)
Thus any coherent state may be formed by application of this displacement operator to
the vacuum state.
An important property of this displacement operation is that it preserves central moments
of a state’s quadrature statistics. For the coherent state |↵i formed from the vacuum by
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displacement Dˆ(↵) we may make use of the fact that
Dˆ†(↵)Xˆ1Dˆ(↵) = Xˆ1 + ↵+ ↵⇤ (3.26)
to find the variance
V (Xˆ1 |↵i) = h↵| (Xˆ1   h↵| Xˆ1 |↵i)2 |↵i
= h0| (D†(↵)(Xˆ1   h0|D†(↵)Xˆ1D(↵) |0i)2D(↵) |0i
= h0| (Xˆ1 + 2Re[↵]  h0| Xˆ1 + 2Re[↵] |0i)2 |0i
= h0| (Xˆ1 + 2Re[↵]  h0| Xˆ1 |0i   2Re[↵])2 |0i
= h0| (Xˆ1   hXˆ1i)2 |0i
= 1 (3.27)
Where we have used the result of equation 3.16 for the vacuum state. A similar result
follows for Xˆ2 and we find the coherent states, like the vacuum state, are minimum un-
certainty states
 X(↵)1 =  X
(↵)
2 = 1. (3.28)
Thus the coherent state is the ideal approximation of the classical electromagnetic field
having an expectation (average) that evolves identically to the classical field and the
minimum allowable noise distributed equally amongst its quadratures. The coherent and
vacuum states share identical statistics in the fluctuating quadratures, the coherent fields
however have some non-zero mean number of photons in that field.
The squeezed states
The squeezed states are minimum uncertainty states of light for which the quadrature vari-
ances are no longer equal. Like the coherent and vacuum states they obey the constriction
of equation 3.15, but may allow greater precision in one quadrature at the expense of the
other, i.e.
 (Xˆ1) < 1, by allowing  (Xˆ2) > 1. (3.29)
Whilst coherent states are formed by a displacement operations from the vacuum, pre-
serving the statistics of the light, squeezed state generation typically makes use of a multi-
photon process to skew the statistics in a favourable way. For example, by simultaneously
creating or destroying a pair of photons into a light mode, their correlated statistics may
lead to a quadrature variance that is smaller than that available for a vacuum or coher-
ent state. Consider a Hamiltonian for the two photon process where pairs of degenerate
photons are generated from some auxiliary mode cˆ,
H = Hsys +  [aˆ
2cˆ†   aˆ†2cˆ], (3.30)
where Hsys is the system Hamiltonian (containing all other dynamics) and   is the inter-
action strength. In the interaction picture the corresponding unitary evolution operator
for the state due to the two photon process is
Uˆint = exp
h
i"(aˆ2cˆ†   aˆ†2cˆ)/2
i
(3.31)
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where " is the interaction strength scaled by the relevant interaction time. If the mode
cˆ is provided by some strong coherent state that isn’t depleted by the interaction, we
may make a parametric approximation replacing it with the complex amplitude ⇢ = rei ,
giving a “squeezing operator”
Sˆ(⇢) = exp
h
1/2(⇢⇤aˆ2   ⇢aˆ†2)
i
(3.32)
where r is the squeeze parameter (r   1) and   is the phase angle of the interaction.
As in the case of generating coherent states from vacuum, general bright and vacuum
squeezed states may be generated by the application of the squeeze operator to the vacuum
followed by a displacement,
|↵, ⇢i = Dˆ(↵)Sˆ(⇢) |0i . (3.33)
As was discussed in relation coherent states, central statistical moments are invariant
under displacement operations. Modifications to the vacuum state statistics are therefore
due wholly to the above squeezing operator. It can be shown that
Sˆ†(⇢)aSˆ(⇢) = a cosh r   a†e 2i  sinh r (3.34)
Sˆ†(⇢)a†Sˆ(⇢) = a† cosh r   ae 2i  sinh r (3.35)
The corollary of this is that quadratures operators are transformed as
Sˆ†(⇢)X1,2Sˆ(⇢) = (cosh r ⌥ e2i  sinh r)Xˆ1,2. (3.36)
Thus for a squeezed state formed by the application of the parametric squeezing operator
to the vacuum, the variances may be described by
h 2Xˆ i = e 2r (3.37)
h 2Xˆ +⇡/2i = e2r. (3.38)
Clearly these satisfy  2Xˆ  2Xˆ +⇡/2 = 1 and are minimum uncertainty states.
The squeezed states may be bright squeezed states with coherent amplitude or vacuum
states where ↵ = 0. Thus it is possible that by invoking a two-photon generating device it
is possible to alter the distribution of statistics between quadratures from a regular vac-
uum state to produce less quantum noise in a chosen quadrature at the expense of another.
As an aside, it should be noted that squeezed vacuum state contains a mean photon
number
N¯ = |↵|2 + sinh2 r. (3.39)
This means that in the absence of a coherent magnitude the squeezed vacuum still has a
non-zero number of photons.
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3.2 Optical components and detecting the quantum field
3.2.1 Partially transmissive optics
Beamsplitters and partially transmissive optics are common components in laser experi-
ments. As illustrated in Figure 3.1(a), input field amplitudes A and B entering a lossless
partially transmissive mirror are related to the output fields C and D by
C =
p
"A p1  "B
D =
p
1  "A+p"B (3.40)
where ✏ is the the power transmissivity of the mirror. By convention one arbitrarily chosen
reflection port is stipulated to have a ⇡ phase shift (the minus sign convention) to ensure
conservation of energy between the ports. A minus sign is usually marked in illustrations
to indicate the reflection port chosen. Other conventions exist that attribute a ⇡2 phase
delay on both transmission paths, introducing a factor of i for all transmitted fields. This
thesis adopts the ⇡ reflection convention for all beamsplitters given the consistency and
clarity it gives between various formalisms adopted.
(a) (b)
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Figure 3.1: Schematic illustration of partially transmissive elements. Incident and reflected field
amplitudes A, B, C and D are labelled with arrows indicating direction of propagation. Here
(a) fields are incident at normal incidences and (b) fields are incident at 45 , where counter-
propagating fields no longer share the same degenerate path. All A, B, C, D fields (and their
dashed counterparts) are related by equations 3.40 with + and   indicating the phase factor
gained on reflection.
For the instance of a partially reflective optic at non-normal incidence (Figure 3.1(b)),
the degeneracy of incoming and outgoing fields is broken. In this case the beam-splitting
optic has four e↵ective ports with counter propagating fields now separated into two sets
of separate fields. Dashed and non dashed fields are again related in an identical way to
equation 3.40.
3.2.2 Photodetection
Photodetection is a process by which a field of light is converted into an electrical signal
via the photoelectric e↵ect. Typically photodetectors are reverse biased photodiodes with
an active surface that directly absorbs photons generating electron hole pairs. Freed
charge carriers are carried away from the diode junction by the inherent electric field and
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.2: Schematic of field incident on photodetectors: (a) direct ideal photodetector; and (b)
photodetector with loss (1  ⌘PD) modelled as a partially reflective beam splitter.
are collected with electrons gathering at the cathode. The photodiode is an absorption
device, converting Planck energy (~!) quanta of light into charge carriers (e-) with a
quantum e ciency of ⌘pd, resulting photocurrent of
i =
e⌘pd
~! P (3.41)
where P is the power of the incident beam. Because charge released within the photode-
tector is the direct result of absorption of a quanta of light it acts as a photon counting
device with the associated number counting statistics. For a field incident on the detector
the power is proportional to the expectation of the number operator nˆ = aˆ†aˆ and the
Planck energy ~!,
P = ~!hnˆi = ~!haˆ†aˆi. (3.42)
Here it is instructive to introduce a linearisation of the detected photocurrent. We in-
troduce a Heisenberg picture operator expression such that fluctuations are explicitly
separated from the mean expectation of the field,
aˆ = ↵+  aˆ, aˆ† = ↵⇤ +  aˆ†, (3.43)
where ↵ = hai and ↵⇤ = haˆ†i are the mean complex amplitudes of the field and h aˆi =
h aˆ†i = 0 are the remaining fluctuating components. Assuming perfect detection e ciency
(⌘pd = 1) and making use of equations 3.41 and 3.42 the resulting photocurrent is
iˆ = e
⇣
aˆ†aˆ
⌘
= e
⇣
(↵⇤ +  aˆ†)(↵+  aˆ)
⌘
= e
⇣
|↵|2 + |↵| (e i✓ aˆ+ ei✓ aˆ†) +  aˆ† aˆ
⌘
= e
⇣
|↵|2 + |↵|  Xˆ✓ +  aˆ† aˆ
⌘
. (3.44)
Here we have factored out the complex angle (✓) from the steady state field to form an
expression in terms of the fluctuating component of the quadrature operator  Xˆ✓. If we
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reasonably assume fluctuations are small compared to field amplitude ( aˆ ⌧ ↵), then
expanding to first order (dropping  2 terms) we get an expression for photocurrent in
average and fluctuating components,
i = i¯+  iˆ, (3.45)
where
i¯ = e|↵|2,  iˆ ⇡ e|↵| Xˆ✓. (3.46)
Thus direct photodetection of a coherent state of amplitude ↵ yields a mean current of
e|↵|2, with a statistical variance of
V [i] = h i(t)2i   h i(t)i2 = |e↵|2|(h Xˆ2✓ i   h Xˆ✓i2) = e|↵|2h Xˆ2✓ i, (3.47)
that scales with the square of the field coherent amplitude and proportional only to
variance of the time varying field fluctuations in phase with the coherent field. Thus
direct photo-detection samples only the field in quadrature with the coherent amplitude
with information of the orthogonal (phase) quadrature lost to the detection process. For
a direct photodetection process the quadrature is always selected by the phase of the
coherent component of the field and the measurement is destructive, we say that the
field’s state is collapsed. In fact, as we will find, simultaneous measurement of both field
quadratures is impossible with a HUP type limit placed on the precision with which both
fields may be determined.
For interferometric measurements that seek to convert a relative phase shift between paths
into a change in intensity via interference, such as the simple Michelson interferometer in-
troduced in chapter 2, these counting statistics fluctuations introduce uncertainty. The
inference of phase is masked by measured quantum fluctuations in the photocurrent in-
duced by the light. Importantly this is a property of the light and the detection event and
not a result of quantum e↵ects inherent to the semiconductor device. The signal to noise
of a detected photocurrent for a coherent field signal, where V ( Xˆ✓ |↵i) = 1, is
SNR =
hi(t)ip
V (i(t))
=
e|↵|2p|e↵|2 = ↵ or
p
P
~! (3.48)
Thus even for a minimum uncertainty coherent state there is an inherent quantum noise
present in the detection of that state. Relative signal to noise is improved by the square
root probe power (number of photons). We call this noise ‘shot noise’ with coherent states
having counting statistics that are Poisson,
P (n) = |hnˆ|↵i|2 = ↵
2ne |↵|
2
n!
. (3.49)
As a practical aside: A useful voltage signal is obtained from photocurrents by the use
of a transimpedance amplifier, giving an equivalent signal adjusted by a gain factor. For
all practical purposes this is usually linear unless the detector is saturated or outside its
appropriate frequency range. It is this voltage signal that we measure on an oscilloscope
or spectrum analyser, see section 3.2.5 for considerations of instrument bandwidth of real
detection situations.
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3.2.3 The impact of loss
Modern semiconductor devices are available with quantum e ciencies approaching one.
However, small residual losses and those introduced before a detection device may still de-
grade pure minimum uncertainty states by mixing the prepared input field with vacuum
field fluctuations that are uncorrelated. We model these loss events as ‘virtual beam-
splitters’ that replace a portion of the field with a vacuum field (see Figure 3.2(b)) such
that
aˆ0 = p⌘pdaˆ+
p
1  ⌘pdvˆ (3.50)
where ⌘pd is the detection e ciency. Applying a similar linearisation, as before, such that
aˆ(t) = ↵ +  aˆ and vˆ(t) =  vˆ (as the vacuum has no coherent amplitude), we find the
measured photocurrent to first order
iPD(t) = e⌘pd|↵|2| {z }
i¯
+ e
p
⌘pd|↵|(p⌘pd Xˆ(a)✓ +
p
1  ⌘pd Xˆ(v)✓ )| {z }
 iˆ
(3.51)
The impact of loss is to reduce the e↵ective number of signal photons detected by a factor
of ⌘pd in power and to introduced uncorrelated vacuum fluctuations field in their place.
The variance of the measured photon number shows the direct contribution of the vacuum
to noise to the counting statistics
V (a
0) = ⌘pd|↵|2[⌘pdV (a) + (1  ⌘pd)] (3.52)
where in the second term I have used the fact that the vacuum field is uncorrelated with
the incident field (aˆ) and has variance one (V (v)✓ = 1). Detected photocurrent variances
therefore scale with the incident field amplitude and the quantum e ciency determines
the proportions of the original field relative to the in-coupled vacuum mode. Scaling this
result to the quantum noise limit (i.e. the shot-noise limit), by dividing this result photon
number (⌘pd|↵|2), we get a variance
V a
0
norm = ⌘pdV
(in) + (1  ⌘pd). (3.53)
Clearly loss in detection modifies the noise statistics, replacing a portion of states of sub-
or super- Poissonian noise with that of the minimum uncertainty vacuum state. This has
implications for the detection of squeezed states, where degree of measurable quadrature
noise reduction is fundamentally limited by loss in any measurement scheme.
Successive loss events can be modelled as cascaded beamsplitters, each with separate
uncorrelated vacuum contribution. Total loss can be factored into a single ‘virtual’ beam-
splitter, making inclusion of total propagation and mismatch loss of a measurement easy
V tot = ⌘n . . .
⇣⇣
⌘2
⇣
⌘1V
(in) + (1  ⌘1)
⌘
+ (1  ⌘2)
⌘
+ . . .
⌘
+ (1  ⌘n)
= ⌘totV
(in) + (1  ⌘tot). (3.54)
where ⌘tot = ⇧i⌘i is the product of total losses.
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Figure 3.3: An ideal balanced homodyne detector. A signal (dashed line) and local oscillator
field (solid line) and combined on a beam splitter of transmissivity ✏ = 0.5. The superposed fields
at both the output ports, cˆ and dˆ, are detected on two photodetectors and their photocurrents are
either added or subtracted.
3.2.4 Two ported balanced homodyne detection
Balanced homodyne detection is a technique by which arbitrary quadratures of light
states with little to no coherent power may be resolved with the use of an additional
auxiliary coherent field. The two ported homodyne detector is used to detect vacuum
squeezed states of light in experiments presented in this thesis.
Direct detection of low power states is not only limited to sampling fluctuations in quadra-
ture with their own coherent amplitude (see direct detection, section 3.2.2) but fluctuating
quantum components may also be unresolvable above photodetector technical noise with
little to no coherent available field with which to generate photocurrent. Homodyne de-
tection is a phase sensitive detection method by which such states are combined with
a relatively strong coherent local oscillator (LO) field, at the same optical frequency, to
produce beat terms between the auxiliary coherent field amplitude and quadratures of the
signal field. If both output ports of a combining beamsplitter are simultaneously sampled,
full quadrature information of the signal field state may be recovered from their combined
photocurrents. By making use of the beam splitter’s phase asymmetries two ported de-
tection can also be made to be maximally di↵erentially sensitive to weak signals whilst
rejecting in common mode amplitude fluctuations of the auxiliary local oscillator field.
A two ported homodyne detector is illustrated in figure 3.3. The signal field a are combined
with a strong coherent local oscillator field bˆei✓ on a beam splitter of transmissivity ". Here
the relative phase between the fields, ✓, is factored out explicitly. Fields exiting the beam
splitter are related by
cˆ =
p
1  "aˆ+p"bˆei✓ (3.55)
dˆ =
p
"aˆ p1  "bˆei✓ (3.56)
where the beamsplitter imposes a reflection ⇡ phase shift that creates a di↵erential asym-
metry between the two homodyne ports. The resulting photocurrents at each detector are
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proportional to the photon numbers
cˆ†cˆ = (1  ")a†a+ "b†b+
p
"(1  ")(aˆ†bˆei✓ + bˆ†aˆe i✓) (3.57)
dˆ†dˆ = "aˆ†aˆ+ (1  ")bˆ†bˆ 
p
"(1  ")(aˆ†bˆei✓ + bˆ†aˆe i✓). (3.58)
Upon subtraction of photodiode photocurrents we obtain
i  / cˆ†cˆ  dˆ†dˆ (3.59)
= (1  2")aˆ†aˆ+ (2"  1)bˆ†bˆ+
p
"(1  ")(aˆ†bˆei✓ + bˆ†aˆe i✓). (3.60)
As in earlier sections we perform a linearisation of the photocurrent by separating the field
into steady state and fluctuating components, aˆ = ↵ +  aˆ and bˆ =   +  bˆ, and dropping
higher order terms to give
i  = (1  2")
⇣
|↵|2 + ↵ X(a)1
⌘
+ (2"  1)
⇣
| |2 +   Xˆ(b)1
⌘
+ (3.61)
2
p
"(1  ")
⇣
↵  cos ✓ + ↵ Xˆ(b) ✓ +   Xˆ
(a)
✓
⌘
. (3.62)
Because the relative phase of the fields has been explicitly factored out into the term ✓,
the steady state fields can be assumed to be real without loss of generality, that is ↵ = ↵⇤
and   =  ⇤. Under the assumption that the LO field is much stronger than the signal
field,     ↵, terms not containing factors of   may be neglected
i  ⇡ (2"  1)(| |2 +   Xˆ(b)1 ) + 2
p
"(1  ")
⇣
↵  cos ✓ +   Xˆ(a)✓
⌘
. (3.63)
When the beam splitter is balanced with an equal splitting ratio such that " = 0.5, the
amplitude fluctuations of the LO field are rejected, exactly cancelled by the common mode
subtraction of the photocurrents. This leaves a photocurrent of
i  / ↵  cos ✓ +   Xˆ(a)✓ . (3.64)
Thus the balanced two ported detector provides a measure of the signal beam quadrature
selected by the relative phase of the local oscillator.
Similarly the common mode field of the LO may be extracted by taking the sum of the
beam splitter photocurrents. This yields the photocurrent that would be expected of direct
detection of the LO beam
i+ / | |2 +   Xˆ(b)1 . (3.65)
3.2.5 Noise spectra of detected fields and normalising by measurement
bandwidth
Measurements of the field fluctuations present on photodetectors are often characterised by
taking a power spectrum, S(!), in some bandwidth about the optical carrier frequency.
Here the field we detect encompass a continuum of frequency modes in the frequency
domain relative to a carrier field of frequency ⌦. We denote these modes, A˜(!), with
capital letters to distinguish them from the lower case single mode operators introduced
earlier. A tilde denotes that it is an operator in the frequency domain. The continuum
mode operator about the carrier frequency may be related to the time domain operators
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by a Fourier transform,
Aˆ(t) =
Z 1
 1
A˜(!)e i!tdt, (3.66)
where ! is the Fourier frequency relative to the carrier. This quantity has units ofp
photons/s. The continuum fields in the time and frequency domain obey equivalent
commutator relations3
[Aˆ(t), Aˆ†(t0)] =  (t  t0), [A˜(!), A˜†(!0)] =  (!   !0). (3.67)
It likewise follows that quadrature fields, similar to Equation 3.12, have commutators of
[Xˆ(t), Xˆ†(t0)] = 2i (t  t0), [X˜(!), X˜†(!0)] = 2i (!   !0). (3.68)
The power spectral density for a random statical variable  x(t) whose mean is zero, such as
measured photocurrent, is defined as the Fourier transform of the auto correlation function
[91]
S(!) =
1
2⇡
Z
T
G(⌧)e i!⌧d⌧ (3.69)
where T is the period over which the detection is made and G(⌧) is the autocorrelation
function,
G(⌧) = h x(t) x(t+ ⌧)i. (3.70)
Here we assume that the lowest frequency component of interest is much larger than
the inverse of detection time 1/T . If we consider the expectation of the two-frequency
correlation function of the EM field h X˜(!1)[ X˜(!2)]†i then [98]
h X˜(!1)[ X˜(!2)]†i =
⌧Z 1
 1
Z 1
 1
 Xˆ(t1)e
 i!1t1 Xˆ(t2)ei!2t2dt1dt2
 
with a change of variables t1 = t2 + ⌧
=
⌧Z 1
 1
Z 1
 1
 Xˆ(t2 + ⌧) Xˆ(t2)e
 i(!1 !2)t2e i!1⌧dt2d⌧
 
=
1
2⇡
 (!1   !2)
Z 1
 1
h Xˆ(t2 + ⌧) Xˆ(t2)iei!2⌧d⌧
=  (!1   !2)S(!1). (3.71)
Where we have used Equations 3.69 and 3.70 to relate the expectation back to the
definition of the power spectral density4.
Such measurements are usually taken with Fourier components binned or windowed with
a bandwidth B about a measurement frequency ! using a spectrum analyser. Assuming
that the bandwidth B is selected so that spectral density is approximately constant over
that range, so as not to blur the details from adjacent frequency bins, then evaluating
3Here the conjugate operators are similarly defined Aˆ†(t) = [Aˆ(t)]† =
R1
 1 A˜
†(!)ei!tdt.
4Here it is assumed that because T is large with respect to lowest frequency component of interest the
integral may be extended to cover all time.
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spectrum over this limited bandwidth gives
SB(!) =
Z !+B/2
! B/2
Z 1
 1
h X˜(!0)[ X˜(!)]†id!0d!
=
Z !+B/2
! B/2
Z 1
 1
 (!0   !)S(!1)d!0d!
= S(!)
Z !+B/2
! B/2
d! = S(!)⇥B =
D
| X˜(!)|2
E
⇥B.
Using the definition Equation 3.9, the variance, V (!), may be inferred back from the
measured power spectrum by normalising the recorded power spectrum by the resolution
bandwidth
V (!) =
SB(!)
B
=
D
| X˜(!)|2
E
. (3.72)
Thus a properly normalised power spectral density gives a frequency domain equivalent
of variance introduced in previous sections.
For a balanced homodyne detection, the linearised fluctuating photocurrent component of
  Xˆ(a)✓ will lead to a spectrum given by
5
V (!) =  2h| X˜(a)✓ (!)|2i =  2V (a)✓ (!) (3.73)
Any measurement of power spectrum must therefore normalise by the resolution band-
width, B, and the power of the coherent field amplitude (in this case the local oscillator).
Normalising the detected spectrum for bandwidth and LO power the frequency domain
uncertainty principle follows for the detected photocurrents of the light field from the
commutators Equations 3.68
V✓(!)V✓+⇡/2(!)   1 (3.74)
Thus for each detected frequency component there is some minimum uncertainty trade-o↵.
For the normalised spectrum variance such that V✓(!) = SB/( 2)B < 1 we are measuring
a squeezed state.
3.3 Resonant optical systems, cavities and their quantum
fields
Linear and travelling wave resonators, commonly known as cavities, are formed when
two or more partially transmissive mirrors are arranged such that progressive reflections
spatially overlap. The electromagnetic modes trapped in such cavities are said to be
resonant when phase of progressive round trips leads to constructive interference. The
build up of optical fields and frequency and phase response of the optical cavity is directly
analogous to the simple harmonic oscillator. In this section the semi-classical equations
of motions of these cavity modes are described and classical and quantum responses are
discussed.
5This must also be scaled by quantum e ciency, electrical charge carrier, photon energy (see Equation
3.41) and electronic amplification.
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3.3.1 Equations of motion for optical cavities
+
+
-
-
+
-
Figure 3.4: Schematic of an optical travelling wave cavity formed from three partially transmissive
mirrors. The cavity mode aˆ is coupled to the external fields Aˆin, Aˆref,  Aˆout, Aˆtrans and  Aˆl via
the mirrors the respective mirrors: the input coupler, with decay rate in; a transmission output
coupler, with decay rate in; and a third mirror that incorporates and represents total intra-cavity
loss with decay rate l. Cavity round trip time ⌧ = L/c defines the characteristic times scales
upon which the cavity reacts to fluctuations of external fields.
An empty cavity is illustrated schematically in figure 3.4. Three partially transmissive
optics are arranged into a ring cavity. They have a spatial separation that defines a
characteristic round trip time ⌧ = L/c, where L is the cavity round trip length.
Capitalised fields exterior to the cavity have units of
p
photons/s and are coupled via
the mirrors to the circulating mode aˆ of scalar units
p
photons. The cavity is driven by
a coherent input driving field Aˆin of frequency !d with the other open port (field  Aˆout)
assumed to be in the vacuum state. We model the mirrors themselves as lossless and
incorporate total intra-cavity absorption as a third partially transmissive mirror coupling
in an additional external vacuum field  Aˆl. Intra-cavity fields coupled back out of the
cavity are assumed to be coupled irreversibly to the outside universe and are lost. The
quantum Langevin equation of motion of the intra-cavity mode is given by6 [91]
˙ˆa = i!0aˆ|{z}
Closed sys.
evolution
  aˆ|{z}
Mode decay from
outcoupling
+
p
2inAˆine
i!dt +
p
2outAˆout +
p
2lAˆl| {z }
Coupling of driving fields into the cavity
. (3.75)
Here the mode evolution has an intuitive physical meaning: its is an open quantum system
in which photons may couple in through mirrors from external driving fields and are lost
6For now we just quote the equation, as it is fairly standard and physically intuitive. A more detailed
sketch of the quantum Langevin equation formation is given later in section §3.4.3 in the context of a two
mode non-linear cavity.
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irreversibly through these same ports at an exponential rate defined by [99]
i =  1
⌧
ln(ri) =   1
2⌧
lnRi, (3.78)
of units s 1, where r =
p
R is the amplitude reflectivity. The total intra-cavity decay
rate, , is simply defined as the total of all the coupling rates
 =
X
i
i = in + out + l, (3.79)
where, unless otherwise stated, cavity coupling rates are independent of frequency and
approximated to first order by
in ⇡ 1 
p
Rin
⌧
; out ⇡ 1 
p
Rout
⌧
; l ⇡ 1 
p
Rl
⌧
. (3.80)
For the case of the cavity driven from a single port, with vacuum present at all others, one
may rewrite equation 3.75 in the picture of the rotating frame of the driving field (!d)
a˙ =  (  i )aˆ+p2inAˆin +
p
2out Aˆout +
p
2l Aˆl (3.81)
where the cavity detuning becomes   = !0   !d, representing the o↵set of driving field
from cavity resonance condition. The frequency response of the system may be found by
taking the Fourier transform of operators (Equation 3.66). Setting the cavity detuning to
match that of the driving field,   = 0 and making use of the fact that F [ ˙ˆx(t)] = i!x˜(!),
then
i!a˜ =  a˜+p2inA˜in +
p
2out A˜out +
p
2l A˜l, (3.82)
which may be solved explicitly for the intra-cavity mode a˜ to give
a˜ =
p
2inA˜in +
p
2out A˜out +
p
2l A˜l
+ i!
. (3.83)
A note on decay rate approximations:
Here it is common to approximate the i terms to first order based on the mirror
reflectivities or transmissivities. A number of approximations are adopted across the
literature which may be a common point of confusion (especially with respect to factors
of two). In many cases di↵erent versions are close to equivalent. Using the fact that to
first order ln(1 + x) ⇡ x, we may approximate using power reflectivity using either of the
equivalent versions of equation 3.78 to give
i ⇡ 1
⌧
(1  r) = 1
⌧
(1 pR); (3.76)
or
i ⇡ 1
2⌧
(1 R) = T
2⌧
(3.77)
In the case of a high finesse, cavity equations 3.78, 3.76 and 3.77 converge. For a cavity of
moderate finesse, as is the case for most cavities analysed in this thesis, equation 3.76 is a
su cient approximation. An informative discussion of the topic may be found p13, [99].
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This is the intra-cavity mode response as a function of frequency ! about the optical carrier
frequency. The intra-cavity mode and those modes exterior to the cavity are related by
the mirror boundary conditions (see equations 7.32, [91])
A˜in + A˜refl =
p
2ina˜ (3.84)
A˜trans +  A˜out =
p
2outa˜ (3.85)
A˜loss +  A˜l =
p
2outa˜ (3.86)
We can therefore relate in incoming driving fields present at the mirror interfaces with the
outgoing transmitted of the cavity by solving equations 3.84-3.86 and 3.83 to give:
A˜refl =
(2in     i!)A˜in +
p
2inout A˜out +
p
2inl A˜l
+ i!
(3.87)
A˜trans =
p
2inoutA˜in + (2out     i!) A˜out +p2inl A˜l
+ i!
(3.88)
From these expressions we may extract the steady state and fluctuating components in-
teracting with a resonant cavity and extract important information about the properties
of resonant systems.
3.3.2 Classical cavity transfer functions
The steady state or classical response of an optical cavity may be recovered from equations
3.87 and 3.88 by dropping fluctuating terms. The transfer functions (ratio of output field
to input field) for the transmitted and reflected fields are given by
T (!) =
¯˜Atrans
¯˜Ain
=
p
inout
+ i!
(3.89)
R(!) =
¯˜Arefl
¯˜Ain
=
2in     i!
+ i!
. (3.90)
Thus fields undergo a complex evolution when reflected or transmitted from a cavity,
modifying their amplitude and phase relative to driving input field. The intensity (|T (!)|2,
|R(!)|2) and phase angle of the reflected and transmitted field are plotted for an example
cavity in figure 3.5. Parameters for the cavity are given in the figure caption and match
that of the homodyne mode cleaning cavity used in both the squeezed light experiments
in this thesis (see sections §7.3 7.4.3 7.4.3 and §8.2).
As can be seen the cavity has transmission and reflection line-width, within which it passes
or rejects light through the cavity. The spacing of successive resonant frequencies within
the cavity is known as the free spectral range (FSR) and is given by the reciprocal round
trip time,
⌫FSR = 2⇡
1
⌧
, (3.91)
where the factor of 2⇡ is to place it in units of angular frequency. The coupling rate of
fields to the cavity is characterised by a quantity known as finesse
F = ⇡
p
⇢
1  ⇢ . (3.92)
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Figure 3.5: Plots of the reflected and transmitted classical stead state fields as a function of
frequency about the cavity resonance. Transfer functions T (!) and R(!) (Equations 3.89 and
3.90) are broken into phase and amplitude responses for a cavity of round trip length 204 mm and
finesse of 304. The cavity has line-width of 4.7 MHz and the resonance peaks repeat every free
spectral range of 1.43 GHz. These parameters are identical to the mode-cleaning cavity used in
the balanced homodyne detector of §7.4.3.
Here ⇢ = ⇧n
p
Rn is the round trip product of all the reflecting surfaces within the cavity.
The FSR and finesse are related to the line-width (also known as full width half maximum,
FWHM) of the cavity by,
⌫FWHM =
⌫FSR
F . (3.93)
These three quantities - FSR, FWHM and finesse - characterise optical cavities for their
quantum and classical response and are often quoted by the practical experimentalist as
key measures of a cavity’s characteristics.
3.3.3 Cavity semi-classical response
The semiclassical response of the cavity may also be computed from the general cavity
equations of motion. The fluctuating quantum components of the transmitted and re-
flected cavity fields (equations 3.87 and 3.88) can be separated from the steady state fields
by the usual linearisation, i.e.
 A˜k = A˜k   hA˜ki (3.94)
which we apply term wise to the fields to give
 A˜refl =
(2in     i!) A˜in +
p
2inout A˜out +
p
2inl A˜l
+ i!
; (3.95)
 A˜trans =
p
2inout A˜in + (2out     i!) A˜out +p2inl A˜l
+ i!
. (3.96)
Where we assume that fields are cast the frame of the driving field (frequency !d). Noting
that F [A†(t)] = A˜†( !), the frequency domain quadrature operators may be formed,
 X˜(k)1 (!) =  A˜k(!) +  A˜
†
k( !), and  X˜(k)2 (!) = ( A˜k(!)   A˜†k( !))/i. (3.97)
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Substituting equations 3.95 and 3.96 into the above quadrature expressions, the cavity
quadrature fluctuations as a function of external field fluctuations are
 X˜refl1,2 =
(2in     !) X˜ in1,2 +
p
2inout X˜v1,2 +
p
2inl X˜ l1,2
+ i!
(3.98)
 X˜trans1,2 =
p
2inout X˜ in1,2 + (2
out     i!) X˜v1,2 +
p
2inl X˜ l1,2
+ i!
(3.99)
The variance (V (k) = h| X˜(k)|2i) of the measured fluctuations at the reflected and trans-
mitted port are given by
V refl1,2 = 1 +
((2in   )2 + !2)(V (Ain)1,2   1)
2 + !2
, (3.100)
V trans1,2 = 1 +
4outin(V
(Ain)
1,2   1)
2 + !2
, (3.101)
where we make use of the fact that vacuum fields present at the undriven ports have unity
variance V (out)1,2 = V
l
1,2 = 1. The noise response of the same example cavity (from figure
3.5) is plotted for an injected noise fluctuation a factor of 10 above the minimum vacuum
(V (Ain)1 = 10) in figure 3.6. The cavity acts a low pass filter passing noise only within the
bandwidth of the cavity.
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Figure 3.6: Semi-classical response in reflection and transmission for an example cavity with an
incident noise variance of 10 at its input. Parameters are the same as those used in Figure 3.5
with a 204 mm round trip cavity of finesse 304. The cavity acts as a filter within the passband
determined by its line-width.
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3.4 Non-linear interactions and the generation of quantum
entanglement
The interactions of light fields with non-linear systems leads to a number of important
physical phenomena. These may be harnessed to combine photons, coupling energy in
higher energy optical modes. Alternatively, they may split higher energy photons to
generate pairs of entangled particles with statistically superior qualities when compared
to vacuum or coherent quantum states of light. This section gives a basic overview of the
non-linear e↵ects harnessed for squeezed state generation. These principles are used for
devices known as optical parametric amplifies, the subject of Chapters 6, 7 and 8. Further
reading on the subject may be found in the works of Walls and Milburn [91] and Boyd
[93].
3.4.1 Dielectric materials and  (2) interactions
Dielectric media are insulating materials in which loosely bound valence electrons may
be displaced by application of an electric field [94]. Propagating light, with its oscillating
electric field, induces a time varying polarisation of the bulk material which in turn acts as
a source for re-radiated electric field. This matter-light interaction is a phenomenon that
leads to a rich variety of interesting and useful e↵ects that depend upon the material’s
valence electron response. In linear dielectrics, re-radiated fields are a delayed copy of
the inducing field, e↵ectively slowing the velocity of the propagating light (leading to
a refractive index). In the case of non-linear media, higher order oscillating dynamics
of the polarisation may contain other frequency components, acting as an intermediary
to convert between incident fields and those re-radiated from the material at di↵erent
optical frequencies.
Of principle interest to this thesis are the light-matter interactions that induce asymmetric
non-linear polarisations. These occur most commonly in materials with a regular ordered
structure, such as certain optically transparent crystalline materials. Some common media
include magnesium doped lithium niobate (Mg:LiNbO3), lithium tantalate (LiTaO3) and
potassium titanyl phosphate (KTiOPO4) or KTP. Table 3.1 summarises key properties
of these and other similar non-linear materials. Their non-linear polarisability allow
for the exchange of energy between fields of di↵erent frequency. They are of key im-
portance for conversion of fields to other wave lengths and the generation of entanglement.
An applied electric field induces a bulk polarisation that may be written as a polynomial
expansion of the incident electric field
P(t) = "0
⇣
 (1)E(t) +  (2)E2(t) +  (3)E3(t) + . . .
⌘
(3.102)
where "0 is the permittivity of free space and the terms  (n) are the nth order polarisabil-
ities of the dielectric material. The wave equation within a non-linear optical media may
take the general form [93]
r2~E+ n
2
c2
@2
@t2
~E =  4⇡
c2
@2~PNL
@t2
(3.103)
where the refractive index n =
p
1 +  (1) factors in the linear polarisation response of the
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medium ( (1)) and PNL are the higher order non-linear components of the polarisability
acting as a source term to the wave equation.
Classically the interaction of light fields within the medium may be thought of as a beating
or mixing di↵erent optical frequencies. For the case of two frequency components, !1 and
!2, incident on a section of dielectric,
Einc(z, t) = E1e
 i(!1t k1z) + E2e i(!2t k2z) + c.c., (3.104)
the induced second-order ( (2)) polarisation response generates cross term components at
a number of additional frequencies
P(2)(t) =  (2)E2inc(t)
/  
(2)
2
[E1E2e
 i[(!1+!2)t (k1+k2)z]| {z }
SFG
+E1E
⇤
2e
 i[(!1 !2)t (k1 k2)z]| {z }
DFG
+ . . .
E21e
 i[2!1t 2k1z] + E22e
 i[2!2t 2k2z]| {z }
Degenerate doubling
+ |E1|2 + |E2|2| {z }
DC rectified terms
+c.c.]
(3.105)
where c.c. are the complex conjugate of the preceding terms. The induced time varying
polarisation then acts as a source in the wave equation 3.103 for generating new fields
co-propagating with the original field. The new time varying fields are composed of terms
of: Sum Frequency Generation (SFG), Di↵erence Frequency Generation (DFG) and
degenerate doubled terms. A constant (DC) ‘rectified’ term also appears but does not
contribute as a source in the wave equation as it has no time varying component. The
processes of  (2) interactions are known as three wave mixing7, as each of the time varying
terms in equation 3.105 involve the interaction of three field components (doubled-up
in the degenerate case). A quantum analogue of this three wave mixing involves the
exchange of discrete quanta of optical energy. Figure 3.7 illustrates this schematically.
The up-conversion and down-conversion process are treated for the quantum case in §3.4.3.
The newly generated fields co-propagate and continue to mix with existing fields, trans-
ferring energy between frequencies along the length of the medium. As the combination
of fields propagate they superpose with previously generated fields, building as they prop-
agate. The relative phase is important in determining if newly generated fields interferes
constructively to transfer energy to a particular frequency component over the length of
the medium. The dominant three wave mixing e↵ect over the length of the medium is
determined by the conserve energy and momentumX
in
~!i =
X
out
~!j Energy conservation (3.106)X
in
~ki =
X
out
~kj Momentum conservation (3.107)
When these conditions are met, energy and momentum may be exchanged between high
7Higher order polarisabilities allow for the interaction of four (Kerr e↵ects) or more waves, these are
not studied in this thesis.
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Figure 3.7: Illustration of quantum  (2) up conversion and down conversion process. Up-
conversion involves the annihilation of two low energy photons (!1 and !2) that are combined
to form one high energy photon (!3). Conversely, down-conversion involves the annihilation of a
single higher energy photon (!3) to form two lower energy photons (!1 and !2). In special cases
the lower energy photons are identical !1 = !2 and the three wave mixing is degenerate.
energy photons and pairs of lower energy photons. Importantly, the direction of flow of
energy between modes of di↵erent frequency depends on the relative phase condition of
those waves. If we introduce a third field component at !3 = !1 + !2, the momentum
condition (equation 3.107) may be reduced to statement of matching wave vectors
 ~k = k3   k2   k1, (3.108)
where phase matching (momentum matching) is achieved when  k = 0.
For the degenerate case of second harmonic generation, where two identical pairs of lower
frequency (!) photons are combined into a single harmonic high energy (2!) photon
(Figure 3.7(a)), the phase matching condition becomes
 k =
~n2!2!
c
  ~n!!
c
  ~n!!
c
=
2~
c
(n2!   n!), (3.109)
where n2! and n! are the refractive indexes at the two wavelengths. Down-conversion
processes follow in the same manner with identical phase matching requirements.
Integrating the evolving field along the length of a non-linear material, the energies trans-
ferred between optical frequencies accrue as a function of length and phase matching. The
field conversion amplitude for a three wave mixing process, as a function of the phase
matching, is the function [92, 93]
g( kz) = sinc( kz/2)e i kz/2, (3.110)
where z is the propagation distance within the non-linear material. A complex phase
delay is introduced by phase mismatch, a fact that is important for systems that must
resonant at both optical frequencies (see §6.5). To find the power conversion we take the
absolute square, Pconv. = |g( kz)|2 = sinc2( kz/2). This is the e ciency with which
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fields are up-converted or down-converted within a non-linear material. This is rapidly
reduced as the phase mismatch over the length of the crystal ( kz) deviates from zero.
3.4.2 Phase matching
In order to maximise non-linear conversion strength, the frequency components within
the material must brought to their phase matching condition. Typically, dielectric
materials exhibit a degree of dispersion (n2! 6= n!, see Table 3.1), the phase matching
condition  k = 0 (Equation 3.109) is not automatically met. There are two com-
mon strategies for achieving good phase matching, these both make use of the di↵erent
refractive indexes available along di↵erent axes of common non-linear crystalline materials:
Birefringent phase matching - Birefringence is a property of a crystal where the
refractive index depends on the polarisation of the incident light. A cut of the crystal may
be selected for which the two polarisation axes are closely matched in refractive index for a
given operating temperature. The low energy ‘fundamental’ and higher energy ‘harmonic’
fields may have their polarisation aligned with either the ordinary or extra-ordinary axis
in a combination that leads to a phase matching condition (2n!3   n!2   n!1 = 0). A
degree of temperature dependence also means that the relative refractive index between
axes may also be fine tuned for the given input polarisations, giving a fine tuning to the
phase matching condition.
There are two types of birefringent phase matching, commonly referred to as Type I and
Type II. In Type I the ‘harmonic’ high energy photon is aligned to the extraordinary (")
axis of a crystal with the two low energy ‘fundamental’ photons aligned with the ordinary
axis (!). Here the refractive index of both fundamental photons is matched to equal
the harmonic (n!3 = 2n!1,2). For down-conversion this method has the advantage of
generating a pair of fundamental photons in the same polarisation. By contrast, Type II
matching aligns the pump and one of the fundamental photons along the extraordinary
axis (") and one of the fundamental photons along the ordinary axis (!). In this case the
dispersive di↵erence between wavelengths is made up by the second fundamental photon
having a compensating refractive index. Thus for the two types of birefringent phase
matching the polarisation alignment and refractive index are match as
Type I: "!3=!!1 +!!2 , (n!3 = 2n!1,2) (3.111)
Type II: "!3="!1 +!!2, (n!2 = n!3   n!1) (3.112)
Common examples of Type I materials include Lithium Niobate (MgO:LiNbO3) and for
Type II (unpolled) KTP (KTiOPO4). Birefringent phase matching is disadvantaged in
that the crystal must be cut along a direction that delivers matched refractive indices
rather than the highest non-linear response. Although Lithium Niobate has a non-linear
coe cient of 27 pm/V in the d33 direction, its phase matching angle is aligned along the
d31 plane, with a non-linear coe cient of 4.3 pm/V [100]. Added to this, the temperatures
at which matched birefringence is achieved are often very high, approximately 100  C
for Lithium Niobate operated for a 1064/532 nm conversion: a practically challenging
temperature to maintain in a laboratory environment. It is di cult to find a low loss
crystal materials with a coincidence of high non-linearity along an axis that is also
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birefringently phase matched.
Quasi-phase matching and periodic polling - Another method of achieving e↵ec-
tive momentum conservation is to periodically invert the domains of a crystalline material.
As the newly generated field propagates it falls out of phase with input fields (due to ma-
terial dispersion), eventually destructively interfering with the already generated field and
reversing the non-linear conversion. This distance of propagation before non-linear inter-
actions reverse is known as the coherence length and is given by
Lc =
2⇡
| k| (3.113)
where once again  k = k3 k1 k2. A quasi-phase matching condition can be reached by
inverting the orientation of the crystal non-linearity at integral multiples of the coherence
length, giving a periodic polling grating period of
⇤m = mLc (3.114)
where m is the quasi-phase matching order. With the reversal of the crystal domains the
propagating field e↵ectively experiences a flip in orientation, allowing the phase mismatch
to reverse so that newly generated fields constructively interfere with those already gener-
ated. The varying degree of phase matching over each poling cycle means that the mean
conversion reduced, with an e↵ective nonlinearity being reduced by the factor [101]
⌘QPM (m) =
1
m2
4
⇡2
(3.115)
For first order quasi-phase matching (m = 1, the most e cient) conversion e ciency is
reduced by 4/⇡2.
Periodically poled non-linear materials have the advantage of allowing conversion of fun-
damental and harmonic fields that are in the same polarisation, i.e.
"!3=!!1 +!!2 . (3.116)
With the freedom to select any polarisation orientation, a crystal cut may be made that
chooses the largest available non-linear polarisation coe cient of the material. The poling
length is then adjusted accordingly, often optimised for a crystal temperature that is
conveniently close to room temperature. This allows for access to higher non-linearity and
conversion e ciencies that are unavailable for birefringently phase matched materials.
Some examples of materials that are commonly periodically poled are given in Table 3.1.
Further detail on the temperature dependence and poling length are introduced in §6.6.1.
3.4.3 Non-linear cavity equations of motion
The second order non-linear interactions introduced in the previous section allows for the
exchange of energy between optical frequencies. This three wave mixing may be used to as
a means to generate entangled pairs of signal and idlers photons or alternatively combine
them to generate a harmonic field. However, because of typically weak non-linearities,
direct propagation of fields through non-linear media often requires unfeasible long
interaction lengths to establish good conversion e ciencies. The strength of non-linear
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Table 3.1: Some properties of common  (2) non-linear crystals that are periodically poled. Re-
fractive indexes and e↵ective non-linear polarisabilities may be found in [102], a range of other
reference properties may be found in [103] and references there within.
Crystal Material n1064nm/n532nm de↵ [pm/V] ↵ [%/cm] Dam. Thresh. [W/cm2]
PPMgO:LN 2.1494/2.2279 15.9 < 0.1 > 400
PPKTP 1.8296/1.8868 9.3 0.02 89k
PPLT 2.1399/2.2078 8.8 0.1
PPKN 2.1201/2.2041 12.5 < 0.5
interactions may be enhanced by placing the non-linear medium in an optical resonator:
circulating fields are contained within the cavity, allowing for the build up of dynamic
correlations with a much higher e↵ective coupling achieved.
Here a model for two mode optical cavity containing a second-order non-linear medium
is introduced. Previously, cavity Langevin equations of motion were simply quoted
with intuitive annotation. Here origins of the coupled quantum Langevin equations are
sketched in more detail to elucidate the underling physics. Equation 3.75 may readily be
formed from the methods below.
+
+
-
-
+
-
Figure 3.8: Travelling wave optical cavity with non-linear medium. The dynamics of the non-
linear cavity are modelled with an input coupler (a,bin ), output coupler (
a,b
out) and loss factored
into a third mirror (a,bl ). The incident and reflected fundamental (Ai) and harmonic (Bi) fields
are labelled at each port. The corresponding circulating fields aˆ and bˆ are contained within the
cavity and undergo a weak interaction with the external fields and a non-linear interaction with
each other inside the optical crystal.
A non-linear material embedded in a optical resonator is illustrated schematically in figure
3.8. Two collinear, co- propagating, fields circulate within the cavity one being the a
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fundamental frequency (of frequency !) and the other a harmonic field (or pump field)
that is twice that frequency. The general Hamiltonian of the system is given by
Hˆ = Hcav + (Hint + Hˆbath) (3.117)
where Hcav is the the Hamiltonian of the internal modes of the closed (lossless) cavity
given by
Hˆcav = ~!aˆ†aˆ+ ~(2!)bˆ†bˆ+
i~
2
⇣
"aˆ†2bˆ  "⇤aˆ2bˆ†
⌘
| {z }
 (2)NL interaction
, (3.118)
where a and b are the intra-cavity fundamental and second harmonic fields at frequencies
! and 2! respectively. Here ", the non-linear coupling rate, encapsulates details of
the strength of the  (2) non-linear susceptibility as well as the phase matching, spacial
confinement of the beam and interaction length. The quantum form of this non-linear
interaction explicitly describes a two photon process in which two fundamental photons
are simultaneously created or annihilated at the expense of quanta of energy from the
harmonic (2!) field. This is similar to the two photon unitary squeezing operator from
section 3.1.3, it is this non-linearity that leads to the generation of quantum squeezed
states.
The second bracketed terms of equation 3.117 relate the interaction of the external cavity
modes coupling in and out of the cavity by the partial reflectivity of the respective mirrors.
The Hamiltonian of all the external modes are represented by the continuum of bath modes
present at each (ith) mirror port for both the fundamental, Aˆi(!), and harmonic , Bi(!),
modes
Hˆbath =
X
i
Z 1
 1
~!Aˆ†i (!)Aˆi(!)d! +
Z 1
 1
~2!Bˆ†i (!)Bˆi(!)d! (3.119)
where the external ‘bath’ fields obey the usual boson commutation relations
[Aˆi(!), Aˆ
†
i (!
0)] =  (!   !0), [Bˆi(!), Bˆ†i (!0)] =  (!   !0). (3.120)
These are continuous traveling wave modes and represent vacuum or coherent states of
units
p
photons/s in the time domain. The contrasts with the single photon modes, de-
noted with lower case, used to represent the standing wave fields confined with in the
cavity that have units of
p
photons. The distinction is that the traveling wave modes rep-
resent a flux of quanta and have a corresponding rate per unit time. Coupling to external
modes via mirrors is assumed to be linear and the interaction Hamiltonian describing the
coupling of external fields to the cavity modes is
Hˆext = i~
X
i
Z 1
 1
p
2ai (A˜
†
i a˜  a˜†A˜i) +
q
2bi(B˜
†
i b˜  b˜†B˜i)
 
d! (3.121)
where ai are the cavity decay rates associated with each mirror, these were originally
introduced in equation 3.78.
The Heisenberg equations of motion for non-linear cavity fields described above may be
found using the Langevin approach8. Following the methodology of Collet and Gardiner,
8A useful and compact sketch of this approach may be found in section 6.3 of [104]
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the quantum Langevin equations of motion for the intra-cavity fields are given by [105,
106]
a˙ =
1
i~ [a, Hˆcav]  
aaˆ+
p
2ainAˆine
i!aint +
p
2aout Aˆ⌫ +
p
2al  Aˆl (3.122a)
b˙ =
1
i~ [b, Hˆcav]  
bbˆ+
q
2binBˆine
i!bint +
q
2bout Bˆ⌫ +
q
2bl  Bˆl (3.122b)
where a driving harmonic pump (and seed) field is assumed to originate from the in-
put coupler with the output and ‘loss port’ excited by vacuum fields. As the dielectric
reflectivity of mirrors may be selectively engineered for di↵erent wavelengths, the rate
of coupling at each mirror is defined separately for the a and b fundamental and har-
monic wavelengths. As with the simple three mirror cavity, the total decay rate (the
half-width-at-half-maximum of cavity transmission) is given by the total of decay rates
a,b =
P
i 
a,b
i . For the given cavity non-linear Hamiltonian, equation 3.118, the resulting
equations of motion are
a˙ = ✏aˆ†bˆ  (a   i!acav)aˆ+
p
2ainAˆine
i!aint +
p
2aout Aˆ⌫ +
p
2al  Aˆl (3.123a)
b˙ =   ✏
2
aˆ2   (b   i!bcav)bˆ+
q
2binBˆine
i!bint +
q
2bout Bˆ⌫ +
q
2bl  Bˆl (3.123b)
where !acav and !
a
cav are the resonant frequencies of the cavity for the fundamental and
harmonic pump fields; and !ain and !
b
in are the corresponding input driving field frequen-
cies. Clearly the two equations of motion are coupled with energy exchanged between
the fundamental and harmonic mode such that the fundamental field photons are created
and annihilated pair-wise. As will become apparent, this pair-wise operation will lead to
modifications of fundamental field statistics and leads to the generation of squeezed states.
3.4.4 The optical parametric oscillator
The Optical Parametric Oscillator (OPO) is a non-linear  (2) devices that makes use of
three wave mixing to generate squeezed states of light9. The devices is a phase dependant
amplifier that when seeded with vacuum generates squeezed vacuum states where the
noise variance is reduced in one quadrature at the expense of being amplified in the other.
The OPO is a non-linear cavity device (identical in form to Figure 3.8) that is operated
well below the threshold at which the fundamental field intra-cavity amplification outstrips
intra-cavity losses (✏b ⌧ a). From equations 3.123a-b a number of simplifying assump-
tions may be made. First, the intra-cavity fields are cast in the frame of the driving field
(!ain)
a˙ = ✏aˆ†bˆ  (a   i a)aˆ+p2ainAˆin +p2aout Aˆ⌫ +p2al  Aˆl (3.124a)
b˙ =   ✏
2
aˆ2   (b   i b)bˆ+
q
2binBˆin +
q
2bout Bˆ⌫ +
q
2bl  Bˆl (3.124b)
where the fundamental and pump field detuning are, respectively,  a = !acav   !ain and
 b = !bcav   !bin. The cavity resonant wavelength (cavity length) is then assumed to be
set to match the driving field: the cavity is assumed to be on resonance ( a =  b = 0).
9The term Optical Parametric Amplifier (OPA) is also used to describe an identical device when it is
seeded at the fundamental frequency with coherent ‘bright’ light instead of vacuum fields.
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Secondly, because the non-linear cavity is operated below threshold, we may apply the
assumption that the pump field (‘b’) is not depleted by the parametric process and ✏aˆ2/2
depletion term may be dropped. The simplified cavity equations then read
a˙ = ✏aˆ†bˆ  aaˆ+p2ainAˆin +p2aout Aˆ⌫ +p2al  Aˆl, (3.125a)
b˙ =  bbˆ+
q
2binBˆin +
q
2bout Bˆ⌫ +
q
2bl  Bˆl. (3.125b)
Under these sub-threshold parametric assumptions, the evolution of the harmonic fields is
uncoupled from that of the fundamental field. The pump field may be treated as classical
and is resonantly enhanced by the cavity. Dropping the fluctuating terms and assuming
steady state (b˙ = 0) then intra-cavity harmonic field becomes
b =
q
2bin
b
Bin. (3.126)
Where Bin is the amplitude of the harmonic pump field at the input mirror. For an OPO
operated with doubly resonant pump and fundamental fields, this resonant enhancement
of the field amplitude increases the strength of the non-linear interaction. Thus, for the
case of a dual wavelength OPO cavity, operated on resonance for both the fundamental
and pump fields the fundamental field equations of motion may be written in terms of the
general non-linear gain factor g = ✏b
a˙ = gaˆ†   aaˆ+p2ainAˆin +p2aout Aˆ⌫ +p2al  Aˆl, (3.127)
Thus, we have arrived at the general equation of motion for the fundamental field
evolution in a sub-threshold OPO10. From this expression the general classical and
quantum behaviours of the OPO can be extracted.
3.4.5 Classical dynamics of degenerate OPO
The classical behaviour of the OPO may be discovered by dropping the vacuum fluctuating
terms of Equation 3.127 and factoring the phase di↵erence between the pump and seed
fields into a complex phase term  . Without loss of generality we assume the input field
amplitudes to be real (i.e. Ain = A
†
in), the steady state intra-cavity fundamental field and
its complex conjugate are given by
˙ˆa =  aaˆ+ |g|ei aˆ† +
p
2ainAˆin (3.128)
˙ˆa† =  aaˆ† + |g|e i aˆ+
p
2ainAˆ
†
in (3.129)
where once again g = ✏b is the non-linear gain factor. Using in the above expression and
the input-output relations (Equations 3.84-3.86), then the parametric gain of the seed field
(Ain) can be found from the ratio of the steady state gain Pout(g) to the seed field exiting
10This is for the idealised case, which su cient for a understand the theory and experiments of this
thesis. For a more complete model, including noise couplings in the parametric down conversion process
see Chapter 5 of [101], further reading can also be found in [107].
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the cavity with no non-linear gain Pout(g = 0)
G = Pout(g)
Pout(0)
=
(1 + (|g|/a)2 + 2|g|/a cos )
(1  |g|2/2a)2
(3.130)
where g = |g|ei  explicitly factors out phase.
Setting the phase so that G is maximised (  = 0), then when g ! a the intra-cavity gain
outstrips the out-coupling rate and the amplification of the seed diverges to infinity. This
is known as the pumping threshold. We may relate this to the input pump amplitude B
and rewrite the above expressions in terms of the normalised pump parameter, x, that is
referenced to this threshold pump power
x =
g
a
=
B
Bthreshold
(3.131)
where Btheshhold is the pumping amplitude required to reach threshold. This pumping
threshold power, in units of optical power, is given by
P bcritical =
 
ab
"
p
2ain-out
!2
hc
 b
. (3.132)
where h is the Planck constant, c is the speed of light,  b is the wavelength of the pump
light and " is the non-linear coupling strength.
The classical gain equation can then be written as a function
G = Pout(g)
Pout(0)
=
(1±B/|Bthreshold|)2
(1  |B/Bthreshold|2)2 (3.133)
for the case of amplification (+) and deamplification ( ). Figure 3.9 shows the classical
parametric amplification and deamplification of a fundamental seed field incident on an
OPO as a function of the normalised gain parameter. As the pumping power approaches
threshold (x = 1) the amplification diverges to infinity.
3.4.6 Semi-classical OPO behaviour and the generation of squeezing
The quantum behaviour OPO is similar to that of the classical field dynamics. Vacuum
fields present at the input of the OPO undergo a phase dependant amplification.
This resulting in a simultaneous deamplification of quantum noise in one quadrature
at the expense of amplification in the orthogonal quadrature. This section derives
explicit semiclassical expressions for the quantum dynamics of the OPO and derives the
output noise variances generated by its squeezing and anti-squeezing action on input fields.
Taking the semiclassical expansion of Equation 3.127 and extracting the fluctuating terms,
then the evolution of the first order fluctuating terms (and their complex conjugates) is
given by
 a˙ =  a a+ g a† +
p
ain Ain +
p
a⌫ A⌫ +
p
al  Al (3.134a)
 a˙† =  a a† + g a+
p
ain A
†
in +
p
a⌫ A
†
⌫ +
p
al  A
†
l (3.134b)
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Figure 3.9: Classical parametric gain of OPO seeded and operated below threshold and assuming
no depletion of the pump. Here the relative phase between seed and pumping is selected as   = 0
for the amplification case and   = ⇡/2 for the de-amplification. The amplification asymptotes to
infinity as the threshold is approached.
where, once again, g = ✏b is the non-linear gain parameter (assumed to be real). Quadra-
ture fluctuations can be computed
  ˙ˆXa1 = ( a + g) Xˆa1 +
p
2ain Xˆ
Ain
1 +
p
2aout Xˆ
Aout
1 +
p
2al  Xˆ
Al
1 (3.135)
  ˙ˆXa2 = ( a   g) Xˆa2 +
p
2ain Xˆ
Ain
2 +
p
2aout Xˆ
Aout
2 +
p
2al  Xˆ
Al
2 (3.136)
Transforming in to the Fourier domain and solving the resulting self consistent equations
gives the Fourier domain intra-cavity quadratures fields in terms of the input fluctuations
 X˜a1,2 =
p
2ain Xˆ
Ain
1,2 +
p
2aout Xˆ
Aout
1,2 +
p
2al  Xˆ
Al
1,2
a ⌥ g + i! (3.137)
and applying the the input-output relations (Equations 3.84-3.86) to these intra-cavity field
expressions gives the transmitted noise quadrature in terms of the input noise quadratures
 X˜out1,2 =
2
p
ain
a
out Xˆ
Ain
1,2 + (2
a
out   i!   a ± g) XˆAout1,2 + 2
p
al 
a
out Xˆ
Al
1,2
a ⌥ g + i! (3.138)
From this expression the output quadrature variance of the OPO may be computed using
the definition Equation 3.9. Assuming that all the input fundamental fields are in the
vacuum state (V Ain1,2 = V
Aout
1,2 = V
Al
1,2 = 1), then
V out1 = 1 +
aout
a
4(g/a)
(!/a)2 + (1  g/a)2 (3.139)
V out2 = 1 
aout
a
4(g/a)
(!/a)2 + (1 + g/a)2
(3.140)
Figure 3.10 shows the OPO output variances as a function of inputted pumping power
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and as a function of Fourier frequency o↵set from cavity resonance. The bandwidth of the
squeezing produced is limited by the cavity line-width. A number of di↵erent loss values
were selected by choosing di↵erent transmittances of the ‘loss’ mirror. In the limit of no
loss, squeezing and anti-squeezing are equal. As the loss increases the degree of squeezing
and anti-squeezing is reduced. Intra-cavity losses impact more strongly on the squeezed
quadrature because of its smaller relative magnitude relative to vacuum noise sidebands
compared to anti-squeezing.
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Figure 3.10: Output noise variance of an OPO cavity as a function of (a) threshold power and
(b) frequency. Here the squeezing (V1) and anti-squeezing (V2) are plotted for three cases of 5%
loss, 0.5% loss and no loss. Cavity parameters are L = 1 m,   = 1.064µm, Tin/out = 0.1 and x =
g/a = 0.75 (for the case of the plot(b)).
The above expressions for OPO output variance can be expressed in terms of the nor-
malised pumping parameter x and a quantity known as the escape e ciency
⌘esc =
aout
a
. (3.141)
which is a measure of the quantum e ciency with which squeezing may be extracted
from the cavity. Escape e ciency scales as the ratio of the input-output coupling rate to
the total cavity out-coupling. It is improved by either reducing intra-cavity losses or the
relative rate at which squeezed fields are extracted. The OPO output variances in terms
of these characteristic parameters are
V out1 = 1 + ⌘esc
4x
(!/a)2 + (1  x)2 , (3.142)
V out2 = 1  ⌘esc
4x
(!/a)2 + (1 + x)2
. (3.143)
Thus the OPO seeded at the fundamental wavelength with vacuum fluctuations results in
the generation of squeezed and anti-squeezed quadrature states. The degree of available
squeezing is principally limited by escape e ciency, the degree of available pumping for
non-linear amplification and by the line-width of the cavity at the fundamental wavelength.
These factors are explored in detail in chapters 6 and 7 as part of an e↵orts to build
an new generation of high stability OPO squeeze sources for quantum enhancement of
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interferometric gravitational wave detectors.
3.5 Chapter summary
This chapter has provided a background and a mathematical framework for the generation,
propagation and detection of quantum states of light. The quantised electromagnetic field
was introduced along with important minimum uncertainty states of light. A quantum
optical description of beam splitters, optical cavities, losses and photo detection were
given. Also the  (2) non-linearity was introduced along with methods for phase matching
three wave interactions. Such interactions were shown to be useful in generating squeezed
quadrature states with resonantly enhanced optical parametric oscillator configurations.
The principles introduced in this chapter are used extensively throughout Chapters 6, 7
and 8. This material is extended upon in Chapter 4 to trace the propagation of quantum
noise in interferometric gravitational wave detectors.
Chapter 4
Quantum Noise In Gravitational
Wave Detectors And Methods For
Reducing It
This chapter outlines the general techniques employed to model the quantum
noise dynamics of advanced interferometric gravitational wave detectors and
the limits imposed by the quantum mechanics of light on their sensitivity. Here
I also outline strategies for circumventing the standard quantum limit, two of
which, squeezed state injection and quantum non-demolition speed meters, are
the motivation for this thesis work. The background is included here, beyond
simply presenting commonly quoted final strain sensitivity equations, to give
context to the methods used in Chapter 5.
4.1 Overview
The previous chapter introduced aspects of the quantised electromagnetic (EM) field and
a number of important principles relating to the generation and detection of minimum
uncertainty states of light. The single mode quantum optics (semi-classical) methods o↵er
important insight into the quantum statistical fluctuations of electromagnetic fields. They
are a direct route to analysing the noise statistics associated with a single quadrature,
such as shot noise in the simple Michelson, and are su cient for describing resonant
systems that have limited complexity.
However, opto-mechanical interactions, mixed with coupled resonant feedback, lead to
the generation of dynamic correlations between quadrature fields, making propagating
single mode fields non-trivial for many complex coupled cases (such as noise propagation
in Advanced LIGO). For this reason we adopt the formalism developed by Caves and
Schumaker [108, 109] that recasts the basis of creation and annihilation operators as
two-photon operators, pairing Fourier sidebands about the carrier. Adopting these
two-photon mode methods reduces the propagation of complex quadrature dynamics
into linear matrix methods, making their computation more naturally suited to complex
resonant interferometer analysis. This chapter outlines quantum noise propagation
methods using the notation and a calculational framework similar that of Kimble et al.
[18]. Two-photon modes are introduced in §4.3. Their propagation in free space, partial
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reflection at mirrors and opto-mechanical interactions with test-masses are outlined in
§4.4 and §4.5. It is then shown how propagation of quantum fluctuations and signal at
each of these segments are solved to form an overall input-output relation in §4.6 and
from this define a quantum noise referenced strain sensitivity over the detectors’ sensitive
band in §4.6.1. In the later part of the chapter the concepts of the Standard Quantum
Limit (SQL) and Quantum Non-Demolition (QND) are explored in §4.7 and methods of
circumventing back-action in complex interferometers are introduced (in preparation for
material in Chapter 5). Squeezing injection is also covered in §4.7.2 in the context of the
newly introduced two-photon formalisms.
4.2 Quantum noise origins in GW detectors
Gravitational waves manifest as a fleeting and weak quadruple straining of the distance
between spatially separated inertial bodies. Predicted by Einstein in 1916 [110], their
expected local straining of space is on the order 10 22 for up to an anticipated 0.2 events
per year, as estimated for enhanced LIGO; for the newly commissioned Advanced LIGO
detectors, with peak strain sensitivity of 10 23, an estimated average detection rates are
expected to approach many per year is expected [111]. The strength of this phenomena
poses extreme engineering challenges for the detection of astrophysical sources. This
ultimately led to the emergence of instruments limited by e↵ects of a fundamental physical
nature including back-action induced, Heisenberg-like, quantum limits to position readout
sensitivity and thermal noise disturbances due to couplings to the thermal bath. Out of
a field of candidate technologies, including a family of resonant-structure gravitational
wave antennas [2, 112], laser interferometric detectors emerged as the most promising
technology.
Large-scale broadband interferometric detectors were proposed that, from their inception,
were understood to be ultimately limited by the fundamental statistical nature of light [8].
These detectors make use of mirror-endowed ‘test masses’ whose relative motion due to
gravitational radiation is sensed by a probe laser beam that encodes time dependent phase
delays on returning light. With an interferometer arranged in a Michelson configuration,
where input coherent light is split and reflected from (km-scale) distant test masses
to be recombined with such phase as to be on a dark fringe, these phase modulations
due to GW are converted to changes in detectable photon number. It was reasoned
that such types of detectors o↵ered the best way forward, given: the trajectory of laser
development at the time; the ready scalability to distances suitable to maximise GW
pickup; and, excellent common mode rejection of laser noise a↵orded by anti-symmetric
mode (dark fringe) operation. These detectors and similar such parallel proposals later
evolved into large collaborations resulting in the kilometre-scale detectors of the en-
hanced LIGO observatory1 [59], GEO600 [10, 63], VIRGO [68] and KAGRA [12] detectors.
Probing of test mass motion with EM fields ultimately leads to a coupling of their
quantum fluctuations to the readout variables. Early work by Braginsky and others in
the 1960s identified the existence of a Standard Quantum Limit (SQL) for continuous
measurement of a free mass [114]. It was realised that precision of detection is a trade-o↵
1For a fascinating oral history of the formation of the LIGO project see [113].
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between the probe’s quantum fluctuations in quadrature with readout and the disturbing
back-action caused by the probe’s (orthogonal) amplitude quadrature fluctuations that
impart a momentum noise on the system (see also [115] and references therein). As
quantum states of light have a minimum compromise of noise between any two orthogonal
quadratures (equation 3.14), continuous measurements will involve some ultimate tradeo↵
due to the minimum uncertainty state of the interrogating light, imposing a lower limit
to readout precision. Early analysis by Caves adapted aspects of these principles to
trace the origins of quantum noise in Michelson type interferometers to the presence of
vacuum fields at their anti-symmetric ports [13]. Because of the dark fringe operation
of such instruments, vacuum fields propagate in through the detection port and mix
with carrier fields, introducing uncertainty on their phase quadrature (shot noise) and
imparting momentum noise from their amplitude quadrature mixing with carrier probe
amplitude (radiation pressure noise). It was found that the origins of these two separate
quantum noise types, shot noise and radiation pressure noise, were driven separately by
these orthogonal vacuum quadratures. It was proposed that ‘squeezed’ states could be
introduced in the place of vacuum, to pre-correlate quadratures before they entered the
interferometer as a means to reducing shot noise [14]. Alternatively, it was also proposed
that resonant enhancement could generate dynamic correlations within the bandwidths of
the interferometer’s resonant cavities [18]. Later it was shown definitively that test-mass
quantisation either from its initial states or subsequent position uncertainty was not a
source of quantum uncertainty in interferometric gravitational wave detectors. As the
quantised state of the test masses appeared only at and close DC frequencies about the
carrier they are commonly filtered out from measurement [116]. Thus the quantum noise
in modern interferometric detectors is understood to be wholly due to the quantum
fluctuations of the in-coupled vacuum light fields. Improving upon these quantum noise
limits requires either a re-engineering of the topology of the instrument or a modification
of the incident vacuum fields to some other minimum uncertainty state.
4.3 The two-photon formalism: a calculational framework
As was previously introduced in §3.1, the electromagnetic field may be expressed as a sum
of independent and commuting boson operators (the conjugate pairs aˆ†k and aˆk) for each
polarisation, spatial and frequency mode. Considering only a single polarisation-spatial
mode at a fixed point on the axis of propagation, the quantised electromagnetic field in
the Heisenberg picture is
Eˆ(t) =
r
2⇡~
Ac
Z +1
0
p
!
h
aˆ!e
 i!t + aˆ†!e
+i!t
i d!
2⇡
, (4.1)
where the quantity A is the e↵ective cross-sectional area of the beam, ! is the optical
angular frequency, c is the speed of light and ~ is the reduced Planck constant. Here
integration takes the place of discrete summation to form a continuum of frequency modes.
The boson operators obey the usual commutation relations (similar to equation 3.3),
[aˆ!, aˆ!0 ] = [aˆ
†
!, aˆ
†
!0 ] = 0, [aˆ!, aˆ
†
!0 ] = 2⇡ (!   !0), (4.2)
guaranteeing independence of the di↵erent modes and imposing uncertainty on the simul-
taneous measurement of their expected phase and amplitude (see previous chapter §3.1.2).
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For gravitational wave interferometers, length modulation of the arms generates pairs
of phase modulation sidebands on the arm carrier fields. The natural language of field
propagation is therefore that of paired sideband propagation in the form of quadratures.
The problem of quantum and signal noise propagation therefore lends itself well to the
two-photon formalism, developed by Caves and Schumaker [108, 109], that groups optical
modes of frequency ±⌦ pairwise about a common carrier frequency !0. Here the quantised
EM fields are expanded in terms of a basis of operators that simultaneously create a
photon at ! = !0 + ⌦ whilst annihilating a photon at its lower sideband component
! = !0 ⌦ (or vice versa). This two-photon formalism matches the natural basis of signal
generation in interferometers: it is the natural basis for quadrature fields and three-wave
mixing processes such as opto-mechanical interactions and that of non-linear dielectric
materials for non-classical state generation (squeezed states).
Here we adopt notation similar to that introduced by Kimble et al. [18]. Defining upper
(+) and lower ( ) sideband operators in the Schro¨dinger picture with frequencies of !0±⌦
aˆ+ ⌘ aˆ!0+⌦
r
!0 + ⌦
!0
and aˆ  ⌘ aˆ!0 ⌦
r
!0   ⌦
!0
, (4.3)
we may re-write the electric field operator partitioned into paired sideband components
about the carrier frequency
Eˆ(t) =
r
2⇡~!0
Ac e
 i!0t
Z +1
0
⇥
a+(⌦)e
 i⌦t + a (⌦)ei⌦t
⇤ d⌦
2⇡
+H.c. (4.4)
where H.c. is the Hermitian conjugate of the prior integral elements. Here the commu-
tators of the newly defined sideband operators follow from equation 4.2 and are given
by
[aˆ+, aˆ
†
+0 ] = 2⇡ (⌦  ⌦0)
✓
1 +
⌦
!0
◆
, [aˆ , aˆ† 0 ] = 2⇡ (⌦  ⌦0)
✓
1  ⌦
!0
◆
(4.5)
with all others vanishing. An important subtlety here is that the normalisation of the
single mode fields aˆ+ and aˆ  must adjust the energy associated with those modes.
Photodetection responding to the intensity of these fields must account for energy of
photons and counting statistics must therefore scale with frequency to normalise power.
Because typical laser optical fields are on order !0 ⇡ 2 ⇥ 1015 Hz and GW measurement
frequencies range is typically 10–104 Hz, we may assume that terms ⌦!0 are vanishingly
small.2 These assumptions generally hold for all cases of audio-band two-photon modes
about an optical carrier frequency.
We now form an expression that factors the field into quadrature components where the
total field takes the form
Eˆ(t) = cos(!0t)Eˆ1(a1; t) + sin(!0t)Eˆ2(a2; t) (4.6)
2A more complete justification of dropping terms terms ⌦!0 is given in the appendix of [117] in terms
of the final noise spectral densities.
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where we factor the sideband grouped field quadrature components into a new basis that
takes the form
Eˆj(aj ; t) =
r
4⇡~!0
Ac
Z +1
0
(aˆje
 i⌦t + aˆ†je
i⌦t)
d⌦
2⇡
, j = 1, 2. (4.7)
Here the operators aˆ1 and aˆ2 represent newly defined quadrature operator basis fields that
group together a+ and a  sideband components of equation 4.4 in such a way to yield the
quadrature factorisation of equation 4.6. By comparing equations 4.7, 4.6 and 4.4 we may
identify by inspection the form of these as the two-photon modes
a1 =
a+ + a
†
 p
2
and a2 =
a+   a† 
i
p
2
. (4.8)
When substituted into Equation 4.7, these are Hermitian operators which we have cast
in the ‘modulation picture’.3 These two-photon modes involve the simultaneous creation
and annihilation of upper and lower sidebands. As will become apparent this is a natural
basis for three wave interactions (such as squeezing or intensity induced mirror recoil, the
main mechanisms entangling interferometer vacuum quadratures). The new two-photon
modes have commutators that follow from equations 4.5 and 4.8
[aˆ1, aˆ
†
10 ] = [aˆ1, aˆ10 ] = 0, [aˆ2, aˆ
†
20 ] = [aˆ2, aˆ20 ] = 0, [aˆ1, aˆ
†
20 ] =  [aˆ†2, aˆ10 ] = 2⇡i (⌦  ⌦0).
(4.9)
The first of the commutators in the above expression vanishing as a result of the fact that
⌦⌧ !0. As was noted by Kimble et al. [18] and Braginsky et al. [116], this result implies
electric field quadratures (equations 4.7) commute with themselves at di↵erent times but
not each other,
[Ej(t), Ej(t
0)] = 0, but [E1(t), E2(t0)] ⇠ i (t  t0). (4.10)
This expression is found by substituting the commutators Equation 4.9 into 4.7.
These results means that although simultaneous measurements of orthogonal field quadra-
tures involve an enforced uncertainty trade-o↵ (we already encountered this for single
photon modes, section 3.1.2), continuous measurements of a single quadrature of the elec-
tric fields may be made with unlimited precision. Samples of quadrature fields may be
stored in classical memory (converted to digitised data) with data points sharing no mu-
tually induced noise from back action of past measurement events. This is an example
of a QND-type observable. The consequence is that e↵ects of quantum noise and back
action in interferometers can be completely described by and attributed to two-photon
dynamics already factored into the evolution within the interferometer and not by the
photo-detection event. Providing we read out a single quadrature, QND-type readouts of
gravitational wave signals are possible by addressing the cancelling of back action within
the instrument itself, either through pre-correlating vacuum states before entering the
instrument or modifying its opto-mechanical coupling dynamics.
3See [108] for details of picture choices.
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4.4 Propagation, splitting and combination of fields
A complex interferometer may be broken into a set of simple linear input-output relations
for each of its constituent parts. The most basic building blocks are free space propagation
and the interaction with partially reflecting optics. Figure 4.1 illustrates the lossless
propagation of fields through such elements, treated as input-output relations of the
incident quadrature fields.
+
-
Free space
(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: Propagation input-output relations and beam splitter field relations are linear trans-
formations and may applied as sequential blocks to the propagation of field quadratures. The
two cases shown here are: (a) free space propagation; and, interaction with a beam splitter at
non-normal incidence.
Free space propagation
Free space evolution amounts to evolving the overall phase of the operators in the correct
picture. Figure 4.1(a) shows the labelled fields entering and exiting a region of free space
propagation. For the upper and lower sideband operators (Equations 4.3) propagated over
distance L in the Schro¨dinger picture,
c+ ! a+ei( + ); c  ! a ei(   )
where   = !0L/c is the phase accrued at the carrier frequency and   = ⌦L/c is the
additional shift due to sideband o↵set from the carrier. Using equation 4.8, two-photon
mode quadrature fields evolve as
c1 =
a+ei( + ) + (a ei(   ))†p
2
, (4.11)
c2 =
a+ei( + )   (a ei(   ))†
i
p
2
, (4.12)
which, expressed in terms of the input quadrature fields, become:
c1 = (a1 cos   a2 sin )ei , (4.13)
c2 = (a1 sin + a2 cos )ei . (4.14)
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Thus free-space propagated fields accrue an overall phase of  , whilst their quadratures are
rotated with the carrier by the phase factor  . In matrix form this amounts to a rotation
operation with complex phase accrued due to the sidebands’ o↵set from the carrier,
c1
c2
 
= ei R( )

a1
a2
 
. (4.15)
Similarly we relate the counter-propagating fields by
b1
b2
 
= e i R(  )

d1
d2
 
. (4.16)
Interference at beamsplitter surfaces
The quadrature fields interacting at partially reflecting surfaces are analogous to the clas-
sical and single photon case. As the integral expressions for the field are linear, the
quadrature operators of the field have the same expected junction conditions as the total
field. For the lossless, infinitesimally thin, beamsplitter illustrated in Figure 4.1(b), the
fields are related by
cˆj =
p
1 Raˆj  
p
Rbˆj (4.17)
dˆj =
p
Raˆj +
p
1 Rbˆj (4.18)
where R and T are the power reflectivity and transitivity of the mirror (T + R = 1).
Similar expressions follow for the dashed fields.
By applying junction conditions and free space propagation between beam-
splitting/combining optics it is possible to trace the evolution of quantum quadrature
components as they propagate through a system and are split and interferometrically
recombined. The linearity of these operations guarantees that quadratures do not mix.
4.5 Opto-mechanical interaction of light with test masses
In the special case of a freely evolving test-mass coupled to a light field, sampling its
position with a probe beam disturbs the mirror’s state and allows interactions between
otherwise uncoupled and uncorrelated light quadratures. In this section we neglect other
fundamental noise sources such as thermal noise and assume that test-mass initial quan-
tum states are filtered by the detectors lower bandwidth limit (see [116], for a justification
of these assumptions). Such noise sources may be treated separately and added to contri-
butions to a noise budget in quadrature.
4.5.1 Non-resonant field interacting with test mass
We consider the situation depicted in Figure 4.2 where light propagates over some fixed
distance L to reflect o↵ a freely evolving mirror. Fields accrue a phase delay that depends
on the propagation time to the mirror’s mean position (⌧ = L/c) and an additional
time-varying delay induced by fluctuations in the mirror position given by 2xˆ(t)/c, where
a factor of two accounts for the double pass journey.
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Test Mass
Figure 4.2: Schematic of a freely evolving mirror-endowed test mass with some fixed mean
propagation distance, L, plus an additional fluctuating component due to perturbations from light
or e↵ective motion induced by gravitational waves.
An incident laser field of optical power I0 can be modeled as a coherent state, ↵⌦ =
 (⌦   !0)⇡
p
2I0/(~!0), with a single frequency component at the laser frequency !0.
Here we ignore laser frequency noise and its associated line-width which can be assumed
to be rejected in common mode by the Michelson operating on the dark fringe. As was
introduced in §??, the coherent states are a displacement of the vacuum state that change
the amplitude of that field whilst preserving the statistics of the quantum fluctuating
components. Choosing to drive the coherent field in the cosine quadrature, as a matter of
convention, we therefore write the input field mode in quadrature form as
Eˆin(t) =
hp
2I0/(~!0) + aˆ1(t)
i
cos!0t+ aˆ2 sin!0t (4.19)
where aˆ1(t) and aˆ2(t) are the time-varying quadrature components of the coherent field.
Here we have factored the normalisation out the front of Equations 4.7 into the power I0
to represent the field modewise. The output fields are expressed similarly,
Eˆout(t) =
hp
2I0/(~!0) + bˆ1(t)
i
cos!0t+ bˆ2 sin!0t (4.20)
where the output quadratures are bˆ1(t) and bˆ2(t). It is assumed that the mirror position
varies about x¯ = 0. For the full propagation round trip the output field in terms of the
input field is
Eˆout(t) = Eˆin(t  2⌧   2xˆ/c) (4.21)
where xˆ(t) is the time-dependent position of the test mass. Assuming the mean round
trip distance is set to an integer number of wavelengths (!0L/c = n⇡) and since the time-
dependent mirror displacement is small (!0xˆ/c ⌧ 1), to first order equation 4.21 can be
expanded to give the linearised input-output relations
bˆ1(t) = aˆ1(t  2⌧) (4.22)
bˆ2(t) = aˆ2(t  2⌧) +
r
2I0
~!0
2!0
c
xˆ(t  ⌧) (4.23)
Here we are expressing the field in terms of the cofactors of the cosine and sine terms
of equations 4.19 and 4.20. Thus motion of the test mass position couples a portion of
coherent light out of the cosine quadrature into the sine quadrature. To first order the
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depletion of the coherent light is assumed to be negligible.
The test mass motion is a↵ected by both the ponderomotive force of the incident light and
the e↵ective motion induced gravitational waves straining the arm length. The radiation
pressure force Fˆrp imposed by the recoil of photons o↵ the mirror is given by
Fˆrp(t) = 2Pin/c = 2
~!0Ac
4⇡
|Ein(t)|2/c (4.24)
where the overline implies an average over the quadrature cycle. A factor of two accounts
for the momentum imparted as the beam changes direction. Keeping terms to first order
in the coherent amplitude, the force imparted by the EM field is given by
Fˆrp(t) =
2I0
c
+
2
c
p
2I0~!0aˆ1(t  ⌧). (4.25)
Ignoring the DC components of the force – these are cancelled by static restoring forces
within the instrument – the remaining fluctuating components of the radiation pressure
force are driven by the amplitude quadrature fluctuations of the field beating against its
coherent amplitude,
 Fˆ (t) =
2
c
p
2I0~!0aˆ1(t  ⌧). (4.26)
In the inertial reference frame of the test masses the gravitational tidal force imparts an
e↵ective acceleration of Lh¨(t)/2 for the test-mass, where the interferometer arm length
L is strained by h(t). The e↵ective motion of the test-mass resulting from GW and the
fluctuating pressure of the light is given by,
m¨ˆx(t) =  Fˆrp(t) +
1
2
mLh¨(t), (4.27)
where m is the mirror mass. Here we neglect dampening e↵ects, a valid assumption given
the significant seismic isolation in the horizontal degree of freedom from ground motion.
A Fourier transform of this di↵erential equation gives
m(i⌦)2x˜(⌦) =
1
2
mL(i⌦)2h(⌦) +  Fˆ (⌦) (4.28)
where x˜, h(⌦) and  Fˆ (⌦) are the Fourier expressions of the above quantities. Including
the result of Equation 4.26 and factoring the round trip delay ⌧ into a phase delay factor
ei⌦⌧ , the test mass Fourier motion is
x˜(⌦) =
Lh(⌦)
2
  2
p
2I0~!0
a1(⌦)ei⌦⌧
mc⌦2
. (4.29)
Substituting this result into Equations 4.22 and 4.23, we obtain the full transfer function
in the Fourier domain
bˆ1(⌦) = aˆ1(⌦)e
i2⌦⌧ , (4.30)
bˆ2(⌦) = aˆ2(⌦)e
i2⌦⌧   8I0!0
mc2⌦2
a1(⌦)e
2i⌦⌧ +
r
2L2I0!0
~c2
h(⌦)ei⌦⌧
2
. (4.31)
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Or, in a compact matrix form
b1
b2
 
= ei2⌦⌧

1 0
  1
  
a1
a2
 
+

01
ei⌦⌧
p
2
 
h(⌦)
2hSQL
(4.32)
where we have factored the expression into neat quantities of the amplitude quadrature
coupling rate ,
 =
8I0!0
mc2⌦2
, (4.33)
with the rest factored into a quantity,
hSQL =
r
8~
m⌦2L2
, (4.34)
which, as will become apparent, is standard quantum limit for the single-sided spectral
density of the strain h(t).
4.5.2 The case of resonant cavities
Another basic building block in advanced interferometer configurations is the resonant
cavity. As illustrated in Figure 4.3, we introduce an additional fixed mirror at the start
of the delay line that is partially reflective.
Test MassFront Coupler
Figure 4.3: Schematic of a freely evolving mirror-endowed test mass interacting with a resonance
intra-cavity field. Cavity length is fixed at length L, giving a round trip delay of 2⌧ = 2L/c, the
end mirror fluctuates about this mean length by the quantity xˆ(t).
The mirror junction conditions for the fixed front mirror relate the cavity’s circulating
field components immediately inside the cavity E0in(t) and E0out(t) to those outside Ein(t)
and Eout(t),
Eˆ0in =
p
REˆ0out +
p
TEˆin, (4.35)
Eˆout =
p
TEˆ0out  
p
REˆin, (4.36)
where R and T are the front coupler power reflectivity and transmissivity (T + R = 1,
for the lossless case). Here Eˆin and Eˆout are as defined in the previous section (Equations
4.19 and 4.20) and identical quadrature fields cˆj and dˆj follow for the new dashed fields.
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Their junction conditions are
cˆj =
p
Rdˆj +
p
T aˆj , (4.37)
bˆj =
p
T dˆj  
p
Raˆj . (4.38)
With the cavity length set to resonance for the carrier such that !0⌧ = n⇡ (where n is an
integer), the Equation 4.37, 4.30 and 4.31 can be solved to give the circulating quadrature
components
dˆ1(⌦) =
p
Te2i⌦⌧
1 pRe2i⌦⌧ aˆ1(⌦) (4.39)
dˆ2(⌦) =
p
Te2i⌦⌧ aˆ2(⌦)  8Icirc!0mc2⌦2 dˆ1(⌦) +
q
2L2Icirc!0
~c2 h(⌦)/2e
i⌦⌧
1 pRe2i⌦⌧ (4.40)
where Icirc is the circulating coherent power and the test-mass end mirror is assumed to be
100% reflective. Assuming the cavity is high finesse, then to first order the denominator
is approximated as 1   pRe2i⌦⌧ ⇡ 2⌧(    i⌦), where   = Tc/4L is the cavity half-
bandwidth. Substituting the circulating amplitude quadrature (Equation 4.39) into the
phase quadrature (Equation 4.40) and applying the junction condition Equation 4.38 then
to first order in ⌦ and T ,
bˆ1(⌦) = aˆ1(⌦)e
2i  (4.41)
bˆ2(⌦) = aˆ2(⌦)e
2i    8I0!0
mL2⌦2
1
( 2 + ⌦2)
e2i  aˆ1(⌦) +
s
1
( 2 + ⌦2)
r
2I0!0
~ e
i  h(⌦)
2
(4.42)
where the coherent circulating field amplitude is expressed in terms of the incident field
Icirc =
4I0
T . The first order approximation is factored into a magnitude (1/⌧( 
2 + ⌦2))
and phase component where   = arctan(⌦/ ). Thus we have a full expression for the
quadrature field components exiting the cavity in terms of the input fluctuations and GW
strain signal. Once again this may be expressed neatly in matrix form
b1
b2
 
= ei2 

1 0
 K 1
  
a1
a2
 
+ ei 

0p
2K
 
h(⌦)
2hSQL
(4.43)
where the amplitude quadrature coupling rate and phase delay are modified by the cavity
resonance
K = 1
⌦2( 2 + ⌦2)
8I0!0
mL2
,   = arctan(⌦/ ). (4.44)
Typically in gravitational wave detector configurations the front mirror and other
auxiliary cavity mirrors are also suspended and therefore freely evolving. The above
calculations are readily adapted by recasting the system of suspended mirrors in the
frame of their di↵erential motion where the e↵ective reduced mass of the two-mirror
system is given by mr = m1 ⇥m2/(m1 +m2) = m/2.
Resonant opto-mechanical system transfer functions typically take a form similar to Equa-
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tion 4.43 where gravitational wave strain signals are read out in a quadrature that also
couples noise from an orthogonal quadrature. When the input fields are in a minimum
uncertainty state, such as a vacuum, coherent or squeezed state, then the strain readout
must always compete with some compromise between zero point fluctuations of the field.
As the signal strength couples as the square root of the quadrature coupling factor, the
back action associated with the orthogonal quadrature is always linked to the readout
strength: increasing the ‘K’ factor improves the signal to noise of the phase (aˆ2) quadra-
ture but also directly scales the orthogonal quadrature component. It is this compromise
that leads directly to a standard quantum limit of the instrument.
4.5.3 Opto-mechanical interactions producing ponderomotive squeezing
Squeezed states may also be represented in the basis of two photon modes. The unitary
squeeze operator that acts on the Hilbert space of ! = !0 ± ⌦ frequency modes may be
written as [108]
Sˆ(r, ) = exp[r(aˆ+aˆ e 2i    aˆ†+aˆ† e2i )], (4.45)
where r is the squeeze factor and   is the angle of the squeezing ellipse. As the squeeze
operator is unitary, its inverse and conjugate are the same
Sˆ 1(r, ) = Sˆ†(r, ) = Sˆ( r, ) = Sˆ(r, + ⇡/2). (4.46)
The unitary transform on the basis of quadrature operators factors the physical evolution
of the state into an evolution of the operators. Upper and lower sideband modes are
transformed as [108]
Sˆ(r, )aˆ±Sˆ†(r, ) = aˆ± cosh r + aˆ†⌥e
2i  sinh r. (4.47)
For the two-photon quadrature fields the e↵ect of applying a squeeze transform to the
quadrature states is, using equation 4.8,
Sˆ†aˆ1Sˆ = aˆ1(cosh r + sinh r cos 2 ) + aˆ2 sinh r sin 2 , (4.48)
Sˆ†aˆ2Sˆ = aˆ2(cosh r   sinh r cos 2 ) + aˆ1 sinh r sin 2 . (4.49)
If we partition the output of the arm cavity (or single mirror) opto-mechanical response
into noise and signal parts
bˆ1 =  bˆ1, where  bˆ1 = aˆ1e
i2  (4.50)
bˆ2 =  bˆ2 +
p
2K h(⌦)
2hSQL
ei  , where  b2 = (aˆ2  Kaˆ1)ei2  (4.51)
the quantum noise portion of the arm cavity response can be viewed as a rotation4 of the
quadrature plane followed by a squeeze [18]:
 bj = Sˆ
†(r, )Rˆ†( ✓)aˆjei2 Rˆ( ✓)Sˆ(r, ) (4.52)
where
✓ = arctan(K/2),   = 1
2
arccot(K/2), r = arcsinh(K/2). (4.53)
4Here a rotation e↵ectively rotates the {cos!0t, sin!0t} frame basis such that the quadrature operators
are transformed as R(✓)aˆ1R
†(✓) = aˆ1 cos ✓   aˆ2 sin ✓ and R(✓)aˆ2R†(✓) = aˆ1 sin ✓ + aˆ2 cos ✓
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Thus opto-mechanical interaction induces a squeezed state of the output fields when
vacuum is present at its input. For a readout basis b0 = R( )b one quadrature has a
reduced variance relative to the input fields by a factor of e r. Figure 4.4 shows transform
of vacuum noise with equally distributed noise between the two uncorrelated quadratures
at the input that becomes squeezed at the output of the test-mass arm system. In the
ideal case of no loss, the output quantum fluctuations preserve the Heisenberg minimum
uncertainty balance of noise (equation 3.14). The commensurate anti-squeezing is a
back-action of the measurement, the momentum disturbance caused by fluctuations in
the sampling field, an unavoidable consequence of sampling the test mass’s position state.
Signal &
its projection
Vacuum input fields Ponderomotively squeezed output fields 
and strain signal
Figure 4.4: The input and output noise ellipses for a free test mass and arm cavity arrangement.
The left shows input vacuum state of light entering into an an interferometric arm with free test-
masses. The right ‘b’ fields show the ponderomotive squeezed output field that is also rotated by
the opto-mechanical interaction. In a rotated basis of measurement, ‘bi0 ’, the noise ellipsis has a
minimum uncertainty in one axis, measurement in this basis results in a projection of the signal
field, reducing its amplitude relative to the noise.
A homodyne readout angle may be selected that measures along the minimum uncertainty
axis of the squeezing ellipse. However signal is generated in the phase quadrature only.
Any choice of homodyne readout angle coinciding with the minimum uncertainty axis
of the ellipse must also partially project out some of the signal, reducing its amplitude,
and therefore degrading signal to noise of the readout. The circulating power must be
increased to compensate the reduction in signal. The compromise between selection
of a suitable readout quadrature and the associated reduction in signal strength is
the motivation for selecting the optimal quantum non-demolition (QND) scheme that
minimises back-action induced in the readout signal-to-noise ratio.
In addition to these factors, one may also note that the coupling constant K (or ) is
a function of frequency. The output quadrature states of sampled free test masses are
therefore in a frequency-dependent squeezed state. Any optimal choice of readout quadra-
ture will only project out the radiation-pressure-induced anti-squeezed component for
a particular choice of frequency. This trade-o↵ is the origin of the so called ‘standard
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quantum limit’, which is a compromise between cancelling the contribution of radiation-
pressure-induced anti-squeezing and maximising the relative signal-to-noise in the readout
quadrature. For a fixed readout quadrature, a broadband position-like detector must con-
tain some compromise between back-action and in-quadrature signal-to-noise over its full
frequency range. This is the essential measurement dilemma for quantum limited detec-
tors: that the quadrature of signal generation never coincides with a readout quadrature
of minimum quantum uncertainty over all frequencies. Any choice of readout quadrature
must make a compromise between the strength of the signal and the trade-o↵ between the
anti-squeeze back-action induced by the probe beam making the detection.
4.6 Forming interferometer transfer functions out of the
parts
Describing a full interferometer using the formalism presented above amounts to solving
for the output fields in terms of the input fields. For example, for the simple Michelson
illustrated in Figure 4.5 (non-greyed mirrors) this amounts to trivial substitution. The
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of simple Michelson configuration with optional arm cavity mirrors
(greyed). Fields entering and exiting the beamsplitter are related in the text where the beam
splitter is assumed to be exactly balanced.
beam splitter junction conditions are
eni =
1p
2
[ci + ai], e
e
i =
1p
2
[ci   ai] (4.54)
bi =
1p
2
[fni   f ei ], di =
1p
2
[fni + f
e
i ] (4.55)
where ‘n’ and ‘e’ superscripts denote the north and east arms and the beam splitter is
assumed to be perfectly balanced. Assuming that the incident GW is in the (+) quadrupole
pattern5 then the strain in each of the arms is hn =  he = h(⌦) and the fields returning
5That is, the GW lengthens one arm whilst shortening the other. The (⇥) quadrupole pattern is the
orthogonal GW polarisation and drives the arms in phase with each other, resulting in no signal at the
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from the arms are related to their incident quantum fields (ci and di) by
fn,e = ei2 

1 0
  1
 
(c± a)p
2
±

0
ei 
p
2
 
h(⌦)
2hSQL
(4.56)
where   = ⌦⌧ in this case. Thus the output fields at the ‘anti-symmetric’ output port are
b =
1p
2
[fni   f ei ] = ei2 

1 0
  1
 
a+

0
ei 
p
2
 
h(⌦)
hSQL
. (4.57)
And similarly for the symmetric driving port
d = [fni + f
e
i ] = e
i2 

1 0
  1
 
c (4.58)
Thus for the ideally balanced Michelson beam splitter, with no loss, the fluctuations
associated with the laser source are rejected back out the incident laser port with all
quantum fluctuations entering through the anti-symmetric signal port. The case of the
simple and resonant arm-cavity Michelson have identical form choosing  or K for each
case respectively. This is the principal rationale for choosing a balanced, equal-arm
interferometer6. Laser sources contain classical noise sidebands but by splitting the fields
and operating on a dark fringe, a Michelson interferometer is able to operate as an ideal
coherent state with quantum fluctuations being provided by the vacuum present at the
detection port of the detector. Thus the output port is known as the di↵erential port of
the detector, owing to its sensitivity to di↵erential motions of the two sets of test masses,
and the laser port is known as the common mode port and receives all of the laser noise
in common from both arms.
4.6.1 Calculating noise spectral densities
With knowledge of an interferometer’s quantum transfer function, its sensitivity relative
to quantum noise may be estimated. To realise the detected output field of an inter-
ferometer we must find the expectation of the field operators. Because the evolution of
fields within the interferometer is completely factored into operators, this amounts to
finding the expectation of the propagated output operators using the un-evolved input
field state. The spectral density of the output fields can then be scaled by the equivalent
strain to give a measure of the quantum noise impact in units of strain.
As was introduced in §3.2.5, the power spectral density is the Fourier transform of the
time domain auto-correlation function and may be related to expectations of frequency
domain operators. For any two pairs of output observables the generalised single-sided
spectral density is given by [18]:
1
2
2⇡ (⌦ ⌦0)SO1,O2(⌦) = hin|Oˆ1Oˆ2|inisym ⌘
1
2
hin|Oˆ1(⌦0)Oˆ†2(⌦)+Oˆ†2(⌦)Oˆ1(⌦0)|ini (4.59)
output of the interferometer.
6In practice a small arm length mismatch is used to allow a the transmission of RF sidebands through
the interferometer in a Schnupp modulation scheme so that length control error signals may be generated
[118]
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Figure 4.6: A generic quantum-noise-limited interferometer. Vacuum fluctuations ai at the
readout port couple into the interferometer and disturb the quadrature fields bi which carry the
gravitational strain signal h(⌦).
where Oˆ1(⌦) and Oˆ2(⌦) are any pair of Fourier domain quantum operators. Assuming
that the dark port is in a vacuum state, |ini = |0ai, for vacuum fields present at the input
of an interferometer the expectation of the fields is
h0a|aˆiaˆ†j |0aisym =
1
2
2⇡ (⌦  ⌦0) ij , (4.60)
where ‘sym’ is the symmetrisation of the operator expectation as defined above. By
comparing 4.60 to 4.59, the single-sided spectral densities and cross-spectral density for
the input vacuum fields are
Sa1(⌦) = Sa2(⌦) = 1, Sa1a2(⌦) = 0. (4.61)
Cross terms drop out and only diagonal terms of the expression 4.60 contribute to
observable spectral densities. The input field fluctuations of a vacuum can be thought
of as the Fourier transform of a classical random process that produces uncorrelated
classical white noise, that is, without frequency dependence.
We consider a general interferometer, Figure 4.6, with the general form of a partitioned
quantum and signal transfer
b1
b2
 
= ei2 

C11 C12
C21 C22
  
a1
a2
 
+
p
2Kei 

D1
D2
 
h(⌦)
2hSQL
(4.62)
Where Cij and Dij are assumed to be real. If we make a homodyne readout of the output
quadrature fields bˆ1,2 with projection angle ⇣ such that
bˆ⇣ = bˆ1 cos ⇣ + bˆ2 sin ⇣ (4.63)
The strain equivalent quantum noise spectral density is found by normalising the quantum
noise component by the GW strain contributions to give the strain-equivalent noise of
hn =
hSQLp
2K b⇣ (4.64)
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where
 b⇣ =
(C11 cos ⇣ + C21 sin ⇣)aˆ1 + (C12 cos ⇣ + C22 sin ⇣)aˆ2
(D1 cos ⇣ +D2 sin ⇣)
ei (4.65)
Here  is an arbitrary phase factor between the strain signal and quantum noise accrued
at the side band frequency. For a field of vacuum input the noise spectrum is given by
Shn =
h2SQL
2K
(C11 cos ⇣ + C21 sin ⇣)2 + (C12 cos ⇣ + C22 sin ⇣)2
|D1 cos ⇣ +D2 sin ⇣|2
(4.66)
where we have used the fact that for vacuum fields cross terms drop out and quadrature
spectral densities are unity from equation 4.61.
4.7 Quantum noise of a simple Michelson and quantum non-
demolition
Using the form of the Michelson transfer function derived in §4.6 and Equation 4.66, the
single-sided spectral density of the strain-referenced quantum noise is given by7
S⇣h =
h2SQL
2K
⇥
1 + (cot ⇣  K)2⇤ (4.67)
for the case of vacuum input and a homodyne readout angle of ⇣. The same result may
be arrived at using the squeezed light picture of §4.5.3, these are two di↵erent ways of
looking at the same transfer function. In units of strain per square root Hertz, the strain
referenced quantum limited sensitivity is hn =
q
S⇣h.
Figure 4.7(a) shows the computed strain sensitivity for a simple arm cavity Michelson
as a function of frequency for readout in quadrature with the signal ⇣ = ⇡/2. Here the
circulating power is varied from 1 to 3000 kW. The locus of points that trace out the
minimum strain sensitivity are the standard quantum limit (SQL) SSQLh (⌦) = 8~/mL2⌦2.
The SQL represents the best possible compromise between quantum noise driven from
the phase quadrature (aˆ2 fields) and the amplitude quadrature (aˆ1 fields), respectively
known as shot noise and radiation pressure noise. The radiation pressure noise e↵ect
dominates at low frequencies where the mechanical impedance of the test masses is lowest
and the opto-mechanical coupling is appreciable. The noise contribution from the phase
quadrature is independent of frequency. However, the signal generation of the cavities
rolls o↵ at frequencies well outside bandwidth of the cavities resulting in a reduced signal
to noise above the cavity bandwidth. The SQL represents the best possible sensitivity
for position readout of a mass sampled with an EM field in quadrature with signal field
generation. It is not a true quantum limit but a standard measure of the quantum limits
imposed by a position-like measurement of a test mass.
As was introduced in §4.5.3 the free test-mass interaction with fields produces a frequency-
dependent squeeze of the interferometer input fields. Fixing the input laser power and
selecting an output field readout homodyne angle, ⇣, a reduced quantum noise may be
realised by making a measurement projection along the squeezed axis of the ellipse (see
7Here  may be exchanged for the non-arm cavity case.
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Figure 4.7: Log-log plots of strain-referenced quantum noise hn =
q
S⇣h(⌦)/
q
SSQLh ( ) for two
cases of the simple arm cavity Michelson. (a) The homodyne readout quadrature is selected to
correspond to the generated signal field ⇣ = ⇡/2 and the power is varied between 1 and 3000
kW. Included is the shot noise (aˆ2 phase quadrature driven) and radiation pressure noise (aˆ1
amplitude quadrature drive) contributions for the case of 10 kW. (b) With a fixed power of 10
kW the homodyne readout angle, ⇣, is stepped through a range of fixed phase angles showing the
improvement of strain sensitivity over increasingly narrow frequency ranges. Also included as a
red dotted line is the case where the readout homodyne angle is tuned continuously to match the
squeeze rotation of the interferometer response. Parameters for the interferometer are a test mass
of m = 40 kg, arm cavity length of 3995 m and an arm cavity front mirror transmittance of T =
0.033 giving a cavity half bandwidth of   ⇡ 98⇥ 2⇡. Strain has been normalised by the standard
quantum limit evaluated at the cavity half bandwidth.
Figure 4.4). However, as the radiation pressure coupling is frequency dependent any
fixed angle readout provides a reduced quantum noise only within a narrow frequency
range before either the projection of anti-squeezing or the reduced signal degrade the
overall signal-to-noise ratio as the squeezing ellipses is rotated with frequency. Figure
4.7(b) shows a selection of fixed readout quadratures where the inherent squeezed state of
the output quantum fields improves sensitivity over a narrow band where the squeezing
angle aligns with the readout quadrature at the expense of other frequencies. Thus the
inherent squeeze induced within the interferometer itself may be leveraged for quantum
noise enhancement but with the caveat that frequency dependence limits the bandwidth
of improvement. For a true quantum non-demolition (QND) measurement, in which
the back-action anti-squeezing may be projected out of the measurement over the full
detector bandwidth, a readout of strain signal must be made with some modification
to this frequency dependence. This may be achieved by either modifying the fields
outside the interferometer or by construing an interferometer with radiation pressure
response that is frequency independent in bands where ponderomotive anti-squeezing may
otherwise project into a fixed measurement quadrature. For a quantum non-demolition
measurement over the full detection band, the simple Michelson is not su cient.
4.7.1 QND measurement with variational readout
One potential route to devising a GW interferometer with a QND readout, proposed
by Vyatchanin, Matsko and Zubova [119–121], is to make a homodyne detection of the
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output fields such that the readout angle is always in quadrature with the squeezed state
inherently generated by the interferometer. If a frequency dependent homodyne readout
is made post-detector such that ⇣(⌦) = arccot(K(⌦)), then only shot noise will remain
from Equation 4.67, and
h(var. readout)n =
q
S⇣h =
hSQLp
2K . (4.68)
An ideal frequency dependant readout is plotted in Figure 4.7. The strain-referenced
quantum noise from such an optimised readout will improve with
p
1/I0 and is only
limited by the practical levels of circulating powers8.
Kimble et al., and later Khalili, proposed a readout scheme that uses external long base
line Fabry-Pe´rot filter cavities to provide the dispersive, frequency-dependent phase delay
that, with standard homodyne detection, can make such a frequency-dependent readout
[18, 122]. However, such post detector filter cavity schemes are highly susceptible to reso-
nantly enhanced intra-cavity losses that directly degrade the purity of the quantum states
and therefore the signal to noise. Furthermore, as was noted by Kimble et al., the delicate
cancellation of the back-action quadrature also subtracts much of the signal making such
a scheme even more susceptible to loss for the final signal to noise. Significantly higher
circulating powers are required to overcome these signal cancellations9. Thus although
frequency-dependent readout is the most straight forward QND method, its implementa-
tion is challenged by a number of practical limitations.
4.7.2 QND measurement with squeezed state injection
So far only vacuum states have been considered as the input to a GW detector. However
the input fields may be prepared in any minimum uncertainty state, such as a squeezed
vacuum state, that modifies the noise statistics before they enter the interferometer. For
squeezed state injection into an interferometer, the evolution of quantum field operators
remains the same and the input state is replaced by an input field that has been modified
by a squeeze operation
|ini = Sˆ(R, ⇠)|0ai (4.69)
where R is the squeeze factor of the prepared state and ⇠ is the squeeze angle. Evalu-
ating the expectation of the strain referenced quantum noise gives the spectral density
proportional to
hin|hnh†n0 |ini = h0a|Sˆ†(r, ⇠)hnh†n0Sˆ(r, ⇠)|0ai = h0a|hnsh†ns0 |0ai, (4.70)
where the field evolution can once again be completely factored into the operator evolution.
The transformed strain referenced noise for a squeezing injected interferometer is given by
hns = Sˆ
†(R, ⇠)hnSˆ(R, ⇠). (4.71)
8As an aside: it is important to note here that the initial of the test masses is not relevant for the
characterisation of the quantum noise component of these interferometers. As Braginsky et al. argue in
[116], the initial zero point quantum and thermal motion of the instrument appear only at the pendular
frequency of the mirror suspensions and are removed entirely from the data by regular high-pass filtering.
As samples of the output light all mutually commute, Fourier components at higher frequencies are not
influenced by the initial zero-point energy encoded in the pendular motion.
9Under estimated losses a factor of 3.2 more power is was estimated by [18] to realise a desirable
improvement to quantum noise and overcome signal cancellation.
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Here interferometer and input state preparation have been completely factored into
operator evolution leaving pre-squeezer fields in a vacuum state. Only the diagonal
elements of this vacuum, Equation 4.60, give spectral densities of Sa1(⌦) = Sa2(⌦) = 1
with no cross spectral density components. The input vacuum field quadratures may
again be thought of as independent random processes propagated though the instrument
through a set of transforms.
For the simple Michelson the strain equivalent noise operator for readout in quadrature ⇣
is
h⇣n =
hSQLp
2K e
i  [aˆ2 + aˆ1(cot ⇣  K)2]. (4.72)
Where aˆ1,2 are the quadrature operators at the input of the interferometer. Applying a
squeeze transform for the case of injected vacuum squeezing, the strain equivalent noise
becomes [18]:
h⇣ns = Sˆ
†(R, ⇠)h⇣nSˆ(R, ⇠)
=  hSQLp
2K
1
sin 
h
aˆ1(coshR cos   sinhR cos[   2( + ⇠)])
 aˆ2(coshR sin   sinhR sin[   2( + ⇠)])
i
(4.73)
where the coupling factor K and readout angle ⇣ are trigonometrically factored into the
quantity
  = arccot(K   cot ⇣). (4.74)
The resulting spectral density follows in a similar manner to the previous cases, where
vacuum spectral densities are given by Equation 4.61, giving
S⇣hs =
h2SQL
2K
1
sin2 
⇥
e 2R + sinh 2R(1  cos[2( + ⇠)])⇤ . (4.75)
Special cases follow for specific choices of squeezing angle or readout quadrature.
Frequency-independent squeezing
In the very early quantum noise analysis carried out by Caves, frequency-independent
squeezed state injection was envisioned to provide an improvement to quantum shot noise
at the expense of amplitude quadrature radiation pressure shot noise [14]. Fixing the
homodyne readout angle to be in quadrature with the generated GW sideband signal,
⇣ = ⇡/2, and applying a phase quadrature squeezed state, such that ⇠ = ⇡/2, Equation
4.75 reduces to,
S⇣=⇡/2hs =
h2SQL
2
✓
1
Ke2R +Ke
2R
◆
(4.76)
Recalling that K is proportional to laser power I0, the injection of a phase squeezed state
is exactly equivalent to increasing laser power. The quantum shot noise is reduced at the
expense of increased radiation pressure noise. Squeezing injection can therefore be used
to complement increases in laser power in cases where radiation pressure noise at low
frequency is dominated by other technical noise sources.
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Frequency-independent squeezed state injection was demonstrated in the GEO600 detector
[64, 66], enhanced LIGO [123] and earlier on the prototype Caltech-40 m interferometer
[124]. As these interferometers were not radiation pressure noise limited, they provided an
overall improvement to quantum noise with demonstrated shot noise reduction of 3.5 dB
and 2.1 dB respectively for the GEO600 and enhanced LIGO detectors [66, 123]. However,
injection of non-classical states of this type does not reduce the strain sensitivity below
the standard quantum limit,
hns = hSQL
s
1
2
✓
1
Ke2R +Ke
2R
◆
  hSQL, (4.77)
as the frequency-dependent back-action involves the same essential compromise over the
interferometer’s full frequency band. Figure 4.8 shows the strain referenced sensitivity
of a simple arm cavity Michelson for three choices of injection squeeze angle. Phase
squeezed states act with an e↵ect similar to increased power, similar to Figure 4.7(a), with
amplitude quadrature squeezing acting to reduce the e↵ective power. Fixed quadrature
squeezing o↵ers only a reduction in a specific frequency band for quantum noise, only
directly counteracting the interferometer’s back-action at the point at which the strain
sensitivity grazes the SQL. Fixed quadrature squeezing is therefore not a true broadband
QND measurement strategy.
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Figure 4.8: Strain referenced sensitivity plot of di↵erent injected squeezing regimes for di↵erent
choices of fixed angle and frequency dependant squeezing.
Frequency-dependant squeezing
To achieve some broadband reduction of quantum noise below the standard quantum limit,
injected squeezed states must counteract the frequency-dependent squeezed states inher-
ently generated by the interferometer’s opto-mechanical coupling interactions. Recalling
the squeeze picture of the arm cavities’ response introduced in §4.5.3, the quantum noise
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for the squeezed injection case is of the form
bˆ(SQZ Inject)j = Sˆ
†(R, ⇠) Sˆ†(r, )Rˆ†( ✓)aˆjei2 Rˆ( ✓)Sˆ(r, )| {z }
Interferometer Transform
Sˆ(R, ⇠) (4.78)
where ✓,   and r are as defined earlier in Equation 4.53. When the injection squeeze angle
is engineered to match the interferometer opto-mechanical response, the injected squeezing
may exactly follow and cancel the interferometer’s anti-squeeze components. Setting the
input squeezing angle to the frequency dependence ⇠(⌦) =   (⌦) =  arccot[K(⌦)] and
commuting the outer squeeze operator pairs gives
bˆ(SQZ Inject)j = Sˆ
†(r, )e R/2Rˆ†( ✓)aˆjei2 Rˆ( ✓)e R/2Sˆ(r, ) (4.79)
Thus squeezing with matched frequency dependence to the interferometer gives an e↵ective
squeeze to the input fields exactly in the quadrature of the interferometer’s back-action-
induced anti-squeezing, reducing the total quantum noise impact of both the phase and
amplitude quadrature. Equivalently, selecting a readout in quadrature with signal gener-
ation, ⇣ = ⇡/2, and applying the above injection squeezing frequency dependence for ⇠,
Equation 4.75 yields the strain referenced quantum noise
S⇣=  (⌦)hs =
h2SQL
2
✓
1
K +K
◆
e 2R. (4.80)
Frequency-dependent squeezed states use the same e↵ective rotation as strategies for
variational readout, except that it is applied to the states before they enter the inter-
ferometer and not after. Similarly their frequency-dependent rotation may be achieved
using filter cavities to shape frequency dependence on reflection [18, 22, 125]. This o↵ers
significant advantages as the rotation operation acts on the quantum fields before they
enter the interferometer, leaving the signal component of the field unchanged. This is
a significant disadvantage in the variational readout strategy as frequency-dependent
homodyne readout partially cancels the signal fields in order to measure along minimum
noise quadrature of the output fields: ultimately reducing the available signal to noise of
the detection.
Early work of Chelkowski et al. demonstrated the first use of a a detuned filter cavity
to produce frequency dependent squeezing in the 12-18 MHz frequency band from a
frequency-independent squeezing source (an optical parametric amplifier) [126]. Recent
studies of requirements for realistic audio-band squeezing rotation for Advanced LIGO
have analysed the possibility of a shorter 16 m detuned cavity [127, 128]. Recently a
similar scheme was implemented to produce the first audio-band frequency-dependent
squeezed states from a detuned cavity with a pole at 1.2 kHz, demonstrating output
squeezing on the order of 5.4 dB and 2.6 dB at high and low frequencies respectively [129].
Continued development of frequency-dependent quadrature rotation combined with the
development of stable frequency-independent squeezed sources, such as that described in
Chapter 6, o↵ers one of the strongest paths toward broadband QND measurement for
laser interferometric GW detectors.
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4.7.3 QND with a modified interferometer: the speed meter
The previous two quantum non-demolition strategies have focused on manipulating
the input or output states of an interferometer. Broadband QND measurements relied
upon anticipating the frequency dependence of radiation pressure coupling and then
either projecting this out in the measurement or pre-correlating quadratures with an
appropriate frequency dependence of its Fourier components. Another approach is to
modify the frequency dependence of the instrument itself in order to realise broadband
QND readout. The fixed quadrature readouts plotted in Figure 4.7(b) o↵er a clue as to
what this method entails. A readout better than the SQL at a specific frequency comes
at the cost of other frequencies due to the frequency dependence of the coupling constant.
Equation 4.67 implies that adjusting the readout quadrature allows the cancellation
of radiation pressure, leaving only shot noise, only when the readout angle is matched
to cancel the coupling strength. By modifying the interferometer’s opto-mechanical
response such that K(⌦) is constant over frequencies where radiation pressure dominates
and selecting an appropriate readout angle ⇣ = arccot[K(⌦)] to null back-action in this
region, a purely shot-noise-limited measurement may be made over the full detection band.
An illustration of a generic arm cavity Michelson modification is shown in Figure 4.9.
Fields exiting the interferometer interact with an optical element that has some frequency
dependant transfer T (⌦) that returns fields to the interferometer with a ⇡ phase shift
within a characteristic bandwidth defined by a quantity to be known as the ‘sloshing
frequency’10, !slosh. Within the sloshing frequency bandwidth, fields return to the
interferometer to cancel position-like measurements of the test-mass mirrors, leaving
only information about the relative speed of the test masses sampled between these field
interactions with the mirrors. In the process of feeding back the quadrature components
to the instrument, the frequency dependence of the coupling rate is modified, in line with
position cancellation, where the Fourier frequency response is reshaped by this resonant
cancellation.
Fields are coupled out of the system by an extraction mirror with transmissivity To at a
characteristic extraction rate of
  =
Toc
L
(4.81)
where L is the arm cavity length. These are detected using standard homodyne detection.
The output fields are given by [22]
bˆ1 =  L
⇤(⌦)
L(⌦) aˆ1, (4.82)
bˆ2 =
2i⌦
p
 Icirc!0p
~cLL(⌦) X(⌦) 
L⇤(⌦)
L(⌦) aˆ2, (4.83)
where,
L(⌦) = !2slosh   ⌦2   i⌦ , (4.84)
and where all other quantities are as defined in earlier parts of this chapter. Here, as in
10The origin of this term relates back to an dual coupled resonator QND scheme proposal by Braginsky,
Mikhail, Gorodetsky and Khalili [130] in which a pair of weakly coupled microwave cavities allowed signal
to ‘slosh’ bach and forth with a characteristic frequency.
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Figure 4.9: Modified Michelson cavity with a output port recycling mediated by an optical
element with generalised transform T (⌦). Fields are read out of an extraction mirror To and are
detected fixed angle homodyne detection. A closing mirror is included to prevent vacuum from
being coupled in via the opening port.
§4.5.1, the Fourier transform of the test mass evolution due to the gravitational tidal force
and radiation pressure is given by [22]
X(⌦) = Xe(⌦) Xn(⌦) = Lh(⌦)  8i
p
h!0 Icirc
m⌦
p
cLL(⌦) aˆ1(⌦) (4.85)
where only the di↵erential mode of the arms is considered. Substituting the results of
Equations 4.85 and 4.82 gives the final quantum transfer function that may be written in
matrix form 
b1
b2
 
= ei2 

1 0
 ˜ 1
  
a1
a2
 
+ ei 

0p
2˜
 
h(⌦)
hSQL
, (4.86)
where the amplitude quadrature coupling rate and phase delay are modified by the feed-
back to the interferometer
˜ =
16!0 Icirc
mcL|L(⌦)|2 ,  = arctan

!2slosh   ⌦2
⌦ 
 
. (4.87)
Importantly, the modified coupling parameter ˜ is constant at frequencies well below the
sloshing frequency (⌦ ⌧ !slosh). With optimisation of the out-coupling rate,  , relative
to the sloshing frequency, this frequency independence can be extended to encompass
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instrument will be of the form
hSM =
hSQL
2˜
⇥
1 + (cot ⇣   ˜)2⇤ , (4.88)
where if we select
⇣ = arccot[˜]
  
⌦⌧!slosh (4.89)
the radiation pressure noise component will cancel, leaving only shot noise.
The generated signal within such a modified interferometer produces signal fields that
scale as
bSM⇣ /
p
2˜
h(⌦)
hSQL
. (4.90)
Noting that hSQL / 1/⌦, then in frequency regions in which ˜ is constant the signal
generation scales as ⌦h(⌦), which is the Fourier domain scaling of speed. Thus modified
interferometers that internally cancel signal to produce a constant amplitude coupling
function are known as speed meters. Their GW signal pickup is proportional to the
relative velocity of their test masses in the region of this cancellation. Outside this region
higher order derivatives of position are present. However, providing that the bandwidth of
cancellation encompasses the radiation pressure limited band then frequencies above this
cancellation will be limited by shot noise.
4.8 Chapter summary
This chapter has outlined the problems of position-like measurement in gravitational wave
interferometers. Quantum noise is introduced along with a two-photon formalism for
propagating the noise and gravitational signals through the interferometer. The quantum
noise propagation methods and QND approaches outlined in this chapter are used in the
following Chapter 5 to model the signal to noise performance of a proposed polarisation
speed meter operating below the standard quantum limit. Such and similar designs for
inherent QND measurement with changes to detector topologies are candidates for future
upgrades to third generation detectors and remain an active field of theoretical study.
All QND strategies mentioned in this chapter – variational readout, squeeze state injection
and speed meter configurations – may be combined to yield improvements to the overall
quantum noise floor of an instrument. However, squeezed states o↵er some of the most
promising options owing to their not requiring cancellation of GW signal sidebands. Also
they are expected to have a lower impact on existing infrastructure where other strategies
might require kilometre scale filter cavity additions or adoption of new non-Michelson
topologies. For these reasons squeezed light injection is one of the most active fields of
practical experimental development for QND interferometers. Fixed phase quadrature
squeezing will only be useful in instances where non-classical state injection may be
used to supplement or complement increases in laser circulating power. Development
of frequency-dependent squeezing will be essential for the implementation of squeezing
injection in Advanced LIGO and all other detectors limited by radiation pressure noise
at low frequencies [127]. Highly stable audio band squeezed sources with large squeezing
and high quantum e ciency are essential. Some of the highest performing sources are
Optical Parametric Oscillators (OPO) [85, 131–133]. Strategies for frequency-dependent
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rotation of quadrature fields combined with the development of highly stable OPOs will
be essential. The development of such an OPO source is detailed in Chapter 6 where we
outline the design rationale for an in-vacuum operated bow-tie travelling-wave squeezer.
Squeezed state injection is a strong candidate for Advanced LIGO upgrades in the near fu-
ture and a significant focus of the experimental aspects of this thesis in Chapters 6, 7 and 8.
Chapter 5
A Polarisation Folded Speed
Meter For Gravitational Wave
Detection
This chapter outlines a proposal for a modified speed-meter interferometer
that beats the standard quantum limit over a broad frequency band. This
builds on the work of Purdue and Chen [22] in which a kilometre scale ‘sloshing
cavity’ was introduced at the output of an interferometer to recycle position
like signals back into the interferometer and cancel frequency dependence in
the radiation pressure response. In the work presented here, this is achieved by
storing of position-like cancelling fields within orthogonal polarisation modes,
folding the external cavity into the existing interferometer arm cavities. As is
shown in this chapter, the induced frequency independent coupling response
allows for the cancellation of radiation pressure back-action over a broad
frequency range where this noise would otherwise dominate. We demonstrate
that with correct tuning of parameters a wholly shot noise limited instrument
may be realised beating the standard quantum limit by a factor of four below
100 Hz for Advanced LIGO like operating powers. We also show an extension
of the model for a tunable position-metre/speed-metre instrument where
the bandwidth of internal coupling maybe adjusted to control the critical
frequency at which position like signals are cancelled. Such a design o↵ers
the possibility of a QND readout interferometer without the need for external
kilometre scale storage cavities. Furthermore, the tunable version o↵ers
some flexibility in the selection of the bandwidth of speed meter operation.
Practical issues and limitations are also discussed in the latter part of this
chapter.
The work described in this chapter is reported in the following publication:
Wade, A., McKenzie, K., Chen, Y., Shaddock, D., Chow, J., & McClelland,
D. Polarization speed meter for gravitational-wave detection. Physics Review
D, 86 (6), 062001 (2012). http://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.86.062001.
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5.1 Overview
Quantum limits to interferometric gravitational wave sensors represent a fundamental
noise floor in detection sensitivity. When detectors such as Advanced LIGO [9] and
others reach their design sensitivity, they will be limited by radiation pressure back-action
in a key frequency band of astrophysics interest below 100 Hz. As aspects of seismic
isolation, gravity gradient noise and suspension and mirror coating noise are addressed
in the lower frequency reaches of the instruments1, addressing broadband back-action
will become necessary for attaining ever further astrophysical reach. As was detailed in
Chapter 4, achieving broadband Quantum Non-Demolition (QND) readout of GW signals
depends on matching a readout, injected state or internal instrument cancellation to
the inherent frequency dependence of the arm cavity’s ponderomotively squeezed state.
Although signal recycled configurations, that place an extraction mirror at the output
of an interferometer, enhance the extraction of signals relative to total quantum noise
[117], these are not true broadband QND measurement as they act only over a narrowed
line-width of the recycling cavity. True broadband QND measurement will require one or
a combination of strategies outlined in §4.7. Speed meters are the focus of this chapter.
Speed-meter concepts trace their beginning back the early conceptions of quantum limited
opto-mechanical systems. Early investigation by Braginskii and others into back-action
in the readout of free mass and harmonic oscillator coordinates lead to the concept of the
Standard Quantum Limit (SQL), imposing a lower limit to realisable readout certainty of
position-like states [114]. Time separated readouts of freely evolving bodies xˆ(t + ⌧) =
xˆ(t) + pˆ(t)⌧/m, do not commute,
[xˆ(t), xˆ(t+ ⌧)] = i~⌧/m, (5.1)
thus any high precision determination of a test-mass’s initial position state comes at
the cost of subsequent measurements. From these studies concepts for QND readout
devices emerged. Readout schemes were proposed in which observables were selected
on the basis that they did not contain measurement back-action noise, these included
coordinate quadratures and test-mass momentum [134, 135]. An observable is said to be
a QND quantity when time separated observables conform to [Oˆ(t), Oˆ(t0)] = 0: that is,
free evolution of the system between measurements does not carry forward uncertainty
and noise to subsequent measurements, demolishing their purity of state. Many such
early proposals were stroboscopic or discreet in nature and framed in the context of
prominent microwave cavity technologies of the time. Continuous variable analogues
were developed in which cancelling of position-like signals was proposed using a weakly
coupled dual microwave resonator schemes [130, 136]. As pictured in Figure 5.1(a), with
coherent pumping and a microwave resonator sampling the state of a test-mass system, a
secondary empty ‘sloshing cavity’ was introduced with EM boundary conditions such that
coupled signals returned ⇡ out of phase to cancel stationary position like signals. Within a
bandwidth imposed by intra-cavity coupling strength and sloshing cavity dimensions, the
resulting readout variables captured the relative time dependant motion of the test-mass,
cancelling the time propagating back-action noise associated with vacuum in-coupled
through the open readout port. Back-action is still present but contained in a single
1For an excellent review article addressing these noise sources and aspects of laser interferometers see
review by Adhikari [29].
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quadrature over the operating frequency range. Test-mass speed measurement are an
example of a canonical momentum-like QND variable and allowed arbitrary beating of
the SQL providing su cient coherent power is supplied.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic illustration of the progression of speed-meter from Braginskii’s microwave
cavities, optical analogues of this, the Purdue Chen sloshing cavity speed-meter and the proposed
polarisation folded speed meter. (c) is a virtual two cavity cancelling system where the signal
sensing cavity is operated as the di↵erential mode of a Advanced Interferometer style arm-cavity
Michelson with the sloshing cavity undriven, signal is bled out via a out-coupling mirror with a
single closed port.
With a proposed adaptation of these microwave cavity formulations of speed-meters to a
coupled laser optical cavity scheme [130], a full quantum noise analysis of of an optical
coupled cavity scheme was carried out by Purdue for a kilometer-scale interferometer
[137]. This scheme is illustrated in Figure 5.1(b) and consists of two Fabry-Pe´rot cavities
weakly coupled via a single beam splitter. Although this showed in-principle beating of
the SQL, without resonant enhancement such a scheme required an exorbitant 8 MW of
circulating power to reach a factor ten below the SQL. With large input powers, a high
power passing through the beam splitter and large coherent power at the output port,
this proposal was impractical to implement.
A more practical adaptation of a second generation signal- and power-recycled arm cavity
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Michelson [117, 138] with an external auxiliary sloshing cavity was introduced by Purdue
and Chen [22]. As illustrated in Figure 5.1(c), this design utilised the existing developed
topology envisioned for the Advanced LIGO with the addition of a single Fabry-Pe´rot
cavity coupled to the di↵erential mode of the interferometer. Here it was suggested that
the kilometer scale sloshing cavity would be folded parallel within one of the existing
arm-cavity vacuum beam tubes. In this scheme the arm cavities are coherently excited
by a laser pumping via a short power-recycling cavity. Di↵erential motion of arm cavity
modes converts this light to phase quadrature sidebands that couple out of the interfer-
ometers dark ‘di↵erential’ port and are stored for a time in an external kilometre scale
sloshing cavity before being returned out of phase to cancel position like signals. Within
the bandwidth of this characteristic sloshing frequency the interferometer response scales
with velocity and the dependence of test-mass recoil strength due to vacuum excitations
is independent of Fourier frequency. This configuration o↵ered many of the benefits of a
dual recycled scheme [138] that reduced the input power and circulating power through
the beam splitter as well improving the resonantly enhanced signal extraction rates. The
outline of their quantum and signal response transfer functions is given in §4.7.3. With
tuning of the extraction and sloshing rates such a scheme was shown to deliver a
p
10
broadband improvement below the SQL with 820 kW of arm cavity circulating power, a
magnitude comparable to that specified for Advanced LIGO.
This chapter explores a theoretical speed meter configuration that is a relatively minor
modification to the proposed advanced interferometer configurations. As pictured in
Figure 5.1(d), with the addition of polarisation optics (a quarter-wave plate) light may
be flipped on reflection from a output port mirror and stored on a second polarisation of
the interferometer arm-cavities2. The external sloshing cavity present in the Purdue and
Chen design is e↵ectively folded into the orthogonal storage mode of the interferometer.
As the interferometer is excited in only one polarisation this secondary storage mode
is dark; in the absence of coherent field non-linear coupling between quadratures does
not occur and the Michelson’s di↵erential mode in this polarisation is just that of a
regular Fabry-Pe´rot (FP) cavity. With a long baseline sloshing cavity removed, the new
configuration requires significantly less physical infrastructure to achieve speed meter
operation. The quantity of length and alignment degrees of freedom are also reduced.
We first describe the operation of the polarisation speed meter in §5.2 and sketch a math-
ematical description of its operation in §5.3. In §5.4 we also show how a small variation in
this design, involving adjustment of polarisation coupling by rotation of a wave plate, can
be used to tune a speed meter. Novelly, this results in a smooth tunable transition from
speed meter operation to that of a signal recycling Michelson behaviour. We report the
possible sensitivity improvements achievable with this configuration for Advanced LIGO
like parameters. The benefits and possible di culties of implementing such a scheme are
outlined in §5.5.
2Here the recycling mirror serves as an out-coupling mirror between the two alternative linear polari-
sation modes and not the usual resonant signal extraction function performed by signal recycling mirrors
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5.2 The proposed polarisation folded speed meter
The proposed polarisation folded speed meter is illustrated Figure 5.2. This interferometer
configuration is based on the advanced Michelson topologies of LIGO, Virgo and KAGRA
[9, 11, 12] but with the addition of a quarter-wave plate and output coupling mirror as
well as ancillary polarisation readout optics. The advanced interferometer configuration
(dashed box, Figure 5.2) consists of an arm cavity power recycled Michelson interferometer
held to its dark fringe for destructive interference at the output (quadrature fields f 0i). In
the absence of arm length modulations, injected laser light on the horizontal polarisation
is returned along its path of incidence. As is outlined in detail in §4.6, when a GW
di↵erentially modulates the arm lengths, phase modulation sidebands are generated that
constructively interfere at the transmission side of the beam splitter. Quantum zero point
fluctuations present at the Michelson input ports also propagate through to the outputs.
Those in quadrature with the coherent fields excite a back-action recoil of mirrors that is
mediated by the frequency dependant mechanical susceptibility of the test-masses. The
aforementioned interference condition imposed by dark fringe operation also ensures that
only fluctuations present from the output port exit with the GW signals at the output (f 0i).
Power recycling in this case reduces the input laser power requirements and the circu-
lating power passing through the Michelson beamsplitter. When set to the dark fringe
on transmission, the two Michelson arm cavities behave as a single e↵ective cavity when
interrogated from either the left hand (symmetric) or bottom (anti-symmetric) beamsplit-
ter port. The Michelson system therefore has two decoupled optical modes both sharing
a common e↵ective cavity. As was shown in §4.6 these symmetric and anti-symmetric
port modes only interact via non-linear opto-mechanical interactions in the presence of
coherent fields. With the power recycling mirror held to an integral number of wave-
lengths from the arm-cavity’s input test-mass mirrors (ITMs), the e↵ective three mirror
cavity system resonantly transfers power to the arm cavities. For excitations present at
the symmetric laser port, the EM boundary conditions for the cavity system are such that
fields constructively interfere to both enhance the arm cavity circulating power and wick
power from the intermediate cavity: this lowers the circulating power at the beam splitter
and input power requirements.With a power recycling mirror transmissivity of TPRM, the
power at the beam splitter is I0 = 4Iin/TPRM [57]. The intra-cavity circulating power
within the arms is similarly Icirc = 2I0/Ti for ITM mirror transmittance of Ti with a
factor of half for the splitting between the two arms. This gives a total power circulating
in terms of input laser power of
I0 =
8Iin
TiTPRM
. (5.2)
Furthermore, because of interference condition at the beam splitter the optical mode
enhancement from the laser port is decoupled from that of the anti-symmetric (bottom
beamsplitter) port. The result is an interferometer that may be coherently driven
from one port with resonant enhancement whilst being sensitive to signal and quantum
disturbance in the other port.
In advanced configuration topologies signal extraction mirrors are included to resonantly
couple signal sidebands out of the arm cavities. Signal recycling mirrors are omitted in
this work, their presence alters the storage time of the orthogonal mode, a complication
left to future investigations. In the proceeding analysis a circulating cavity powers are
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of the polarisation speed meter configuration including power recycling
(Tprm)and signal extraction (Trse ) mirrors (in grey). Horizontal linear polarisation fields a, b, e
and f and vertical fields c, d, g and h are indicated in red and blue respectively. Arm cavities are
formed between the test mass mirrors and the arm cavity mirrors Ti, photons undergo a number of
round trips, increasing their response to changes in the optical path due to GW. Carrier laser light
is injected into the left port of the configuration in the horizontal polarisation where the Michelson
is held to its dark fringe on transmission. Di↵erential test mass motion generates phase modulation
sidebands in the horizontal polarisation at the quadrature field point f 0i . The quarter-wave plate
( /4) and output coupler mirror (To) couple these signals into an orthogonal polarisation so that
stored signals may couple back ⇡ out of phase to cancel position signals below the bandwidth of the
polarisation storage. The polarising beam splitter isolates the two polarisations from one another
so that the vertical polarisation port can be closed with a mirror to prevent vacuum noise coupling
in and signals may be read out on the horizontal port only. The horizontal polarisation is detected
with a homodyne detector.
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sort at a similar level to that expected to be implemented in Advanced LIGO when at
full operating power on the order of 800kW [9]. Here we principally concern ourselves
with fixing arm cavity circulating power and understanding the dynamics of the system.
The purpose of the additional polarisation optics at the output of the arm cavity
Michelson is to couple signal and noise sideband fields to an orthogonal polarisation
mode of the Michelson interferometer. The output mirror and quarter-wave plates are
a short (l ⌧ 4000m )distance from the Michelson beam splitter anti-symmetric port
compared to the kilometer scale of the detector arms. Horizontally polarised signal and
noise fields, reflected by the output coupler mirror, double pass through the quarter-wave
plate, delaying one optical axis by half a wavelength. When the wave plate slow axis is
oriented at 45 , the polarisation of the light is rotated by 90  to the vertical and on this
mode is coupled back into the interferometer.
On this vertical polarisation the light is una↵ected to first order by modulations of the
end mirror position. In the absence of carrier light on the vertical mode, periodic changes
in arm length do not pump coherent carrier light to add with signal and noise sidebands.
Any modulations upon the already small signal and noise sidebands are negligibly small
and can be ignored. Thus sidebands are stored on an orthogonal polarisation in what is
e↵ectively a two mirror cavity. Here the e↵ective sloshing frequency is given by
⌦s =
cTi
2L
(5.3)
where Ti is the input test mass transmissivity and L is the length of the Michelson
arms. Signals stored in this opposite polarisation couple back ⇡ out of phase to cancel
Fourier sideband components below the bandwidth, ⌦s of the orthogonal storage mode,
cancelling position information. The design invites direct comparisons to a speed meter
topologies previously proposed by Purdue and Chen [22] in which the orthogonal mode
storage is instead provided by an external FP cavity. The equivalence between these two
configurations is that the external FP cavity is now folded into an orthogonal mode of
the Michelson interferometer. With the addition of polarisation optics at the output an
additional kilometer scale external cavity and associated infrastructure are not needed.
The selection of this sloshing frequency requires a compromise between the relevant power
recycling optics that are placed on the symmetric port (laser port) of the interferometer
and also of the cavity line widths of the arms with respect to the relevant sideband control
signals. Here the degenerate use of the dual polarization modes places constraints on the
tunability of other aspects of the instrument?s properties. In addition, the transmission of
the output mirror, To, must also be tuned to the ideal impedance, with respect to Ti. This
ensures that signals may be extracted at an ideal rate so feedback into the instrument does
not over or under cancel the position like motion of the test masses. Table 5.1 presents an
example of realistic parameters chosen for the initial test masses (Ti) and output coupler
(To). Further modeling as part of a selection process should encompass consideration of
the control requirements, power recycling and other subsystems in searching a workable
parameter space for choices of Ti and To in a realistic implementation of such a speed-
meter.
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5.3 Mathematical description of interferometer
In order to compute the strain sensitivity performance of the interferometer, it is first
necessary to calculate the whole system input-output transfer function. This quantum
transfer function expresses the output quadrature fields, (bi) at the output detection port,
in terms of the vacuum quadrature fields (ai) coupled in from the open detection port and
the gravitational strain ‘h’ that is pumped from the carrier light field by modulation of
the optical path. This relationship is found by solving the set of simultaneous equations
including mirror junction conditions and linking free space propagation equations. For
an interferometer held on its dark fringe and driven with a carrier field in the cosine
quadrature and with arm cavities and output cavity held on resonance with the carrier,
the transfer function takes the form,
b1
b2
 
= e2i 

1 0
  1
  
a1
a2
 
+
p
2ei 
h
hSQL

0
1
 
, (5.4)
where ai and bi are the quadrature fields as labelled in Fig. (5.2) and include gravitational-
wave strain signal h encoded in the phase quadrature. Here   is the overall sideband
phase accrued and  is the frequency dependent radiation pressure coupling function
of the system. Quantum noise in the interferometer output quadrature fields results
from fluctuations of the input quadrature fields ai. In the first term of Equation. (5.4),
 represents the strength of correlations from the amplitude to phase quadratures due
to the recoil of photons o↵ test masses. The second
p
 term is proportional to the
amplitude of the carrier beam that is pumped into the phase quadrature by modulations
of arm optical paths from gravitational-waves. The factor hSQL =
p
8~/m⌦2L2 is
the single-sided standard quantum limit that is factored out for convenience: this
term represents the highest strain referenced sensitivity for a non-resonant Michelson
detector. Thus Equation. (5.4) represents a generic input-output transfer function for a
non-resonant detector and is wholly characterized by the two principle quantities   and
. By carefully engineering their form, one can determine the characteristic response and
sensitivity performance of such a detector.
For speed meter operation the function  should be constant over a broad range of fre-
quencies. This is so the signal response is linear in frequency. In this regime a homodyne
readout quadrature angle ' can be chosen to measure b' = b1 cos(')+ b2 sin(') such that
the strain equivalent quantum noise contribution is
hn =
hSQLp
2
ei  [a1(cot'  )| {z }
RP
+ a2|{z}
SN
]. (5.5)
For the correct choice of ', where (⌦⌧ ⌦s) = cot', contributions to the quantum noise
floor from the amplitude quadrature are cancelled for a broad set of frequencies. This
is not the case in position-like measurements for the unmodified advanced configuration
where  is a function of frequency. In that case, back action contributions from amplitude
fluctuations (a1) in the light field can only be minimized at select frequencies.
To solve the quantum transfer function for the configuration illustrated in Fig. (5.2), we
must solve the simultaneous equations linking light fields along propagation path of the
vacuum fields. For an arm cavity Michelson the output horizontal polarisation quadrature
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fields (fi), in terms of input quadrature fields (ei) are given by equation 4.43 (see Fig.
(5.2) for fields): 
f1
f2
 
= e2i↵

1 0
 K 1
  
e1
e2
 
+
p
2Kei↵ h
hSQL

0
1
 
, (5.6)
where K = (8I0!0/(mL2))/(⌦2( 2 + ⌦2)) is the radiation pressure driven coupling
function of the arm cavity Michelson and ↵ = arctan⌦/  is the phase accrued
by sidebands at GW frequency ⌦ reflected o↵ each of the FP arm cavities (equations
4.44). Here,   is the bandwidth of each arm cavity. I0 is the carrier laser power in the arms.
For the case of the vertical polarisation the form of these equations is identical to Equation
5.6: however in this case there is no injected coherent light on the vertical polarisation. The
quadrature components of the field have nothing to beat against and K (for the vertical
polarisation) is zero. Thus for the vertical polarisation the output fields (di) expressed in
terms of the input fields (ci) are
d1 = e
i2↵c1, (5.7)
d2 = e
i2↵c2. (5.8)
The quadrature fields are reflected with the same fixed phase delay ↵ as the horizontal
polarisation. It is also necessary to take into account the evolution of the fields as they
propagate between optics. Details are given in §4.4 where Equation 4.15 can be applied
for the propagation between the points fi, di, ei, ci and f 0i , d0i, e0i, c0i as labelled in Figure
5.2. Here the phase evolution of the fields is broken into side band phase,  j = ⌦L/c,
proportional to the side band frequency ⌦, arm length L and speed of light c, and a
carrier phase  j = !L/c, proportional to to the carrier frequency !, that rotates the basis
of the quadratures. Assuming that length scales to and from the polarisation optics are
negligible, then sideband phases accrued over these paths are  1 =  2 ⇡ 0. Additionally,
absolute length is set to an integral and half integral numbers of wavelength such that
 1 = 0 and  2 = ⇡/2.
For the quarter-wave plate oriented at 45  to the horizontal, light is rotated 90  upon
reflection. On transmission a second quarter-wave plate is oriented 90  to the first wave
plate to cancel the rotation on transmission. The resulting junction conditions at the
output coupler mirror, of transmittance T0, are
ei =
p
Toai +
p
1  Toci, , (5.9)
di =
p
Togi +
p
1  Tofi, , (5.10)
hi =
p
Toci  
p
1  Toai, , (5.11)
bi =
p
Tofi  
p
1  Togi.. (5.12)
Finally, a closing mirror is necessary in order to prevent vacuum field coupling in from
the additional vertical open port. The closing mirror is assumed to be perfectly reflective
so that g0i =  h0i.
We solve for the output quadrature fields bi in terms of input vacuum fluctuations ai and
the GW strain h. A solution for quadrature fields, bi was found in the form of equation
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5.4. The exact algebraic form for   and  is cumbersome and the analytic expressions
are not presented here. The noise spectral density is computed by setting the signal
equal to noise and finding the corresponding square root of spectral density as outlined
in §4.6.1. The resulting coupling factor  and strain equivalent sensitivity curve are
plotted in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 respectively, using parameters provided in table 5.1. These
parameters are chosen specifically to correspond to current Advanced LIGO parameters [9].
Table 5.1: Parameters used to model a polarisation-folded speed meter. Values were chosen to
correspond to Advance LIGO [9].
Parameter Symbol Value Units
Carrier laser frequency !0 1.77⇥ 1015 rad.s 1
Mirror mass m 40 kg
Circulating power in the cavity arms I0 850 kW
Arm length L 3995 m
Arm cavity half bandwidth   Tic/4L s 1
Internal arm cavity transmittance Ti (Power) 0.10 and 0.05 -
Output coupler mirror transmittance To (Power) 0.72 -
Gravitational-wave frequency ⌦ 101   103 s 1
Speed meter operation is shown for arm cavity mirror transmissivities Ti = 0.10 and
Ti = 0.05 and the parameters outlined in table 5.1. Figure 5.3 shows the two radiation
coupling functions for the choices of arm cavity finesse: their function is constant below
the bandwidth of the arm cavities. This is the characteristic response of a speed meter
interferometer. For || ⇡ 0.7 and || ⇡ 4.5, the homodyne angles of 55  and 12.3  can
be chosen to select a quadrature that cancels contributions from the vacuum amplitude
quadrature (see Equation 5.5). Over a broad range of frequencies below 100 Hz, the strain
referenced quantum noise floor presented in Figure 5.4 shows that, with the correct choice
of homodyne readout angle, contributions to quantum noise can be less than SQL by a
factor of four. Outside the bandwidth of the arm cavities, the  functions are no longer
constant in frequency and therefore do not provide a quantum demolition measurement
free of back action. However, at these higher frequencies detection is dominated by shot
noise as the signal response rolls o↵ above the arm cavities’s pole, this is a the same
high frequency quantum noise limitation as experienced in signal extraction configured
Michelsons. Using the software package GWINC [47], the quantum noise contribution to
the Advanced LIGO noise budget is plotted alongside the two polarisation speed meter
curves for comparison.
Finally it should be noted that because the gravitational-wave signal is only encoded in the
phase quadrature b2, the choice of an arbitrary readout quadrature will take projections
of its magnitude onto the quadrature of choice. Thus, although quantum noise from the
vacuum port are minimized, the desired signals are also reduced. In order to overcome
this signal to noise reduction, the power of the interferometer must be increased. In order
to optimally recover the best possible strain sensitivity an optimization must be made
between available power and squeezing, the desired bandwidth of radiation pressure noise
canceling as well as the signal extraction rate. Providing su cient circulating power can
be supplied, or equivalent vacuum squeezing injection, the same signal-to-noise can be
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Figure 5.3: Plot of the amplitude of the radiation pressure coupling function, , as a function of
frequency. This shows a constant degree of coupling from the amplitude to the phase quadrature
for frequencies up to 100 Hz. Below this bandwidth a homodyne readout angle may be chosen
that projects out noise contribution from the amplitude quadrature. This plot is produced from
the parameters presented in table 5.1 with two choices of arm cavity finesse set by a Ti of 0.10 and
0.05. Circulating power was fixed at 850 kW with the power at the beam splitter adjusted for each
of the Ti. Labels on curves indicate the beam splitter power and arm cavity mirror transmissivity.
These beam splitter powers may be reduced with power recycling.
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Figure 5.4: Strain equivalent quantum noise contribution as a function of frequency for the
polarisation folded speed meter. Here three curves a displayed: two for the di↵erent choices of
arm cavity mirror transmissivity Ti = 0.10 and Ti = 0.05 and a third that is the Advanced LIGO
quantum noise contribution calculated using the software package GWINC [47]. Labels on curves
indicate the choice of Ti and the beam splitter power to ensure circulating power at 850 kW. This
beam splitter power can readily be reduced by power recycling (omitted here for simplicity). Also,
for the polarisation speed meter calculations, the homodyne readout phase has been adjusted to
cancel amplitude quadrature contributions to the noise. It is shown here that the configuration
can match the SQL using the parameters presented in table 5.1 over a broad range of frequencies.
Over a narrower range operation (Ti = 0.05) the configuration can be less than the SQL by factors
of four. The sensitivity no longer matches the slope of the SQL when the function  is no longer
constant in frequency.
recovered for a chosen sloshing bandwidth.
5.4 Speed meter operation for other choices of wave plate
angle
In this section we consider the more general case where the quarter-wave plate between
the Michelson and the output coupler may be oriented at any arbitrary rotation angle ✓.
By changing the rotation of this component, the degree of coupling between horizontal
(signal) and vertical (storage) polarisations can be adjusted. A possible advantage of this
tunability is that the bandwidth of the speed meter operation may be adjusted without
the need to switch optics. With full rotation of the quarter-wave plate fast axis from 45 
to 0 , the interferometer can be tuned from full speed meter behaviour to that of a signal
recycled Michelson. This may be desirable in a future generations of advanced detectors
in the event that high strain sensitivities are sought for sources in di↵erent frequency
detection bands from a single detector.
Two additional quarter-wave plates oriented with their slow axis to the vertical are
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required for polarisation tuning. In section 5.3, where quarter-wave plate was assumed to
oriented at 45 , light was completely coupled between horizontal and vertical polarisations
on reflection from the output mirror. As the wave plate is detuned from this angle, some
light is reflected back into its incident polarisation. On reflection from the quarter-wave
plate and output coupler mirror, the vertical polarisation receives a ⇡ phase flip on
reflection making the vertical polarisation anti-resonant. The additional wave plates,
inserted either side of the output coupler mirror correct for this, cancelling each others
action on transmission in either direction.
In order to compute the e↵ect of polarisation coupling tuning it is necessary to modify
Equation. (5.9 - 5.12), for the more general case of arbitrary wave plate rotation ✓, the
new equations become
ei =
p
1  To cos 2✓fi +
p
1  To sin 2✓ci +p
To cos 2✓gi +
p
To sin 2✓ai, (5.13)
di =
p
1  To sin 2✓fi +
p
1  To cos 2✓ci +p
To sin 2✓gi +
p
To cos 2✓ai, (5.14)
hi =
p
To cos 2✓fi +
p
To sin 2✓ci  p
1  To cos 2✓gi  
p
1  To sin 2✓ai, (5.15)
bi =
p
To sin 2✓fi +
p
To cos 2✓ci  p
1  To sin 2✓gi  
p
1  To cos 2✓ai, (5.16)
where output coupler mirror transmissivity is To and ✓ is the rotation of the fast axis
from the horizontal.
The output quadrature fields bi were solved, in a similar manner to section 5.3, in terms of
ai and the gravitational-wave strain signal h with the more general Equation. (5.13-5.16).
Using the parameters presented in table 5.1, with arm cavity circulating power set to 850
kW and the specific case of Ti = 0.10, the radiation pressure coupling functions and strain
sensitivities were plotted as a function of frequency, see Figures 5.5 and 5.6. Here the plots
show an evolution of the characteristic behaviour of the interferometer. As the quarter-
wave plate angle is tuned away from 45 , there is a decreased degree of coupling between
the polarisations and the  function Figure 5.5 shows that bandwidth of the signal storage
and speed meter operation narrows. Conversely the strength of coupling is increased
as ✓ is reduced allowing for choices of readout angle that increase the strain equivalent
performance below the SQL for the same operating power. Figure 5.5 shows that as ✓
approaches zero degrees, the interferometer approaches signal recycled operation giv-
ing a  response, with 1/⌦2, that can only optimized to beat the SQL at select frequencies.
Thus it follows that, by rotating the wave plate the storage time of the orthogonal mode
is modified changing the bandwidth over which radiation pressure noise is suppressed. By
tuning the rotation of the quarter-wave plate, the bandwidth of speed meter operation can
be e↵ectively tuned smoothly from speed meter operation to a resonant signal recycled
Michelson interferometer.
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Figure 5.5: Plot of radiation pressure coupling function, , as function of frequency for di↵erent
choices of quarter-wave plate rotation ✓. As the degree of wave plate rotation approaches zero
degrees the bandwidth of speed meter operation narrows. The configuration approaches the be-
haviour of signal recycling as the coupling function is no longer constant as a function of frequency.
The arm cavity circulating power for these plots was adjusted to 850 kW. All other parameters
are as presented in table 5.1.
5.5 Implementing a polarisation speed meter and associated
issues
Figure 5.6 shows that the interferometer sensitivity changes smoothly as the wave-plate
angle is detuned. As a consequence, the interferometer is expected to be tolerant to
imperfections in wave-plate angle. A second area of potential concern relates to the
polarisation characteristics of the main beam splitter. Ideally the beam splitter would be
50:50 for both horizontal and vertical polarisations and produce no di↵erential phase shift.
This configuration is not expected to be sensitive to asymmetric amplitude reflectivity
(rbs 6= tbs) if the second polarisation is held close to a dark fringe. In this case the
loss of this polarisation mode by leakage towards the input laser will be minimized
(rbs ⇥ tbs   tbs ⇥ rbs = 0). A di↵erential phase shift between the two polarisations is
nevertheless of concern, as this will prevent the horizontally polarised field from operating
on the Michelson dark fringe, resulting in significant loss. For a beam splitting optic
appropriate for use in LIGO it is anticipated that birefringence can be controlled to with
1% di↵erence in phase between the two polarisations [139]. Careful design of the beam
splitter coating or other methods to compensate for this phase may be required.
An alternative speed meter configuration, using polarisation, was previously proposed by
Danilishin [140] that replaced the Michelson beam splitter with a polarising beam splitter
and placed quarter-wave plates in the arms to couple the two arm cavity modes. In the
scheme presented here quarter-wave plates are removed to the output to avoid having to
pass large circulating powers. Instead of a sequential sampling of arm cavities in a manor
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Figure 5.6: Plot of gravitational strain referenced noise sensitivity as a function of frequency for
di↵erent choices of quarter-wave plate rotation ✓. Corresponding to the evolution of the radiation
pressure coupling function,  (see Fig 5.5), for di↵erent choices of ✓ sensitivities beats the standard
quantum limit below the roll o↵ of the  function. Homodyne readout angles are chosen for each
choice of ✓ that cancel contributions of amplitude noise obscuring the GW signal. The bandwidth
of speed meter operation narrows as the degree of coupling between the polarisations is turned
down (i.e. the quarter-wave plate is oriented toward zero). The arm cavity circulating power for
these plots was set to 850 kW, all other parameters are as presented in table 5.1.
similar to a Sagnac interferometer, our proposal is closer to that proposed by Purdue and
Chen, the alternative polarisation is simply used as a storage mode. An advantage of the
design proposed here is that the existing infrastructure of the LIGO interferometers would
require minimal modification with changes only to the output optics and the Michelson
beam splitter with little coherent power incident on polarising optics.
5.6 Chapter summary
In this chapter we have explored a novel implementation of a speed meter interferometer
using polarisation modes of an arm cavity Michelson interferometer. By modifying the
topology of an advance detector such as LIGO, Virgo or KAGRA with polarisation optics
at its output port, it was shown that in principle such a detector could be modified to
beat the standard quantum limit below 100 Hz. This presents a significant advantage over
an unmodified detector such as the Advanced LIGO in the lossless limit as far as quantum
noise is concerned. In addition this analysis was extended to consider the possibility of
varying the degree of polarisation coupling, achieved by rotating the orientation of its
quarter-wave plate, as a way of tuning the speed-meter operating bandwidth. As shown
in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 this tuning resulted in a smooth transition from broadband speed
meter operation to signal extraction operation. This narrowing of the speed meters
bandwidth was associated with a much stronger correlation between the amplitude and
phase quadrature.
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As identified in the previous section, birefringence in the beam splitter is of significant
concern and would be of principle technical concern for any real implementation. A
more complete analysis of the polarisation speed meter would include losses and injected
squeezing. Finally a feasibility survey outlining necessary polarisation specifications
would better inform whether this design is a realistic implementation of a generation III
iteration of the LIGO interferometer.
Chapter 6
Development of Rigid Glass
Cavity OPO Squeezer
This chapter details the design, construction and first operation of a rigid glass
monolithic travelling-wave squeezer under vacuum. This work is motivated by
the exacting requirements demanded of squeezed state injection for advanced
and third generation interferometric gravitational wave detectors. A new gen-
eration of squeezed states sources with low intrinsic phase noise are needed.
Installation of such a device within the seismically and acoustically isolated
environment of suspended stages within a vacuum envelope is expected to
provide lower relative pointing and motion induced noise as well as reducing
intra-cavity length noise of the OPO.
This chapter details the development of a doubly resonant bow-tie OPO
prototype squeezer suitable to the task of in-vacuum operation. Further-
more, length stability of the cavity is addressed by constructing the OPO
cavity wholly of rigid ‘monolithic’ glass using optical contacting and epoxy
bonding. We demonstrate the operation of this complex non-linear device
under vacuum, realising 8.6 dB of measured vacuum squeezing generation
in the 10 Hz-10 kHz audio band. This is in preparation for future test
with an in-vacuum homodyne detection on an isolated stage as part of the
LIGO squeezed state injection e↵ort for advanced and future generation
interferometric gravitational wave detectors.
The work described in this chapter is reported in the following publica-
tion: Wade, A. R., Mansell, G. L., McRae, T. G., Chua, S. S. Y., Yap,
M. J., Ward, R. L., Slagmolen, B. J. J., Shaddock, D. A. & McClelland,
D. E., Optomechanical design and construction of a vacuum-compatible op-
tical parametric oscillator for generation of squeezed light. [In preparation]
https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1600005
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Figure 6.1: Constructed glass vacuum compatible OPO cavity with prototype crystal oven-mount.
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6.1 Why build a vacuum compatible bow-tie OPO?
Audio band continuous wave squeezing has been successfully applied in a number of
instances to interferometric gravitational wave detectors including the GEO600 detector
[64, 66], enhanced LIGO [123] and earlier on the prototype Caltech-40 m interferometer
[124]. Squeezing injection into the GEO600 detector (also ongoing) and later the LIGO-H1
detector demonstrated improvements to quantum shot noise performance of 3.5 dB and
2.1 dB respectively [66, 123] without significantly degrading signal to noise outside the
shot noise limited frequency bands. A new generation of improved interferometric type
gravitational wave detectors are presently in their commissioning phase. Detectors such
as the Advanced Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory (Adv. LIGO) [9],
Advanced Virgo [11] and KAGRA [12] are expected to reach their design sensitivity of
roughly 10 20m/
p
Hz at 100 Hz and will be limited by quantum noise across most of their
detection bands. Further improvements to shot noise performance in these instances will
require further increased arm cavity circulating power and/or the injection of squeezed
vacuum states in the place of detection port vacuum fields. Increasing circulating power to
improve shot noise limited signal-to-noise is an option significantly limited by absorption
induced thermal distortions of mirrors [141], scattered light [142] and by emergence of
parametric instabilities [143]. A squeezed light source is therefore a strong candidate
for prospective upgrades to Advanced LIGO given its relatively low impact to existing
infrastructure and the relative di culty of alternative routes that involve increases in
circulating power.
The reduced overall noise floors of the updated advanced detectors places more stringent
requirements on disturbances introduced by potential squeezing sub-systems than
previous detectors. The goal is improvement in absolute sensitivity. A range of ‘technical’
and fundamental noise floors limit the sensitivity of interferometric wave detectors over
di↵erent frequency bands of the detectors’ sensitivity range. For example, see the previous
Figure 2.6 for a break down of contributing noises predicted to limit the Advanced LIGO
detector sensitivity. The limits to the e↵ective sensitivity improvement from squeezing are
determined principally by: the degree of squeezing; the squeezed field coupling e ciency
in and out of the detector (total losses); the quadrature (phase) fluctuations that project
anti-squeezing into the measurement quadrature; and, the coupling of relative motion
via backscattered light. Together these couple environmental noise into the detection
channels of the interferometer, limiting the benefits of squeezed state injection. Much of
the environmentally induced disturbances coupling in through these channels originate
in the relative motion, pointing and cavity length noise of the OPO squeezer. Although
locking control loops o↵er some significant improvements to sensing and cancelling these
disturbances, they are subject to a number of bandwidth and lock point error limitations
[144, 145]. Passive isolation of this environmental noise from the squeezed vacuum
injection sub-system is essential for the best possible performance below the noise floors
of the instrument. For this reason installation of a squeezed light source within the
interferometer vacuum envelope on an isolated stage has been proposed as a way to
maximise the benefits of squeezing1 [146].
1This is in concert with improvements to coherent control loop error signal readout, and improvements
to alignment and mode-matching control.
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6.1.1 Squeezing, loss and phase noise
One of the largest limitations to realisable quantum noise enhancement in gravitational
wave detectors is loss. Continuous wave squeezed vacuum states are fragile. The fraction
of prepared squeezed state irreversibly out-coupled in a loss event is replaced with a
vacuum state (see §3.2.3), mixing uncorrelated vacuum fluctuations into the mode and
degrading its superior statistics. Further increasing the squeeze factor may recover some
degree of squeezing, however, this comes at the cost of significantly higher commensurate
anti-squeezing and reduced purity of the state. This has consequences for driving back-
action noise from the orthogonal quadrature. For frequency independent squeezing, the
presence of large amounts of anti-squeezing in GW instruments directly drives radiation
pressure driven back-action noise at lower frequencies [13, 116, 117]; this is a noise floor
not previously reached and was not a concern for the GEO600 and LIGO-H1 squeezing
test. This may be mitigated by frequency dependent rotation of squeezing ellipses, to
match the quadrature rotation of the instrument, using the dispersion of cavities [18,
125, 126, 147], a strategy that is expected to be feasible over the Advanced LIGO full
detection range of 10 Hz - 10 kHz [127]. However, reduced purity states with higher
relative levels of anti-squeezing create much more stringent phase noise requirements. For
these reasons minimising overall loss is desirable albeit di cult.
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Figure 6.2: Simplified schematic of key components of squeezing injection chain including an-
notated losses and power isolation a↵orded by various components. Loss values are drawn from
[146].
Losses are imparted by imperfect reflective surfaces, polarising optics (such as Faraday
isolators) and mismatch of spatial modes (mode matching) into and out of cavities. The
internal intra-cavity loss within an OPO type squeezer itself is a particularly sensitive
point of loss as the degree of defect is resonantly enhanced. However, with careful
design and selection of materials and components this can typically be limited to escape
e ciencies of 97-98.5% [133, 148] and may be as high as 99.4% in monolithic type designs
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[149]. In complex large scale devices, such as signal-recycled GW detectors, most of the
total accrued losses occur in the squeezing injection and out-coupled signal chains after
the OPO device. They may become large with backscatter isolating Faraday isolators and
imperfect spatial coupling to multiple coupled cavities – such as the arm cavities and the
output mode mode cleaner – contributing significantly to an over all loss value. Figure 6.2
schematically illustrates the points of loss and their estimated values for injection based
on values estimated in [146]. Although direct homodyne measurements of continuous
wave squeezing may achieve total detection e ciencies of 10% or better [133, 148, 149], in
the previously mentioned GEO600 and LIGO-H1 squeezing injection experiments losses
were estimated at 38% and 56% respectively [66, 123]. With careful refinement these
total aggregate losses may be markedly reduced.
Phase noise, or squeeze angle jitter, is another significant source of squeezing degradation.
When the squeezing angle fluctuates relative to the measured quadrature faster than the
measurement time, the anti-squeezing is projected into the measurement. This e↵ect
is exacerbated when the squeeze factor is increased at the OPO to compensate losses.
Although coherent control schemes, such as that of Vahlbruch et al. [131, 150], o↵er
suppression of phase noise, some residual jitter often remains as a result of lock point
errors and bandwidth limitations. Phase noise therefore leads to anti-squeezing directly
degrading the e↵ective squeezing.
A picture of the competing impact of loss and phase noise on the level of e↵ective squeezing
can be formed by combining the results of OPO noise variance (equations 3.142) and
the first order small angle approximation of Gaussian phase noise (equation 7.17). The
combined equations give the e↵ective noise variance in the squeezing quadrature,
VSQZ = 1 + 4⌘x
 
✓˜2
(!/a)2 + (1  x)2  
1  ✓˜2
(!/a)2 + (1 + x)2
!
, (6.1)
given a total detection e ciency ⌘ (where ⌘ = 1  Ltotal) and a root mean square (RMS)
quadrature fluctuation of ✓˜. Here x is the normalised non-linear coupling (fraction of OPO
threshold), ⌦ is the Fourier frequency of the squeezing sideband pairs and a is the cavity
field decay rate of the OPO as defined in equation 3.79. This expression gives the at-
tainable squeezing given losses and phase noise for a chosen non-linear coupling parameter.
At some optimal choice of x the e↵ective measured squeezing is minimised. There is a
trade-o↵ between the competing improvement due to higher initial squeezing and the
impact of the commensurate anti-squeezing entering the measurement from squeezing
angle jitter induced projections. The maximum attainable e↵ective squeezing is plotted
in Figure 6.3 where x optimised to form contours of maximum squeezing as a function
of total loss and RMS phase noise. It is assumed that Fourier frequencies of squeezing
applicable to GW detection are well within the OPO cavity line-width ( !a ! 0). Also
included in Figure 6.3 are the currently estimated attainable range of expected losses
(22-32%) as well as the range of projected losses expected to be attained in the near
future (9.6-15.8%) for injections into an Advanced LIGO like detector. These numbers
were drawn from a recent survey of prospective squeezed light source requirements and
limitations for Advanced LIGO detectors carried out by Oelker et al. [146].
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Figure 6.3: Contours of best possible squeezing as a function of total loses and phase noise. The
normalised gain parameter, x, (ratio of pump power to threshold), is optimised to give the best
possible reduction in quantum noise. Contours are decibels of noise below the quantum shot noise
level. Estimated current and near future projected losses were drawn from Oelker et. al. [146].
The upper boxes highlight the phase noise and loss performance reported for previous squeezing
injection in Enhanced LIGO [144] and the most recent quoted values for the ongoing GEO600
squeezing injection [151]. The lower boxes outline the expected requirements for a 6 dB Advanced
LIGO upgrade, a 10 dB (code-named) ‘Voyager’ LIGO installation and a variously named ambitious
15 dB nominal goal for a detector beyond that; these values are set out in the LIGO Instrument
Science White Paper [152].
Figure 6.3 also includes nominal target ranges for total loss and maximum phase noise
range for a 6 dB Advanced LIGO-plus upgrade, a 10 dB squeezing injection goal for the
next generation (code-named) ‘Voyager’ LIGO GW detector and a very distant future
(variously named) detector with an ambitious 15 dB nominal goal. These values are
drawn from the LIGO Instrument Science White Paper [152] and are based on maximum
expected achievable or tolerable ranges. A similar 10 dB goal for next generation detectors
is included in Einstein Telescope design goals and sensitivity estimates [153, 154]. For
reference, the contours of anti-squeezing generated in reaching either the 6 dB and 10 dB
e↵ective squeezing goal, given total losses and phase noise, are included in Figure 6.4.
The contour plots of Figure 6.4 show the blow out in orthogonal quadrature noise as the
degrading factors to e↵ective squeezing reduce the purity of state.
Figure 6.3 shows that with reducing losses and associated available higher squeezing the
requirements on the phase stability becomes more severe. To reach even the 6 dB quantum
noise enhancement, at the present levels of expected loss, RMS phase noise must less than
17 mrad. To reach the 10 dB nominal goal, losses must be reduced to 10% or lower
with a maximum allowable phase noise of 7 mrad. These are demanding requirements
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considering that both the GEO600 and LIGO-H1 injection experiments had total phase
noise contributions of 37 mrad [144, 151], with an estimated contribution (based on a direct
homodyne measurement) from the OPO in the LIGO-H1 case of 21± 6 mrad intrinsic to
the squeezer. Under ideal laboratory conditions, i.e. shielded from airflow and isolated
on floated tables, these squeezer devices still produce 9 mrad (measured) in the case of
the GEO600 OPA [155] and 11 mrad (measured) in the case of the prototype LIGO-H1
OPO [27] – this is still a substantial portion of the phase noise budget for a 6 dB goal and
outside the range tolerable for any 10 dB injection e↵ort. An inherently low phase noise
squeezing source will be required to attain significant improvements to quantum noise
through vacuum squeezed state injection going into the future.
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Figure 6.4: Contour plot of associated anti squeezing produced to reach set levels of delivered
squeezing as a function of total e↵ective loss and quadrature fluctuations. Here the desired level of
squeezing was fixed at 6 dB and 10 dB where e↵ective NL gain of the OPO was varied to reach the
desired level of squeezing given the loss and quadrature fluctuations and the contours of resulting
anti-squeezing are plotted as contours.
6.1.2 Reducing cavity length noise for a better squeezing source
Detuning of the OPO cavity a small amount away from its ideal resonance point results
in small shifts in the phase of the out-coupled fundamental squeezed quadrature. If the
simplifying assumptions applied for OPO cavity equations of §3.4.4 are relaxed to include
cavity detuning, an expression for quadrature rotation as a function of static detuning
may be formed. Solving equations 3.124a-b and computing the shift to first order about
the linear region of pump phase dependence for variance ( b = ⇡/2), the squeezing angle
as a function of cavity detuning is approximated as [145]:
d✓SQZ
d 
=
✓
1
2
dV/d 
dV/d b
◆    
 b=⇡/2, L=0
=
1
btotal
+
1
atotal(1 + x
2)
. (6.2)
where, again, x is the normalised non-linear coupling fraction of threshold (x = 1  1/pg,
where g is the classical parametric gain) and a,b are the cavity fundamental and pump
field decay rates of the OPO as defined in equation 3.79.
Coherent control schemes (see §7.2.3), such as that of Vahlbruch et al. [131, 150],
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use co-propagating RF o↵set control sidebands, that references the phase of the OPO
pump light, to provide an error signal to feed back and stabilise the relative phase
with the measurement device. Similar such schemes have been implemented in injection
experiments for GW detectors [66, 123] (see also, [64, 132, 151] for further developments).
However, residual phase fluctuations still exist. Di↵erences in intra-cavity phase sampled
by RF control sidebands in the OPO relative to its on-resonance field, lead to lock-point
errors driven by cavity length noise. Additionally, e↵ects in the interferometer such
as alignment o↵sets in the presence of higher order modes, allow the conversion of
alignment jitter into locking-point o↵sets2. Thus the relative motion between the OPO
and the interferometer fields as well as residual length noise of the OPO coupled from
direct mechanical disturbances (such as air flow and direct mechanical couplings in the
laboratory) are not completely cancelled by locking control loops. A squeezed light source
mounted in an inherently quiet environment, such as a suspended stage in vacuum,
o↵ers a way to isolate a squeezing subsystem from noise coupled from the surrounding
environment.
Cavity length noise within an OPO arises from mechanical couplings that enter the mirror
assembly and mounts. Although this detuning is largely sensed and suppressed using a
Pound-Drever-Hall lock [156], some residual length perturbations remain. Because the
cavity’s mechanical vibration frequencies are well below its optical line-width, their evo-
lution is adiabatic with respect to the cavity’s optical dynamics and the static detuning
model is su cient to approximate the translation of cavity length noise into phase noise.
A small shift in round trip length  L detunes the fundamental field by  a = ! L/L¯, where
L¯ is the on-resonance cavity length and ! is the fundamental laser frequency. Likewise the
pump harmonic field detuning is altered by  b = 2 a. Substituting this length induced
detuning into equation 6.2, the shift to first order for the squeezing angle as a function of
cavity length is approximated as
 ✓SQZ(t) =
✓
1
btotal
+
1
atotal(1 + x
2)
◆
! L(t)
L¯
. (6.3)
From this expression we may make predictions of the expected intrinsic phase noise of a
doubly resonant OPO source with knowledge of the cavity length noise.
For the parameters selected for the initial LIGO-H1 squeezing experiment, the OPO
generated 90 mrad per nanometer RMS length noise [144]. Cavity length fluctuations
above the coherent control loop bandwidth translate directly in this manner contributing
directly to RMS phase noise. The squeezing phase control loop bandwidth in the LIGO-H1
implementation was limited to 10 kHz due to potential instabilities induced by the arm
cavity dispersive response that phase shifts audio-band fluctuation components close to
each free spectral range [145]. Furthermore, those length fluctuations within the coherent
control loop bandwidth were only half suppressed. The intra-cavity phase sampled
by control sidebands, widely o↵set from OPO resonance by tens of MHz, experience a
di↵erential phase shift for the detuned cavity that di↵ered from the on-resonance squeezed
fields. The wide detuning of coherent sidebands is necessary to prevent contamination of
the OPO with coherent light at the fundamental frequency; seeding of the OPO can open
2See [144] and references therein for a detailed treatment squeezing quadrature fluctuations in GW
detectors.
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up potential audio-band noise couplings from a range of classical noise sources (see [101],
chapter 5). Thus a large portion of the length noise induced quadrature jitter is still
present even with coherent control implemented in gravitational wave detectors. Cavity
length noise is therefore a source of degradation not wholly cancellable by feedback
control because of bandwidth or lock point limitations.
The squeezing preparation optics for the LIGO-H1 test were mounted at some height
on a table grouted to the floor but only contained in a box primarily designed for dust
exclusion and stray beam containment, providing only limited isolation from air currents
and acoustic disturbance [27]. For the cavity length fluctuations measured at the time, the
estimated RMS quadrature fluctuations below 100 kHz were 24.6 ± 3 mrad [144]. These
factors notwithstanding, even under ideal conditions the phase noise is expected to be
too high for either 6 dB or 10 dB levels of injection when operated in air. These bow-tie
cavities were constructed with mirrors mounted in standard ‘o↵-the-shelf’ Newport
‘Suprema’ low drift 1/2” inch adjustable mounts bolted to a single piece aluminium block
[157]. Such a construction provides a relatively long term stable cavity alignment but is
susceptible to thermally induced cavity length changes and has limited rigidity compared
to non-adjustable fixed mirror mounting constructions or monolithically bonded reference
style cavities. The GEO600 hemilithic squeezer had a more compact linear cavity
assembly with the coupling mirror and crystal contained within a permanently bolted
(non-adjustable) assembly with a short 22.5 mm air gap [155]. This is a better de-
sign, in terms of length noise, but has poor intrinsic backscatter isolation (see next section).
An alternative design approach, the one adopted in this thesis work, was to build the OPO
cavity in a monolithic construction similar to the output mode cleaner (OMC) cavities
installed in the Advanced LIGO Michelson output chain. These OMC cavities consisted
of rectangular optical fused-silica prisms and 1/2” (12.7 mm) mirrors UV-epoxy bonded
with PZTs to mounting blocks that were in turn epoxy bonded to a large 450⇥ 150 mm
fused-silica breadboard. The permanently bonded mirror assembly formed a 1.132 m
(round trip) cavity with an ultra low thermal expansion and a length noise better than
1⇥10 15 m/pHz at 100 Hz and above when mounted with seismic and acoustic isolation
[158]. Length noise scaling of monolithic type cavities are known to scale as 1/
p
f below
100 Hz [159, 160], which leads to an expected upper bound for total RMS length noise
of order 10 12 m [146]. An OPO cavity constructed in a similar manner and housed in
an isolated vacuum environment is expected to yield similar length noise performance.
The selection criteria for cavity parameters are outlined over the course of the following
chapter. However, taking the parameters summarised in table 6.1 and substituting them
into equation 6.3 we arrive at a estimated length noise to phase noise transfer of 82.9±0.7
mrad/nm length RMS when operating the OPO at 75% of threshold power. This fraction
of threshold is su cient to reach the 6 dB e↵ective squeezing goal at 22% loss (the lower
bound of presently attainable total loss). Combining this with the estimated cavity RMS
length noise of a similarly construction to the OMC cavity, we should expect 0.08 mrad
of length noise induced quadrature jitter intrinsic to the squeezer. For this reason we
selected our primary candidate design as an all glass construction for our cavity, selecting
the same low noise models of PZTs and a similar glass breadboard and prism/mirror
design.
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6.1.3 Scatter and isolation
Backscattered light is a significant concern for an OPO installed at the dark port of a GW
detector. Imperfect isolation from the interferometer’s output Faraday isolator (OFI) leads
to a small fraction of carrier power undergoing a round trip along the squeezing injection
path and returning to the interferometer at its most sensitive point. Any motion of the
squeezing source relative to the interferometer modulates the phase of the returning light.
Fields of these parasitic interferometers contain frequency components of the squeezer
motion who’s sidebands interfere with and compete the gravitational wave signal. The
backscatter noise contribution is neatly expressed as a ratio of Relative Intensity Noise of
the scattered light (RINsc) relative to the quantum noise (RINqn). For small OPO motion
 zsc, compared to the carrier wavelength  , this is expressed as [145]
RINsc
RINqn
(f) = 4⇡ zsc(f)
r
⌘PDPsc
 hc
, (6.4)
where ⌘PD is the quantum e ciency of the detection photodiode, and, h and c are the
Planck constant and speed of light. The backscattered power, Psc, is the total power
that reaches the output photodetector after propagating the full round trip including any
isolating elements. Psc may be expressed in terms of the incident carrier power originating
from the detector Pinc and the isolation a↵orded by the round trip losses ⌘loss (e.g. Faraday
isolators) and the reflection coe cient of the OPO ROPO:
Psc = PincROPO⌘loss. (6.5)
Therefore the relative intensity noise scales directly proportional to the motion and as the
square root of scatter power: this means that reductions in RINsc from seismic isolation
of OPO motion o↵ers twice the e↵ective reduction in RINsc compared to equivalent rel-
ative reductions in optical power in decibels (dB) terms. In order to provide su cient
clearance below shot-noise and with enough margin to also ensure clearance from related
non-stationary up-converted e↵ects from scatter3, a rule of thumb requirement is to allow
for a factor of ten clearance for scatter RIN below quantum noise [146]
RINsc
RINqn
(f)  10
 s/20
10
=
⇢
1/20 (case 6dB SQZ)
1/32 (case 10 dB SQZ)
(6.6)
where s is the dB level of noise reduction made available by squeezing.
Estimates of the optical and motional isolation requirements for a squeezed light source
are informed by the expected displacement noise from various OPO mounting options.
Characteristic displacement noise spectra typically increase with reducing frequency, with
the lowest frequency components defining the upper bound for contributions to RINsc.
As the Advanced LIGO detection band extends down 10 Hz, we reference calculations
relative to length noise characterised at this point. Power incident from the interferometer
is assumed to be 100 mW with a detection PD e ciency of 99% [146]. For an OPO
mounted directly on an optics table in air, similar to squeezer injection preparation
optics for the LIGO-H1 test, motion is expected to be on the order of 10 9m/
p
Hz
3These arise from non-linear couplings within the instrument that up-convert low frequency noise into
the most sensitive regions of the instrument’s frequency range, see [161] and references therein.
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at 10 Hz [162, 163]. To reach a RIN a factor 10 below quantum noise level for the 6
dB e↵ective squeezing case this would require optical power reduction of 1/1014.5 or
145 dB of optical isolation (149 dB isolation for the 10 dB squeezing case): this is a
demanding requirement. On the other hand, mounting the OPO on the seismically
isolation platforms within the Advanced LIGO vacuum envelope provides a degree of
motional isolation, reducing the displacement noise to order 10 11m/
p
Hz at 10 Hz
[163]. Thus a mounting within this seismically isolated environment would reduce the
optical isolation requirements to 105 dB for 6 dB squeezing (109 dB for the case of 10 dB
e↵ective squeezing). A step further would be to also suspend the OPO assembly from a 1
Hz pendulum, thereby reducing motion at 10 Hz by about another decade bringing the
isolation requirements to 85 dB for 6 dB squeezing or (89 dB isolation for 10 dB squeezing).
In principle the optical isolation requirements could be met by cascaded Faraday isolators.
However, each stage of this kind of isolation is lossy and degrades the e↵ective squeezing.
This is undesirable. Instead significant isolation may be provided by building the OPO
cavity in a travelling wave design which o↵ers an estimated 50 dB (ROPO = 10 5)
of intrinsic isolation [86]. The promptly reflected spurious light from the OPO front
coupler is spatially separated by its angle of incidence and dumped. By entering in the
counter-propagating mode, the fraction of spurious light entering the cavity is significantly
impeded from being parametrically amplified in the presence of the pump light4. Linear
cavity OPOs by contrast are over-coupled cavities where a significant portion of promptly
reflected light is reflected at normal incidence, directly back into the squeezing mode. The
remainder enters the cavity, co-propagating with the pump, to be potentially amplified by
the non-linear parametric process. All the spurious light incident on the OPO expected
to return (ROPO   1, with intra-cavity amplifying e↵ects). A disadvantage of bow-tie
travelling wave cavities is that the increased number of necessary optical elements
increases the intra-cavity round trip loss. However, significant developments in the
engineering of double resonant type designs in the last decade have led to optimisation of
pump and fundamental resonant enhancements that deliver satisfactory escape e ciencies
(⇠ 0.98) at reasonable input pump threshold power levels (see §6.4 and similar previous
work carried out in [26, 27, 101]). The trade o↵ of a very small reduction in OPO
escape e ciency for 50 dB of intrinsic backscatter isolation is a good one, removing
the need for an additional Faraday isolator (with up to 20 dB to spare) that may have
a loss of up to 3% on each pass. This is why we have selected and built a bow-tie type OPO.
Limiting the number of squeezing path isolators to one for reasons of loss (in addition
to the interferometer’s output Faraday isolator), two scenarios are viable [146]. With
30 dB of isolation from the interferometer’s output isolator mounting the OPO on the
LIGO isolated stage within vacuum requires an additional squeezed path isolator (of
30 dB isolation) to reach the order of RIN reduction needed for 1/20 (6 dB squeezing)
requirement. Alternatively, if the OPO were mounted on an additional 1 Hz pendulum
mount, reductions in relative motion would make removal of this squeezing path isolator
possible. In both cases, a bow-tie OPO is necessary and in vacuum mounting essential to
meet the basic isolation requirements demanded of a Advanced LIGO squeezing injection
sub-system. In vacuum operation for an OPO vacuum squeezed source will be essential
4Some forward scattering may occur as a result of defects in cavity optics, however this is a second
order e↵ect. See [85] for measurements of this e↵ect and also references therein.
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for squeezed light upgrades for Advanced LIGO and beyond.
In summary, the following requirements are expected to be met by building a vacuum
compatible doubly resonant bow-tie travelling-wave OPO with a monolithic glass cavity
construction:
• A rigid glass cavity with inherently low length noise will be an inherently low phase
noise source for quadrature squeezed states with a estimated RMS phase noise of
0.1 mrad or less based on existing specifications for the LIGO OMC. By having an
inherently low noise source, a portion of the coherent control lock point errors are
avoided, reducing the expected contribution to the injection phase noise budget;
• The vacuum compatibility of such a devices allows for mounting on isolation stages
within the LIGO vacuum envelope, lowering mechanical couplings that might drive
cavity length noise and reducing relative motion of the squeezing injection sub-
system, lowering the scatter relative intensity noise by at least a factor 100;
• The inherent optical scatter isolation a↵orded by a travelling wave bow-tie type
cavity is expected to provide on the order of 50 dB intrinsic isolation lowing the
scatter induced relative intensity noise by an order of 25 dB;
• combining these characteristics and the fact that doubly resonant OPOs o↵er high es-
cape e ciency by design, despite increase optical surfaces, means that fewer Faraday
type optical isolators are required, making a scatter light isolated squeezed source
path and low degradation of state from lossy mitigating isolation optics.
6.2 The new glass OPO design
By pursuing a design path similar to the already developed Advanced LIGO OMC
cavities [158], there are expected to be fewer unknowns in the development of the all glass
type cavity. Many of the existing breadboard assembly mounting options, PZT noise
estimates and qualifications for high LIGO vacuum suitability are already met by using
parts qualified as part of the OMC design. We therefore pursued this development path
with the addition of new non-linear OPO cavity elements such as a vacuum compatible
temperature controlled crystal mount. We also trial the uses of a cement-less (i.e. not
epoxied) optical contacting method for attaching optical prisms to the highly polished
fused silica breadboard. Strategies were developed for contacting elements in the correct
place with a combination of masking and fine micrometer adjustment during liquid
assisted optical contacts.
New and unique problems arose from the in vacuum operation requirements. A vacuum
compatible temperature controlled crystal mount was required to fit on top of the fused
silica breadboard; previously these were mounted beneath the CNC-milled aluminium
mounting block and most such assemblies used non-vacuum compatible heat conducting
pastes to ensure fast transfer of heat. Similarly, new challenges arose from free space
intra-cavity dispersion shift when air was removed from around the OPO. Careful
attention to tuning the cavity’s doubly resonant condition in anticipation was required,
details of this are outlined in §6.5. Also, the choice of optical contacting as a construction
technique made it necessary to understand the required alignment tolerates as the fixing
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of mirror positions was permanent once the process was begun. Alignment tolerances and
construction is summarised in §6.7 and §6.8.
A parameter search for setting lengths, mirror curvatures, primary non-linear crystal
waists and opening angles of the bow-tie was started based on previous OPO parameters
selected for the LIGO-H1 bow-tie squeezer [26, 27]. A basic sketch of factors constraining
cavity parameter selection is given in §6.3 and §6.4. This was based on physical
dimensions of the components and requirements for performance. A final summary of
selected parameters is included in Table 6.1 for reference. The final design consisted
of two 0.5” (12.7 mm) -50 mm curved mirrors along with one flat HR mirror and one
partially reflective input coupler epoxied to 25⇥20⇥10 mm mounting prisms that were in
turn optically contacted to a highly polished 450⇥ 150⇥ 41 mm fused silica breadboard.
The dimensions of these components and their arraignment are drawn to scale in Figure
6.9. The following sections, in the remainder of this chapter, detail the design choices,
construction and first operation in vacuum.
Table 6.1: In vacuum glass optical parametric oscillator cavity parameters
Cavity Parameter Symbol Value
Fundamental Wavelength  a 1064 nm
Second Harmonic (Pump) Wavelength  b 532 nm
Cavity round trip length L 0.345 m
Free spectral range FSR 849 MHz
Finesse (1064 nm) F1064 37
Finesse (532 nm) F1064 17.6
Curved mirror radius of curvature ROC -50 mm
Cavity linewidth fundamental (pump)  ⌫1064 ( ⌫532) 23 Mhz (48 MHz)
Waist size within crystal (1064 nm) w0(1064) 30.0 µm
Waist size within crystal (532 nm) w0(532) 21.2 µm
Out-coupled sag. and tang. waist at 1064 nm wout,s(1064),wout,t(1064) (205.4s, 193.0t) µm
In-out coupler reflectivity fundamental (pump) Rin-out 0.845 (0.700)
Total intra-cavity loss fundamental (pump) T l1064 (T
l
532) 0.0037 (0.046)
Escape E ciency ⌘esc 0.9851± 0.0009
Threshold power Pthr 157± 4 mW
Non-linear coupling strength ✏ 1016± 26 s 1/2
6.3 Optimising cavity geometry parameters
In order to achieve a good non-linear interaction within the OPO cavity, su cient local
focusing of the intra-cavity Gaussian fundamental and pump fields must be achieved
to induce a second order non-linearity within the non-linear crystal. Suitable cavity
geometry (lengths and mirror radii) must then be chosen to establish a stable cavity
eigenmode with suitably strong focusing at one of the bow-tie’s two waists. An outline of
the ABCD matrix methods used in these calculations can be found in appendix A.
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Optimal non-linear interaction is a balance between producing a su ciently tight cavity
waist, to have optimal intensity in the non-linear crystal, whilst being not so tight as to
generate a beam that diverges too quickly, creating only a small interaction region along
the length of the crystal. A rule of thumb scaling is that within a Rayleigh range of the
waist the non-linear conversion e ciency scales as the square of the propagation distance,
beyond this it scales linearly for the remainder of the length of the crystal (see [92], §8.3):
therefore, the focus should be set such that the Rayleigh length is on the order of half
the crystal length. The ideal waist size can be found by using the methods outlined by
Boyd and Kleinman [164]. The optimal compromise between these two regimes is when
the Gaussian beam waist is set such that the ratio of crystal length to Rayleigh range is
LKTP/2z0 = 2.84. We selected a waist of ⇠30µm (at 1064 nm) based on the previous ANU
prototype OPO reported waist for our identical 10 mm PPKTP crystal [26]. Balancing
this primary crystal Gaussian waists against the stability of the intra-cavity modes requires
careful selection of cavity lengths and mirror curvatures.
6.3.1 Choosing cavity parameters: considerations
We desired to build a resonator that was compact, of manageable beam stability and that
delivered a fundamental (pump) waist of 30µm (21.2µm) within the PPKTP crystal.
Because of the relatively tight waist requirements, the balance between beam focusing
within the crystal and stability was a delicate one. Another practical consideration was
the physical footprint of the optically contacted glass mounting blocks, to which the 1/2
inch (12.7 mm) mirrors are glued. Unlike L-shaped mounts used in a number of previous
bow-tie build examples [26, 27, 145], the glass mounting prisms could not be oriented
in such a way as to leave the inner edge of the mirrors without obstruction. Su cient
separation about the 20 mm wide prisms was needed to provide 10 mm clearance from
the centre of the beam plus some extra margin. These constraints formed the primary
parameters for optimising the cavity geometry.
The opening angle of the bow-tie needed to be su ciently small to keep cavity mode
astigmatism to a minimum without making the clearance of physical components
impractical. As indicated in Table A.1, the e↵ective curved mirror radius of curvature
(ROC) di↵ers by cos2 ✓ between the horizontal and vertical planes, changing the e↵ective
cavity waist in each. In previous examples of earlier bow-tie OPO cavities a 6  angle of
incident to curved mirrors was satisfactory for cavity mode astigmatism [26]. The bow-tie
was therefore selected to have an opening angle of 12 , just large enough to accommodate
practical build considerations, such as fitting mirrors and their mounting blocks in, but
small enough to be expected to provide a non-astigmatic primary waist.
Fixing the size of the bow-tie opening angle imposes some minimum and maximum sepa-
ration distances for the two curved mirrors. An illustration of the bow-tie configuration
and labels of the various mirror separations and waist positions are shown in Figure 6.5.
In order for the intra-cavity beam to clear the 5 mm wide PPKTP non-linear crystal,
when fully translated into the cavity, a minimum curved mirror separation of
LCurve
(Min)
= 2
dKTP
tan ✓
+ LKTP = 2
5 mm
tan 12 
+ 10 mm ⇡ 57 mm (6.7)
is required. Here dKTP is the PPKTP crystal depth of translation and LKTP is the length
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Figure 6.5: Labelled bow-tie cavity (not to scale) showing the configuration of the bow-tie ar-
rangement with lengths parameters labelled as defined in §6.3.1. These define the lengths between
mirrors and mirrors labelled M1 to M4 in order from the input coupler.
of the crystal. The absolute maximum is set by by the dimensions of the glass contacting
blocks and mirror components,
LCurve
(Max)
= LFlat separation   wGlass Block   wPZT   2wMirror (6.8)
⇡ LFlat separation   25 mm,
where the glass block is 10 mm wide, PZT is 2 mm thick and the two mirrors are 6.35
mm thick. These limits represent the hard limit to curved mirror separation and must be
given an additional margin in practice.
Another constraint factor for the separation of the flat and curved mirrors is the cavity’s
geometric stability. Paraxial elements contained within our bow-tie cavity are wholly real
(Table A.1) making the cavity stable for a round trip matrix trace of  1 < m < 1, where
m is real. The round trip ABCD matrix for the primary (in crystal) waist is given by
Mrt(primary) = M
(prop)
LKTP/2
M (int)1,nKTPM
(prop)
(Lc LKTP)/2M
(CM)
Re
M (prop)Lcf1 M
(prop)
Lf
. . .
M (prop)Lcf2 M
(CM)
Re
M (prop)(Lc LKTP)/2M
(int)
nKTP,1
M (prop)LKTP/2 (6.9)
where Re = Rcos✓ is the e↵ective (tangential) ROC for curved mirrors of radius R at
incident angle ✓. The cavity dimensions are that of: the crystal length, LKTP; the curved
mirror separation, Lc; the flat mirror separation, Lf; and, the distances from curved to
flat mirrors, Lcf1 and Lcf2, given by
Lcf1 = Lcf2 =
Lf + Lc
2 cos ✓
, (6.10)
assuming the cavity is symmetric.
To determine an appropriate range of radius of curvature choices for the focusing mirrors
(M3 and M4) we solve for the locus of points for which the cavity is at its stability limits.
Here we use the cavity round trip matrix Mrt(prime), as defined in equation 6.9, and solve
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Figure 6.6: Plot showing the range of bowtie cavity lengths and curved mirror ROC for which
the cavity is stable. Here the maximum and minimum lines of stability are plotted for the radius
of curvature (ROC) verses the curved mirror separation for a range of flat mirror separations.
The shade regions show the length and ROC that are excluded by the physical footprint of the
components. The upper labelled lines are the m = +1 upper limit of stability for di↵erent flat
mirror separations, where as the m =  1 confocal limit of stability is the same for all flat mirror
separations. Together the remaining white area is that which supports stable eigen modes also
unobstructed by elements that might clip the beam.
equation A.9 for m = ±1 (its edges of stability). In Figure 6.6 the flat mirror separation
(Lf) is fixed for a number of test values and the curved mirror separation (Lc) is plotted
as a function of curved mirror radius of curvature. Figure 6.6 shows that the lower bound
on stability, for minimum separation of curved mirrors, is universally set by the curved
mirror separation only. This is the limit in which the primary cavity waste is a collimated
beam focused from the far field and is independent of flat mirror separation. The upper
limit to stability is defined by the available flat mirror propagation distance.
Also superposed on the plot is the minimum curve mirror separation imposed by clipping
of the fully translated crystal (dotted line, Equation 6.7): the intersect with the m =  1
line at 52 mm places an indicative lower bound on choices of radius of curvature that
may produce stable cavities without clipping. Slightly smaller ROC of M3 and M4 are of
course possible but reduce the available range of curve mirror separations and place the
m = 0 (maximum stability point) closer to the point at which it may begin to clip the
PPKTP 5⇥ 10.5⇥ 1 mm3 crystal.
A -50 mm radius of curvature was chosen as the nearest round number for the curved
mirrors. This value gives the tightest possible focusing within the limits set by the bow-tie
opening angle and crystal clearance and therefore will minimise the overall footprint size
of the cavity. Choice of the flat mirror separation principally a↵ects the upper bound of
the cavity’s stability range and may also be chosen to reach the desired waist situated
at the cavity’s maximum stability point m = 0. The upper dotted line represents the
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locus of minimum separation of the two flat mirrors (M1 and M2) given curved mirror
separation, Equation 6.8, needed for su cient clearance about the mounting prisms. A
flat mirror (M1 and M2) separation of 110 mm is about the largest tolerable length before
footprints of the mirror-prism elements begin to impinge on each other.
Figure 6.7 shows the primary (crystal) waist derived from Mrt(prime) and equation A.4
plotted as a function of the curved and flat mirror separation. Also superposed is the
line of maximum stability found by solving for m = 0 condition. Again the clearance
imposed by clipping is shaded to indicate the possible range of viable parameters. The
required waist of 30µm is achieved at flat mirror separation of 110 mm (which fits within
the stability range in Figure 6.6) where the ideal curved mirror separation is 60.4mm
at its most stable point (m = 0). Thus we arrive at a full set of dimensions and ROC
specifications for a stable bow-tie cavity with a 12  opening angle and su cient clearance
about physical elements to avoid beam clipping. A full to scale illustration of cavity with
parameters above can be found in Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.7: Plot of cavity waist for a curved mirror ROC of -50 mm as a function of both curved
mirror separation (Lc) and flat mirror separation (Lf ). Superposed on the plot is the locus of
points representing maximum stability, m = 0 (red dotted line). Also shaded on the plot are the
constraints placed by clearance required around the crystal and the mounting prisms for beam
clipping and the physical footprint of components (see Equations 6.7 and 6.8). A waist of 30µm is
achieved for a choice of 110 mm flat-flat (M1 and M2) separation.
As a final check it is important to note the degree of astigmatism produced by the cavity,
given the above selected parameters. The objective is to minimise astigmatism in the
primary waist at the expense of the secondary waist which may be corrected once coupled
out of the cavity. Computing the secondary waist round trip paraxial matrix starting at
the plane of the secondary waist position,
Mrt(secondary) = M
(prop)
Lf/2
M (prop)Lcf2 M
(CM)
Re
M (prop)(Lc LKTP)/2M
(Int)
nKTP,1
. . .
M (prop)LKTP M
(Int)
1,nKTP
M (prop)(Lc LKTP)/2M
(CM)
Re
M (prop)Lcf1 M
(prop)
Lf/2
, (6.11)
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the cavity waists and stability may be computed as a function of curved mirror separation
for cavity parameters selected above. Using selected cavity parameters summarised in
Table 6.1, the cavity’s tangential and sagittal waists are plotted in figure 6.8. Computed
values for waist sizes at the mid-point between the peak stability of the two planes at
the primary (crystal) waist are (30.2s, 29.9t) µm in the (sagittal, tangential) planes. The
secondary waist was found to have (205.4s, 193.0t) µm at this mid-point. Evidently the
waist sizes are well matched in the primary (in crystal) waist with some astigmatism in
the secondary waist. The squeezed beam coupled out of the cavity is therefore slightly
astigmatic, having the same mode as the secondary waist at an identical distances beyond
the input-output coupler. This waist mismatch may lead to mode mismatch to the modes
and fields of measurement devices it is coupled into and must be corrected for ideal mode
matching.
All of the above results were modelled in OptoCad, a ray tracing and Gaussian TEM00
mode propagation package [165], based on the above criteria in agreement with the above
results. The cavity parameters were based on the assumption that the cavity is always
operated with the non-linear crystal installed. Clearly, as Figure 6.6 shows, the range of
mirror separations for which the cavity is stable is a narrow (8-10 mm) and this will not
be stable if the crystal is removed. A 10 mm, n ⇡ 1.89, crystal adds the equivalent of 8.8
mm in length. A cavity that would meet stability with crystal in and out would be at the
boundaries of stability in both instances.
6.4 Selecting mirrors: cavity coupling rates, threshold
power and the doubly resonant cavity
There are a number of advantages to implementing an OPO cavity that is doubly resonant.
This is discussed at length in [26, 27, 166], the following are the key advantages:
• a reduction in pump field power requirements with resonant enhancement increasing
the power within the intra-cavity 532 nm field;
• cavity eigenmodes that have a guaranteed spatial overlap between the pump and
fundamental. The ratio of waist sizes between the two fields within the non-linear
crystal is also an ideal
p
2, maximising the non-linear conversion between fundamen-
tal and pump, see Boyd and Kleinman [164];
• with good geometric design, resonant enhancement of the pump may also help min-
imise the presence of other HOM (by mode cleaning). These may potentially drive
generation of squeezing in HOM and may also lead to additional photo-thermal
noise at high circulating powers. Removal of these HOM may otherwise require the
addition of a pre-mode cleaner for the pump light before the OPO;
• the resonating pump field may be used for the generation of a cavity resonance
readout error signal, avoiding the need for any auxiliary control fields close the
fundamental wavelength and in modes that may contaminate the otherwise vacuum
seeded squeezing.
The combination of these factors make a doubly resonant cavity an attractive option,
so long as intra-cavity dispersion can be compensated for to ensure both wavelengths
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Figure 6.9: To scale drawing of cavity with comparison to build. Dimensions and views of the
mounting prism are given showing a beam heigh set to 15 mm height.
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share the same cavity resonance length (see §6.5). Care must also be taken to ensure
that resonantly enhanced intra-cavity pump fields are moderate to prevent photo-thermal
e↵ects associated with absorption that may damage the non-linear material or drive
system instabilities driven by crystal temperature fluctuations.
As we were implementing a modified coherent control scheme that did not require the
injection of an auxiliary beam through a mirror other than the output coupler (see §7.2.3),
it was possible to build an OPO with HR mirrors in all but one input-output coupler
mirror. An advantage of this configuration was that intra-cavity losses were limited to
defects of the components and not the partial transmissivity of a mirror from which no
useful squeezing could be extracted. Design choices for the selection of mirrors amounted
to choosing suitable reflective coating for the input-output coupler to give the optimal
reflectance in 1064 nm and 532 nm given the expected losses, available pump light and
desired level and purity of vacuum quadrature squeezing.
6.4.1 Quantum e ciency
The reflectivities of the input-output coupler mirror at the fundamental and harmonic
(pump) wavelengths must be chosen to meet the design requirements to which the following
matters are pertinent: that the escape e ciency (ratio of out-coupling to total losses) is
maximised and that the input pump power is resonantly enhanced to minimise the required
input pump power. As was introduced in §3.4.6, the escape e ciency of the OPO is the
ratio of the out-coupling rate ain-out to total fundamental field decay rate 
a = ain-out+
a
loss
and is given by
⌘esc =
ain-out
a
. (6.12)
It is a measure of the cavity’s total e↵ective quantum e ciency and must be high (i.e.
on the order of 0.98) to deliver acceptable levels of squeezing in an Advanced LIGO
installation. Intra-cavity losses degrade the purity of the intra-cavity squeezed states and
reduce the relative available squeezing of the out-coupled fields (relative to the available
non-linear gain). Because the bow-tie cavity has more HR and AR surfaces than many
other monolithic, haemolytic and linear cavity designs, it is expected to have a higher
relative intra-cavity loss. This loss can be a significant limiting factor to the OPO’s final
realisable squeezing performance. Selecting low loss materials and components improves
e ciency to a point, see equation 7.19. Further improvements in escape e ciency are to
be found by increasing the out-coupling rate, ain-out, from the cavity. Escape e ciency
is plotted as a function of input coupler reflectivity in Figure 6.10(d) for an estimated
expected intra-cavity fundamental round trip loss of 0.19%. However, this improvement of
squeezing purity is accompanied by a concomitant reduction in the resonant enhancement
of the non-linear interaction at the fundamental wavelength. The reduced finesse of the
cavity means that higher intra-cavity pump powers are required to reach the same cavity
threshold pump power. This means lower squeezing for the same available power.
By resonantly enhancing the pump field within the cavity, additional intra-cavity pump
field is made available to strengthen the non-linear interaction and counteract increases
in the fundamental decay rate. The required input power needed to reach threshold
may therefore be kept fixed by balancing the reductions in input coupler fundamental
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Figure 6.10: Set of OPO characteristic parameters as a function input-output cavity coupler
reflectivities assuming a cavity length of 0.345 m, round trip losses of 0.19% at 1064 nm and 4.6%
at 532 nm, non-linear interaction strength ✏ = 1090.5 s 1 and a squeezing operating power of 105
mW. The same scale and axes are aligned across the plots so that the eye may trace out lines of
comparison. Panelwise: (a) the required pump power needed to reach the threshold of the OPO as
a function of coupler reflectivities, plotted as contours in increments of 50 mW; (b) the attainable
vacuum squeezing (assuming zero phase noise) as a function of coupler reflectivities plotted as
contours for an input pump power fixed at 105 mW; (c) the intra-cavity circulating pump power
required to reach the OPO threshold as a function of fundamental reflectivity (this is not the
incident power); (d) the escape e ciency as a function of the output coupler 1064 nm reflectivity.
reflectivity (to improve escape e ciency) with increases in reflectivity at the pump
wavelength.
The OPO input threshold power (equation 3.132) and estimated squeezing (equation
3.140) were computed as a function input coupler fundamental and harmonic reflectivity
and are shown together in Figure 6.10. The intra-cavity threshold power and cavity
escape e ciency share the same scale and and have the same estimations of loss and
non-linear interaction strength.
Figure 6.10a shows the contours of constant input power required to reach threshold,
which may be traced along to keep the input pump power requirements constant. The
contour plot shows a strong dependence of input threshold power with respect to the
fundamental reflectivity, with a weaker but su ciently workable dependence on second
harmonic enhancement. Using the same parameters Figure 6.10(b) shows the expected
squeezing produced for the OPO operated at a sub-threshold power of 105 mW, the
contours follow the shape of the threshold (given that the degree of non-linear gain scales
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as the proportion of available pump power to threshold) with the additional impact
of loss and escape e ciency on the realisable squeezing available at the output of the
OPO. With a knowledge of the amount of available harmonic pump power (maximum
200 mW, in the case of this experiment’s commercial Innolight SHG unit) an input
threshold power may be selected and its contour traced to select a combination of
couplings that meet the squeezing and escape e ciency requirements. As a useful guide
the escape e ciency and intra-cavity power were also plotted (figure 6.10(c)-(d)) and
show that there is no significant improvement in the quantum e ciency of the device
below 0.8 fundamental reflectivity, for the estimated losses, and further reductions lead to
exponentially increasing intra-cavity power that may become problematic from absorption
driven photo-thermal e↵ects.
An input coupler, a flat super-polished mirror coated by Laseroptik, was selected that
had a specified reflectivity of 0.7 at 532 nm and 0.85 at 1064 nm for 6  incidence. The
optic had dimensions 12.7 mm ⇥ 6.35 mm (0.5”) with AR coatings on the opposite side
for both 1064 nm and 532 nm. Tracing a along the pump power contours of 6.10(a), we
should expect a required threshold power of 150 mW with an escape e ciency of 0.988
given the assumed losses. This threshold power was larger than that of the OPO build of
Stefszky [26]. This was largely attributable to lengthening of the cavity to 0.345 m and
the fact that focus of the waist within the crystal delivered a slightly di↵erent estimated
non-linear e↵ective coupling strength.
A choice of 85% fundamental reflectivity leads to a fundamental cavity line-width of 23.3
MHz (for the given 0.345 m cavity length selected in §6.3.1) whilst the pump wavelength
reflectivity of 70% gives a 54.7 MHz line-width in 532 nm. Coherent control sidebands
for the experiment were set at 29.8 MHz, as an already establish electronic scheme was
available. With the design parameters of the cavity the interaction of the injected control
sidebands was well outside the cavity fundamental line-width, minimising the size of
these sideband components circulating within the cavity. Su cient overlap of at the
pump line-width ensured adequate non-linear interaction with the coherent sideband
fields whilst keeping the 532 nm line-width narrow enough to produces an e↵ective
Pound-Drever-Hall locking error signal to lock cavity length [156]. A full list of selected
and derived cavity parameters is given in Table 6.1.
The remaining mirrors selected were all HR/AR coated mirrors in both 1064 nm and
532 nm. One of these (M2) was a Laseroptik HR coated for 6  at 1064/532 nm (12.7
mm ⇥ 3 mm). The remaining curved focusing mirrors (M3 and M4) were custom made
for  50mm radius of curvature and coated HR/AR for 6  at 1064/532 nm on 12.7
mm ⇥ 6.35 mm substrates. Together this provided the necessary focusing and resonant
enhancement to form an operational bow-tie OPO.
6.5 Calibrating dispersion shifts and moving into vacuum
In order to operate the cavity as a doubly resonant configuration both the fundamental
and harmonic (pump) wavelengths must accrue the same phase on undergoing a round trip
of the cavity. Intra-cavity dispersion is introduced by mirror coatings, the PPKTP non-
linear crystal and by air. Figure 6.11 shows schematically the relative phase accrued for
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the round trip propagation of fields where length is such that green pump field undergoes a
2⇡-evolution and is resonant. Propagation in a dispersive material gives rise to an accrued
phase di↵erence between wavelengths of
   =  pump    fund = 2⇡ L2 b (2npump   nfund   1) , (6.13)
where  b is the pump wavelength, npump is the pump refractive index, nfund is the funda-
mental refractive index and L is the length of the material that displaces otherwise free
space propagation. If the material is placed within a resonator and the round trip phase
of one wavelength, say the pump, is fixed to modulo-2⇡ (on resonance) then the relative
phase of the fundamental field becomes
 fund = 2⇡
✓
Lnfund
2 b
  L
2 b
  L(npump   1)
2 b
◆
= 2⇡
L
2 b
 n, (6.14)
where  n = npump nfund is the dispersion induced di↵erence in refractive index between
the wavelengths. Di↵erences in refractive indexes between the pump and fundamental
wavelengths lead to cavity optical fields that do not necessarily share the same resonance
length. When fundamental and harmonic fields do not co-resonate, the non-linear
interactions and pump power are interferometrically suppressed reducing the non-linear
gain and the associated strength of squeezing. This is undesirable.
A
A’
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FG
H E
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Figure 6.11: Schematic representation of the relative evolution of intra-cavity field phasors as the
two wavelengths propagate a round trip about a generic travelling wave cavity with a non-linear
element installed. With the cavity held to resonance at the pump (green, 532 nm) wavelength the
fundamental (red, 1064 nm) field accrues an additional phase and is o↵ resonance.
For the vacuum OPO, dispersion introduced at atmosphere by air is removed when placed
in vacuum, necessitating a calibration before operation when moving between these con-
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ditions. A standard model for the dispersion of air is that of Ciddor [167],
nair   1 = 0.05792105
238.0185    2 +
0.00167917
57.362    2 , (6.15)
where   in this case is in units of micrometers (µm) and conditions are standard dry
air at 450 ppm CO2, 101 325 Pa and 15 C. With a small correction to lab temperature
21 C the harmonic-fundamental dispersion is  n = 4.1517⇥ 10 6. Over the 0.335 m free
space round trip propagation of the cavity, equation 6.14 gives a shift in the fundamental
field equivalent to 1.3 free spectral ranges of the cavity (2.6 FSRs of green in length
terms). When moved to vacuum the same cavity fundamental mode is shifted back 1.3
FSRs when the green is held locked to resonance. Figure 6.12 shows the shift in the 1064
nm fundamental resonances along with the associated reduction of squeezing when the
cavity’s dispersion is shifted from air to vacuum.
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Figure 6.12: Dispersion shift due to air/vacuum change overlaid with phase matching inferred
from single pass up-conversion test: Phase matching data (circles) and theoretical curve (solid
black line), with theoretical curves for the fundamental field resonance when tuned for air (dashed
red) and vacuum (dashed blue), and available squeezing (solid red and blue). All curves plotted
as a function of non-linear crystal temperature. For all curves, the pump field is considered to be
held on resonance in the cavity.
6.5.1 Compensating intra-cavity dispersion
To bring the wavelengths to the same round trip phase condition additional dispersion
must be introduced into the cavity to compensate. In the past this was most simply
achieved for singly-resonant cavities by tuning the temperature of non-linear crystals,
making use of their temperature dependent dispersion [99, 168]. Unfortunately this also
a↵ects the phase matching condition of the non-linear material, reducing the non-linear
interaction strength significantly.
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An alternative approach taken is the introduction of additional propagation length
through a material of strong dispersion. Early iterations of doubly resonant OPO and
SHG cavities made use of a dispersion plate (typically BK7) inserted into the intra-cavity
field and angled to increase its propagation length according to the correction needed
[168–170]. However, this method introduces additional AR/AR surfaces that increase the
intra-cavity loss thus reducing the cavity escape e ciency. The additional element also
reduces the forward to reverse backscatter rejection ratio so important to the bow-tie
cavity selection over linear cavities [85].
Instead we implement a wedged non-linear crystal design, first adopted for second har-
monic generation cavities [171], where the unpolled region at the end of the crystal is so
cut as to introduce a variable propagation length when translated into the cavity. This
approach for OPOs was proposed by McKenzie and Grosse [101, 168] and adopted early
in the development of double resonant bow tie OPOs for testing in LIGO H1 [26, 27]. It
avoids introducing additional lossy interfaces and simplifies the number of required compo-
nents. With a wedging angle of 1.15  and bulk KTP di↵erence in refractive index between
harmonic and fundamental field of  nKTP = 1.8868 1.8296 = 0.0572 [103], equation 6.14
can be rearranged to give to give the crystal’s lateral translation, dtranslate, per full 1064
nm FSR
dtranslate =
2 b
 nKTP✓Wedge
⇡ 0.90mm (6.16)
or 5 full resonances across the crystal’s full 5 mm width.
Table 6.2: Reference values for PPKTP Non-linear crystal properties
Property Symbol Value
Wavelength range    0.4 - 4.0 µm [172]
Fund. (pump) refractive index @ 25 C nfund (npump) 1.8296 (1.8868) [102]
First order expansion coe cient ↵KTP (6.7±0.7)⇥10 6 1/K [173]
Second order expansion coe cient  KTP (11± 2)⇥ 10 9 1/K2 [173]
RI temp. dependence @ 1064 nm dndT
  
1064nm@25 C 1.4774⇥ 10 51/K [173]
and @532 nm dndT
  
532nm@25 C 2.4188⇥ 10 51/K
Loss fundamental (pump) 0.02 (0.2) %/cm [172, 174]
Second order polarisation on polled axis d33 16.9 pm/V [172]
Damage threshold 8.9⇥ 106 W/cm2 [175]
Polling period for 1064/532 nm ⇤ 18µm
6.5.2 Optimising the cavity’s dual resonance condition
Whilst crystal translation adjusts the total intra-cavity dispersion, changes in the
crystal temperature a↵ect both the phase matching condition and the net dispersion
within the polled region, see equation 6.23. The optimal temperature for maximis-
ing cavity non-linear gain at each crystal position is therefore a trade-o↵ between
phase matching and dual resonance. Only when the crystal is positioned at the right
point will ideal phase matching temperature simultaneously correspond to dual resonance.
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Although manufacturers provide an approximate phase matching temperature, the bulk
set point temperature of the oven is best selected empirically as, in practice, local heating
caused by absorption from pump field slightly alters the temperature in the local beam
path relative to the bulk. The ideal phase matching temperature can therefore only be
determined with the cavity’s full operating pump power and by testing di↵erent crystal
translations until the dual conditions of phase matching and co-resonance are reached
under these conditions. Additionally, it is common for non-linear crystals to contain some
local defects, thus some regions in the crystal contain more loss than others. For these
reasons a number of crystal positions over the full width of the crystal were trialled at
full operating power from which the best possible phase matching at double resonance is
found for the lowest possible loss.
As a guide to temperature starting point the phase matching temperature of the PPKTP
crystal was measured directly using a single-pass 1064 nm to 532 nm second harmonic
conversion measurement as a function of temperature. The normalised data and fitted
curve are superposed on figure 6.12: it was found to be maximally phase matched at
34.7 C (in air) with a characteristic width of 4.8 C to the first sinc null.
A procedure was followed for optimising the crystal’s translational position in the beam:
• An input pump (532 nm) power of 110 mW was selected relative to the expected
cavity threshold, computed from the non-linear coupling strength reported in [26,
27]. This was to be the ‘typical’ operating power of the cavity for which the cavity
dispersion correction and phase matching were optimised;
• The crystal was positioned close to its outer edge passing through the beam as a
starting point;
• The approximate dual resonance from temperature tuning was found by scanning the
cavity and tuning oven temperature until the 532 nm pump and 1064 nm fundamen-
tal resonances approximately overlapped. Here the starting point for temperature
search was selected close to the single pass measured phase matching temperature
of 34.7 C, to be as close to phase matching as possible;
• The cavity length was then locked at this approximate dual resonance point using a
PDH reflection lock in 532 nm. With the full pump power incident and the cavity
locked we were operating with the expected local heating from pump absorption. A
7µW 1064 nm coherent seed field was injected through the back of the HR flat mirror
(M2). This field was deliberately weak so as to not deplete the pump field and its
phase was dithered relative to the pump to induce the full range of amplification and
de-amplification (see §3.4.5). The oven temperature was fine tuned until maximum
non-linear gain was achieved; these values were recorded along with the relative
crystal position;
• The cavity was then unlocked and crystal position was sequentially stepped, repeat-
ing the previous two steps to locate the approximate dual resonance point and then
exact point under full operating conditions. Values were recorded for each crystal
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Several optimal position for maximising the non-linear gain of the cavity were obtained,
the best of which was singled out for its optimal loss. Measurement of intra-cavity loss is
detailed in §7.4.1 and is used to estimate the quantum e ciency of the squeezer.
The final step for calibrating the OPO for operation under vacuum is pre-compensation
of the cavity round trip dispersion in anticipation of removal of the air. Using the spacing
of length scan free spectral ranges of 532 nm and 1064 nm as a frequency reference, the
crystal temperature was o↵set until the predicted 1.3 (fundamental) FSRs were reached.
The crystal was then translated until the cavity modes were again co-resonant. Then
the temperature was set back the original optimal value. Once installed in vacuum the
removal of air reduced the dispersion back to this calibrated crystal position value and the
cavity was simultaneously at dual resonance and its ideal phase matching temperature.
With this correct calibration the cavity was able to provide the optimal non-linear gain,
for the given set input pump power with minimal loss.
6.6 Crystal mount oven design and considerations
The non-linear crystal is a key components in the operation of the double resonant OPO.
Its mounting, translation and temperature control are integral to the performance of the
squeezer; these a↵ect both the non-linear conversion through phase matching control and
the dispersive correction of the cavity’s fundamental and harmonic fields (see §6.5). As
an added complication, the operation of the doubly resonant bow-tie OPO under vacuum
adds additional thermal management considerations, where radiation and conduction are
the only mechanism of heat transfer. Construction materials must also be selected to be
vacuum compatible; they must be free of hydrocarbon contaminants and other materials
that may outgas in vacuum.
Mounting base plate and heat sink
TEC Peltier Unit
Crystal cradle (`L-piece’)
PPKTP Crystal
PEEK screws (M4)
Clamping block
Bridge piece and M3 clamping screw
30 mm
Figure 6.13: Exploded-view drawing of the oven assembly. Either side of the Peltier element and
the PPKTP crystal is a thin sheet of indium foil (not shown) to improve thermal contact. The
copper base plate is bolted onto a standard vacuum compatible Newport four-axis tilt alignment
mount (Newport 9071-V).
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(b)(a)
Figure 6.14: Constructed OPO oven front and side view. The oven assembly is resting on tissue
paper ready to be optically contacted to the polished surface of the breadboard.
The construction of the oven is illustrated in Figure 6.13. The crystal is held between a
copper right angled bottom ‘L’-piece and rectangular prism block clamped from above
with an M3 screw. The crystal clamping assembly was designed to hold the crystal with
the largest possible contact area for thermal conduction whilst leaving the outer edges
unobstructed so as to avoid clipping the cavity fields. Because of limitations of space
imposed by the translation mount, clamping the crystal holding assembly from behind
was not possible, as it was for some previous example constructions [26, 27]. Instead
the crystal holding assembly was fixed from the sides with two M4 PEEK plastic screws
to a mounting base plate doubling as a heat sink. Sandwiched between these elements
was a Peltier thermoelectric device (Laird Technologies, HOT20.31.F2A.0909) to actively
heat and cool the crystal holding assembly. Application of a positive or negative current
results in a flow of heat in either direction, allowing for tight control of temperature to
within fractions of a degree. Importantly for its vacuum compatibility the Peltier unit
was not hermetically sealed with filling agents, as is the case of many such commercially
available units. The semiconductor junctions were naked, avoiding pockets of gas that
might damage components if burst under vacuum. The temperature of the crystal holding
assembly was sensed with a miniature NTC thermistor (10k⌦ Siemens-Matsushita B57861
series) held into a tightly fitting hole in the back of the assembly with a tapped grub
screw (not shown). This was fed back to a Newport 3040 Temperature Controller which
provided actuation current to the Peltier in a PID control loop.
The fully constructed oven was bolted to a Newport 9071-V-M 4 axis vacuum compatible
alignment stage and is pictured in Figure 6.14. The alignment stage was in turn optically
contacted in place to the fused silica breadboard via two 1” (12.7 mm) optical flats for
the intra-cavity beam to pass through the crystal.
In order to minimise the thermal load, the total mass of the crystal holder was kept to a
minimum of 8.95 g, giving a heat capacity of 5.6 J/K. This improved the reaction time
and minimised the excess heat-work generated in pumping heat in and out of the oven
mount with the Peltier, potentially heating the heat sink plate and mount assembly that
is slow to dissipate in a vacuum environment. The minimum dimensions were limited by
the need to fit the thermistor into the back of the assembly and the necessary lengths to
tap threads to hold the top M3 screw and (optional) grub screw fixing the thermistor in
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place.
Under vacuum the estimated radiative heat loss of the crystal holding assembly is given
by the Stefan-Boltzmann Law,
Pnet = ✏Cu A(T
4   T 4envirn) ⇡ 3.1 mW (6.17)
where A is the total exposed surface area of 725 mm2, ✏Cu = 0.05 is the emissivity
of polished copper,   = 5.67 ⇥ 10 8 W/m2.K4 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and
temperature is in units of Kelvin. Here the crystal operating temperature is specified to
be ⇠35 C and a lab environment of 21 C. The Peltier unit specifications were well in
excess of these heating requirements with 2.25 W of heating or cooling capacity. This
provided fast actuation between di↵erent selected temperatures and greater capacity for
in air operation, typically more volatile due to convective disturbance due to air currents.
For the prototyping and testing stage of this experiment frequent diagnostic measurements
required o↵setting temperature well outside the phase matching window, with o↵sets of
45  C to operate the cavity without non-linear conversion. This was often done to check
alignment and mode-matching with the homodyne detector in air and under vacuum. The
fast actuation of the Peltier made switching operating modes of the OPO cavity convenient
for prototyping and testing and had no apparent issues operating under vacuum. Final
LIGO applications will depend on availability of a Peltier unit with documented materials
list deemed acceptable to the project’s exacting vacuum compatibility requirements [176].
Examples of Peltier devices operating in similar vacuum environments in VIRGO indicate
that this is a viable temperature control method from similar applications [67]. For final
OPO builds operating at steady state within a LIGO vacuum environment, resistive heat-
ing may be su cient with radiative cooling relative to heat capacity giving a cooling rate
of 0.52K/s in vacuum (using the above numbers). The final downward temperature actu-
ation tolerance requirements will depend on the bulk temperature control requirements,
addressed in the following section, and the desired actuation time constants.
6.6.1 Temperature tolerance estimates
The refractive indices of non-linear materials such as KTP have strong dependence on
temperature, a dependence that also di↵ers between wavelengths. The selected polling
period of the OPO’s PPKTP crystal is optimised for a particular operating temperature.
Changes in temperature drive expansion of the material and changes in the refractive
index between wavelengths. This causes phase mismatch within the crystal polling and a
bulk shift in the accrued phase detunes the cavity o↵ resonance. The thermal expansion
of KTP is approximated by
L(T ) = L0
⇥
1 + ↵KTP(T   25 C) +  KTP(T   25 C)2
⇤
, (6.18)
where T is the temperature in Celsius, L0 is the crystal length at room temperature (25 C)
and ↵KTP and  KTP are the first and second order expansion coe cients given in Table
6.2. The phase mismatch accrued through a periodically polled material is given by [177]
Lc k = 2⇡Lc
✓
2
 r
[ng(T )  nr(T )] + 1
⇤0/2
◆
(6.19)
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where Lc is the length of the crystal and ⇤0 is the polling length set based on the intended
operating temperature point
⇤0 = 2
2⇡
 k
    
T=35 C
=
 r
(ng   nr)
    
T=35 C
⇡ 18µm. (6.20)
Taking the first order derivative of phase matching temperature dependence given by
equation 6.19 we find that
d[Lc k]
dT
=
4⇡
 r
✓
dLc
dT
[ng   nr] + Lc

dng
dT
  dnr
dT
 ◆
+ 2⇡
✓
dLc
dT
1
⇤0
  Lc
⇤20
d⇤0
dT
◆
. (6.21)
Here the final bracketed term vanishes as the rate of linear expansion is the same for both
the polling lengths ⇤0 and total length of the crystal Lc. Thus, to first order, the temper-
ature dependence of the phase mismatch over the length of the crystal is independent of
the polling period
Lc k =
4⇡
 r
✓
↵KTP n+ Lc
d n
dT
◆
(T   T0) = 2  T (6.22)
where  n = ng   nr is the di↵erence of refractive index between pump and fundamental,
d n
dT is the first order dependence of refractive index di↵erence on temperature, and  T
is the o↵set of temperature away from the ideal phase matching temperature T0. To first
order the phase mis-matching dependence on temperature is that of bulk KTP but set at
a lower temperature with the benefit of higher e↵ective non-linearity using the d33 crystal
axis.
For imperfect phase matching the OPO non-linear coupling constant " is given by [107]
" = "0e
 i kLc/2sinc( kLc/2) (6.23)
where "0 is the peak non-linear coupling at the ideal phase matching temperature. As
the phase matching deviates away from ideal, the coupling strength reduced as the sinc
function of the phase mismatch and a phase delay is produced directly proportional to
the phase mismatch. Holding the cavity detuning to resonance at its pump wavelength
and introducing a temperature o↵set we expect, to first order, that the equivalent shift in
detuning of the fundamental field to be
 a =  kLc/2 =   (T   T0)/⌧ (6.24)
where ⌧ = L/c is the round trip time of the cavity and   can be found to be 0.579/K
substituting values from Table 6.2. The line-width of both the fundamental and pump
is important to the sensitivity of the crystal temperature variations. To illustrate this,
consider solving the classical parametric oscillator equations of motion (see §3.4.4)
a˙ =  (a + i a)a+ "⇤a⇤b+p2ainAin (6.25)
b˙ =  (b + i b)b  "a
2
2
+
q
2binBin (6.26)
where a and b are the intra-cavity fundamental and harmonic pump fields, a and b are
the resonator decay rates at each wavelength given by equations 3.79, ain and 
b
in are the
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respective input coupler mirror coupling rates and Ain and Bin are the fundamental and
pump incident fields. Solving for the stead state fields one obtains [101]
a =
p
2ainAin

(a   i a) + |"b|ei 
(a)2 + ( a)2   |✏b|2
 
, b ⇡
q
2binBin
b + i b
(6.27)
where   is phase di↵erence between the pump field and the non-linear coupling constant
which may be set to maximise the parametric gain for the given detunings. Parametric
gain is found by comparing the ratio of the fundamental field relative to its field when the
pump is o↵
G =
|a|2
|a|b=0|2 . (6.28)
Two cases of single resonant and doubly resonant enhancement are plotted in Figure
6.15 as a function of crystal temperature detuning from phase matching using the cavity
parameters summarised in Table 6.1. Also superposed on the plot is the non-linear
gain envelope of the double resonant OPA operation when both the fundamental and
harmonic pump cavities are held to resonance ( a =  b = 0). Clearly with the
degree of resonant enhancement of the cavity increased in each of the wavelengths
the sensitivity to crystal temperature detuning becomes more acute. The FWHM of
the temperature detuning is dominated by the cavity’s resonance conditions rather
that the phase matching envelope. Thus, in the doubly resonant case the dominate
factor determining crystal thermal control tolerances are the finesses selected for the cavity.
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Figure 6.15: Maximum parametric non-linear gain of OPA cavity as a function of non-linear
crystal (PPKTP) temperature detuning. Three cases: doubly resonant, singly resonant cavity and
the phase matching envelope of the non-linear media(dotted line).
The impact of temperature induced detuning within the OPO cavity has the same e↵ect as
length noise. The squeezing degraded by a small amount but more importantly there is an
induced squeezing angle rotation created by the relative detuning between the pump and
fundamental fields (see equation 6.2). Using the temperature induced detuning, equation
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6.24, and the quadrature phase dependence as a function of detuning, to first order the
phase drift due to temperature detuning is
 ✓SQZ(t) =
✓
1
btotal
+
1
atotal(1 + x
2)
◆
  T
⌧
(6.29)
where  T = T   T0 is the temperature detuning from ideal phase matching. Operating
the squeezer at 75% of threshold (enough to deliver 6 dB of squeezing with 22% total
injection losses), this results in 8 mrad/mK of phase shift as a result of temperature to
first order. This places stringent bulk temperature control requirements which must be
met with optimal PID control with low sensor noise.
As is the case with length noise, intra-cavity detuning due to temperature is only partially
sensed by the RF o↵set coherent control sidebands. This leads to a sensed control error
signal with a locking point o↵set relative to the true squeezing quadrature (see §6.1.2).
Stability of crystal temperature is therefore essential for long duty cycle squeezing needed
for GW detector applications where drifts in temperature translate to slow angle rotations
that must be regularly corrected with in-loop lock point o↵sets. Absorption of pump light
in KTP can lead to local heating within the crystal and if intensity noise is present on
this pump this can lead to locally induced temperature fluctuations [107]. As this e↵ect is
localised within the crystal it is not corrected by the mount’s bulk temperature feedback
loop that is sensed from outside the crystal 5 but can addressed with pump intensity noise
stabilisation for long duty cycle applications of squeezing injection [132]. In terms of the
long term drift in the set point temperature of the crystal mount, a target phase matching
temperature of 1 mK must be met to reach long term (low frequency) drift of less than
10 mrad. This condition might be relaxed by lower finesse of either wavelength, but must
be balanced against the needs outlined in the previous sections of this chapter.
6.6.2 Improving the oven’s thermal characteristics
Initial tests of the oven in vacuum revealed that the heat conduction characteristics
were unsatisfactory for the oven assembled with no heat conducting pastes. Thermally
conductive pastes have unproven vacuum compatibility with the potential to outgas
contaminants that may damage low-loss optical coatings in close proximity. The low
thermal conductivity between the Peltier unit and thermistor sensor with the copper
parts lead to time delays in the sensing and actuation on that temperature. The operation
was made worse under vacuum with no intermediate layer of gas between components to
mediate the transfer of heat. Crystal mount parts were not super-polished and therefore
not in total contact across their surface. The time constants involved were much larger
than the configurable PID parameters on the Newport 3040 unit which lead to oscillations
emerging in the control loop (see Figure 6.16) and unsatisfactory long settle times on
order of 100 seconds.
A solution used for many laser crystal applications, that cannot use commonly available
thermal pastes, is to use a layer of Indium foil sandwiched between components to bridge
the thermal conduction gap. Indium foil is a good heat conductor, is vacuum suitable
5Proposals for local temperature sensing have been proposed [170], but requires seeding very close to
the fundamental wavelength potentially contaminating the vacuum squeezing.
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Figure 6.16: Crystal mount oven temperature settling behaviour stepping between di↵erent oper-
ation points when operating in vacuum with no Indium foil. Oscillations are due to the mismatch
of long actuation/sensing times and the configurable PID parameters. Improving thermal conduc-
tion brings these into range of optimal control and improves the settling time between changes
of temperature. This is important as frequent diagnostic tests require the o↵set of the crystal
temperature by 10 C outside the non-linear gain phase matching envelope to operate the cavity
without non-linear gain. This improves the turn around time on diagnostic tests.
and is ductile. Indium was installed on both sides of the Peltier, around the thermistor
(this required a slight widening of its hole) and around the crystal itself conforming to
these surfaces and bridging the irregularities in their surfaces. The improvement made
the temperature control more responsive, reducing the actuation delays to order of 10s of
seconds. Combined with tuning of the PID parameters of the Newport 3040 temperature
controller these modifications held the crystal temperature control to within an acceptable
range.
6.6.3 A note on crystal mount mechanical stability
As was noted in §6.1.2, cavity length noise is paramount for reducing phase jitter in
vacuum squeezed state injection into gravitational wave detectors. The mechanical
stability a↵orded by a semi-monolithic construction of glass is an essential element of the
OPO described in this chapter. Residual mechanical motion of the crystal mount will
also contribute to length noise but only insofar that horizontal motion perpendicular to
the wedge will e↵ectively change the cavity resonance condition of the fundamental field
relative to the pump field. Round trip phase scales as    =  L/  for mirror displacement.
However, the crystal mechanical motion is scaled by the distance per FSR of translation
given in Equation 6.16. Thus   cryt. mount =  Lcryt. horz./dtranslate ⇡  Lcrst. horz./0.90mm.
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The small angle of the wedge means that the e↵ective cavity length is a factor of
a thousand less sensitive to mechanical motion in the crystal mount than residual
mechanical motion of the mirrors.
Slow temperature drift and expansion in the mount has the potential to drive the cavity
condition away from dual resonance, this e↵ect may lead to a gradual drift in the attainable
squeezing level, but is a second order e↵ect. Future iterations of crystal oven and mount
design may utilize a low profile single axis mount once the tolerances of crystal placement
is established. A linear mount ensures that a dual resonance condition can be met as
well as providing redundancy in case of localized crystal defects or damage induced by
continuous long term operation in vacuum.
6.7 Mirror alignment tolerances
In order to form a cavity with a well centred optical axis it is necessary to control
the deviations in mirror angles in the vertical and horizontal planes. Knowledge of
placement and angular tolerances is important in judging the viability of building
a monolithic cavity of such a tight focus and informs the degree of precision ex-
pected of the construction methods. Angular tolerance may be imposed by specifying a
maximum beam o↵sets on mirrors and determining the deviations necessary to induce this.
PPKTP
M1 M2
M3 M4
Figure 6.17: Schematic illustration showing angular misalignments associated with each mirror
from its ideal 6  incidence in the horizontal plane. To first order angles may be pitch or yaw of
the mirrors with the planes of each error calculation set at each mirror at the red dotted lines.
Methods used to propagate misalignment about a cavity are outlined in Appendix A.
Modelling the impact of mirror misalignment requires propagation of ‘error’ vectors about
the cavity and depends on both the relative lengths and stability parameters of the cav-
ity. Misalignment of optics from their ideal orientation results in an intra-cavity beam
that follows a propagation path compensating for optic misalignment to form a stable
repeating path on each round trip. As we were confident of the positional placement of
mirrors in the bow-tie cavity using an alignment template mask, the principle tolerance
estimates required were for the vertical angular misalignment. Here misalignment is de-
fined as the deviations away from the ideal design’s 6  angle of incidence in the horizontal
plane. Round trip ABCD matrixes for propagation (similar to equation 6.9) and error
vectors cascading misalignments for a single round trip were defined at each mirror plane
represent by the dotted lines in Figure 6.17. Fixing the positions, the angular misalign-
ments were propagated though the system using the self consistent eigen-ray Equation
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A.19 described in the appendix. This was done once for each of the mirrors. The results
of these calculations are summarised in the following matrix0BBBBBBBBBBB@
x1
✓1
x2
✓2
x3
✓3
x4
✓4
1CCCCCCCCCCCA
=
0BBBBBBBBBBB@
0.140  0.016  0.139 0.089
0.586 1.414 2.069  2.069
 0.016 0.140 0.089  0.140
 1.414 1.414 2.069  2.069
 0.139 0.089 0.268  0.319
 1.414  0.586 2.069  2.069
0.089  0.139  0.319 0.268
4.112  4.112  10.613 10.613
1CCCCCCCCCCCA
0BB@
↵
 
 
 
1CCA (6.30)
where ↵,  ,   and   are the angular deviations of each of the mirrors as labelled in Figure
6.17, and xn and ✓n are the angular misalignments induced on each of the mirrors.
Clearly the biggest impacts on misalignment are caused by angular deviations of the curved
mirrors. If we set the biggest beam o↵set tolerable to to be 0.5 mm from the centre of any
mirror then the minimum angle needed to induce this is 1.6 mrad on one of the curved
mirrors (M3 or M4). This sets the upper bound on allowable angular mirror deviations.
Our polished fused silica breadboard had a measured peak to valley (P-V) of 29.7 nm
(see §6.8), which over a cavity length of approximately 0.1 m corresponds to a maximum
angle deviation of 0.6µrad. Similarly the squareness of the optical mounting blocks was
specified to be 0.15 mrad. Direct gluing of mirror to mounting prisms would ensure that
the vertical tolerance of the beams would be met comfortably in these respects. However,
tests of epoxy bonding of mirrors M1 and M2 to their mounting prisms indicated that they
could be attached with pitch of less than 0.5 mrad. This pitch misalignment posed the
largest contribution to potential cavity eigennmode misalignment. However, even with all
mirrors angled by this maximum 0.5 mrad in the least favourable combination we still find
that the tolerance for  x  0.5 mm for any mirror is met. Thus the strategy of building
a permanently fixed cavity in this way has soundness. The principle remaining alignment
issue of the horizontal yaw alignment of mirrors was met with the use of micrometers to
fine tune the final pointing in this degree of freedom.
6.8 Construction and Optical Contacting
Optical contacting is a direct intermolecular bond formed between two same-shaped
surfaces with su cient smoothness and cleanliness such that their two surfaces seamlessly
join when brought into direct mechanical contact. They involve no intermediary glue or
cement and held together by van der Waals forces and (when annealed) covalent bonds.
It is a construction technique with a history spanning back a number of centuries. Isaac
Newton is said to have first observed the direct seamless contact of two glass surfaces
in his observation of a black spot at the centre of his famous Newton rings observation,
indicating a seamless direct bond at this spot at the point of convex surfaces. Although
Newton had made calculations for forces of particles attracted to flat surfaces, this was
only later refined by van der Waals with predictions of short range forces on such body
surfaces for separations on the order 20 nm or closer. It has been found that for contact
bonding ideally  YRMS (RMS surface roughness) should be less than 2 nm and preferably
on the order 0.5 nm [178]. However, it wasn’t until the late nineteenth century that
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surfaces polishing techniques improved from surface roughness of 50-200 nm RMS (in
Newton’s time) to close to 2 nm RMS. It was from this time that an artisan industry in
optical devices and interferometers for scientific research emerged using direct (glue-less)
surface contact bonds, where small seamless interfaces could be made with no interference
etalon between elements. A useful, interesting and exhaustive treatment of all this may
be found in [179]. With the advent of modern polishing techniques much larger flat
surfaces were manufacturable, making possible the construction of extended flat glass
breadboards to which glass components could be directly contacted, see for examples
[180, 181]. This is the work on which we build.
Contacting of elements in the construction of the all glass OPO was performed on a
450 ⇥ 150 ⇥ 41 mm polished fused silica glass breadboard (Sydor Optics). The surface
was specified to a flatness of  /10. Figure 6.18 shows an interferometric measurement
(provided by the manufacturer) of the polished surface’s artefacts. Adjusting for the 632
nm measurement wavelength, the surface was found to have a RMS surface roughness
of 6.3 ± 0.6 nm measured over a sub-aperture of 51 mm2 (at the centre of the board)
with a linear cross-sectional profile roughness of 5.1 ± 0.6 nm. This was above the 2
nm RMS ideal roughness mentioned above, but in practice was su cient to form good
optical contacts where the joints were clean from dust and other contaminants (like oils
and films). Surfaces with more moderate surface flatness figures of  /4 have been shown
to be contactable [181]. The glass prisms and flats contacted to the glass breadboard had
similar polishing specifications.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.18: Interferometric measurement of OPO fused silica breadboard surface features using
632 nm wavelength interference. (a) Interferometric measurement across the breadboard surface;
(b) A 51 mm2 selected aperture sampled at the centre of the breadboard measuring local surface
artefacts: showing a peak-to-valley variation of 0.047 of a wavelength (632 nm) with a RMS
variation of 0.010 th of a wavelength, a linear cross-section profile had a RMS roughness of 0.008
th of a wave. Tilt and linear o↵set were normalised out of this local aperture. (Data and plots
were provided by the Manufacturer: Sydor Optics, Rochester NY)
In order to mediate the speed of the contact, to provide time to perform the micro-
alignment process for each of the mirror-prism assemblies, a technique known as
solution-assisted optical contacting was used [180]. After drop-and-drag tissue cleaning
the two surfaces to be bonded, a small drop of spectroscopy grade methanol was placed
between the contacting surfaces before they were brought together6. The liquid layer
6Isopropyl alcohol or similar may be used too.
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moderates the distance and therefore the strength of the contact, providing a window
of up to minutes (depending on drop size) for adjusting the position before the surfaces
‘wring’ together. A dry optical contact catches instantly, which makes aligning an OPO
cavity with a tightly focused waist di cult to do accurately. Another desirable aspect
of this bonding technique is that the period of adjustment may be appended indefinitely
with additions of more solution. Complete reversal of the attempted bond may be
accomplish by flooding the joint and applying gentle wiggling force to the mount. Care
must be taken as the bond’s uniform hold breaks rapidly and damage can be done to the
board, the optic or objects around. Usually the strength of the liquid capillary forces is
such that removing the optic is easiest by sliding surfaces apart.
Figure 6.19: Example contact in progress between two  /10 polished optical flats. Here fringes
formed as alcohol layer dissipates and contact bond begins to take hold, known as ‘wringing’
together. A poor contaminated join stops at this point. Only when full fringes vanish across
the polished portions of the surface, indicating a seamless joint with no etalon gap, is the bond
completed. This is similar to rings and black spot observed by Newton when flat and convex
optical elements are brought into a seamless direct contact.
Figure 6.19 shows an example of a test optical contact between two  /10 polished
uncoated optical flats as the intermediary methanol evaporates and they ‘wring’ together.
The feel of the optics sliding past each other (with a methanol layer) changes abruptly as
they ‘catch’ (it feels like a grinding stop) accompanied by the formation of etalon fringes
(similar to those originally observed by Newton). Counting fringes and their spacing
gives direct visual indication of the progress and quality of the bond as the last of the
methanol is drawn out by capillary action between the surfaces. Bond failure will result
in permanent fringes or a interface that is visibly not optically continuous. Two example
attempts at contacting glass prisms to the bread board are shown in Figure 6.20. There
it can be clearly seen where a bonding of surfaces is partial across the attached surfaces
and also when it has failed. Cleanliness is paramount. Contacting should be conducted
with UHV vacuum preparation like attention to the presence of greases and oils and dust.
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(b)(a)
Partial contact
Full seamless contact No contact
Figure 6.20: Some examples of good and bad pris, contacts to the fused silica breadboard: (a)
Input coupler and curved mirror-prism contacts. Notice that on the left hand prism that not all
the area is contacted, with a visible separation on the mirror side edge, possibly due to a dust
speck or an artefact like a scratch. The right hand prism has an excellent seamless contact. In
both cases there is su cient area in the bond for confidence in the contact. Ultimately the RH
curved mirror contact is more desirable. (b) Input coupler and curved mirror prism poor contact.
There is a visible separation of surfaces such that it does not look optically continuous, as if it
were a single material. The optic will lift right o↵, we encountered a few bad contacts of this sort
due to contamination with dust.
Construction
The cavity was constructed using a combination of epoxy bonding of mirrors to the
vertical fused silica mounting prisms (dimensions 25 ⇥ 20 ⇥ 10 mm3, Photon LaserOptik
GmbH, as illustrated in 6.9) and optical contacting of these assembled blocks to the
450⇥ 150⇥ 41 mm polished fused silica breadboard (Sydor Optics). The entire assembly
formed a rigid cavity into which the non-linear crystal was inserted. The thermally
controlled crystal mount (detailed in §6.6) was in turn mounted on a Newport 9071-M
four axis translation stage, chosen for its alignment flexibility and immediate availability;
the translation stage was attached to the breadboard via optically contacted optical
flats glued to aluminium post blocks (see pictured figure 6.14). Together these elements
formed a rigid non-linear cavity from which PZT voltage signals, temperature sensing
and actuation were routed to vacuum tank feedthroughs via a Dsub-9 cable.
The attachment of mirrors to the mounting prisms was achieved with small dots of
degassed MasterBond EP30-2 two part vacuum compatible epoxy. Gluing was required
as two of the mirrors were mounted on PZTs and remaining mirrors had insu cient
surface area about the holes to be confident of a good optical contact. Degassing of
mixed epoxy, by placing it in low vacuum for a period of five minutes, was necessary to
remove residual gas that might outgas or weaken the bond under vacuum. Alignment
rigs were used to centre mirrors (and curved mirror PZTs) on the prism holes with a
small viton o-ring used to elastically distribute pressure evenly about the mirrors while
the epoxy was allowed to cure. In the case of a mirror that was not glued flush, it was
re-glued to minimise cavity mode skew (as discussed in §6.7). The input-output coupler
and HR flat mirror were glued directly to the prisms and the curved (-50 mm) mirrors
were glued with matched Noliac PZTs (NAC2124-A01) sandwiched in between for cavity
length actuation.
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Finally the mirror-prism assemblies were optically contacted to the breadboard to form
the bow-tie cavity of dimensions determined in §6.3. To guide and assist the alignment
of the mirrors relative to each other a precision alignment mask, similar to [181], was
manufactured on a CNC machine with three contact points for each prism assembly.
Machining accuracy was good to ⇠10 µm, however, micrometers were also included on
the mask to provide a means to micro-align the yaw of the mirrors in establishing the
intra-cavity mode. The mask assembly is pictured in figure 6.21.
(b)(a)
Figure 6.21: Cavity alignment mask mounted on the glass breadboard with micrometers for fine
yaw angular alignment of the mirrors relative to each other. Extra space was cut out to allow the
oven alignment rig to fit in.
Positioning optics to form a cavity
The fused silica breadboard was rested on PEEK support pieces aligned with table holes
for squareness, all tools and parts were cleaned in a ultrasonic bath (with Liquinox) where
appropriate, rinsed and then wiped down with methanol. All parts associated with the
oven build where handled with gloves; hair nets and face masks were worn to minimise
dust and any contaminating greases.
The following procedure was followed for aligning the mirrors to form a bow-tie cavity
mode:
1. The mask was clamped onto the fused silica breadboard with PEEK alignment pieces
clamping its position with fixing screws holding it firmly in place. With the mirror-
prism assemblies resting with a layer of optics tissue they were laid out in their
bow-tie configuration. A 532 nm (visible) beam was mode matched and aligned
to the expected waist position in the cavity with a waist of (141s, 133t)µm. The
beam was aligned to pass square through the centre point of the designated mirror
position and the expected entry, exit and pass through angles were set out at large
distance from the board as a guide to the alignment of optics as they were attached
in sequence;
2. temporarily removing the input-output coupler (M1), the HR flat mirror (M2) was
then contacted. After cleaning the contact area a single drop of methanol was applied
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to the bread board and the HR flat mirror assembly (M2) was placed directly on
the board. While it was still sliding freely it was moved into position, resting on the
three contact points machined into the mask. Micrometers were used to fine-adjust
the beam to hit the centre of the following curved mirror optic (M3). This was
resting on tissue paper in place. A mass was placed on the optic while the bond was
left to dry out and set applying a gentle force of 0.5 N;
3. leaving the input beam fixed, the first curved mirror (M3) was placed so that the
beam was centred and and micrometers were fine adjusted so that the angle sub-
tend by the outgoing beam was 12  and parallel to the board (measured at a large
distance). With the second curved mirror (M4) resting on a piece of tissue paper,
the first curved mirror (M3) alignment was fine adjusted with micrometers as the an
optical contact was set, ensuring the beam was centred on the second curved optic.
The mirror-prism assembly was weighed down and allowed to fully contact and dry;
4. the crystal mount was then put in place resting on optical tissue paper, with the
crystal aligned so that the beam passing through the centre and parallel to the
direction of the crystal. The input beam was fine adjusted so that the beam was
centred on the second curved mirror (still resting on optical tissue). The second
curved mirror (M4) was contacted. As the bond set its angle was adjusted with
micrometers so that the position of the reflected beam intersecting at the intended
point of the input-output coupler;
5. as was outlined in §6.7, curved mirror alignment was typically twice as sensitive to
angular perturbations from ideal, so optimisation was focused on the curved mirror
alignment. The angle of the input beam on the HR mirror was finely adjusted to
centre the spot on the second curved mirror, the angle was also check to be 12  and
parallel to the horizontal plane from the outgoing beam;
6. finally input coupler (M1) was contacted. As the contact set small alignment tweaks
were made to bring the intra-cavity beams to close to overlapping. With the bond
set the remainder of the intra-cavity fine alignment was made by adjusting the input
beam. The cavity mode was set by the final alignment of the mirrors and the input
beam was walked until the successive round trips formed and interference as the
cavity length was scanned with the PZTs.
7. the tissue was removed from under the crystal mount legs and the assembly was
contacted in place by placing its optical flats and then bolting the assemble in place.
With the crystal reinserted its position was adjusted to recover the previous mode.
Once the round trip reflections converged, ultra-fine alignment of the spacial mode-
matching to the cavity was done by viewing resonant interference features on a
photodiode as the cavity PZTs were scanned, optimising alignment until HOM were
minimised on transmission.
The intended operating configuration of the cavity was with crystal installed. Given the
high refractive index of the PPKTP, removing the crystal e↵ectively reduces the length
of the cavity pushing the cavity length outside the range that could support a Gaussian
mode for the choices of cavity parameters. Although stability could be achieved for both
crystal installed and removed, as Figure 6.6 shows the narrow range of stability would
cause both configurations to be right at the stability edge. For this reason we did not opt
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for a version of the cavity that would operate in both regimes.
Figure 6.22: A drop of methanol is applied while a tombstone continues to be aligned. Microm-
eters were used to fine adjust the yaw of mirrors.
With the cavity constructed and the oven and crystal installed, the intra-cavity dispersion
was corrected to bring the cavity to dual resonance. As detailed in §6.5.2, this was achieved
by translating the crystal. With cavity optimised for operation in either air (dispersive)
or vacuum (only dispersion of the PPKTP and coatings) a set of first measurements were
made. These, and the methods for operating the vacuum OPO, are detailed in Chapter 7.
6.9 Chapter summary
This chapter has detailed the requirements for an Advanced LIGO squeezed light source.
To mitigate for phase noise induced by OPO cavity length noise, an OPO with a cavity
constructed out of semi-monolithic fused silica was proposed. The high rigidity along
with a seismically and acoustically quiet environment is expected to provide a ultra low
length noise cavity with a commensurate reduction in lock point error induced phase noise.
A cavity was constructed using direct optical contacting. A vacuum compatible crystal
oven was also designed and installed within the cavity. The construction techniques were
detailed along with requirements for tolerances and procedures. Initial testing of the cavity
is carried out in Chapter 7.
Chapter 7
Operating the double resonant
in-vacuum OPO
This chapter outlines the apparatus used to generate and measure quadrature
squeezed states of light utilising a double resonant bow-tie Optical Parametric
Oscillator. The experimental setup was used both for the testing of the semi-
monolithic OPO outlined in Chapter 6 and the scatter up-shifting demonstra-
tion in Chapter 8 that used a previously constructed doubly resonant bow-tie
OPO. The early half of this chapter (§7.1-7.3) outlines the stages of prepara-
tion and control used to stabilise light driving the OPO and the measurement
stages used to sense the generated quadrature squeezed states. The latter
half of this chapter (§7.4) is dedicated to the first characterisation and mea-
surement of squeezed states for the monolithic OPO described in Chapter 6
operated under vacuum.
The work described in this chapter is reported in the following publication:
Wade, A. R., Mansell, G. L., Chua, S. S. Y., Ward, R. L., Slagmolen, B.
J. J., Shaddock, D. A., & McClelland, D. E. A squeezed light source operated
under high vacuum. Scientific Reports 5, 18052 (Dec 2015). http://doi.org/
10.1038/srep18052
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Figure 7.1: Glass optical parametric oscillator assembled within the vacuum tank and in operation
(in air).
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7.1 Overview of squeezing experiment
For quadrature squeezed state sources applicable to interferometric gravitational wave
detection, large squeezing magnitudes with low noise in the audio-detection band (10 Hz -
10 kHz) are required. The reduction in quantum noise in advanced gravitational wave de-
tectors from quadrature squeezed state injection is outlined in Chapter 4 and details of key
requirements for advanced detector squeezed light sources are described in §6.1. A variety
of technical noise sources in the audio-band may contaminate the generation and detection
of squeezed vacuum states from resonant non-linear crystal devices. Here we outline a
number of practical experimental considerations that are important to the operation of
these non-linear devices to produce large e↵ective squeezing with a high degree of stability.
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Figure 7.2: Schematic overview of squeezing apparatus in stages. Input laser light is filtered with a
Mode Cleaner (MC) and power stabilised with a Mach-Zehnder in preparation for coupling into the
bow tie OPO cavity and homodyne detector. The OPO length and o↵set sideband control ensures
the cavity is held to resonance with the pump light and that a pair of coherent control sidebands
are produced alongside squeezing at the fundamental wavelength. Balanced homodyne detection
provides a readout of squeezed vacuum states. Pump 532 nm light is provided by Second Harmonic
Generators (SHG) from fundamental 1064 nm fields. Various cavities within the experiment are
locked using the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) technique.
Figure 7.2 shows a simplified block schematic of the squeezer experiment divided into its
key components. The squeezed light source experiment may be divided into three distinct
stages: stabilisation and filtering of the input coherent light used to drive the OPO and
balanced homodyne detector; control of the OPO length and RF-o↵set coherent sidebands
stages; and, in the case of direct characterisation of quadrature squeezed states, balanced
homodyne detection and the coherent feedback control ensure the correct quadrature is
sampled. This experimental layout was adapted from the previous work of McKenzie,
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Stefszky and Chua [26, 27, 101] and applies to the testing of the vacuum OPO cavity
described in Chapter 6. This configuration, albeit a di↵erent build, was also used in a
previous squeezed source experiment for scatter light upshifting described in Chapter 8.
The principal source of light is the ‘Main’ laser that sets the fundamental operating fre-
quency, driving both the OPO pump fields as well as the homodyne’s local oscillator and
other diagnostic beams. Most of the main laser light is directed into a second harmonic
generator (SHG) that converts pairs of 1064 nm photons into 532 nm photons. The
harmonic (532 nm) pump light is power stabilised by actively adjusting the interference
condition of a Mach-Zehnder (MZ) interferometer and is coupled into the OPO cavity.
The remainder of the main laser (1064 nm) light is spatially filtered by a RF-locked
travelling wave mode cleaning (MC) cavity and used to provide a Local Oscillator (LO)
for the homodyne detector.
Meanwhile, the OPO cavity is locked to resonance at the pump wavelength using a
Pound-Drever-Hall lock. An auxiliary laser also provides an RF frequency-o↵set 1064
nm sideband that is injected into the cavity. This co-propagates with the pump light to
provide a reference to the pump/fundamental light phase in the absence of coherent light
at the fundamental frequency. This allows for the locking and measurement of squeezed
vacuum quadratures that have no coherent components.
Within the OPO, parametric down-conversion seeded by vacuum field generates corre-
lated signal and idler sidebands about the fundamental frequency resulting in phase and
amplitude quadrature squeezed and anti-squeezed states. This squeezing is coupled out of
the cavity and along with the auxiliary coherent control sidebands and they are detected
together on the balanced Homodyne Detector (HD). The RF beat between the LO and
RF coherent control sidebands is used to feed back to the LO phase (a PZT mounted
mirror) to track the squeezing quadrature phase.
The following sections detail each of the relevant control loops and stages of mode-cleaning
and stabilisation necessary for a direct measurement of quadrature squeezed states.
7.2 Locking schemes employed in the experiment
A common feature of the stages of preparation is the employment of active feedback
control to hold parameters of the experiment to ideal operating points. A generic feed
back control loop is shown in Figure 7.3 showing the looped feed back of signals to
control a system commonly known as a ‘Plant’. The Sensor measures the condition
of the Plant, with some inherent disturbance noise, and feeds into the comparator to
compare the sensor signal to some reference value. The resulting ‘Error’ signal gives a
measure of displacement of the system away from its ideal reference operating point. The
compensator and actuator stages amplify the Error signal and actuate on the system. By
continuously sensing and adjusting the parameters of the plant, it is driven back to the
reference set point value. The system acts to bring the error signal to zero. A useful
reference on the subject for the scientist is the monograph of Abramovic and Chapsky [182].
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Figure 7.3: Generic feedback control loop broken into parts.
7.2.1 Cavity length locking: the Pound-Drever-Hall locking technique
There are three resonant cavities employed in this experiment. A feedback control loop,
known as a Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) lock [156], is employed to hold cavity length on
resonance with incident laser light . Resonant systems, such as optical cavities, are
even symmetric in their amplitude response about their ideal on-resonance operating
point. This makes the direction of feedback required ambiguous1. Instead, their phase
response asymmetry about resonance is exploited by interrogating the cavity with radio
frequency Phase Modulation (PM) sidebands. The di↵erence in phase response between
the sidebands and carrier light forms the basis for generating an odd error signal about
resonance that is used for feed back.
Local oscillator in
~
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MixerRF Sig Gen 
(12 MHz)
Lowpass
filter
φ
Phase shifter
PZT mirror
HV 
Amplifier
Photodetector
Figure 7.4: Schematic of Pound-Drever-Hall loop, this may also be implemented by sensing part
of the transmitted laser field from the cavity.
Figure 7.4 shows a PDH lock implemented in the case of the mode cleaner cavity before
the homodyne detector. An electro-optic phase modulator is used to imprint Radio Fre-
quency (RF) phase modulation sidebands on the incident laser light. These interrogate the
cavity above and below resonance. A portion of reflected field is detected on a photode-
tector and contains the superposed carrier and modulation sidebands. The interference
between each of the frequency components leads to electronic beat notes on detection.
The di↵erent frequency components contain information on the di↵erential phase shifts
experienced between the fields as the cavity and laser drift on and o↵ resonance. The
carrier-sideband beat is isolated by demodulation: the electronic photodetector signals
are combined with the phase modulation waveform in a electronic mixer, the down con-
verted beat note components are then isolated with low pass filtering. The resulting error
1See Figure 3.5 for phase and amplitude response of an optical cavity.
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signal is given by
Verr(!) / Re [F ⇤(!)F (! + !m)  F (!)F ⇤(!   !m)] cos  (7.1)
+Im [F ⇤(!)F (! + !m)  F (!)F ⇤(!   !m)] sin , (7.2)
where F (!) is the cavity’s complex frequency response, ! is the laser frequency, !m is
the sideband frequency and   is the phase delay of the electronic mixing signal. The
degree of error signal that is real or imaginary is determined by the frequency detuning
of the sideband relative to the line-width of the cavity being interrogated. Adjusting the
phase selects the electronic quadrature used for the error signal. In practice the mixing
phase is manually selected to give an error signal similar to that in Figure 7.4 that is
an odd function about resonance with a steep gradient. Upon tuning the cavity close to
resonance and activating the loop, the cavity is driven to resonance by the feedback of
the loop and held there.
Similar schemes are implemented to hold the second harmonic generator, a singly resonant
linear cavity containing a non-linear crystal, to resonance at 1064 nm using a transmission
light signal. Likewise the OPO cavity is locked using 532 nm pump light and sidebands
detected on reflection to hold the cavity to the resonance of the pump field. A useful
summary of Pound-Driver-Hall locking maybe found in the paper of E. Black [183].
7.2.2 Light power stabilisation: DC voltage subtraction locking
To prevent possible fluctuations in input pumping power impacting on squeezed state
production the power must be actively stabilised. Non-linear materials, such as PPKTP,
have minimal losses at the fundamental wavelength, but have appreciable absorption
(2-4%) at 532 nm. Fluctuations in power translate into localised temperature vari-
ations in the cross-section of the beam. This drives e↵ective cavity length noise for
the fundamental field by varying the expansion and refractive index of the crystal.
Cavity detuning fluctuations of this nature are only partially sensed by the coherent
sideband control scheme and may potentially drive phase noise in the output squeezed
light. More on the subject can be found in [107, 144] and is addressed briefly in Chapter 6.
OPO
Pump In
Beam Dump
-
V
Figure 7.5: Mach-Zehnder pump power stabilisation with DC voltage subtraction o↵set locking
control.
To stabilise the light power a DC voltage subtraction lock is implemented using a Mach-
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Zehnder (MZ) interferometer. Figure 7.5 shows a DC subtraction locking scheme: pump
power is sensed by detecting field transmitted out of the cavity and is subtracted from a
DC reference voltage generating a simple linear error signal. The error signal is amplified
to high voltage and feed back to a PZT mounted mirror in one arm of a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer. As the arm length changes the interference condition adjusts the power,
driving the loop to stabilise the power to the set reference voltage level. The reference
voltage level is adjusted to set the intended power. O↵setting locking schemes are one
of the simplest instances of locking and will acquire locking when switched on from any
distance from their set locking point, provided peak to trough interference range of the MZ
is su cient to reach the reference voltage level. In the instance illustrated in the Figure,
the OPO cavity is required to be locked prior to engaging the power stabilisation lock.
This gives the most direct sample of intra-cavity power.
7.2.3 Coherent control for vacuum squeezed states
For squeezing to be of practical use to interferometric measurements of gravitational waves
its quadrature angle must be actively controlled relative to measurement quadratures
of interest. The locking of squeezing phase angle to a desired measurement quadrature
requires two to three separate locking loops. This section details a scheme utilised in this
thesis’s experiments that uses just two.
Many of the standard techniques used for control of angles of squeezed states, such
as dither locking and PDH locking, rely upon the presence of a carrier amplitude to
be used as a phase reference [98, 168, 184–186]. A key insight that lead to the first
generation of audio-band (10 Hz - 10 kHz) squeezed states, applicable for GW detection
bands, was that the presence of a coherent seed in an OPO allowed the cross coupling
of noise (see §5.2-5.5, [101]). By seeding an OPO with only vacuum, McKenzie et. al.
showed that audio-band squeezing could be produced with the absence of coupling from
the pump field, non-linear coupling and some cavity detuning noise [187]. Alternative
techniques for controlling vacuum squeezed state’s phase, that are generated in the
absents of seed light, have been proposed [188, 189]. However, the most e↵ective and
successful of these was a coherent sideband control technique proposed by Chelkowski
et. al. [190] and also demonstrated by Vahlbruch et. al. [150]. This coherent sideband
locking technique derives errors signals from coherent ‘bright’ seed fields injected into the
OPO cavity o↵set at tens of MHz from the fundamental field resonance. The non-linear
interaction of the fundamental field is sampled but at an o↵set large enough as to not seed
and contaminate the vacuum squeezing sideband frequency band of interest (DC-100 kHz).
Squeezing experiments implemented in this thesis work make use of a modified version
of Chelkowski et. al.’s [190] coherent control scheme [26, 27, 85]. The modified coherent
control scheme is used for sensing and locking a balanced homodyne detection to a desired
squeezing or anti-squeezing quadrature. Two locking loops are used. The first provides a
fundamental wavelength sideband that references the pump field to which the cavity length
is already locked. A second loop reads out the relative phase of the reference sideband and
its OPO generated idler to the homodyne local oscillator. This is fed back to the phase of
the local oscillator to lock the homodyne detection quadrature to that of the squeezing.
The optical and electronic configuration is illustrated schematically in Figure 7.6.
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Figure 7.6: Schematic of the modified coherent sideband locking scheme. Phasor diagrams below
the schematic show the coherent carrier and sideband components each key point. Components
such as Faraday isolators, the mode cleaner and others have been omitted for clarity. Two feed-
back control loops are used. The first prepares an o↵set phase locked single sideband; in this
implementation this is o↵set by ⌦ = 29.8 MHz from the fundamental resonant frequency (!0) of
the cavity. The o↵set phase lock is implemented using a doubled portion of the auxiliary light
beating with the OPO pump (to which the cavity is already PDH locked) ensuring a fixed o↵set
of 2⌦ = 59.6 MHz at 532 nm and a ⌦ = 29.8 MHz o↵set to the fundamental 1064 nm resonance of
the OPO cavity. This coherent control sideband is then injected into the cavity where it undergoes
a non-linear interaction to generate a di↵erence frequency idler, is generated at -29.8 MHz, with
a phase proportional to the di↵erence between the pump and injected sideband  . This provides
a reference to the pumping quadrature in which the squeezing is generated. The squeezing and
coherent control sidebands coupled out of the OPO are detected by the homodyne detector and
the RF components are mixed down and used to lock the phase of the homodyne readout to the
squeezing quadrature.
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O↵set phase lock
A single fundamental wavelength sideband generated by an auxiliary laser is is injected
into the OPO cavity at a frequency o↵set of ⌦ from the fundamental resonant frequency
of the cavity. The relative frequency and phase (  ) of the injected single sideband is
sensed by first up-converting a portion of the auxiliary field (↵⌦) and then measuring the
beat with a portion of the pump light (↵pump) at the RF photodiode labelled PD-POL532.
The combined fields are given by
EPD-POL = tbs↵pumpe
i2!0t + rbs✏↵⌦e
i2(!0+⌦)t+  , (7.3)
where tbs and rbs are the combining beam splitter transmissivity and reflectivity, ✏ is the
single pass auxiliary SHG conversion e ciency, 2!0 is the pump angular frequency, 2⌦ is
the sideband frequency o↵set and    is the phase di↵erence to be controlled. Because
the OPO cavity is locked in length to match the frequency of the pump light, locking the
doubled auxiliary light also ensures the fundamental portion of this field also tracks the
resonance condition of the cavity. The measured photocurrent at the beat note detector
will be proportional to power, given by
PPD-POL / E⇤PD-POLEPD-POL = t2bs|↵pump|2+ r2bs✏2|↵⌦|2+(tbsrbs✏↵⌦↵pump) sin(2⌦t+  ).
(7.4)
Demodulating this voltage signal at 2⌦ and low pass filtering to discard higher frequency
cross terms yields an error signal proportional to phase di↵erence when the auxiliary laser
is at the set close to the RF o↵set
Verr-POL / (tbsrbs✏↵⌦↵pump) sin(  ) ⇡ tbsrbs✏↵⌦↵pump   (7.5)
that may be amplified and fed back to the auxiliary laser, to lock the phase of the
(doubled) carrier sideband at a frequency o↵set of 2⌦. The corresponding fundamental
sideband field will then also be inherently locked in phase at an o↵set frequency of ⌦,
relative to the fundamental resonance, and shares a common path the pump into the OPO.
Generation of idler coherent control sideband and homodyne locking
The coherent control sideband, at o↵set ⌦, then couples into the cavity, along with the
pump, and undergoes sum/di↵erence interaction to produce an idler sideband of equal
and opposite frequency o↵set about the cavity fundamental frequency. As with the
squeezing, the signal and idler coherent control sidebands experience amplification and
de-amplification according to the pump phase  . The resulting out-coupled fundamental
coherent field has the form (eq. 9, [190])
ECL / ↵⌦ 1 + gp
2g
cos(!0t+ ⌦t)  ↵⌦ 1  gp
2g
cos(!0t  ⌦t  2 ). (7.6)
Here
p
g = er is the reduced non-linear gain where r is the squeezing factor. Here
the intra-cavity generated idler sideband (second term in equation 7.6) has a phase
proportional to the di↵erence between the pump and injected sideband  . The combined
phase o↵set between the original coherent sideband and the generated sideband provides
a reference for the relative phase with the pump light. Because the driving quadrature
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for the pump light defines which quadrature is squeezed, the combined coherent control
sidebands give a reference for the squeezing quadrature phase as they are linked to the
pump phase.
The coherent sideband pair co-propagates with the out-coupled squeezing, accruing phase
about the fundamental frequency as it evolves with the vacuum seeded squeezing. Together
they are incident on the homodyne detector, generating a RF beat with the LO field.
Because the fundamental (1064 nm) coherent control fields are frequency halved with
respect to the pump o↵set, this beat is electronically demodulated with a phase locked
signal that is half the beat note locking RF frequency. The resulting error signal is a
sinusoid with a zero crossing point set by the electronic phase delay
Verr-LO /
p
2↵⌦↵LO( 1 + g)p
g
sin(2 +    ✓) (7.7)
where   is the relative phase between the harmonic pump field and the local oscillator
(↵LO),   is the phase di↵erence between the injected sideband and the pump and ✓ is
the electronic phase delay of the demodulation signal. Thus, the mixed down sideband
beat with the LO gives a sinusoidal error signal that references the relative phase of
the local oscillator to the squeezing. This error signal is amplified to high voltage to
feed back to a PZT mounted mirror in the local oscillator path2. Thus, quadrature of
detection may be stably locked with respect to the input pump phase. The arbitrary elec-
tronic phase delay sets the zero crossing point and may be adjusted manually to selected
any arbitrary quadrature be it either squeezing, anti-squeezing or some projection of both.
The full coherent control locking scheme is operated by first bringing the auxiliary laser
detuning to within range of the o↵set frequency and then switching on the o↵set phase
lock. With the injection coherent sideband held to its operating point and the length of the
OPO locked using the PDH lock (described in §7.2.1), the homodyne quadrature/phase
lock may be engaged and the electronic phase tuned until the squeezing or anti-squeezing
quadrature is observed.
7.3 Balanced homodyne detection
As outlined in §3.2.4, balanced Homodyne Detection (HD) allows for the phase dependant
sampling of fields that have little coherent power. The full configuration of the balanced
homodyne detector used for detection of squeezed states in this thesis work is shown
schematically in Figure 7.7. By superposing an external ‘Local Oscillator’ (LO) coherent
field at the same optical frequency, the signal fields may be ‘amplified’ in quadrature with
the LO field by extracting the cross-terms between the two fields. This allows for the
detection of very weak fields amplitudes above the technical noise floor for the photodi-
odes and their electronics. The cross-terms are isolated by splitting the signal and LO
fields equally on a beamsplitter and subtracting the detected photocurrents from both the
outputs. As given by Equation 3.64, the ideal equally balanced two ported homodyne
2This could also be feed back to the pump path.
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detector has a photocurrent response of (reproduced here for convenience)
i  / a¯b¯ cos ✓ + b¯ Xˆ(a)✓ , (7.8)
where b¯ is the steady state mean LO field amplitude, a¯ is the mean signal field amplitude
and  Xˆ(a)✓ is the time dependant quadrature fluctuation selected by the phase of the LO.
The phase asymmetry of the beamsplitter ensures that the common-mode fluctuations
of the local oscillator are cancelled whilst the detector is maximally di↵erentially
sensitive to signal beat amplitudes incident from the signal input port. Critically,
the ideal measured photocurrent depends only on the signal field and not the LO
fluctuations, the degree of balancing determines the isolation as given by Equation
3.63. Quantum noise levels are referenced to LO power and the shot noise induced by
vacuum: the degree of squeezing is therefore normalised to this level for a given LO power.
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Figure 7.7: Schematic optical layout of the homodyne detector apparatus. The entire apparatus
is contained within a 2 cm thick aluminium box to minimise air currents, dust and acoustic dis-
turbance. Elements within the dotted rectangle reduce noise induced by the LO field (see §7.3.4).
Careful beam dumping and installation of irises and black foil about the box help to reduce spu-
rious scatter coupling back into the signal path. Wave plates match the polarisation of the signal
path to that selected by the LO.
Five key optical factors potentially degrade the measurement of squeezed vacuum states:
(1) propagation losses, (2) signal and LO spatial mode mismatch, (3) residual phase jitter,
(4) LO pointing fluctuations and (5) backscatter parasitic interferences. With careful
consideration of the configuration and design of the homodyne detection apparatus, many
of these factors may be minimised or mitigated.
7.3.1 Loss minimisation (1)
Optical losses result in the mixing of uncorrelated vacuum with the squeezing light mode.
Losses in the propagation path are minimised with the use of super-polished lenses (ATF
AR coated, super-polished lenses) and HR mirrors. The number of optical surfaces in
the signal path before photo-detection is kept to a minimum. High quantum e ciency
photodiodes (⌘PD   0.98) are also used in a current subtracting configuration with
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their casing windows removed3. Details of the photodetector electronic design may be
found in [191] and discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of di↵erent electronic
configurations may be found in [133].
Transient losses and mode shape distortions from dust passing through beams also lead
to blow-out events that greatly increase the noise at frequencies below 1 kHz (see [133] for
example spectra of such events). To minimise air currents and provide acoustic isolation,
the entire measurement apparatus in contained within a 2 cm thick aluminium box with
a thick Perspex lid. Containment of optics within the box also lowers general dust levels,
lowing the instances of dust induced loss from dirty mirrors.
7.3.2 Spatial mode mismatch and detection e ciency (2)
Another important factor reducing the detection e ciency of squeezed states in a homo-
dyne detection is the the mode mismatch between the squeezed beam and the incident
local oscillator. The degree of the mode overlap can be quantified by measuring the ‘vis-
ibility’, a measure of the resolvable contrast between a pair of interfering beams between
constructive and destructive interference. Visibility ranges from zero to one and is given
by
V =
Imax   Imin
Imax + Imin
(7.9)
where Imax is the maximum (constructive) interference fringe and Imin is the minimum
(destructive) interference fringe. The Imax/min values are found by measuring maximum
and minimum signal from a photodetector as the phase of one of the interfering beams is
scanned.
The portion of the incident LO beam that does not overlap with squeezing signal fields
is coupled to orthogonal spatial modes: these are occupied by the vacuum state. With
the portion of the LO matched to the incident squeezing with quantum e ciency ⌘h,
the remaining power (1   ⌘h) in the LO field interacts with vacuum  v and adds as a
separate source of uncorrelated fluctuations. The subtracted photocurrent will therefore
contain a reduced component of the ideal balanced homodyne (see equation 3.64) with an
additional contribution with the remaining LO field mixing with orthogonal spatial modes
in a vacuum state
i  / p⌘h(a¯b¯ cos ✓ + b¯ Xˆ(a)✓ ) +
p
1  ⌘hb¯ Xˆ(v)✓ . (7.10)
This is directly analogous to loss; any portion of the incident squeezed field that is not
mode matched to the local oscillator is e↵ectivity lost and replaced with uncorrelated
vacuum.
To find the relationship between fringe visibility and the resulting detector quantum ef-
ficiency, we consider the maximum and minimum photocurrents when coherent fields are
3The electronic design and fabricated board were provided by Max Planck Institute for Gravitational
Physics in Hannover, Germany and are identical to those used in [191, 192].
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incident from both detector ports
Imax =
1
2
 |a¯|2 + ⌘h|b¯|2 + 2p⌘h|a¯b¯|+ (1  ⌘h)|b¯|2  , (7.11)
Imin =
1
2
 |a¯|2 + ⌘h|b¯|2   2p⌘h|a¯b¯|+ (1  ⌘h)|b¯|2  , (7.12)
where a¯ and b¯ are the coherent field amplitudes and vacuum terms have been neglected.
Substituted into Equation 7.9 this reduces to
V =
2
p
⌘h|a¯b¯|
|a¯|2 + ⌘h|b¯|2 + (1  ⌘h)|b¯|2 . (7.13)
When the power in the signal path and LO path fields are matched to maximise visibility,
the above expression reduces to
V =
p
⌘h. (7.14)
Thus the quantum e ciency reduction of the homodyne detector due to spatial mismatch
may be found from the fringe visibility, ⌘h = V 2.
If we inject a fundamental frequency diagnostic ‘seed’ field into our OPO cavity to provide
a coherent field that matches the spatial mode of the OPO cavity (same as the squeezing),
and match the power of the LO so that the power of the two beams are equal, then
visibility may be used to estimate the goodness of alignment and mode-matching to the
detector. Visibility can be used to optimise the alignment of beams and mode matching
lenses into a balanced homodyne detector. For computing a total loss budget, the final
detector visibility can be used compute the quantum e ciency of the homodyne detection
due to spatial mismatch.
7.3.3 Quadrature fluctuations (3)
Squeezing phase noise results from projections of anti-squeezing into a measurement
quadrature. Its is an increasingly pronounced source of squeezing degradation as the
degree of parametric amplification is increased. Figure 7.8 presents a ‘ball-and-stick’
picture of a vacuum squeezing ellipse in the ideal case of no phase noise and with some
introduced jitter relative to the measurement basis. The impact of on the squeezing
readout becomes more pronounced as the degree of squeezing is increased, scaling with
the magnitude of the anti-squeezing.
Typically, the residual phase fluctuations are small and their impact on squeezing readout
may be approximated as a small angle fluctuation with a Gaussian distribution. Fluctua-
tions are assumed to be on timescales smaller than the characteristic measurement time.
Taking the definition of quadrature rotation given by Eq. 3.8 and variance given by Eq.
3.9, then for a mean arbitrary quadrature readout angle of ✓ with a root-mean-square
phase fluctuation of ✓˜, the mean measured level of squeezing is given by
V 0✓ =
1
✓˜
p
2⇡
Z 1
 1
dx
h
e x
2/2✓˜2
 
V1 sin
2(✓ + x) + V2 cos
2(✓ + x)
 i
(7.15)
here we integrate the phase deviations x from mean quadrature readout angle e✓, nor-
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Figure 7.8: Two illustrative vacuum squeezing ball-and-stick examples of phase noise impact on
two di↵erent strengths of squeezing. For the more strongly squeezed case the same degree of phase
noise results in a much larger degradation of the squeezing quadrature readout.
malised and weighted by a Gaussian distribution function, to find the mean readout vari-
ance. Applying some rearrangement, one obtains the simplified expression
=
1
✓˜
p
2⇡
Z 1
 1
dx

e x
2/2✓˜2
✓
V✓ cos
2 x+ V✓+⇡/2 sin
2 x+
V1   V2
2
sin 2✓ sin 2x
◆ 
= e ✓˜
2
⇣
V✓ cosh(✓˜
2) + V✓+⇡/2 sinh(✓˜
2)
⌘
(7.16)
where the basis of variances has been recast relative to the chosen readout angle. For
small angle RMS noise, ✓˜ ⌧ 1, to first order the above expression becomes
V 0✓ = V✓(1  ✓˜2) + V✓+⇡/2✓˜2. (7.17)
In the literature this relationship often takes the form V 01,2 ⇡ V1,2 cos2 ✓˜ + V2,1 sin2 ✓˜
[144, 193], implying (or rather suggesting) a quadrature rotation. In this thesis a
convention of writing it only to its first order is adopted for simplicity of expression and to
emphasise its validity only for small RMS fluctuations about the average quadrature phase.
Although control loops are implemented to hold squeezing or measurement readout
quadratures to a desired readout locking point (see §7.2.3), often residual fluctuations
remain. As discussed in §6.1.2 this may be due to particular loop bandwidth limitations
or lock point errors due to the way error signals are formed. A quiet operating environment
and OPO design may greatly mitigate these e↵ects along with well engineered control loop
design.
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7.3.4 Scatter and LO pointing noise mitigation (4,5)
The elements contained within the dotted box of Figure 7.7 reduce the noise induced
within the LO path.
As no two photodiodes are exactly alike in quantum e ciency across their active
surface, any change in pointing onto a pair of subtracted photodiodes will manifests as
a di↵erential signal after subtraction. Thus, pointing noise of the LO field translates
into a measured photocurrent, introducing unwanted environmental noise to the readout.
Installation of a mode-cleaner in the LO path provides a clean spatial mode (helping
to improve visibility, see §7.3.2) and converts pointing fluctuations into intensity noise.
Mode cleaning also removes beam distortion to the beam introduced by stray dust further
back in the laser path. Further detail on this subject is given in §8.2.1.
The inclusion of a mode cleaning cavity converts pointing and mode aberrations into LO
intensity noise. The balanced HD detector is ideally suited to reject this common mode
noise. The impact of intensity fluctuations is minimised by fine balancing the optical
splitting at the homodyne beamsplitter. Given the current subtraction design of the PDs,
the balancing is achieved optically rather than electronically. By slightly varying the
input polarisation of the LO, to take advantage of the small birefringence of the coating
material, a slight shift in optical splitting ratio is achieved. A common mode rejection
of LO intensity noise of 70 dB was measured. By contrast common-mode rejection from
the signal port was on the order of 50 dB. However, this was less of an issue owing to the
lower coherent powers present at this port.
Back scatter can also allow motion of miscellaneous surfaces to be be coupled back into
the signal path. Reducing backscatter within the HD is achieved by a combination of
isolation optics, a Faraday isolator, and dumping of beams about potential scattering
sources. A Faraday isolator is added to reduce potential backscatter within the LO path
of the HD providing 40 dB of isolation. However, forward propagation losses of Faraday
isolators mean that such devices are unsuitable for the signal path scatter isolation
strategy.
Within the homodyne apparatus box, the largest remaining source of scattered light
derives from the promptly reflected beams o↵ the photodiode surfaces. The tight focus
of light on the photodiodes makes them particularly susceptible to scattering from
small localised spatial features. By angling the beams incident on the homodyne and
dumping the prompt reflection, much of the potential signal path scatter noise may be
also be avoided. As pictured in Figure 7.9(b), beam dumps consist of angled AR coated
heat-absorbing glass (Schott-KG5) that captures directly reflected specular reflections.
The material has strong absorption at 1064 nm and a pair of angled absorbers captures
residual power through multiple bounces. Figure 7.10 shows improved shot noise at low
frequencies between an initial build of the homodyne apparatus with scatter induced
roll-up at low frequencies and the result of diligent localisation and dumping of scattering
sources around the box. Considerable care in keeping mirrors free of dust and installing
some irises also helps to reduce the instances of scatter from wider angles into the signal
beam path. Further information of the impact of scatter and measures to minimise or
mitigate this are covered in detail in Chapter 8.
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Figure 7.9: Constructed homodyne detector: (a) top view of full apparatus, as employed for
the VOPO tests. All elements are contained in a 2 cm thick aluminium box with a thick lid.
LO fields are mode-cleaned with a three mirror travelling wave cavity to give a good the profile
and to convert pointing fluctuations to intensity fluctuations. Beam tubes and dumps are used
to minimise spurious reflections and potential parasitic interference conversion of environmental
noise. The optics mounts were raised on a separate breadboard to reach a beam height that worked
with the vacuum tank configuration. (b) Close view of photodiodes and the dumping Schott-KG5
thermal glass beam dumps. The electronics of the homodyne current subtracting photodetector
are contained within a shielding box to prevent RF interference.
7.4 Characterisation of the vacuum OPO and audio band
squeezing results
In this section, the VOPO cavity described in Chapter 6 is characterised and the elements
described in the earlier sections are brought together to describe the first operation of a
doubly resonant OPO under vacuum. Measured values are summarised along with design
parameters in Table 6.1.
7.4.1 Estimating VOPO escape e ciency
As introduced in §3.4.6, the total escape e ciency of the OPO cavity gives a measure of the
total intra-cavity loss and a limit to maximum attainable output squeezing. It is therefore
important to characterise the aggregate quantum e ciency of the cavity as accurately as
possible in order to understand the best possible purity of vacuum squeezing obtainable
directly from the cavity. The escape e ciency, Equation 3.141, for a single-ended cavity,
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Figure 7.10: Plot showing the improvement of shot noise performance from the initial build of
the balanced homodyne detector where scatter can be seen to cause a roll-up of noise below 1
kHz. A second trace shows the improvement after beam dumps and other absorbent black foil
was installed around the HD box. For reference the signal analyser noise and dark noise of the
photodetector electronics is included.
is the ratio of input-output coupling rate (in-out) to the total cavity loss
⌘esc =
in-out

=
in-out
loss + in-out
(7.18)
where the sum of cavity losses consists of the intra-cavity losses loss and the input-output
coupler in-out. Measurements of cavity escape e ciency are strongly sensitive to both
the input mirror and its coupling rate and the loss measurement of the cavity.
A number of methods may be used to estimate the intra-cavity loss. Most directly this
is estimated from characterisation of the individual OPO cavity components. The HR
coated flat and curved mirrors were specified to have a transmission of no more than 0.5%
and the AR coatings of the PPKTP crystal a transmission of better that 99.99%. PPKTP
absorption on transmission is typically 0.02%/cm [174], giving an equivalent transmission
of 0.9998 for the 10 mm long crystal. Single round trip loss (not attributed to the input
mirror) may be computed by multiplying losses of all the components to form the loss
equivalent mirror reflectivity
0.9999 ⇤ 0.9999 ⇤ 0.9998| {z }
PPKTP AR coating & Absorption
⇥ 0.9995 ⇤ 0.9995 ⇤ 0.9995| {z }
Mirror Losses
= 0.9981± 0.0002. (7.19)
The reflectivity of the input-output mirror was measured directly and found to be
0.845 ± 0.002. Using equation 7.18 and the definition 3.80, this results in an escape
e ciency of 0.989± 0.001.
Direct computation of the cavity round trip loss from the single pass characteristics
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is a straightforward estimate but does not capture the conditions of the resonant
cavity. Otherwise minute local spatial defects and micro scatter points in the mirror
coatings and in the non-linear crystal can impact on loss strongly with alignment,
especially given the tight focus of the beams. Additionally the Gaussian beam the
distributions of intra-cavity fields are di cult to replicate in single pass measure-
ments of individual components. Measurement of these resonantly enhanced losses in
situ will yield a more accurate result and will empirically capture the physics of the cavity.
Often cavity finesse is used as a measure of cavity optical ‘quality factor’ and for estimating
cavity total coupling rates. Measurement of the ratio of cavity free spectral range to cavity
line-width (see definition 3.93) gives a direct measure of finesse. By scanning the cavity
length and calibrating using the free spectral range, the resonance line-width gives a direct
measurement of coupling rates. Using equations 3.92 and 3.76
⌫FWHM =
⌫FSR
F =

⇡
p
1  ⌧ ⇡

⇡
, (7.20)
where  is the total coupling rate and ⌧ the characteristic round trip propagation time.
This means that resonance width is the total of the coupling rates, where for the single
ended cavity
⌫FWHM = (in-out + loss)/⇡. (7.21)
With knowledge of the reflectivity of the input coupler, intra-cavity loss may be inferred
from the full width half maximum (FWHM) its di↵erence and the input coupling rate.
However, this measurement strategy is limited by two principal problems. First, in order
to calibrate the line-width of the cavity, the PZTs of the cavity must be scanned for
the full free spectral range of the cavity. PZT responses are seldom linear over such
large ranges, leading to uncertainties in the frequency base: these systematic errors
are di cult to calibrate out. Secondly, even with careful calibration of PZT scans,
the line-width measurement samples the additive coupling rates that are dominated by
the relatively high coupling of the front input-output coupler by design. For a single
ended cavity with 84% reflective input-coupler, losses of 0.1% will be two orders of
magnitude smaller in impact. The minute relative measurement means that errors of in-
put coupler measurement dominate, likely obscuring the true value of the intra-cavity loss.
For a more precise measurement, in the case of total cavity coupling being dominated by
the input coupler, we measured the intra-cavity loss via the on resonance power drop. As
the cavity is single ended, this technique is very sensitive to intra-cavity losses, where total
power drop is entirely attributable to cavity round trip losses. The power on reflection is
given by the classical cavity equation 3.90 on resonance (! ! 0)
Pref
Pinc
=
A⇤refAref
A⇤incAinc
=
✓
2in/out   

◆2
=
✓
in/out   loss
in/out + loss
◆2
. (7.22)
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This gives a measurement that is di↵erential in coupling rate and removes the need to
factor in a calibration for PZT length scans. The steepness of the response is scaled by
total cavity coupling, making the measurement extremely sensitive to intra-cavity loss
provided that the input coupler is well characterised.
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Figure 7.11: Scan over cavity resonances as a function of time measured with a photodetector
in reflection. Higher order modes (HOM 1-3) contribute to to an o↵set in the both the o↵-
resonance field and on-resonance dip and must be subtracted to obtain an accurate estimate of
escape e ciency.
Figure 7.11 shows the reflected fundamental (1064 nm) power response from the input-
output coupler as the cavity length was scanned over a single FSR. The fundamental
mode resonance dip is clearly identifiable as well as some higher order mode resonances
caused by the imperfect mode-matching of the cavity to the incident light. In calibrating
the depth of the on resonance power dip, these higher order modes must be subtracted,
as the incident (o↵-resonance) and reflected (on-resonance) fields contain the HOM as a
DC o↵set. This causes the total losses to be underestimated and escape e ciency to be
overestimated. The degree of mode-mismatch and presence of HOMs may vary between
measurement setups (caused by modematching to the cavity or alignment) but may be
mitigated by subtracting contributions from all of the HOM dips,
P
i,jMM(i,j), to form
the calibrated power dip on reflection
(in/out   loss)2
(in/out + loss)2
=
Pref  
P
i,jMM(i,j)
Pinc  
P
i,jMM(i,j)
. (7.23)
Solving the above for intra-cavity loss, loss, and substituting into equation 7.18 we find
that the escape e ciency is given by
⌘esc =
1
2
 
1 +
s
Pref  
P
i,jMM(i,j)
Pinc  
P
i,jMM(i,j)
!
(7.24)
where we note that the input-output mirror coupling rates cancel out. This makes
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this measurement strategy especially good for estimating escape e ciency as it is prin-
cipally limited by the uncertainty on the on-resonance to o↵-resonance peak measurement.
In the case of the constructed VOPO cavity, with the crystal installed, the relative on-
resonance power dip was 0.941± 0.004 (taking into account a 8.7 mV DC o↵set from the
HOM). From equation 7.24, we find an escape e ciency of 0.9851 ± 0.0009. This result
is lower than the escape e ciency directly computed from bulk specifications but is a
value that we may have more confidence in, since it captures the true intra-cavity losses
accurately. The resulting loss coupling was loss = (1.12±0.05)⇥106 s 1 or an equivalent
round trip loss of 0.26± 0.01%.
7.4.2 Measurement of VOPO threshold
Pump threshold power is an important OPO parameter. The concept of OPO threshold
was introduced in §3.4.5. It is the power required to reach the point where intra-cavity
gain matches the losses and the OPO’s amplification of seed fields asymptotes to
infinity. Knowledge of the threshold allows the calculation of a normalised pump
parameter x = P/Pthresh that encapsulates both the cavity decay rate and the non-linear
coupling into a single parameter. With knowledge of input pump power and threshold
power, one may compute the expected parametric gain or squeezing given the known losses.
A measurement of the VOPO non-linear gain, as a function of input power, was made
by injecting weak seed light through the back of the HR mirror (mirror M2, as labelled
in Figure 6.9) and measuring the resulting maximum amplification and de-amplification
as the phase of the pump was dithered through 2⇡. Here a correction was made for
the imperfect mode matching to give an accurate power measurement; higher order
modes coupling into the cavity are o↵-resonance and introduce an systematic o↵set on
measured in-coupled power. The amplification and de-amplification are plotted in Figure
7.12. The classical OPO parametric gain equation 3.133 was fitted to find a threshold of
157± 4 mW. Here the upper gain points only were used to fit the threshold value as the
de-amplified portion of the curve had higher relative errors (due to the lower signal to
noise) and the weaker dependence on threshold value.
With knowledge of the intra-cavity losses (see §7.4.1) and a direct measurement of the
input coupler reflectivity, 0.845± 0.002 at 1064 nm, the non-linear coupling parameter, g,
may be inferred to be 1016± 26 s 11/2. This was lower than previously reported value an
earlier OPO using the same PPKTP crystal [26]. The discrepancy is due to the di↵erence
of waist size within the crystal that were
p
2 larger in the case of the VOPO. This nonlinear
coupling parameter, ‘g’, is the value applicable to the waist sizes selected for the newly
constructed cavity.
7.4.3 Squeezed light experiment description
Figure 7.13 shows a detailed schematic of the squeezing experiment configuration used to
test the VOPO. A legend shows a key to components and beams routed about the table.
The electronic configuration is shown separately in Figure 7.14 matching labels in the
optical configuration.
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Figure 7.12: ANU-VOPO cavity non-linear amplification and de-amplification as a function of
input pump power. The final two de-amplification data points are outliers and were likely an
erroneous measurement. Here a classical amplification model (Equation 3.133) is fitted to the
amplification data only, as the de-amplification points have very poor SNR, giving a threshold of
157± 4 mW.
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Figure 7.13: A schematic of the full optical layout of the ANU squeezing experiment. The
VOPO was mounted in a 650 mm diameter vacuum tank fitted with optical windows and ancillary
steering mirrors and mode matching optics. The balanced homodyne detector essential optics
were contained within a box to provide isolation from acoustic noise and air currents. All optical
components have been included. A legend gives a key to the optical components and the various
optical beams. (see also Figure 7.14 for the electronic configuration)
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Figure 7.14: Full schematic of electronic control loops associated with the ANU squeezer exper-
iment. (see also Figure 7.13 for optical configuration).
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The main source of light within the experiment is a Nd:YAG NPRO laser (Mephisto -
Innolight GmbH, model 1000NE) operating at 1064 nm with 1 W of power. The majority
of the main laser (MAIN) light is directed to a Second Harmonic Generator (SHG) where
it is up converted to green 532 nm light to be used as a pump source for the VOPO. The
remainder of the light is split o↵ with a half-wave plate and Polarising Beam Splitter
(PBS), to give a variable amount of power for the balanced homodyne local oscillator and
an OPO diagnostic seed field.
Doubling of the main laser field for an OPO pump is achieved with custom built SHG unit
by Innolight GmbH (model: Diablo). The length and temperature control electronics are
included as an integrated unit. A linear cavity is formed with a hemilithic lithium niobate
(MgO:LiNbO3, 5 % MgO) crystal and a PZT mounted mirror. The non-linear crystal
is flat polished and reflection-coated on one end and AR coated at the other. A second
PZT mounted mirror completes the cavity. A PDH lock (see §7.2.1) is implemented in
transmission using 12 MHz phase modulation sidebands provided by an Electro-Optic
Modulator (EOM) in the main laser beam. Together these produced a maximum pump
power of approximately 250 mW with about 33% conversion e ciency from 1064 nm4.
Power is measured as the inverse of the power available at the Green Power Meter
(PD-GPM).
The 532 nm pump light was power stabilised using DC subtraction locking (see §7.2.2).
An error signal was generated from the DC transmission signal from the VOPO
cavity (PD-Trans) and fed back to a PZT to adjust the interference condition of the
Mach-Zehnder (MZ) interferometer. Here the MZ has a splitting and combining mirror
reflectivities of 70% and 80% respectively. This gives a smaller power range than a 50/50
split but a finer actuation within one fringe. Except for the very final measurements
of squeezing, the (lower amplitude) PZT arm was blocked to simplify diagnostic operations.
After the MZ, the pump beam was directed thought a resonant EOM adding 70 MHz
phase modulation sidebands to the 532 nm field for locking of the OPO. A 532 nm
Faraday isolator also provided backscatter isolation ensuring no back reflections to the
SHG. Total pump light loss up to the vacuum tank was 26% after accounting for the
Faraday isolator (providing backscatter isolation of 35 dB) and other optics losses. The
pump was directed through a 532 nm AR-coated vacuum window into the vacuum tank
and routed into the VOPO cavity. The pump reflection signal from the OPO was stripped
from the 1064 nm fundamental field squeezing using four dichroic mirrors. A portion of
this 532 nm light was coupled out of the tank to implement a 70 MHz reflection PDH
lock using the RF resonant photodetector PD-Refl. This was made possible by of the
double resonant design of the VOPO.
The VOPO itself, described in detail in Chapter 6, was installed within the vacuum
tank. This was a 650 mm circular collar type tank with Viton type O-ring sealing
about the base and lid piece. Care was taken to ensure that, to our best e↵ort, all
parts, components and tools were kept clean from from greases, oils and dust. Before
installation all machined components and tools (excluding optics) were ultrasonic cleaned
with Liquinox (a detergent), thoroughly rinsed with deionised water and then rinsed
4The e ciency of the unit has dropped dramatically with age.
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with clean methanol and/or acetone. After cleaning all components were handled with
gloves and protective clothing to prevent excessive dust entering the tanks but especially
to avoid contamination from oils on the skin. Vacuum specific mirror and lens mounts
(with low outgassing/no grease) were used and bleed holes were made in all machined
components. The only plastics present in the tank were PEEK (a low outgassing plastic)
and that of vacuum compatible cables (FEP insulated) used to drive PZTs and the
thermal control elements. All components were bolted to to a circular breadboard placed
in the base of the tank. Beams were routed in and out of the cavity through low loss
AR coated vacuum windows. Green (532 nm) vacuum windows had measured losses
of 1.2 ± 0.1 % and the IR (1064 nm) windows had a loss of 0.5 ± 0.3%. The tank was
pumped down using a turbo pump with a backing roughing pump. Vacuum pumping
was then transferred to an ion pump to maintain vacuum without mechanical noise. A
vacuum of 1⇥ 10 6 mBar was attained at which squeezing operation was measured.
Meanwhile a coherent squeezing quadrature locking scheme was implemented (detailed in
§7.2.3) using a second Auxiliary (AUX) laser (a Mephisto Innolight GmBH, 1064 nm).
A laser was used instead of an Acousto-Optic Modulator (AOM) because of concerns
that residue fundamental frequency light might seed and contaminate the vacuum
seeding of the OPO. A new technique using a pair of AOMs has since been developed
(see Oelker et al. [194]) but has yet to be implemented in the ANU experiment. A
portion of the auxiliary light is doubled in a single pass temperature controlled PPKTP
crystal and combined with a pick o↵ of the main OPO pump light on the beat note
detector PD-POL. An o↵set frequency lock error signal is generated by demodulating
with a 59.6 MHz RF waveform and is fed back to the AUX laser controller to hold
its fundamental field output at an o↵set of 29.8 MHz from the locked VOPO cavity’s
fundamental resonance. A second function generator that was electronically phase locked
to to the 59.6 MHz waveform generator (using the 10 MHz sync line) and provided a
29.8 MHz (halved) signal to demodulate the beat between the LO and the generated
coherent control sidebands at the balanced homodyne detector. The resulting error
signal was used to drive a large-ranged stacked PZT mounted mirror placed before
the homodyne mode cleaner, thereby locking the measurement quadrature of the
homodyne to the squeezing quadrature. Readout quadrature angle was selected by man-
ually adjusting the signal generator’s 10 MHz phase lock delay between the two generators.
Squeezing was measured by stripping the 1064 nm squeezing and coherent sideband fields
from the reflected VOPO light and propagating these fields to the balanced homodyne
detector situated outside the tank. As covered in §7.3 this HD apparatus was enclosed
within a heavy box and and its LO beam was pre-mode cleaned and isolated from scatter.
Mode cleaning was provided by a travelling wave cavity formed by mirrors fixed to an
aluminium spacer. The mode cleaner had 210 mm round trip length with a finesse of 304
and was PDH locked in length using the same 12 MHz phase modulation sidebands used
to lock the pump light SHG. The LO power present at the HD beamsplitter was 1.9 mW
giving an electronic signal, after internal amplification of the subtraction signal, of order
-120 dBm on a Stanford Research Systems SR785 dynamic signal analyser. Squeezing
and anti-squeezing measurements were normalised and referenced to this level. As Fig-
ure 7.10 shows this gave at least 20 dB of clearance about the noise floor of the electronics.
To operate the full apparatus in vacuum squeezing mode, the locking loops were engaged
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in the following order:
1. the Innolight second harmonic generator PDH locking loop is engaged;
2. the homodyne mode cleaner cavity is locked;
3. after setting the operating pump power, the OPO length PDH lock is engaged;
4. the auxiliary laser is brought close to a 59.6 MHz by viewing the un-demodulated
PD-POL beat signal on a spectrum analyser and adjusting the laser’s crystal set-
point temperature. The phase o↵set lock is then engaged;
5. the MZ was engaged and DC subtraction voltage brought close to the desired oper-
ating power; and finally
6. the second part of the coherent control loop measuring the LO/coherent sideband
beat was engaged to track the LO phase with the squeezing quadrature. Phase of
the demodulation signal was then tuned to find the appropriate quadrature.
Two sets of squeezing measurements were made. The first was an initial phase noise
measurement in air followed by a measurement of the VOPO generating squeezing under
vacuum. Follow up measurement of squeezing and phase noise were made by G. Mansell
at MIT using an version of the cavity built on the same ANU-VOPO design.
7.4.4 Preliminary measurement of phase noise
An initial measurement of RMS phase noise of the constructed VOPO was made along
with squeezing for the in-air homodyne arrangement described in §7.3. The aggregate
RMS phase noise includes the cavity length noise as well as residual noise from propa-
gation and coherent control loops and is largely dominated by mechanical coupling from
environmental acoustic noise. The phase noise measurements presented here are not
indicative of the final expected noise performance of the VOPO. Its intended operating
conditions are expected to be realised when mounted in a seismically-acoustically isolated
environment, i.e. on an in vacuum suspended isolation stage. Due to time constraints for
delivering the VOPO to MIT, our vacuum testing was limited to testing conducted on a
un-isolated breadboard placed directly on the base of the vacuum tank with a homodyne
detector constructed outside the tank on a di↵erent section of the table. Results presented
here were an initial test of in vacuum operation for the VOPO only. After the initial
design and testing stage at the ANU, a full test with an in-vacuum homodyne detector
mounted on the same breadboard was planned for MIT.
As outlined in §7.3.3, the residual phase noise impacts on squeezing levels by projecting
orthogonal anti-squeezing quadratures into the measurement quadrature. Phase noise is
quantified using a standard strategy of increasing OPO non-linear parametric gain until
phase noise induced projections of anti-squeezing into the measurement quadrature begin
to degrade the squeezed quadrature measurement [144, 188, 193, 195]. As Equation 7.17
implies, the degree projection is proportional to the RMS square of phase fluctuations
and the variance of the orthogonal quadrature. A model of measured squeezing and anti-
squeezing as a function of parametric non-linear gain, total loss and phase noise is formed
by combining equations 3.142 and 7.17. This gives a readout variance of
V✓=0,⇡/2 = ✓˜
2
✓
1 +
4⌘x
(1⌥ x)2
◆
+ (1  ✓˜2)
✓
4⌘x
(1± x)2
◆
, (7.25)
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where ✓˜ ⌧ 1 is the RMS phase noise, x is the normalised pump parameter (Equation
3.131) and ⌘ is the total quantum e ciency (⌘ = 1 Loss) of the state detection including
all losses. The dependence of squeezing and anti-squeezing on the OPO’s non-linear gain
is fitted and the RMS phase noise inferred from a best fit.
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Figure 7.15: Measured squeezing and anti-squeezing levels as a function of cavity non-linear gain
for initial phase noise measurement. Non-linear gain was realised by measuring the amplification
of an injected diagnostic 1064 nm seed field. A  2 fit of the Equation 7.25 to the data gave a fitted
phase noise of 21.8± 0.9 mrad.
Figure 7.15 shows a set of squeezing and anti-squeezing level measurements made as
the input pump power was varied (adjusting the NL gain). Here noise variance was
averaged across the detector’s band excluding mains harmonics and other technical
noise sources. The noise levels are normalised to the shot-noise induced by the given
LO power for a blocked input port. Because of the relative magnitude of anti-squeezed
fluctuations relative to the absolute size of the commensurate squeezing, anti-squeezing
contributions quickly dominate the squeezed signal at higher non-linear gain. By contrast,
anti-squeezing is only very weakly a↵ected by quadrature phase noise and is principally
only impacted by total measurement quantum e ciency. Non-linear gain levels were
limited by available pump power to the VOPO. However, su cient data were obtained to
provide a reasonable fit. For a  2 fit of Equation 7.25, the data yields a fitted quantum
e ciency of 0.882± 0.006 and a phase noise 21.8± 0.9 mrad.
Previous reported measurements of phase noise were as low as 11 ± 2 mrad for the
bow tie prototype squeezer developed for the LIGO-H1 test [27] and 9 mrad for the
hemilithic squeezer developed for similar tests on the GEO600 detector [155]. In
the case of the previous ANU doubly resonant bow tie OPO experiments [26, 27],
significant time and e↵ort had been invested into not only optimising the beat not
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locking aspects of the coherent control loop, but also to the floating of the table.
Time constraints before delivery to MIT did not allow for an extended optimisation
of this measurement. However, soon to be published results from Oelker et al. [194]
(in preparation) have reported a 1.3+0.7 0.5 mrad of phase noise (in air). This result was
achieved with the ANU developed glass squeezer design as detailed in Chapter 6. Here
OPO and homodyne detector were rigidly mounted to the same breadboard base. In
turn this was mechanically isolated from the base of the tank with viton pillars loaded
with an appropriate mass followed by a second isolation stage of viton pads between
the loading mass and the breadboard base. A combination of the low length noise
semi-monolithic OPO, mechanical isolation and optimisation to coherent control methods
resulted in a nearly ten fold improvement of phase noise below previously reported results.
A number of factors may be improved upon to achieve a much better phase noise result.
The intended operating conditions of the squeezer are under vacuum and mounted to a
seismically isolated stage. As noted previously in this section, other best attempt phase
noise measurements were conducted under conditions where the optical table was isolated
from ground floor motions with pneumatic table legs and with good acoustic isolation of
auxiliary components.
However, by far the most important aspect of direct measurement of audio-band vacuum
squeezing is the design of coherent control loops and PDH locking of the pump light to
the cavity. Improvements to the PDH lock of the OPO cavity maybe made by not only
feeding back to the PZTs of the OPO cavity but also applying fast feedback actuation to
the driving laser source. Such a scheme can o↵er higher unity gain frequency, improving
the bandwidth of this length stabilization loop for suppressing residual length noise. Sim-
ilarly, improvements to the PDH locking schemes of the SHG can also lead to lower phase
noise imparted by the frequency doubling stage of the experiment. Recent developments
improving the coherent control auxiliary field using a double AOM up-shift/down-shift
scheme o↵er a way to reduce relative frequency noise between the pump laser source and
the auxiliary laser used in this experiment’s control scheme [194]. Further improvements
could also be made by lowering the detuning of the injected coherent control auxiliary
sideband to allow more light to couple into the cavity. Together with these improvements
a future design should be limited by shot noise of the photodiodes sensing the control
fields.
7.4.5 First audio band squeezing results for a squeezer operated under
vacuum
For the operation of the VOPO cavity under vacuum some of adjustment of the wedged
non-linear crystal translation was necessary to correct for the change of dispersion caused
by the removed air. Details of this calibration process are covered in §6.5. Adjustments
to lower the set-point operating temperature of the PPKTP crystal were also made, due
to the di↵erent heat dissipation rates across the crystal oven under vacuum conditions.
With these minor optimisations of the VOPO mounted in the vacuum tank, it was placed
under a vacuum of 1⇥ 10 6 mBar. With pump light injected through 532 nm AR coated
windows and squeezing coupled out through another 1064 nm AR optimised vacuum
window, a set of squeezing and anti-squeezing traces were measured with the homodyne
detector.
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Figure 7.16: Measured squeezing from the ANU VOPO cavity showing shot noise, squeezing
(8.7±0.9 dB), anti-squeezing (15.9±0.7) and the underlying electronic dark noise (23 dB clearance
below shot noise). Noise power levels have been normalised relative to shot noise level. The data
were stitched together from 5 FFT windows (0-400 Hz, 0-1.6 kHz, 0-6.4 kHz, 0-25.6 kHz and
0-102.4 kHz) each with resolution bandwidths of 0.5, 8, 32, 128 respectively. On hundred RMS
averages were taken for all FFTs except the lowest which was 25 averages. Mains harmonics can
be seen at multiples of 50 Hz. Dark noise was not subtracted from this data.
Figure 7.16 shows results from in vacuum operation of the OPO, including measurements
of squeezing, anti-squeezing, shot noise and the electronic dark noise noise spectra over
the 3 Hz to 10 kHz frequency range. The data were collected with a Stanford Research
Systems SR785, where the subtraction photodetector had a dark noise clearance of
approximately 10 dB above the spectrum analyser’s electronic noise floor. The traces
were assembled from multiple frequency spans and were stitched together from 5 FFT
windows (0-400 Hz, 0-1.6 kHz, 0-6.4 kHz, 0-25.6 kHz and 0-102.4 kHz) each with
respective resolution bandwidths of 0.5, 8, 32, 128 Hz. One hundred RMS averages were
taken for each span, except the 400 Hz span where only 25 were taken. With 1.9 mW of
LO provided at the homodyne beamsplitter, the clearance for the squeezing above the
electronic (dark) noise floor of the subtraction detector was over 10 dB. Traces displayed
in figure 7.16 were normalised to the shot noise level of a pure vacuum field at this LO
power level.
Injected pump power was 105 mW representing a normalised normalised non-linear
interaction strength (x = 1   pg) of 0.75 of threshold. Excluding points a↵ected by
coupling from supply AC, the achieved squeezing is 8.6± 0.9 dB of noise reduction below
the shot noise level with anti-squeezing in the orthogonal quadrature of 15.9 ± 0.7 dB.
Operation of the OPO was demonstrated for periods of over an hour with the device
remaining operational after days in vacuum.
The resulting quantum noise suppression below shot noise value is limited by both the
losses and phase noise between the OPO source and homodyne detector. Total loss is
estimated to be 8.3 ± 0.1% which includes a 0.9851 ± 0.0009% OPO escape e ciency,
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97.5 ± 0.5 % propagation e ciency, a 98 ± 1% photodetector quantum e ciency (⌘PD)
and a homodyne spatial mismatch contributing 97.4 ± 0.5%. This estimate of losses is
lower that that fitted to the phase noise data in §7.4.4. However, it was later discovered
that there was a dirty wave plate in the signal path that may have added significant losses
(2-3%) and is the most likely explanation of the discrepancy. Assuming the losses fitted
directly in the phase noise measurement (see Figure 7.15) then the 75% of threshold
operation of the OPOmatches the data well, provided RMS phase noise is of order 20 mrad.
Using the estimates of loss and those of phase noise, the squeezing and anti-squeezing
exiting the OPO may be inferred from the measured values. The correction for the dark
electronic noise of the detector is small, given the significant clearance: subtracting dark
noise from the measurement gives a squeezing of 8.7±0.9 dB and anti-squeezing of 15.9±0.7
dB. Accounting for phase noise and the dark noise the inferred squeezing level is 9.8± 1.0
dB. Correcting for the detection e ciency (i.e. every loss except the escape e ciency of
the OPO), the inferred squeezing magnitude level directly at the OPO output is 14.2±1.0
dB. With further improvements to phase noise to 11 mrad rms, propagation e ciency to
99%, and an improved fringe visibility of 99.5%, measured squeezing may be improved to
as much as 11.27 dB with the current configuration. With further reduction of phase noise
to levels reported by Oelker et al. measurable squeezing as low as 12 dB is possible.
7.5 Chapter summary
This chapter has outlined methods for operating a double resonant OPO squeezed light
source. Aspects preparation and condition of optical fields and the necessary control
methods have been detailed. A number of key factors limiting the realisation of low
frequency squeezing measurements were detailed including the impact of phase noise,
loss, beam pointing jitter and scatter. Initial testing and characterisation was undertaken
using the VOPO cavity developed and detailed in Chapter 6. This included the first ever
operation of such a complex double resonant non-linear device under vacuum conditions.
Although the initial phase noise measurement of 21.8± 0.9 mrad was more than previous
designs using standard optical mounts, similar measurements using a copy of the cav-
ity detailed in this thesis with optimised coherent control loops and proper mechanical
isolation, have reported a very promising phase noise of 1.3+0.7 0.5 mrad [194]. Measured
squeezing for in vacuum operation of the VOPO was 8.6±0.9 dB of noise reduction below
the shot noise level with an inferred squeezing of 14.2± 1.0 dB. The demonstration of an
all glass monolithic OPO cavity operating in vacuum opens the path for development of
similar designs to be implemented within the seismically isolated vacuum environments of
advanced gravitational wave detectors.
Chapter 8
Parasitic Interference &
Frequency Upshifting In
Squeezing Experiments
Scatter-induced parasitic interference is a noise coupling phenomenon in which
stray light back-scattered o↵ surrounding surfaces couples into an interfer-
ometric beam, coupling the motion of these elements into an instrument’s
measurement band. In this chapter I present a general model for upshifting
scattered light using path-length dithering techniques. A general discussion
on dithering waveforms and modulation depths is outlined, this may be of
interest for experiments and instrumentation beyond the subject matter of
this thesis and is included because the approach developed here may be of
interest to others. I then outline the instance of scattered light in balanced
homodyne detection and methods for identifying scatter using a range of test
dither waveforms. An opto-mechanical upshifting technique is then used to
actively remove scattering from a frequency band of interest in a squeezed
state generation experiment. The application of such a scheme in Advanced
LIGO is discussed.
A portion of the work described in this chapter is reported in the following
publication: Wade, A. R., Chua, S. S. Y., Stefszky, M. S., Shaddock, D.
A., & McClelland, D. E. (2013). Path length modulation technique for scatter
noise immunity in squeezing measurements. Optics Letters, 38(13), 2265-7.
http://doi.org/10.1364/OL.38.002265 [28]
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8.1 Scattered light coupling into sensitive interferometric
measurements
Noise sidebands resulting from parasitic interferences are recognised as a limiting factor
in a range of interferometric experiments, including: GW interferometry [196], fibre
sensing interferometers [197, 198], interferometric surface sensing [199], spectroscopy
[200], stellar interferometry [201, 202], as well as in the balanced homodyne detection
of minimum uncertainty states of light [133, 192] (the subject of this thesis chapter).
In many instances a phase dithering technique, known as opto-mechanical frequency
shifting, may be used to mix scattered light contributions to higher frequency bands.
This application of a phase dither may be used as a strategy for identifying the pres-
ence of scatter noise in cases where other lower frequency technical noise sources are
indistinguishable [133, 203]. In other special cases where scatter paths a separable
from signal paths, dither up-coupling techniques may be used as an active strategy for
removing scatter from frequency bands of interest in laser instruments and interferometers.
In interferometric experiments coherent laser light may be scattered from imperfect anti-
reflective coatings, micro-roughness, defect imperfections of optics and dust, as well as
other waveguide specific sources such as interface reflections and Rayleigh backscattering
[198]. Much of this stray light is dissipated. However, small fractions may couple back into
a beam mode having sampled lengths to potentially many di↵erent surfaces. Modulations
of these path lengths generate a spectrum noise sidebands coupling environmental noise
into detection bands of interest.
x(t)
E
Scatter
E
Carrier
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Signal
Backscatter
Surface
 dither
Figure 8.1: Simple case of scatter exiting and re-entering interferometer beam with parasitic
phase and amplitude noise.
A simple model of stray light induced parasitic interferences is illustrated schematically in
figure 8.1. A portion of a coherent light is coupled out of the beam propagation path and
reflects o↵ a surface with some arbitrary motion x(t). Here the path length and pointing
fluctuations are modelled as a time varying phase  s = 2⇡2x(t)/  and overall coupling
e ciencies "(t). The electric field containing the scattered light and signal is written
Etot = Esig + E0e
i!0t + "(t)E0e
(i!0t+ s), (8.1)
where E0 is the carrier field amplitude. I have assume that the reduction of the carrier
from scatter is negligible and the signal is small Esig ⌧ E0. The returning scattered
light can be the superposition of any number of scattering paths, the vector sum Escat =
E0
P
n "n(t)e
i n(t) of which is treated as a single source of aggregate motion x(t). This
aggregate phase, due to motion of reflective surfaces and intermediate air currents may
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be modelled as random, normally distributed, noise about a mean value. When measured
with a photodiode the resulting detected intensity is
Itot(t) / |Etot(t)|2 = DC & signal terms. + |E0|2"(t)
⇣
ei2⇡
2x(t)
  + e i2⇡
2x(t)
 
⌘
. (8.2)
where the mean of the phase  ¯s determines the quadratures of the noise sources. Thus
the scattered field amplitude appears as cross term with the signal carrier E0, producing
a fluctuating intensity term directly proportional to scatter field amplitude. Typically
components in experiments have mechanical modes most dominant and driven at audio
frequencies and lower (below a few hundred Hertz). Although the distribution of noise is
specific to the physical surrounds, for the sake of argument a spectrum of phase noise is
modelled as 1/f2 and the resulting parasitic intensity noise due to scattering is shown in
figure 8.2. In practice this will have features reflecting the mechanical resonances of back
scattering surfaces and appear more as a hump (see [203] for an example spectrum).
8.1.1 Opto-mechanical upshifting upshifting by applying a phase/path-
length dither
A technique known as opto-mechanical frequency shifting may be used to e↵ectively
frequency shift contributions of scatter noise out of the detection band of interest. By
selectively applying a periodic length or phase modulation to back scattered light with a
mirror or an EOM, scattered fields are mixed up to higher Fourier frequency multiples
of the modulation waveform. With correct choice of modulation depth, frequency
components of the scattered field are cyclically averaged close to DC, leaving no net
scattered field at frequencies below the modulation’s fundamental frequency.
As illustrated in Figure 8.1, a phase dither modulation is applied selectively to the
backscattered light components. The field is then
Etot(t) ⇡ Esig(t) + E0ei!0t + eiM cos⌦mt"(t)ei s(t)E0ei!0t (8.3)
where the periodic dither function is chosen to be a cosine of depth M and frequency
⌦m. The lengths are short enough that with ⌦ ⌧ !0, orders of modulation and scatter
commute. The path length dither modulation can be written as a sum of its Fourier
frequency components, that is eiM cos(⌦mt) =
P1
n= 1 i
nJn(M)ein⌦mt, where Jn(M) are
the nth order Bessel functions of the first kind. In the frequency domain the product with
the dither modulation term becomes a convolution
E˜tot(!) = E˜sig(!) + E˜0 +
1X
n= 1
inJn(M) (!   n⌦m) ⇤ F
h
"(t)ei sE0e
i!0t
i
. (8.4)
where we may express the fourier spectrum of the scattered field as
X(!) = E0
Z 1
 1
"(t)ei s(t)ei!0tdt. (8.5)
Thus the aggregate scatter induced noise distribution in frequency is convolved with a
weighted train of delta pulses in the frequency domain. The parasitic noise is mixed
up to integer multiples of ⌦m weighted by the Bessel functions Jn(M). The resulting
distribution of noise is a set of overlapping spectra X(! + n⌦m). Direct detection of the
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Figure 8.2: Plot showing impact of dithering on simulated scatter noise modelled as 1/f2 roll up.
Here the model assumes of scattering noise (blue) as an idealised roll up, in practice this will have
features reflecting the mechanical resonances of back scattering surfaces. A 500 Hz sinusoidal path-
length dither, of depth M ⇡ 2.405 rad, is applied to the path between the backscattering surface
and the main signal field. Scattered Fourier components are upshifted about integral multiples of
the modulation waveform.
field gives a scattering contribution
 Iscatter(!) / |E0|2
1X
n= 1
inJn(M) (!   n⌦m) ⇤ [X(!) +X( !)] . (8.6)
For an appropriate choice of modulation depth, M ⇡ 2.405, the lowest order (DC term)
is minimised, i.e. J0(M) ⇡ 0. Thus Fourier components below half the dither modulation
frequency are mixed up and distributed amongst the higher order harmonics spaced at in-
teger multiples of the dither frequency leaving no scatter modulations at lower frequencies.
An example of path length modulation is applied to the intensity spectrum introduced in
figure 8.2. A M ⇡ 2.405 rad depth cosine modulation at 500 Hz is applied. The resulting
scattering power spectrum is mixed up to integer multiples of 500 Hz, with low frequency
noise reduced to the 1/(f  ⌦dither)2 roll o↵ of the lowest order harmonic. The rest of the
intensity noise is distributed to all the higher order harmonics of the phase modulation
waveform (to within the bandwidth of the phase modulating device).
8.1.2 Other modulation waveforms
Many possible modulation wave forms may be considered for upshifting scatter contribu-
tions beyond the sinusoid introduced in the previous section. The periodic modulation
function f(t) may be broken into its Fourier components
eiMf(t) =
X
cne
in⌦mt (8.7)
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where
cn =
Z ⌧
 ⌧/2
exp[iMf(t)]ein!tdt. (8.8)
Providing the DC component of the modulation, c0, is zero, the modulation is su cient
to upshift parasitic contributions to higher frequencies. The general intensity noise of
parasitic interferences after applying a modulation is
 Iscatter(!) /
1X
n= 1
cn (!   n⌦m) ⇤ [X(!) +X( !)] (8.9)
=
1X
n= 1
cn [X(!   n⌦m) +X(! + n⌦m)] . (8.10)
The distribution of noise amongst the Fourier components depends upon the details of the
Fourier decomposition. Figure 8.3 shows the Fourier coe cient weightings (normalised
magnitude) for cosine, triangular and square waveforms. Where as the cosine Fourier
components drop o↵ with a Bessel envelope, the triangular and square waves drop as 1/n2
and 1/n respectively. Depending on the slope of the parasitic noise roll o↵, the choice
of waveform is important to consider if distributing existing parasitic noise well above
the fundamental frequency ⌦m is desired. Ideally the lowest order frequency will have a
low weighting, however this must be traded o↵ against the phase modulation waveform’s
convergence rate.
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Figure 8.3: Fourier coe cient weightings (normalised magnitude) for cosine, triangular and
square waveforms. Cosine modulation waveforms o↵er the fastest converging series at the ex-
pense of higher weightings at lower frequencies. When applying one of these waveforms to a
modulation path, these delta trains are convoluted against the scatter signal. These Fourier com-
ponents also have a complex component that is important to which quadrature of scattered signal
is up-converted.
Finally, an important consideration for the implementation of alternative waveforms is the
bandwidth response of the modulating device. Where as EOM type devices may a↵ord
large frequency ranges, PZT mounted mirrors will have a finite mechanical dithering
response. Waveforms that contain discontinuities in position or slope (such as square
and triangle waveforms) themselves contain a sum of frequency components that may
be ‘clipped’ by the finite mechanical response of a mirror/PZT mount. Distortion of
these waveforms can lead to unexpected or unpredictable phase modulation components.
For this reason, the final results presented in this chapter were taken with sinusoidal
waveforms.
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Figure 8.4: Schematic showing key points of scatter vulnerability and potential modulation points
within the balanced homodyne apparatus.
8.2 Parasitic interferences in balanced homodyne detectors
Balanced homodyne detection is an especially sensitive measurement technique that
allows for the detection of minimum uncertainty states in the absence of coherent light.
For example: vacuum squeezed states, see section 3.2.4. Such a phase sensitive technique
is as sensitive to tiny fractions of stray light re-entering its detection ports as it is to
vacuum fluctuations. However, the entry point of scattered into the detector determines
whether contributions are suppressed by common mode cancellation or maximally
disruptive. Figure 8.4 shows a heuristic map illustrating key points of forward and
backscatter within a standard setup of a balanced homodyne detector.
Stray light is assumed to originate at point ‘S’ at the photodiode, where the waist of the
beam is smallest. Typically such conditions maximise the amount of scattering [204].
Stray light that ventures out of the beam path may be attenuated by angling photodiodes
and the strategic placement of beam dumps. The remaining light counter-propagates back
along the incident beam lines where it may be forward scattered from imperfect optical
components along the beam, coupling back into the forward propagating field. Each of
these forward scattering points (A, B, C and D) may be thought of as an uncorrelated
independent source of scatter small enough that cross terms with each other and the
vacuum field are negligible and where the local oscillator terms dominates.
The subtracted photocurrent will contain the same terms derived in equation 3.63, with
additional contributions from scattered light components
i  / isignal + iA + iB + iC + iD, (8.11)
where, as before,
i  ⇡ (2"  1)(|b¯|2 + b¯ Xˆ(b)1 ) + 2
p
"(1  ")
⇣
a¯b¯ cos ✓ + b¯ Xˆ(a)✓
⌘
. (8.12)
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8.2.1 Backscatter contributions and their isolation
Forward scattered fields ‘A’ originating from the local oscillator path contains amplitude
and phase modulations, "A(t) and  A(t), induced by surfaces in this path. Because these
parasitic fields are incident from the local oscillator port they are reduced by a factor
of the common mode rejection ratio (CMRR) of the two arm subtraction CMRR =
10 log10(i /i+) = 10 log10(2"   1). Here a CMRR of -80 dB is readily achievable with
electronic gain tuning and optically with fine adjustment to input polarisations to the
beam splitter. Further backscatter isolation of -40 dB is provided by a Faraday isolator
(FI) immediately prior to the beam splitter on the local oscillator field port. This prevents
coherent light from propagating backwards and is ideally situated immediately before the
beam splitter. The resulting scatter signal is then
 iA = 10
 CMRR[dB]/10 ⇥ 10FI[dB]/10|b|2("A(t)ei A(t) + "A(t)e i A(t))), (8.13)
where direct contributions from scatter are reduced by 100 dB by the inherent isolation
provided by the setup.
At back scattering points ‘B’ very distant from the photodiodes, minute angular pointing
fluctuations have a very large distance over which to accrue displacement in the plane of
the photodiode. Photodiodes will commonly have some inhomogeneous quantum e ciency
across their surface caused by local defects and dead regions [205, 206]. The varying
response may be expressed as a function of position ⌘1,2(r, ✓) and because photodiodes
are not exactly matched, this results in a di↵erential modulation between the otherwise
balanced arms. Assuming the local oscillator field present on the photodiodes is stationary,
fluctuations due to scatter of this kind lead to an uncommon modulation of intensities of
the homodyne arms that is not suppressed by beam splitter balancing. The di↵erence
photo current will scale as
 I-scatter(t) /
Z r
0
Z 2⇡
0
 Escatter(r¯ +  r(t), ✓¯ +  ✓(t))ELO(r, ✓) ⌘(r, ✓)d✓dr (8.14)
where  ⌘(r, ✓) = ⌘2(r, ✓)   ⌘1(r, ✓) is the spacial di↵erence in response between the two
photodetectors. A mode cleaning cavity placed close to the the homodyne beamsplitter
provides conversion of the pointing noise for both the local oscillator coherent field and
scatter components from ‘B’ into intensity noise. Rejection of o↵-axis fluctuations from
the mode cleaner transforms angular scatter couplings into fluctuations of field intensity
on transmission. The beam splitter balancing once again provides excellent common mode
rejection of this kind of disturbance
 iB = 10
 CMRR[dB]/10 ⇥ 10FI[dB]/10|b|2"B(r(t), ✓(t)), (8.15)
where "B(r(t), ✓(t)) is intensity fluctuations due to scatter pointing noise incident on the
mode cleaner. We neglect details of this the mode cleaner response, however, once again
these contributions are reduced by a total of -100 dB by transforming the noise into
the common mode of the balanced homodyne detector. Phase modulations are also not
included as these parasitic path modulations may all be factored into the  iA component
of the scattered field contribution.
Scatter contributions ‘C’ are parasitic interference paths that are present in one homodyne
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arm only and therefore cannot be subtracted in common mode. They arise from surface
imperfections directly backscattering onto a single photodiode and contribute directly,
without attenuation to the photocurrent noise coupling
 iC =
1p
2
|b|2("C(t)ei C(t) + "C(t)e i C(t))), (8.16)
where "C(t) and  C(t) are the time varying coupling e ciency and aggregate phase. This
scatter can only be minimised directly by special care in choosing super-polished lenses,
steering mirror and beamsplitter, as well as dumping of direct reflections from angled
photodiodes. Minimising the number of optical surfaces and containing these components
within an acoustically isolated box is principal means by which these contributions are
minimised.
Finally scattering from the signal path of the homodyne detector, point ‘D’, enters the
detector through the signal port. The balanced homodyne detector is by design highly
insensitive to contributions from the LO port and maximally di↵erentially sensitive to the
signal port, where vacuum squeezed states are expected to be measured. In the limit of
high common mode suppression "! 0.5 and
 iD = |b|2("D(t)ei D(t) + "D(t)e i D(t))), (8.17)
Where the detector a↵ords no rejection of forward scattered light. The principal strategy,
therefore, is to minimise the available stray light, control the degree of forward scattered
light e ciency and minimise motion of potential surfaces.
Great e↵ort was made in the course of the experiment to minimize acoustic noise
disturbances by enclosing the homodyne detector within a heavy tank and the subsequent
optical bench within a containing box. Cleanliness of mirrors from dust and surface
optical quality are important for minimising the risk of contributions of scatter from ‘D’
that do not leave the beam path. Super-polished optics are essential in the homodyne
optical train following (and including) the combining beamsplitter for type ‘C’ scatter
events, but such optics can be an overly demanding requirement for the many optics
contained in the signal path train of optics. By careful dumping of stray reflected LO
fields and systematic identification of points of forward scatter, contributions of type ‘D’
may be minimised satisfactorily.
8.2.2 Isolating signal path scattering as a noise source
To diagnose the presence of scattered induced noise, amongst the various low frequency
noise sources in homodyne detectors, it is necessary isolate the parasitic contributions.
With the installation of a Faraday isolator, along with mode cleaning and LO common
mode isolation, we should expect that the principal remaining source of scatter induced
noise is to be found in the signal path. To diagnose the presence of scatter there we may
apply the dithering techniques introduced in section 8.1.1 to frequency shift contributions
of scatter in the homodyne’s signal path.
A balanced homodyne detector was configured as illustrated in figure 8.4. Isolation in
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the local oscillator path was provided by a Faraday isolator (⇠  40dB) and a travelling
wave mode cleaning cavity of line-width of 4.7 MHz (FSR ⇠ 1.5 GHz), which was locked
to resonance using the Pound-Drever-Hall locking technique [156]. Here we use a direct
photocurrent subtraction detector design - provided by Max Planck Institute for Gravi-
tational Physics in Hannover, Germany[191, 192] - that requires optical power balancing
to match photocurrent of the photodiodes. Polarisation exiting the Faraday isolator was
trimmed to balance power between arms, giving a measured common mode suppression of
-70 dB. With 1.9 mW of local oscillator power incident on the homodyne beam splitter, a
measurement of vacuum induced shot noise was made with a scattering source present in
the single path. With a 500 Hz cosine waveform applied to a PZT mounted mirror M, the
dither depth was gradually increased until the first minimum of the low frequency noise
was reached. A time series was recorded and a power spectral density was computed of this
stepwise ramp of modulation depth is shown in figure 8.5. This shows a clear reduction of
noise roll up with the expected peaks of noise about multiplies of the modulation frequency.
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Figure 8.5: Shot noise data traces showing the upshifting of scatter via a path length modulation
between homodyne and a scattering source over five dithering depths (calibrated to radians). Data
was collected as a time series as modulation dept was slowly incremented and converted to a power
spectral density with a resolution bandwidth of 2 Hz. The power level was normalised to the high
frequency shot noise level.
Figure 8.6 shows a closer inspection of the upshifted components, comparing the non-
path length dithered shot noise to the first upshifted peak at 500 Hz. About first 500 Hz
peak, we may observe that particular mechanical resonance features are repeated at high
frequencies, showing that the dither technique is distributing the scattered noise features
to higher frequencies.
A series of measurements of shot noise were then made, these compare the scatter induced
noise roll up with a known scatter source installed in the signal path of the homodyne de-
tector with the case of direct blocking at the input to the homodyne’s beamsplitter. Power
spectral densities of the measurement are shown in Figure 8.7. This clearly shows an ad-
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Figure 8.6: Comparison of peaks showing features of the un-dithered shot noise measurement
mixed up to higher frequencies (first 500 Hz harmonic). Particular mechanical resonances features
can be seen at 10,18 and 40 Hz, that are mixed up to 500 MHz by the dithering process.
ditional scatter contribution to the noise floor, a characteristic scattering shoulder roll up
below 100 Hz. A dither was then applied to the signal path with the modulation depth
manually tuned until the low frequency shot noise was minimised. Comparison of the spec-
trum of the homodyne readout blocked directly at its input to the the opto-mechanically
upshifted trace shows definitively that contributions to noise from the homodyne detector
of this low frequency roll up are wholly due to the presence of scatter in the signal arm.
By systematically blocking the beam back along the signal path the locations of these
scatters may be identified and eliminated. The opto-mechanical shifting technique shows
what portion of the undiagnosed residual noise is due to the remaining scatter.
8.3 Active opto-mechanical upshifting for squeezed state
generation
Scattered light is a significant limiting factor in the measurement and application of
low frequency squeezed light sources [133, 192]. Furthermore, for its application to
interferometric gravitational wave detectors, the presence of spurious backscatter can
lead to coupling of the squeezing source’s path length changes into the detection channel.
As outlined in chapter 6, the need for good isolation from potential backscatter was a
key motivator for the development of squeezer designs based on a travelling-wave cavity
optical parametric oscillators (see also [85, 170]). Techniques that o↵er further scatter
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Figure 8.7: Shot noise measurement showing the upshifting of scatter using a path length mod-
ulation between homodyne and scattering source. Power spectral density measurement of the
homodyne, normalised to the average shot noise level: (i) shot noise of the local oscillator, (ii)
shot noise with intentional scattering in the homodyne detection path and (iii) shot noise with
intentional scattering and path dithering. Calibration of modulation depth was reached when (iii)
reached the flat noise level achieved in the absence of scatter.
immunity, without the need for additional isolating optics (Faraday isolators), o↵er
significant advantages for avoiding degradation of squeezing from optical losses [207].
Here we present a proof-of-principle dithering technique that shifts the frequency of
scattering-induced noise whilst preserving squeezed vacuum states. This was achieved
by dithering the path length along which scattered fields propagate whilst keeping the
relative phase of the squeezing fixed. Many demonstrations of path length modulation
schemes only modulated signal paths. As changes in path length rotate the quadrature
of measurement for a squeezing ellipse, direct modulation of the signal path degrade the
phase stability for squeezed light sources and couples in noise from the anti-squeezed
quadrature. To overcome this a second mirror is employed in the squeezer pump path to
anti-symmetrically pre-modulate the path length, leaving the squeezing ellipse unchanged
post-modulation at the output. Sources of forward scattered light between these points
interact with only one mirror and therefore experience a path length modulation.
The experiment carried out is illustrated in Figure 8.8. Pump light at 532 nm is generated
and used to drive a non-linear interaction in a travelling-wave Optical Parametric
Oscillator, seeded with 1064 nm vacuum. The generated squeezed vacuum states may
be injected into an experiment such as an interferometric gravitational wave detector
or, as in the case, directly measured by balanced homodyne detection. Optical signals
detected by our balanced homodyne detector consist of the vacuum state measurement
and a contribution from scattering sources. To frequency up-shift these contributions,
the signal and pump path mirrors (labelled A  and B ) are sinusoidally modulated
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Figure 8.8: Schematic of squeezed light path length modulation experiment. The superposition
of backscattered fields is treated as a single source at point S , from which the scattered field has
some statistical distribution of phase and amplitude. Mirrors A  and B  are modulated with the
same depth and opposite phase to up-shift the scattered light noise frequency sidebands. Squeezing
is generated by a travelling wave bow-tie Optical Parametric Oscillator.
anti-symmetrically (i.e. to cancel each other’s motion), with depth M, at frequency ⌦m.
Thus when the phase and amplitude of the A  and B  mirrors’ modulation is matched, so
that the net path length between the two mirrors remains fixed, there is a modulated path
length for scattered light while the squeezing source remains unchanged. The modulation
scheme mixes up the distribution of scattering noise, for scattering sources with reflection
points between A  and B , to multiples of ⌦m.
This path length modulation scheme was implemented with a 500 Hz sinusoidal waveform
injected into two piezoelectric transducer (PZT) mounted mirrors. This frequency
was chosen to fit within the mechanical response limitations of available PZTs. The
modulation depth was calibrated by first performing a shot noise measurement with an
intentional scatterer source inserted into the detection path of the homodyne detector.
The power spectral density (PSD) of the calibration is shown in Figure 8.7. The depth
of mirror A ’s modulation was increased until scatter noise was reduced to a minimum.
This correspond to the first order null of Jn(M) where shot noise was flat below the
modulation frequency.
The pump path mirror (B ) modulation depth and phase was then calibrated to match
that of mirror A . A coherent-locking error signal (see [85, 150] for description of its
operation) was used to give a measure of the relative phase between the homodyne local
oscillator and pump laser phase. Modulating both the mirrors at 500 Hz, the mirrors
were found to be matched when the error signal was minimised as a function of time. In
order to make a measurement of squeezing, this coherent locking signal was then used to
control the relative phase of the local oscillator field and the pump field.
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A measurement of squeezing was made for which sources of scattering were present.
Beam dumps that had previously been installed to minimise known scattering points
were temporarily removed to give a sizeable scatter noise profile. The normalised power
spectral density of the homodyne measurement of squeezing is displayed in Figure 8.9,
trace (i), showing 10 dB of measured high frequency squeezing with a “roll up” below 100
Hz. Distinctive mechanical resonances can be observed at 72, 132 and 165 Hz.
A second measurement was made of the squeezed vacuum with the mirror dithering
turned on. This is displayed in Figure 8.9, trace (ii). With the squeezing path length
dithering engaged, the scattering induced roll up is reduced by up to 20 dB. Evidence of
the mixing up process is shown in the noise peaks at multiples of 500 Hz where the low
frequency noise has been shifted to the non-DC Fourier frequencies of the modulation
waveform.
Some residual noise remains, particularly in the range of 5 to 50 Hz. This is likely a
result of imperfect calibration of the modulation depth M or the matching of mirrors
A  and B . Another contributing factor may be residual noise in the coherent-locking
control loop. The frequency range of up-shifting may be increased to a broader audio
band range by selection of PZT and mirror mounts capable of being driven at a higher
dithering frequency. Such an extension of scatter light up-shifting would be necessary for
applications of this technique to gravitational wave detectors, such as Advanced LIGO,
where squeezing can be used to reduce quantum noise into the kilohertz range.
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Figure 8.9: Power spectral density of homodyne measurement of 10 dB squeezing and scattered
light upshifting. Trace (i) is a measurement of squeezing with scattered light deliberately increased.
Mechanical resonances of 72, 132 and 165 Hz are observed, with a general roll up below 100 Hz.
Trace (ii) shows squeezing with path length dithering technique employed, shifting up to 20 dB in
roll up noise. Scattered light is still present in this measurement but now appears reflected about
multiples of the 500 Hz modulation frequency. Measurements are normalised to the average shot
noise level of trace (iii).
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This active upshifting is a proof-of-principle experiment for recovering audio band fre-
quency squeezing with a technique for actively shifting sources of scatter noise. The peak
scattering noise contribution at low frequency is reduced by 20 dB, giving a significant
improvement in the measured squeezing level whilst providing immunity to the presence
of scattered light. All this is done without the need for Faraday type isolators in the signal
path that typically introduced significant loss that degrades squeezed states.
8.4 Implementation in LIGO like interferometers
Advanced gravitational wave interferometers typically take the form of resonant Michelson
interferometers operated on a dark fringe. These arrangements are specifically configured
to reject quantum and technical noise from the driving ports and be maximally sensitive in
their di↵erential mode of operation. The corollary of this is that detectors are maximally
sensitive to disturbances from the ‘dark’ readout port. Vacuum fluctuations entering
through the readout port drive the quantum noise of the interferometer. Likewise,
detectors are maximally sensitive to stray scattered light entering through this port.
Injections of vacuum squeezed states to pre correlate quadratures have demonstrated
improvements to sensitivity by 2 -3 dB [66, 123, 124]. Importantly for applications to
advanced detectors such squeezed light sources must minimise environmental disturbances
from sources such as scattered light in the key audio band (10 Hz -10 kHz). For this
reason travelling wave optical parametric oscillators are a strong candidate for squeezing
sources as they o↵er up to 41 dB of scattered light suppression [85]. However, schemes
for squeezing injection require further isolation, usually met by the inclusion of Faraday
type isolators to provide isolation at the cost of degradation of squeezing purity through
the introduction of forward propagating loss.
An active path length dither strategy o↵ers one potential route to shifting sources of
backscatter within a squeezing generation path out of the detection band of interest. Such
a scheme would, as introduced in section 8.3, modulate the entire path length of the light
squeezing apparatus in such a way that squeezing quadratures remain fixed. Scattering
sources from within the squeezing apparatus that interact with only one of the dithering
mirrors will be frequency shifted. If scattered light components can be e↵ectively
removed with an active upshifting technique, stringent power isolation requirements (with
Faraday isolators) may be relaxed. This will reduce the need for lossy isolation optics,
improving the purity of squeezed state delivered to the interferometer. Such a scheme
must deliver squeezing such that the modulation implementation does not introduce
additional phase noise to the injected squeezing. A possible improvement would utilises a
common modulation element for the pump and output squeezed light (such as bouncing
o↵ opposite sides of a modulation mirror) or the implementation a control scheme to
match modulation depths to reduce phase dither residuals between two modulation depths.
8.5 Chapter summary
We have shown a proof of principle experiment for recovering audio band frequency squeez-
ing with a technique for actively shifting sources of scatter noise. The peak scattering noise
contribution at low frequency is reduced by 20 dB, giving a significant improvement in the
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measured squeezing level whilst providing immunity to the presence of scattered light.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and Further Work
The theme of this thesis has been quantum noise reduction in interferometric gravitational
wave detectors. There have been two principle focuses: the first, on instrument designs
for speed meter broadband quantum non-demolition measurement; and the second, on the
engineering of prepared squeezed states of light suitable for injection into existing power
and signal recycled Michelson interferometers. This chapter provides a brief summary of
results of theoretical and experimental investigations and proposes a number of future
goals and investigations.
9.1 Summary of polarisation speed meter modelling
A theoretical investigation of a polarisation folded speed meter was carried out, inspired
by the external sloshing cavity speed meter proposed by Purdue and Chen [22]. There an
external long-baseline (⇠4 km) Fabry-Pe´rot cavity (the ‘sloshing’ cavity’) was installed
at the output of a power- and signal-recycled Michelson interferometer. Signals below the
sloshing cavity’s pole were cancelled in such a way as to make the instrument’s radiation
pressure coupling response constant in frequency. Radiation pressure back-action could
then be cancelled over a broad frequency band by judicious choice of readout quadrature.
In this work, we proposed to fold this long-baseline Fabry-Pe´rot into the existing arm
cavities of the interferometer on an unused orthogonal polarisation. By recycling signals
into an orthogonal storage mode (that is not driven by a coherent field), an additional
piece of infrastructure may be avoided also obviating the need to also control its length
and alignment.
Two polarisation speed meter schemes were proposed:
• The first was a fixed polarisation coupling regime. In this setup a quarter-wave
plate element was installed within the signal recycling cavity of an arm-cavity signal-
recycled Michelson. The angle of the wave plate was fixed at a 45  orientation to
the carrier light. With optimisation of the arm cavity input test mass transmissivity
(relative to the signal recycling mirror) for optimal signal extraction rate, it was
shown that the standard quantum limit of the instrument could be matched or
beaten by a factor of four.
• The second was a variable coupling scheme, in which the quarter-wave plate could
be smoothly rotated from a 45  orientation to 0  from the carrier polarisation. The
e↵ective coupling between the polarisations could therefore be dynamically tuned.
This allowed for a smooth tuning from quantum non-demolition speed-meter mode to
that of a signal recycled Michelson. For modelling of the strain referenced quantum
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noise parameters were selected to be close to the Advanced LIGO design. With
850 kW of circulating power and parameters close to the Advanced LIGOmirror mass
(40 kg) and baseline length (⇠ 4 km), the strain referenced quantum noise matched
the standard quantum limit when at full coupling 45  giving optimal broadband
operation. For weaker polarisation coupling, the high frequency sensitivity could be
sacrificed for up to an 8 dB factor of improvement below 10 Hz. As Newtonian and
seismic noise is strongly dominant below this frequency for ground based detectors,
the principle benefits for speed meter operation would be expected to be in the
10-100 Hz range where interferometer sensitivity could be optimised for targeted
measurements.
9.1.1 Further work on polarisation speed meter schemes
The theoretical investigation of the polarisation folded speed meter operating at Advanced
LIGO design circulating powers shows promise, as a potential future detector concept, for
addressing radiation pressure noise. These complement well the parallel work of Danil-
ishin et al. who present a realisation of a Sagnac speed-meter based on polarisation optics
in a Michelson-like design [140]. However, the results presented here represent an ideal
lossless case and do not address issues of polarisation for real experimental optics. As
discussed in §5.5, birefringence at the the Michelson beam splitter is a matter of practical
concern. Polarisation purity and the goodness of wave plate retarding optics would all be
the subject of any survey of the e cacy of building an experimentally realisable polari-
sation folded speed meter. Thus, further work in developing this design concept should
involve a feasibility survey outlining necessary polarisation specifications, the viability of
polarisation optics operating at high power and an analysis of the impact of loss. This
would better ascertain whether this design is a realistic implementation for a generation
III iteration of the LIGO interferometer.
9.2 Summary of semi-monolithic glass OPO build and first
testing
A near-monolithic bow-tie OPO cavity constructed from fused silica was designed and
built to be operated under high vacuum. This adopted a number of design features used
in previous interferometer tests of squeezing enhancement, including a travelling wave
bowtie geometry for inherent backscatter isolation and doubly resonant configuration
to lower pump threshold power requirements. Despite the increased number of optical
surfaces of such designs, this may be traded o↵ with a lowering of fundamental field
resonant enhancement for pump resonant enhancement allowed for a (measured) escape
e ciency of 0.9851± 0.0009.
An all glass construction employing low noise peizo-electric transducers was estimated to
give a design RMS length noise of order 10 12 m, leading to an inferred length induced
phase noise of order 0.1 mrad. Initial testing of the operation of the OPO was limited to
mounting the fused silica OPO board without dampening from the vacuum tank base and
for a balanced homodyne detector constructed outside the vacuum on a di↵erent section
of the table. This configuration was used to measure 8.7 ± 0.9 dB of squeezing with an
inferred OPO output squeezing of 14.2± 1.0 dB.
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The requirement for delivering of component parts to MIT for further testing meant that
there was insu cient time to fully optimise phase noise measurements and carry out a
length noise measurement. However, soon to be published results from Oelker et al. [194]
(in preparation) have reported a 1.3+0.7 0.5 mrad of phase noise (in air). This result was
achieved with the ANU developed glass squeezer design, as detailed in Chapter 6, rebuilt
by G. Mansell with the addition of fibre coupled pump and homodyne LO inputs and
in-tank homodyne operation. Here OPO and homodyne detector were rigidly mounted
to the same breadboard base. In turn this was mechanically isolated from the base of the
tank. A combination of the low length noise semi-monolithic OPO, mechanical isolation
and significant e↵orts to optimisation to coherent control methods resulted in a nearly
ten fold improvement of squeezing below previously reported results.
A number key achievements in the building the VOPO should be highlighted:
• the use of an all glass construction method utilising an alignment mask to achieve
epoxyless optical contacts of mounting prism to the polished fused silica base. Such
permanent contacts of non-alignable optics, with tightly focused cavity waists, was
technically challenging. Demonstration of such methods show their viability as a
build technique and have highlighted benefits and technical challenges associated
with such methods.
• the first operation of a vacuum compatible OPO under vacuum. To date there are
few examples of such complex non-linear cavity devices operated under vacuum. The
design of the OPO with a temperature controlled vacuum compatible crystal oven
and translation mount, along the use of vacuum compatible epoxies and PZTs, pro-
vides a first prototype of such a doubly resonant non-linear system for applications
in squeezing for advanced detectors. The thermal control also made use of a Peltier
element with Indium foil sandwiched between thermal elements to improve conduc-
tion under vacuum. Although a bulky alignment mount was used to prototype the
device, future devices would likely be able to use precision placed linear translation
mounts with remote controlled translatability.
• the operation of the doubly resonant system under vacuum focused attention on the
intra-cavity dispersive impact of air. This was not a primary consideration with
earlier prototypes. Awareness of this e↵ect will inform future design consideration
both in the design length of the OPO and the requirement for a remotely actuatable
crystal translation for fine tuning.
9.2.1 Further work: in vacuum glass cavity OPO
• Further characterisation of the cavity with a length noise measurement should be
carried out in order to verify the length stability of the cavity. This will assist in
quantifying the contribution of length noise to the phase noise budget of the device.
• In the design process it was discovered that changes in intra-cavity dispersion, due
to the removal of air, were an important factor in calibrating the OPO cavity for
in-vacuum operation. For future designs of in-vacuum doubly resonant OPOs, round
trip length should be considered as part of the design process. When cavity round
trip length is set to integral multiples of 0.256 m – this is the length needed for a
full FSR shift of the fundamental field relative to the pump field due to dispersion of
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air at 1 ATM – the operation of the device should require little correction between
in-air operation and in-vacuum operation.
• Miniaturisation of the oven components. A four-axis alignment mount was used
for the initial prototype due to its flexibility and ready availability. However, in
practice only linear translation with a wedged crystal is needed to fine-tune the intra-
cavity dispersion condition. Precision placement of a low profile crystal mounting
unit contacted to the fused silica board would o↵er a significantly reduced foot
print (leaving room for other elements) and simplification of the crystal mounting
operation.
Further to this, it would be desirable to have a translation mount that may be
adjusted remotely whilst under vacuum. This o↵ers some redundancy when there is
a requirement to move crystal in the even of localised crystal degradation from long
term use. This may occur as a result of the impact of grey tracking or other long
term exposure e↵ects. This would ensure a redundancy for longer term operations
and would allow for ready adjustments in the event that installation is less than
ideal.
• Schemes for addressing dispersion correction that do not include the mechanical
translation of non-linear crystal elements may o↵er greater mechanical stability and
reliability. Actuation on the total length of the cavity for both wavelengths using
non-mechanical means (that is PZTs) may also lower residual length noise and in-
crease the bandwidth of the cavity resonance locking. One scheme to achieve this
may be to apply a DC electric field across a section of the non-linear crystal to induce
a refractive index change in a similar manner to that of a common electro-optic mod-
ulator. Such a method is challenged by the periodic polling domains of the crystal
having inverted regularly orientation relative to the applied electric field. Leaving
an additional unpolled region at the end of crystal may introduce additional loss.
An alternative approach is to apply an electric plate grating to match the polling
domains. No such schemes have been proposed or demonstrated to the author’s
knowledge.
• The use of a Peltier thermo-electric units for temperature control of the crystal fol-
lows from similar designs in previous OPO temperature control mounts. The ability
to heat and cool gives tight and fast temperature control that is useful in contexts
where temperature needs to be frequency changed for diagnosis purposes. For a
permanent long duty cycle operation under vacuum, resistive heating control for
the crystal assembly is another design option. Although Peltier units have been
successfully implemented in the vacuum environment the Virgo detector [67], the
restrictive allowable materials requirements for gravitational wave detector vacuum
infrastructure make sourcing devices with well-specified material itineraries chal-
lenging. Additionally the size profile of heating elements could be smaller and more
flexible, avoiding the requirement of sandwiching of components with a heat sink.
Resistive heat control should be explored as an option to simplify the build of future
designs and to provide further size reductions for the total crystal mounting unit.
• With a shrinking of the foot print of the OPO and its crystal oven on the fused silica
breadboard, the remaining space could be better employed for integrating routing
optics, for dichroic stripping optics (to separate pump and fundamental light) and for
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readout photodiodes for locking and diagnosis on the remainder of the 450⇥150 mm
area. By grouping components on a single integrated glass breadboard, significant
mechanical stability and rigidity could greatly improve the robustness of the squeezed
state generation. Furthermore, placing a diagnostic on-board balanced homodyne
detector (accessible via a flipper mirror) would allow for ultra-stable direct readout
and characterisation of the squeezed source with very little relative length or pointing
noise.
Fibre coupling of pump light, diagnostic seed light and LO fields would also ensure
that a fully integrated squeezing unit could be completely contained within a single
fully aligned integrated unit. Along with on board aligned photodiodes, such a unit
would avoid the need to align free space fields in and out of a stand alone cavity.
• A further step in simplifying the number of mechanical junctions and epoxy bonds (a
potential point of mechanical loss features and failure) would be to coat the mounting
prisms directly. As is the case for the Advanced LIGO output mode cleaner [158],
the flat optical prisms may be coated directly, providing a simplified component with
a smaller physical profile. Cutting and polishing strongly curved surfaces (i.e. 35-70
mm ROC) is more challenging. However, as some mirror components must also be
PZT mounted to provide length actuation, such an e↵ort may be unnecessary.
• Accurate temperature readout for active thermal control is essential for good non-
linear gain stability. An issue highlighted in previous squeezer experiments [26, 27,
101] and relevant to this thesis work, is that temperature is sensed in the mount
away from non-linear interaction. The readout therefore only gives a proxy measure
of the temperature in the active part of the non-linear crystal. This can lead to lock
point errors at temperatures o↵set from the optimal phase matching point and small
fluctuations in the non-linear gain stability. Phase matching temperature readouts
have been proposed [170]. Development of a phase matching readout technique
sampling the beam path and compatible with the travelling wave vacuum seeded
OPO would help to make such a source more stable across its long-term output.
• As was outlined in detail in §6.1.3, scatter noise is expected to be a significant con-
cern for OPO installed at the dark ports of advanced interferometers. Reductions
in motional noise will be important in reducing the relative intensity noise of po-
tential backscattered light. In addition to the in vacuum isolated stage, a single
stage suspension from a ⇠ 1Hz pendulum could reduce horizontal motions by as
much as an additional order of magnitude, potentially relieving the need for an ad-
ditional Faraday isolator that might otherwise introduce loss into the injection path.
Integrating suspension interfaces in the board, along with balancing masses, would
require further analysis and design.
9.3 Summary of scatter upshifting in quadrature squeezing
signals
A technique for frequency shifting scattering induced noise on squeezed light beams was
implemented, providing a reduction in degradation from scattered light parasitic interfer-
ometers while preserving the quadrature squeezed states. A measurement of squeezing
was made for which sources of scattering were present. With a high frequency squeezing
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of 10 dB, a scatter induced roll up of homodyne detector noise in the 1-100 Hz band was
present in the balanced homodyne readout of the squeezing signal. By applying a 500 Hz
pre and post squeezing apparatus path length modulation, a 20 dB reduction in scattering
induced noise was realised while recovering squeezing measurement below the shot noise
level. Such a technique o↵ered immunity to spurious scattering sources without the use
of optical loss generating isolation optics.
9.3.1 Further work: scatter upshifting
For the application of active scatter frequency upshifting to the generation of audio band
squeezed states applicable to the gravitational wave ‘audio’ detection band (10 Hz - 10
kHz), a number developments would be helpful for realising such a source:
• development of a high frequency PZT mirror mount operated in the 100 kHz range.
A large frequency clearance above the maximum audio frequency would allow for a
roll o↵ of upshifted scatter components reflected about the integer multiples of the
dither waveform. An example of such a high bandwidth PZT-mirror assembly built
and tested by Goßler and McKenzie may be found in §C.3 of [101].
• calibration of the dithering depth between the input pump and output squeezed light
dithering mirrors could be simplified by the application of a common mode scheme
that bounced pump/squeezing output o↵ a common mirror element. This would
guarantee matching of dither depth.
Some further areas of investigation in scatter upshifting would appear to be worthwhile.
• Scattered light components contain a low frequency drift in their phase. The dither
upshifting techniques could be used as a diagnostic tool for tracking low frequency
evolution of scatter quadratures using the evolution of the weightings of upshifted
components in odd and even multiples of the modulation waveform. Cosine phase
modulation Fourier components have interleaved (i.e. even/odd) real and imaginary
frequency components. As the mean o↵set of scatter phase noise drifts, the quadra-
ture components will be mixed up to even or odd Fourier components. Comparison
of the weighting between those upshifted components could be used to infer low
frequency drift of scattered light phase.
• As mooted briefly in §8.1.2, the choice of path length modulation waveform
alters the weighted distribution of Fourier components that the scattered signal is
convoluted against. Custom modulation waveforms could be applied to optimise
the envelope of Fourier mixed up components, spreading noise optimally out of the
band of interest. With knowledge of the roll up bandwidth of scatter noise, certain
modulation waveforms could find application in optimally spreading the upshifted
scatter components across the higher frequency band.
These proposals for further work may find application in other areas of interferom-
etry. These may include spectroscopy, stellar interferometry, fibre sensing interfer-
ometers and other sensing applications.
Appendix A
Appendix A: propagation of rays
and Gaussian beams
This appendix contains background on gaussian beam propagation and ray tracing relevant
to modelling the intra-cavity Eigen modes of the glass OPO. They are included here as a
useful reference and are referred to in Chapter 6.
A.1 Gaussian beams and resonators
Gaussian beams are a solution of the EM wave equation with a transverse electric field
amplitude that is Gaussian in distribution. A fundamental mode (TEM00 mode) has a
complex envelope of the form
A(~r) =   A0
q(z)
exp

 ik ⇢
2
2q(z)
 
, ⇢2 = x2 + y2, (A.1)
where A0 is a constant and k = 2⇡/  is the wave number. Its propagation is characterised
by the complex beam parameter q(z)
q(z) = z + iz0 =
✓
1
R(z)
+
 
i⇡nw2(z)
◆ 1
, (A.2)
where   is the in-vacuum wavelength, n is the refractive index of the medium and R(z)
and w(z) are the radius of curvature and beam width as a function of propagation distance
z. The Rayleigh range
z0 =
⇡w20
 
, (A.3)
defines the characteristic distance over which the area of the diverging beam doubles.
Solving equation A.2, the real and imaginary parts of the of the reciprocal q(z) parameter
give the beam width and radius of curvature at any chosen point z
w(z) =
s
   
n⇡Im[q(z) 1]
and R(z) =
1
Re[q(z) 1]
, (A.4)
where z = 0 is stipulated to be the beam ‘waist’, !0, at its narrowest point.
Under the paraxial approximation (small angles and displacements from beam axis), prop-
agation of Gaussian beams through a system of optical elements may be well described by
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the ABCD transfer matrix method [208, 209]. Propagated q parameters are related by✓
qout
1
◆
= k
✓
A B
C D
◆✓
qin
1
◆
, (A.5)
where k is a normalisation constant and ABCD elements are the linearised transfer coe -
cients of the paraxial element. Some standard ABCD matrices used to propagate rays and
Gaussian beams through various elements are shown in Table A.1. Propagation through
successive elements is simply achieved by cascaded multiplication of their matrix elements
to form an overall transfer matrix. The evolution of the q parameter through any arbi-
trarily formed ABCD system may be found from equation A.5,
qout =
Aqin +B
Cqin +D
, (A.6)
where the k factor is reduced out by normalisation.
Propagation Interface RI change Curved mirror reflection
M (prop)L =
✓
1 L
0 1
◆
M (int)n1,n2 =
✓
1 0
0 n1/n2
◆
M (CM)Re =
✓
1 0
  2Re 1
◆
Table A.1: ABCD transfer matrixes for paraxial beam propagating elements for rays and Gaussian
beams. Here Re is the e↵ective radius of curvature for beams incident at ✓ from normal: Re =
R cos ✓ is the e↵ective radius of curvature in tangential plane (horizontal) and Re = R/ cos ✓ is the
e↵ective radius of curvature in the sagittal plane (vertical). Flat mirrors are the limiting case as
R!1.
A.1.1 Gaussian beams in resonators
An important case of Gaussian beam propagation is that of circulating fields within a
stable optical cavity. Gaussian ‘eigenmodes’ of such optical cavities are formed when mir-
ror curvatures and separations are such that subsequent round trip propagation produce
identical copies of that beam. The self consistent condition requires that the q parameter
satisfies
qn+1 =
Aqn +B
Cqn +D
= qn, (A.7)
where elements ABCD are the round trip matrix (Mrt) elements formed from sequentially
multiplying the circuit of elements beginning and ending at the same reference plane. The
self consistent solution to equation A.7,
1
qn
=
D  A
2B
⌥ 1
B
s✓
A+D
2
◆2
  1 (A.8)
represents a physically realisable solution when its imaginary part is negative, allowing the
Gaussian beam envelope (Equation A.1) to drop exponentially at large distances from the
axis. Confined solutions are therefore said to be possible when the cavity is ‘stable’; we
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define a generalised stability parameter as the half trace of the ABCD round trip matrix1
m = Tr[Mrt]/2. (A.9)
This parameter is a generalised version of the two-mirror cavity g parameter. A cavity is
said to be geometrically stable when
  1  m  1. (A.10)
Stability is an important measure of cavity goodness as it gives a measure of how quickly
small perturbations to the beam grow or decay. In a practical sense as the cavity
approaches |m| = 1 tiny perturbations in driving input fields become hyper sensitive
to mode alignment and containment of the Gaussian envelope becomes impossible:
physically realisable solutions collapse. Additionally, beams may also grow larger than
the aperture imposed by the mirror, resulting in clipping and dissipation of the mode.
As will be detailed later, another formulation of this stability criterion is that perturba-
tions of the mirrors from their ideal pointing result in hyper sensitive walk o↵ mirrors
for the eigenmode centre axis within the cavity for cavities approaching their stability edge.
A.2 Misalignment of paraxial optical elements and the im-
pact on resonator optics
This section details the methods used to compute the impact of misalignment of paraxial
elements on the tracing of rays about a cavity. Here I follow the methodology outlined
by Siegman [208]. Details of this method are used in Chapter 6 and are included here for
completeness and to assist the reader who may wish to perform similar calculations.
A B
C D
System Optical Axis
Element Axi
s
s2
s1
 1
 2r1
r2
L
Figure A.1: Illustration of misaligned ABCD paraxial optical element showing change of basis
components and the ingoing and outgoing vectors.
Figure A.1 shows a general paraxial optical element that has been misaligned from the
optical axis of the larger system. The paraxial element is defined with reference its own
tilted and o↵set ‘element axis’ to which incoming and outgoing rays or beams are trans-
formed using the usual ABCD matrix transform. Incoming beams or rays will therefore
1As a side note the choice of starting point (reference plane), multiplying elements a full round trip
around the resonator, is unimportant as traces are invariant under cyclic permutations, i.e. Tr[ABC] =
Tr[BCA] = Tr[CAB]
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need to undergo a change of basis before undergoing the ABCD transform before being
put back into the original axis of the optical system. Misalignment of the element axis,
relative to the optical axis, is characterised by the misalignment vectors at the input and
output
 1 ⌘

 1
 01
 
and  2 ⌘

 2
 02
 
(A.11)
Where  1,2 are displacements and  01,2 are the slopes of the element. If the misaligned
element has some finite length L then the input and output misalignment vectors are
related by
 2 =

1 L/n1
0 n2/n1
 
 1 ⌘M  1 (A.12)
where n1 and n2 are the refractive indexes before and after the element and M  is the
misalignment matrix. In this vector notation, rays and beams defined with reference to
the system’s optical axis (r1 and r2) are related to the elements optical axis by
r1 = s1 + 1 r2 = s2 + 2 (A.13)
where s1 and s2 are the ray vectors in the basis of the optical element. Input-output ray
vectors in the basis of the paraxial element are related in the usual way
s2 =

A B
C D
  
s1
s01
 
=Ms1 (A.14)
where M is the ABCD matrix. Thus the full transfer of the misaligned paraxial system is
given by
r2 = s2 + 2 =Ms1 +M  1 =M[r1   1] +M  1 =Mr1 + [M   M] 1, (A.15)
or, in compact form
r2 =Mr1 +E (A.16)
where E = [M  M] 1 is the ‘error’ vector of the paraxial element’s misalignment. Thus
in the basis of the system, axis misaligned optics have regular ABCD transfer functions
plus an fixed misalignment correction proportional to the di↵erence of misalignment and
the element’s transfer function.
For a cascaded multi-element paraxial system, the ray and beam transfer are formed in
a similar way to an aligned system with each component misalignment error vector E
propagated through a cascade of elements to that point
rN =Mtotr1 +Etot (A.17)
where each elements error vector is propagated through elements to that point
Etot = [MN . . .M2]E1 + [MN . . .M3]E2 + · · ·+MNEN 1 +EN . (A.18)
For the case of a beam or a ray traversing an optical resonator, the central eigenray r0
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must satisfy the round trip condition
Mrtr0 +Etot = r0. (A.19)
In words, the central axis of a stable ray or beam traversing the cavity must o↵set from the
system’s ideal ‘aligned’ axis so as to compensate for misalignments. The natural eigenmode
of the cavity will therefore have a modified trajectory, just so aligned to exactly cancel
the deviations caused by subsequent propagation through misaligned paraxial elements.
Solving equation A.19 for the eigenray/beam at the plane defined by the round trip matrix
Mrt, we obtain
r0 = (I Mrt) 1Etot (A.20)
where Etot is the cascaded error vectors up to the plane. An important fact is that for
any input ray r1 entering the system
(r2   r0) =Mrt ⇥ (r1   r0) (A.21)
which means r0 represents a new misaligned natural axis for the cavity and all the paraxial
approximations apply about eigenmodes aligned about this new central axis. Gaussian
beams will then adhere to the same ABCD paraxial equations introduced in §A.1, with
their central axis centred around this modified path. The o↵set due to misalignments
at each of the mirrors may be found by computing the round trip matrix starting and
finishing at the same point with the cascaded error vector computed for a single round trip.
System Optical Axis
Element Axi
s
L
Element Axis
L
Element Axis
Figure A.2: Round trip proportion of a misaligned system. Here all the optical elements are
propagating through before the ray is recycled back to the beginning. The solution that forms
a recurring overlapping Eigen ray is the natural basis of propagation for the misaligned cavity.
Providing it doesn’t clip the edge of optical elements, this new axis can support the usual gaussian
beams.
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